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Abstract
This thesis develops and evaluates Small Area Estimation (SAE) methods to provide
estimates of prevalence rates of health risk factors for Local Government Areas (LGAs)
in NSW using data from the NSW Population Health Survey. All outcome variables
considered are dichotomous. The aim is to produce estimates that are an improvement
over direct survey estimates based on a single year of data as well as over direct
estimates based on data aggregated over seven years. Modified direct estimators,
conventional synthetic and composite estimators, Empirical Best Linear Unbiased
Predictors (EBLUP), complex synthetic estimators using a linear model, Empirical Best
Predictors (EBP) and associated synthetic estimators based on the logistic model are
assessed initially for the outcome variable ‘Current Smoking’ using 2006 survey data.
All estimates are produced using SAS Version 9.2.
Model-based SAE methods using regression models and area level random effects are
found to be the most effective approach to create unbiased LGA-level estimates for
‘Current Smoking’, and are successful in creating estimates with face-validity when
based on a single year of data. Of the other methods assessed neither LGA-based
weighting nor generalised regression (GREG) estimates are shown to improve the direct
LGA-level estimates sufficiently for them to be more useful than the current direct
estimates. Conventional synthetic and composite estimators produce over-smoothed
LGA-level estimates. In addition the näive estimates of the mean square error (MSE) of
these estimators underestimate the bias, and estimation of the root mean square error
(RMSE) is difficult.
The EBLUP and EBP estimates and their associated synthetic counterparts are created
and evaluated for four key outcome variables (‘Current Smoking’, ‘Risk Alcohol
Consumption’, ‘Overweight or obese’ and ‘Have difficulties getting health care when
needed’), by sex, for survey years 2006, 2007 and 2008. These outcome variables differ
in their overall prevalence rate and level of intraclass correlation. Included in the
evaluation process is an assessment of the effect of covariate specification. The
iii

model-building process used to create specific and more general covariate specifications
is discussed as part of the model development process, with six covariate specifications
assessed for each sex-outcome-year model. The four outcomes differ in the most
appropriate covariate specification. Estimates of root mean square error (RMSE) using
output from the relevant SAS procedures are also compared with estimates of RMSE
using parametric bootstrapping.
Logistic models are recommended for estimation purposes because although the logistic
and linear estimates are very similar, for outcomes with a prevalence of less than 30%
the linear model underestimates the RMSE by up to 50%. Including the LGA level
random effect in the model does not affect the estimates markedly but avoids overstating
the precision of the modelled estimates. Bootstrapped estimates of RMSE avoid the
underestimation of the SAS-based RMSE for out-of-sample areas, but the remainder are
relatively similar to those output from the SAS procedure.
The resultant model-based estimates are assessed for bias against design-unbiased direct
estimates based on the same year of data. The RMSE and relative root mean square error
(RRMSE) are compared against the standard error and relative standard error
respectively of direct estimates based on seven years of data, as well as single years of
data. Other comparisons include aggregating model-based estimates to the Health Area
level and to the quintiles of socioeconomic disadvantage and comparing with direct
estimates at these levels. Most of the EBP estimates have estimated RRMSE of less than
25% and a RMSE of less than 10%, and those that do not still show considerable
improvement over direct estimates based on a single year of data. They are also an
improvement over the estimates based on seven years of data and have the advantage of
being based on the current year of data rather than an average over an extended period of
time. Hence the EBP estimates based on a single year of data can provide useful
estimates at the LGA level.
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Abbreviations and Notation
Table 1: Abbreviations
Acronym
ABARE
ABS
AHS
ASH
ASGC
BHF
BLUP
BMI
BRFSS
BYM
CAR
CATI
CDC
CER
COB
COPD
CPS
CSSM
CURF
DEFF
DGP
DHB
DOH
DPPP
EB
EBLUP
EBP
ERP
EURAREA
FH
GREGWT
HILDA
HOIST
HB
HT
IASS
IRSD
ISI
IQR
LA
LHD
LFS
MBDE

Long title
Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics
Australian Bureau of Statistics
Area Health Service (see below)
American Statistical Association
Australian Standard Geographic Classification
Battese, Harter and Fuller referring to the unit-level SAE model first
published by these authors in 1988
Best Linear Unbiased Predictor
Body Mass Index
Behavioural Risk factor Surveillance System
Besag, York and Mollié (model often used in Disease Mapping)
Conditional Autoregressive (used in Disease Mapping context)
Computer Assisted Telephone Interview
Centres of Disease Control (USA)
Centre for Epidemiology and Research
Country of Birth
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
Current Population Survey
Centre for Statistical and Survey Methodology
Confidentialised Unit Record File
Design effect
Divisions of General Practice
District Health Board (Local Health authorities in NZ)
Department of Health
Directorate of Population Health, Planning and Performance
Empirical Bayes
Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Predictor
Empirical Best Predictor
Estimated Residential Population
Enhancing Small Area Estimation Techniques to meet European Needs
Fay - Herriot
Generalised Regression Weighting macro (created by ABS)
Household, Income, Labour Dynamics in Australia survey
Health Outcomes Information Statistical Toolkit - the SAS-based data
warehouse managed by NSW Health
Hierarchical Bayes
Horwitz-Thomson
International Association for Survey Statisticians
Index of Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage
International Statistical Institute
Interquartile range
Local Authority, the lowest level of local government used in UK
Neighbourhood Statistics
Local Health District (may also be referred to as Local Health Network
Labour Force Survey (UK)
Model-based direct estimator
continued
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Table 1: continued
Acronym
MSOA
NHIS
NHS
NIDA
NSW
NSWHS
NZ
NZHS
ONS
PHIDU
POA
PQL
RRMSE
RSE
SAE
SASr
SES
SEIFA
SLA
SMR
SRS

Long title
Middle layer Super Output Area, a standard geographical unit in the
UK, aggregate to LAs
National Health Interview Survey
National Health Survey
National Institute of Drug Abuse (USA)
New South Wales
Population Health Survey administered by New South Wales Ministry
of Health
New Zealand
New Zealand Health Survey
Office for National Statistics
Population Health Information Development Unit (within University of
Adelaide)
Postal Area (ABS approximation of postcode areas for estimating population)
Penalised Quasi-Likelihood
Relative Root Mean Square Error
Relative Standard Error
Small Area Estimation
The registered trademark of a software package that originally stood for
Statistical Analysis Software. It is still known by that acronym
Socio-economic Status
Socio-economic Indexes for Areas (created by the ABS)
Statistical Local Area
Standardised Mortality/Morbidity Index
Simple Random Sample

Table 2: List of NSW Health Area names and abbreviations used from 2005 to 2010
inclusive
Health Area
Sydney South West
South Eastern Sydney and Illawarra
Sydney West
Northern Sydney and Central Coast
Hunter and New England
North Coast
Greater Southern
Greater Western
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Abbreviation
SSW
SESI
SW
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW

Table 3: Notation used in this thesis
* Capital letters refer to the population and lower case letters to the sample.
* The population U is defined as the entire finite population being surveyed.
* It is assumed that probability sampling is used, so each element of this population has a known,
non-zero probability of being selected, pi , i = 1 . . . N.
* Within the population are strata h, h = 1 . . . H and domains, denoted g, g = 1 . . . G for area-based
domains and a, a = 1 . . . A for other sub-population domains, for instance age-sex domains. These
G
A
each have a known finite size of Nh , Ng and Na respectively; ÂH
h=1 Nh = Âg=1 Ng = Âa=1 Na = N.
* Each observation belongs to one small area, and also belongs to one sub-population domain.
* Strata cross the sub-population domains.
* In the case of the NSW Population Health Survey program each small area domain is assumed to
lie within a specific stratum. In other studies small area domains may cross strata boundaries.
* The number sampled from the hth stratum, nh , is assumed to be fixed, but the number sampled
from the area and subpopulation domains, denoted ng and na respectively are random variables.
* As subscript, s refers to sampled units, and r to non-sampled units.
The direct survey estimate of the total for domain g will be denoted by Ŷg , and the sample mean by
Ȳˆg .
* Design weights used in producing direct survey estimates will be denoted by w. A subscript will
be used if necessary for clarity. For instance, if weights are based on age-sex cells then the subscript
wa may be used.
* Model-based estimates will be denoted ỹg , with a superscript denoting the type of estimate. For
instance the Fay-Herriot-type estimate will be denoted ỹFH
g .
* qg , may be used to denote the characteristic of the finite population in the gth domain that it is
desired to estimate. Where a mean or proportion is specifically referred to then Ȳg or Pg may be used
instead of qg .
* yig denotes the value of the characteristic of interest from the ith person sampled from area g. Also
x1ig . . . x pig denote auxiliary data for the p auxiliary variables for the ith person sampled from area g.
* The population total for the pth auxiliary variable in the gth area will be denoted by X pg , and X p
for the overall population. Also, Xh will also denote the sum of the pth auxiliary variable for the hth
stratum˙ * X will denote the N ⇥ (p + 1) matrix of covariates for the N units in the population. It
will have p + 1 columns because it includes the intercept. When referring to the gth small area, the
matrix will be denoted as Xg .
* Similarly for the sample, x will denote the n ⇥ (p + 1) matrix of covariates for the n units in the
sample, and xg when referring to the gth small area.
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Table 4: Definition of key outcome variables from NSWHS
Abbreviation
Alcohol1 (ALC)

Description
Any risk drinking behaviour, defined as at least one of: consuming
alcohol every day, consuming more than 4 (male) or 2 (female)
standard drinks on average or consuming more than 6 (male) or (4
female) standard drinks on any day.
Smoke2 (SMK)
Current smoker, defined as people who smoke daily or occasionally.
BMI (BMI)
Overweight and obesity, defined as a BMI of 25.0 or over.
HDIFF1 (HDIFF)
Have difficulties getting health care when needed.
Alcohol2
High Risk drinking behaviour defined as ever consuming at least 11
(male) or 7 (female) standard drinks in a day.
Fruit
Recommended fruit consumption, defined as at least 2 serves of fruit
per day.
Veg
Recommended vegetable consumption, defined as at least 5 serves of
vegetables per day.
Physact
Adequate physical activity (at least 150 minutes per week over 5
separate occasions).
BMI2
Obese, defined as a BMI of 30.0 or higher.
Hstat
Good, very good or excellent self-reported health status.
Social2a
Strongly agree or agree that most people can be trusted.
Source: (CER, 2009c, Population Health Division, 2010)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to thoroughly investigate the application of small area
estimation methods to data from the NSW Population Health Survey (NSWHS).
Methods are developed and evaluated that can be used to create estimates of prevalence
rates of health risk factors, health behaviours and chronic disease at the Local
Government Area (LGA) level from NSW Population Health Survey data. Estimates at
the LGA level are needed because prevalence rates of health risk factors and behaviours
vary between geographical areas (see, for instance Malec, 1996, Harris and Wills, 1997)
and being able to monitor health-related outcomes at the local area level is therefore
useful in the decision-making process. It also will assist local councils in NSW to
participate more fully in the development of healthy communities (Manzi et al., 2011).
The NSW Population Health Survey program commenced in 1997, and has provided
annual estimates of prevalence of chronic disease such as diabetes, health behaviours
such as risk drinking and health risk factors such as obesity since 2002. The survey is
specifically designed to produce reliable estimates of the proportion of the population
with the various risk factors and other measured outcomes at the geographic level at
which health is administered in the state. To accomplish this, approximately 1000 adults
1
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are surveyed annually from each of the areas into which the state is divided for the
administration of health. This division has changed over time from 17 health areas prior
to 2005 and 8 health areas between 2005 and 2010 inclusive, to 15 local health districts
since 2011. This thesis uses data from 2002 to 2008, prior to the second change in health
area boundaries. The NSW Population Health Survey was not designed to produce
estimates at the LGA level of geography, so although respondents to the survey are asked
for their postcode and/or the name of their local council, the sample size at the LGA
level is generally insufficient to provide reliable estimates when the same standard direct
estimation methods are applied as are used at the health administrative area level.
The option that is currently used to obtain small area estimates is to aggregate data over a
number of years and/or combine LGAs so that standard survey estimation methods can
be used. For instance, when information from the NSW Population Health Survey is
included in the annual reports of health administrative areas, any estimates below the
health administrative area level tend to be aggregated over at least two years and consist
of a collection of LGAs in order to obtain the level of reliability required (see, for
instance, NSCCAHS Public Health Unit, 2009). LGA estimates have been created using
aggregated data across six to eight years, however these estimates are not widely
distributed. Aggregating data over time has its drawbacks. Firstly, even when several
years of data are aggregated, the sample size still may not be sufficient to obtain a
reliable estimate. Secondly, the resultant prevalence estimate is an average over several
years and does not indicate the prevalence in the most recent survey period.
The National Health Survey (NHS) also has a sample size which is insufficient for
LGA-level estimation, but LGA level estimates have been created from data collected
from the last four National Health Surveys using small area estimation (SAE) methods
(e.g. Glover and Tennant, 2010). Although these estimates provide an alternative to
creating estimates at the LGA level from the NSWHS data, there are reasons to warrant
the development of methods that can be applied to the NSWHS data instead of relying
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on the SAEs available from the NHS. For instance, the NHS is only undertaken every
three years and because the NHS excludes very remote areas in its sampling, in each set
of LGA-level estimates at least one LGA in the very remote areas of NSW has been
excluded from the estimation process (ABS, 2001). In addition, the resultant estimates
only rarely have any estimate of precision included with the estimate. In contrast, the
NSW Population Health Survey is an annual survey with coverage that includes the
entire state: all 152 LGAs as well as the Unincorporated Far West, although some areas
with low population may not have sample in each year. Although there is a reasonable
amount of overlap between the content of the NHS and the NSWHS, the questions asked
in the two surveys differ. By creating estimates using the NSW Population Health
Survey data it is possible to ensure that the estimates are always published with
appropriate measures of precision: consistent with the other results produced from the
NSWHS. Finally, the staff that administer the Population Health Survey program in
NSW Health are interested in developing new methods of analysing the rich data source
that is available, thus extending the service that they can provide to clients.
Whether an estimate is sufficiently reliable depends on the context, and different
statistical agencies use different criteria, as will be discussed in Chapter 2. In this thesis
a reliable estimate will be taken as one where the relative standard error is less than 25%,
which is conventionally used by the ABS (see, for instance ABS, 2006a), and/or where
the margin of error (± the width of the 95% confidence interval) is less than 10
percentage points. Of course, estimates with greater reliability, such as relative standard
errors of 10% or less are even more desirable.
Small area estimation is the name given to methods that are used when survey data are
analysed at a level where the sample size is inadequate for conventional, direct, survey
estimation methods to provide a reliable estimate, such as is the case of the NSW
Population Health Survey for many LGAs. Note that it is the precision of estimates
based on small sample sizes that is one of the major factors that leads to the use of small

4
area estimation methods. The estimation at this lower level of geography is often fuelled
by the needs of Government agencies and other researchers (Rao, 2003, Ghosh and Rao,
1994). The methods rely on the availability of auxiliary data from administrative or
whole-of-population sources that are closely related to the variable of interest
(Hidiroglou, 2007, Rao, 2003). Of pivotal importance is that the relationship between the
variable of interest and the auxiliary variable(s) is assumed to apply across the entire
population (e.g. NSW), and so data from areas outside the target small area can be used
in creating the estimate for the target area. This results in a smaller estimated root mean
square error (RMSE) for the estimate in the target area compared with when only data
from the target area is utilised. It is this use of data from outside the target area to reduce
the RMSE of estimates that leads to these methods being said to ‘borrow strength’. A
small area is defined by the sample size rather than the population size, and is not
necessarily connected with the geographical size. The term ‘small domain estimation’
can be used where the small sample size is driven by demographic rather than geographic
division (Farrell et al., 1997). There are some differences in methods used between small
area and small domain problems, but much of the theory behind them is the same.
From the methodological point of view small area estimation methods have been
developing over the last 30 or so years. Early advances were discussed at a workshop
and then published in book form in 1979 (Steinberg, 1979). Two early papers that are
still influential are Fay and Herriot (1979) and Battese et al. (1988) and more recent
books on small area estimation have been published by Rao (2003) and Longford (2005).
The importance of small area estimation methods may also be shown by the fact that
there have been biennial SAE conferences since 2005, as well as dedicated sessions in
most International Statistical Institute (ISI) conferences and at Joint Statistical Meetings
of the American Statistical Association (see Appendix A.1 for more details).
Methodological advances are continuing in small area estimation methods. The
University of Wollongong search engine SummonT M returns 496 references to journal
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articles published between 2007 and 2011 when a search is requested with the terms
‘Small Area Estimation’ and ‘survey’. These articles cover both estimation methods and
also methodology for improving survey design. In this thesis, the emphasis is on
estimation methods.
Small area estimation methods have been used to obtain estimates for employment and
other social and economic variables (Heady and Ralphs, 2005) as well as in health
(National Cancer Institute, 2010, Scholes et al., 2005) and to inform policy, in funding
allocation (Heady and Ralphs, 2005), and in regional planning. They are used in
countries such as UK (Scholes et al., 2005), Canada (Ministry of Canada, 2006), the
United States (Krieger et al., 2004) and Europe (Heady and Ralphs, 2005). Most of the
applications of these methods occur within national statistical agencies (for example
Office of National Statistics (2009), Ministry of Canada (2006), ABS (2006d) and Heady
and Ralphs (2005)) because of the need to have a wide range of quality population level
auxiliary data. The practical application of the methods outside of the national statistics
agencies is partly due to a lack of experience and education: most small area estimation
methods are still fairly new to practitioners, and most tertiary teaching courses on survey
design and analysis do not cover small area estimation or even model-based methods of
survey analysis, let alone courses in epidemiology and public health. This situation is
changing, however. The momentum is being driven by the increased desire for estimates
at lower levels of geography, and for small domains, that the survey was not designed to
provide in the first place.
This thesis considers in detail the theoretical and practical issues and complexities
involved in producing reliable and useful SAEs for a large scale, high profile health
survey. An overview of small area estimation methods together with practical examples
of their application are provided in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes in detail the NSW
Population Health Survey program and then assesses whether there are any alternative
direct estimation methods that can improve estimates at the LGA level to a point where
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the application of small area estimation methods becomes unnecessary. Chapter 4
applies a range of small area estimation methods that vary in complexity to estimate the
prevalence of current smoking in males in 2006. These methods include conventional
synthetic and composite estimators before turning to SAE methods based on regression
models with area level random effects. For these, linear model-based Empirical Best
Unbiased Predictors (EBLUPs) and logistic-based Empirical Best Predictors (EBPs) are
obtained along with the concomitant synthetic estimators created by omitting the random
effect from the estimation process, focusing at all times on unit-level models. Then the
most promising methods are used to calculate estimates for four selected outcomes
(‘Current Smoking’, ‘Risk Alcohol Consumption’, ‘Overweight or obese’ and ‘Have
difficulties getting health care when needed’), by sex, for each of the three years from
2006 to 2008. Prior to creating these estimates the model building process is discussed.
This results in the development of six different covariate specifications that are used in
the ensuing model assessment process. The validity of the resultant estimates is assessed
using various diagnostics, techniques and comparisons. The validation process has to
take into account that there is no gold standard available for the outcome variables, and
yet show in objective ways that the estimates have the appropriate level of precision, and
that they are better than those currently available. The evaluation aims to elucidate what
limitations there are to small area estimation methods, and whether the resultant
estimates are reasonable enough to be useful to inform policy and assist in developing
healthier communities within the NSW context. The novel aspects of this work arise
from the application of small area estimation methods to the NSW Population Health
Survey data, the application of a raft of validation and diagnostic tools and the methods
used for estimating the precision of the estimates. Summary and conclusions are
presented in Chapter 5. Finally an extensive series of appendices provides detailed
information of relevance to various parts of the thesis.

Chapter 2
Review of methods used for Small Area
Estimation
2.1

Introduction

This chapter reviews methods used for small area estimation. It commences in
Section 2.2, however, with a brief outline of standard survey estimation methods,
focusing on the methods that are used by NSW Health. In Section 2.3 small area
estimation methods are discussed, accompanied by examples of their application. This is
followed in Section 2.4 with a discussion around methods to determine what covariates
should be used in the models, and how to evaluate and validate small area estimates.
Sufficient information is provided on various small area estimation methods to assist
with the aim of investigating the application of these methods to the NSW Population
Health Survey data. It is not designed to provide a definitive and exhaustive exposition
of the theoretical aspects of small area estimation methods, which can be found in the
books on small area estimation by Rao (2003) and Longford (2005) or the major review
papers including Hidiroglou (2007), Rao (1999), Pfeffermann (2002) and Saei and
7
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Chambers (2003a). Most of the notation is explained when it is used for the first time; for
reference purposes there is a complete list of notation in Table 3 on page ix of this thesis.
One way of summarising the methods used for small area estimation is shown in
Figure 2.1. It shows the methods divided firstly according to whether they can be
referred to as direct or indirect estimates. Methods that rely only on data from the area of
interest are called direct estimates. Most small area estimation methods involve indirect
estimation methods because they involve use of data from surrounding areas or even the
entire survey in the estimation process, usually through the use of implicit or explicit
models. The indirect estimator theoretically has greater precision than a direct estimator
for the same area through including this additional information, which will be reflected
in the smaller variance of the indirect estimator compared with the direct estimator.

Figure 2.1: Overview of methods used in Small Area Estimation
Adapted from ABS (2006d, page 29)

Direct methods are included in Figure 2.1 because they constitute the standard survey
estimation method. They are often used as a comparison with small area estimators
because, despite being imprecise due to small sample sizes, the direct estimators are
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usually unbiased or at least approximately so provided random sampling has been used.
Direct estimates are also used as the basis of area-level model-based methods, especially
when unit-level data are not available from the survey. Indirect estimators can be split
into those that include a random area level effect and those that do not (Figure 2.1).
Often those that do not include the random area level term are called traditional indirect
methods (see, for instance, ABS, 2006d). Composite estimators are included under the
column with ‘Direct methods’, but these are actually a form of indirect method as they
include the direct estimator as well as an indirect estimator.
Another way of summarising small area estimation methods is on the basis of the
method of inference. These can be classified as design-based (see Lohr, 1999),
model-assisted (Särndal et al., 1992) or model-based (see Chambers and Skinner, 2003).
If the estimation of mean and variance are based on the probability distribution produced
by the sampling design it is called design-based inference. Model-assisted methods use
an implicit model but the variance is still design-based. Estimation and inference in a
model-based method is based explicitly on the underlying statistical model for the
population.
It can be seen that the method of inference is determined to a great extent on whether the
estimator is direct or indirect, so both concepts are interconnected. Expectations will be
design-based, model-based or both, depending on the context. For instance, when
considering direct estimation methods in Section 2.2 and Chapter 3 the expectations will
be with respect to the sampling design, whilst in Section 2.3.1 and Section 4.1 the
expectations are generally design-based, but model-based arguments are also involved.
Expectations are with respect to the model in the model-based estimation methods that
include random effect terms, introduced in 2.3.2 and assessed in Section 4.2.
The major stumbling block to many practitioners for the use of indirect estimators is that
they are usually biased. This leads to the publication of direct estimates at levels of
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geography where the sample size is sufficient to produce reliable estimates. Estimates
are suppressed for those areas for which the sample size is too small or non-existent.
That is, they will not embrace the use of indirect methods, but an understanding of bias
may assist in allaying some of the concerns.
For small area, g, bias is defined as the difference between the expectation of the
estimator, q̂g and the true value of a parameter being estimated, qg :
bias(q̂g ) = E(q̂g

qg ).

Although an unbiased estimator is often desirable, there is a trade-off between bias and
precision because a slightly biased estimator can have a smaller mean square error
(MSE) than the unbiased estimator (ABS, 2006d, Rao, 2003, Hidiroglou, 2007). The
MSE is defined as MSE(qg ) = var(qg ) + bias(qg )2 . Direct estimators are unbiased
because the expected value under the probability distribution produced by the sampling
design is equal to the parameter, so MSE(qg ) = var(qg ), but with small sample sizes, the
variance of the direct estimator is very large. In addition, direct estimates cannot be
calculated for areas with no sample.
The level of bias in indirect estimators based on real data cannot be easily quantified,
because qg is not usually known. Bias in model-based estimators is more straightforward
as the bias is measured on the basis of the underlying model.
Simulation studies can assist in the measurement of bias because the parameter of
interest, such as the mean, is then known, but a simulation based on modelled data will
not provide information about the bias in a real set of data unless it is known that the data
truly follow that model. Design-based simulations use real data as a basis of the
population, and they may provide more relevant information, however the quality of the
simulation will be determined by the quality of the underlying data. If the underlying
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data have a large level of sampling error then the estimates from a design-based
simulation are likely to end up with even larger errors.
The EURAREA project used design-based simulation (EURAREA consortium, 2005,
Heady and Ralphs, 2005), but the simulated population was created from unit level
records obtained from Censuses and/or population-based registers rather than from
survey data, so it was a high quality simulated population, lacking sampling error. Even
so, some applications of the simulation-based EURAREA methods were not successful.
The heterogeneity of the target variables and the lack of explanatory power in the models
were among the reasons given for the methods failing to produce reasonable results
when applied to a series of estimators of economic activity of small businesses in Poland
(Paradysz and Klimanek, 2006).
Issues such as heterogeneity in the survey data and small and non-existent samples in
some LGAs meant that creating a design-based simulation population using NSW
Population Health Survey data was not pursued. Instead, other methods were used to
determine the bias of the estimators, and they will be discussed in Section 2.4.

2.2

Direct estimation

As mentioned previously, direct estimators use information solely from the small area of
interest. The most common form of estimator is the Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator.
It takes into account the probability of selection, pi , the inverse of which is known as the
survey weight (Cochran, 1963). The resulting estimator of population mean for area g is
Ȳˆg = Ng 1

Â pi 1Yi

i2sg

(2.1)
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Generally if a direct estimator for a small area of interest is available at a level of
reliability that is suitable for the desired purpose then small area estimation methods are
not necessary (see Rao, 2003, page 2).
The notion of ‘sufficient reliability’ depends on the use to which these estimates are put.
National statistical agencies often measure of the reliability of an estimator as the ratio
of the standard error—or root mean square error (RMSE) of a biased estimator—and the
estimator itself. This ratio is known as the Relative Standard Error (RSE) or Relative
Root Mean Square Error (RRMSE) respectively. For convenience both RSE and
RRMSE will be referred to as RRMSE at times in this thesis, and both Standard Error
and Root Mean Square Error will be referred to as RMSE. In the ABS, an estimate with
a RRMSE of less than 25% is considered to have acceptable reliability. A RRMSE of
between 25% and 50% means that one should use these estimates with caution, and
beyond that level it is advised not to use the estimates (ABS, 2006a). The Office of
National Statistics in the United Kingdom uses a more stringent criterion of a maximum
RRMSE of 20% (Office of National Statistics, 2006). Statistics Canada suppresses
results when the RRMSE is greater then 33%, and flags estimates with a RRMSE of
greater than 16% (Anon, 2011). In this thesis the ABS’s definitions will be used as a
guide to the quality of the reliability of the estimators.
Precision is more difficult to ascertain, as it requires a gold standard against which to
compare the survey-based estimator. Information about the outcome variables being
assessed by the survey are not available from the census, which is why the survey is
necessary. Therefore it is only possible to assess precision indirectly, by comparing
against other survey-based estimates, by comparing historical data, and by seeking
opinions of knowledge experts in the relevant field.
If the sample size is insufficient for direct estimation purposes using a year of data at the
small area level, aggregating survey data across years (National Research Council, 2000,
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Scholes et al., 2007, for instance,) or combining areas that have small populations
(Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2003) may ensure that the sample size is
sufficiently large to provide direct estimates with sufficient precision for the required
purposes. An option that can be used in conjunction with these alternatives is to restrict
the reporting of estimates to areas where the required precision is achieved. This form of
selective release is used by the U.S. Behavioural Risk Factor Surveillance System
(BRFSS): annual direct estimates are released at the metropolitan area and county level
but only for areas where the sample has at least 500 respondents, provided each
age-sex-race cell has at least 19 responses (CDC, 2007). Similarly, aggregates of two
years of data are used to provide estimates at the LGA level in Queensland (Queensland
Health, 2011), with estimates suppressed where the sample size is less than 50 or where
the RSE is greater than 50% (Queensland Health, 2011, page 4). The result of applying
these criteria means that estimates are not released for 31 of approximately 158 LGAs in
Queensland (ABS, 2006e).
Victoria has taken another approach: they have modified their population health survey
recently so that every third year the survey is stratified by LGA, with sufficient sample
size to provide direct estimates for each of the 79 LGAs (Victorian Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development, 2010, Department of Human Services,
2010).

2.2.1

Stratification, post-stratification and design weights

The NSW Population Health Survey uses a stratified survey design. The population is
divided into H non-overlapping sections (strata), with the number of strata depending on
the administrative arrangements in place at the time of the survey design. A random
sample is then obtained from within each stratum, and the estimate of the overall total is
obtained by aggregating the results for each stratum. The probability of selection (pi ) is
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included by creating design weights adjusted by post-stratification to the age and sex
distribution at the Health Area level (Steel, 2006).
The estimated overall mean of a stratified survey sample is given by
Ȳˆst =

H

Nh ˆ
Ȳh
h=1 N

Â

(2.2)

where
1
Ȳˆh =
Â yiwi
Nh i2h
and wi is the post-stratification weight of the ith unit. It is based on the
Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator shown in (2.1).
It is important that estimation methods account for the complex design of the survey.
The ratio of the variance under the design to the variance under a simple random sample
(SRS) is known as the design effect, or DEFF. It measures the effect of using the
complex design compared to using a simple random sample. For an un-clustered design
the DEFF can be approximated by DEFF = 1 + (CVwts )2 , where CVwts denotes the
coefficient of variation of the weights (Steel, 2006). According to this equation it can be
seen that weighting is expected to increase the variance, and therefore a larger sample
size is required for the same level of precision. There are times when proportional or
optimal sampling together with stratification leads to reductions in the estimated
variance and therefore values of DEFF of less than unity (Cochran, 1963). This does not
happen in situations such as the NSW Population Health Survey because stratification is
used to produce stratum estimates of similar precision which leads to approximately
equal sample sizes in each stratum and variation in selection probabilities. Thus the
sample is allocated to strata non-proportionally, which leads to DEFFs that are greater
than unity. The DEFF is also known as the variance inflation factor (VIF) (Karlton and
Flores-Cervantes, 2003), however it will be called the DEFF in this thesis.
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If each small area is located within the one stratum, as theoretically is the case for the
NSW Population Health Survey, a simple direct estimator for small area g is created by
using the post-stratification weights calculated at the Health Area level:
Âi2sg wi yi
Ȳˆg =
Âi2sg wi

(2.3)

where sg is the sample of respondents in the gth LGA.
The numerator in (2.3) is a weighted estimator for the population total, and the
denominator is scaled to equal the relevant population size. Because the weights are
calibrated to the population at the Health Area level rather than the small area of interest,
the denominator of (2.3) will not equal the population at the LGA level unless the
age-sex distribution of the LGA is exactly the same as for the relevant Health Area.
Hence this is known as the population level post-stratification estimator.
An area-, or domain-specific post-stratified estimator can be calculated by adjusting the
weights at the small area level to reflect the age-sex population of the small area in
question. The weights are adjusted by scaling the current weights to the age-sex
population of the area of interest using (2.4)(Steel, 2006).
wi(ad j) =

Nag
Âi2sag wi

wi ,

(2.4)

where Nag is the population in the ath age-sex cell for gth LGA and wi is the original
weight. Such adjustment to the weights is likely to make a difference only where the
variable of interest is highly affected by the stratification variables (in this case, age
and/or sex), and where there are distinct differences in the age-sex distribution between
small areas of interest and the overall population used for the original calibration. It
should be noted that if the weights are just recalibrated to the overall population in the
LGA, the estimated totals would be affected, but the percentage prevalence will not
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change.
The resulting area-specific or domain-level post-stratification estimator when using (2.4)
is given by

Âi2g wi(ad j) yi
Ȳˆg =
.
Âi2g wi(ad j)

(2.5)

Although the denominator of (2.4) will equal the population of the small area, there are
two practical issues that arise when an area-specific estimator is used to obtain estimates
at the small area level. Firstly, sample size will create limitations to producing
area-specific weights at the small area level. Post-stratification creates a ratio estimator,
with the denominator being the sample size in each cell. A small cell size leads to a
biased estimator for that cell, and hence the overall post-stratification estimator will be
also biased (Brick et al., 2003). Secondly, it is likely that any changes created by
adjusting the weights will be small relative to the variance of the direct estimator unless
there is a strong association of the outcome with the variables used to create the
post-strata. Ardilly and Till (2005) suggest that for estimates to benefit from the weights
being calibrated to the small area level the coefficient of variation of the weights needs to
be small.
There is a great deal of variation in the literature regarding the minimum number of
observations required in a cell for post-stratification weighting. Although the ABS uses
post-stratification extensively, it is not clear from the available documentation what ABS
considers as the minimum number required in cells or what is done if the sample size is
insufficient. Steel (2006) suggests a minimum of six per cell, whereas Biemer and Christ
(2008) and Kish (1965) suggest ten. Kalsbeek and Agans (2008) suggest 30, but then use
an example which uses a cut-off of ten observations. The US Current Population Survey
(CPS) use 20 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006), a number that is also suggested by Cochran
(1963), and the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) uses a minimum of 30
(Botman et al., 2000).
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Adjacent age groups are usually merged when the sample size is smaller than the cut-off
(for instance, see Biemer and Christ, 2008), although this is dependent on the survey
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2006, page 10-5). The age-sex-race strata used in risk factor
estimates for metropolitan areas from the BRFSS must have 19 observations in each cell
(CDC, 2007). Merging across age and/or race categories is allowable to obtain the
minimum number of 19, but it is not permitted across sex. Other surveys allow
aggregation across sex. For instance Valliant (1993) gives an example where the
post-strata are created to maximise the difference in mean wage between strata and
minimise the difference in mean wage within strata, cutting 20 age-sex-race cells into
eight strata.
Marker (2001) mentions that the increased use of stratification together with
over-sampling in areas with inherently low sample size can help to reduce the need to
use small area estimation methods. Having more strata spreads the sample more evenly
across the entire geographical area. To have the greatest effect on precision at the small
area level, the sample size needs to be the same in each small area. The precision at the
state level will be reduced by having equal sample sizes in each LGA compared with
optimal design for estimates at the state level which calls for sampling proportional to
population size (Lohr, 1999). In the NSW Population Health Survey, the change from 17
to 8 strata in the period for which data has been made available provides an opportunity
study this effect.

Variance estimation using post-stratification
The NSW Population Health Survey program uses the SURVEYMEANS or
SURVEYFREQ procedures in SAS (SAS Institute Inc, 2009). It uses Taylor-series
linearization to calculate the variance estimators under post-stratification. According to
Valliant (1993) the Taylor-series linearization creates an unconditional variance
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estimator, whereas jackknife estimation methods estimate the variance conditional on the
observed sample sizes in the strata. Cochran (1963) argues that the estimated variance
should be unconditional. On the other hand, Holt and Smith (1979), Valliant (1993) and
Karlton and Flores-Cervantes (2003) argue that the variance should be calculated
conditional on the sample size obtained in the sample. Valliant (1993) comments that the
difference between the unconditional and conditional variance estimators is less
pronounced when the post-stratification does not make particularly large gains compared
with a variance estimator assuming SRS. This is likely to be the case for the NSW
Population Health Survey, because post-strata are pre-determined by age-group and sex
in a way that is not necessarily strongly associated with the variables of interest. Section
3.4.2 shows that the two different variance estimation methods result in difference
variance estimates, making it important to specify the variance estimator method being
used when calculating direct estimates from the NSW Health Survey data.

2.2.2

Generalised regression estimation

The Generalised regression (GREG) estimator is an extension of the post-stratification
estimator that can incorporate information from numerous auxiliary variables. It is
motivated on the assumption that each observation in the population, Yi is generated by a
model, usually of the form,
Em [Yi |Xi , i 2 g] = Xi0 bg
and
Varm [Yi |Xi , i 2 g] = s2i .
Although the model is used to motivate the estimator, it is a model assisted estimator,
which means that both the expectation and variance of the estimator are derived using
design-based principles.
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The age-sex post-stratification estimator can be created using Generalised Regression
(GREG) estimator by including age groups, sex and their interaction as indicator
variables in the model. For implementation of the GREG estimator at the small area
level, all covariates that are included in the model need to be known for each individual
in the sample, denoted x1 ...x p , or in matrix form x and the totals or means for the
population in the small area are also assumed known (denoted Xg ). Again this is just an
extension of what is required for the post-stratification estimator.
Area, or domain-specific GREG estimates are created by implementing (2.6).

ȲˆGREG.g = ȳˆg + (X̄g

x̄ˆ g )0 B̂g

(2.6)

where X̄g is the vector of population means for the vector of X values, ȳˆg and x̄ˆ g are the
HT-estimates for y and x respectively from the sample in area g, and

B̂g =

Â ci 1pi 1xixTi

i2sg

!

1

Â ci 1pi 1xiyi

i2sg

!

(2.7)

where ci denotes a constant used if weighted regression is used. Ideally ci = s2i , but this
requires knowledge of s2i so often ci = 1, and ordinary least squares are used (Bell,
2000, page 5).
The GREG estimator in (2.6) can also be written as
0
ȲˆgGREG = X̄g B̂g + (ȳˆg

x̄ˆ 0g B̂g ).

In this form it can be seen that the GREG estimator has a built-in correction factor: the
residual of the fit (ȳˆg

x̄ˆ 0g B̂g ) is incorporated into the model. So although the assumption

underlying the GREG estimator is that there is good association between the variable of
interest and the auxiliary variable(s), the estimator is designed in such a way that it will
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automatically adjust the estimator if the model fit is poor.
The GREG estimator can also be written in the form
ŶGR =

Â aigisyi

i2sg

where ai = pi 1 , that is, the design weight and
gis = 1 + (Xg

x̂g )

0

Â

i2sg

✓

xi x0i
ci pi

◆

1

x0i /ci .

(2.8)

Equation (2.8) is written in matrix form for generality. The conventional naming of the
g-weight clashes with the subscript being used to denote geographical area in this thesis,
however it is reasonably clear from the context which is being referred to.
The a-weight and g-weight can be combined to give a single weight, wi = ai gi . These
GREG weights are independent of the response variable, and hence the same weight is
appropriate for any response variable in the dataset. As with any weight-based estimator,
the GREG method will not provide an estimate for out-of-sample areas.
Generalised regression can be supplemented by iterative proportional fitting whereby the
weights are adjusted iteratively: The weights are adjusted to sum to the known
population total on one margin, and the resultant weights are then adjusted to the sum of
the population on a second margin. The process continues for each margin iteratively
until convergence is obtained for all margins. Iterative proportional fitting and
generalised regression is implemented in a SAS macro called GREGWT (Bell, 2000).
This macro, which has been used for many surveys in Australia, (for instance, Watson,
2004) and NZ (for instance, Clark et al., 2008) was made available for use in analysing
the NSW Population Health Survey data as part of the work undertaken for this thesis.
The algorithm implemented by the GREGWT macro aims to find adjustments to the
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initial ai weights, wi = ai gi where the generalised least squares distance function,
D=

Â ci 1(wi

i2sg

ai )2 /ai

is minimised, subject to the constraint Âi2sg wi xi = Âi2U Xi . As mentioned earlier,
usually ordinary least squares are used, hence ci = 1 (Bell, 2000).
The same limitations will be observed using an area-specific GREG estimator as were
discussed for the post-stratification estimator, as each cell used in the modelling needs to
include observations. Even if all cells are populated, the estimated Bg values using (2.7)
will be poorly estimated if based on small sample sizes.
If the assumption can be made that the relationship between the variable of interest (Y)
and the covariate (X) is similar across geographic areas, then a survey regression
estimator of the form in (2.9) can be created (Rao, 2003).
0
ȲˆgGREG = X̄g B̂ + (ȳg

x̄0g B̂)

(2.9)

In (2.9) the ordinary least squares estimate for B is based on the entire dataset, thus
avoiding the need for all cross-tabulated cells to have non-zero sample at the LGA level.
It can therefore be considered as a population-level GREG estimator, whilst (2.6) is a
form of domain estimator. This parallels the two versions of post-stratification estimator
that were discussed earlier. As with the post-stratification estimator, if small area
estimates are required, the usual option is to use the population-level estimator because
sample size at the small area level would prevent area-specific estimation being applied
to many small areas. The GREGWT macro fits survey regression estimators when the
covariate data is not provided at the small area level.
Rao (2003) does not consider the survey regression estimator to be a genuine small area
estimation method. He argues that the only part of the model where there is any
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borrowing of strength is the regression coefficient. Because this part of the model does
not substantially affect the precision, there is no increase in the apparent sample size,
which is the mark of true small area estimation methods (Rao, 2003). On the other hand
though, there are many parallels between this estimator and the synthetic estimator, and
these will be considered in Section 2.3.1.

Variance for GREG method

The sampling variance of the GREG estimator uses design-based principles. The
area-specific GREG estimator is given by
var(ŶgGREG ) ⇡

Â

i j2Ug

pi j

pi p j
(Yi
pi p j

BT
g Xi )(Y j

BT
g Xj )

(2.10)

where Bg is defined in (2.7), and pi j denotes the joint probability of the ith and jth
element being selected in the sample. Although the area-specific GREG estimator (2.6)
only uses information from area g it can be seen from (2.10), the imprecision of the
estimate of Bg is not taken into account in the calculation of the variance estimate
because the variance is determined using design-based approaches (Särndal et al., 1992).
Even so, the basic problem of small sample sizes leading to large sampling variances
remains, and for small sample sizes, Bg will be very poorly estimated, and this will affect
the estimator itself. The population level survey regression estimator which uses B
would improve the estimator but have little overall effect on the estimated variance of the
estimator.
The GREGWT macro provides two methods of variance estimation, with the jackknife
method recommended for use with complex survey designs (Bell, 2000). This macro
will be used to investigate the effect use of different covariates have on the direct
estimates obtained from the NSW Population Health Survey data.
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In this thesis, direct estimation methods will be considered briefly in Chapter 3, to
determine the point at which direct estimation methods no longer remain useable, and
therefore assess where the limitations of direct estimation at the LGA level lie. Direct
estimates also provide a comparison against which the indirect estimates can be
measured. As well as the methods discussed above, a composite between the state and
direct LGA estimate will be considered in Chapter 3 although it is actually a form of
indirect estimator. Theoretical aspects of composite estimators are discussed in
Section 2.3.1.

2.3

Indirect methods

Apart from the survey regression method shown in mentioned in Section 2.2.2 (see 2.9),
the methods discussed to this point are based solely on the data in the area of interest.
This section turns its attention to indirect estimators, where data from the entire survey
are used to create the estimates for each small area. It covers most of the common forms
of small area estimation method that have been used in the past two or three decades.

2.3.1

Traditional indirect estimators

The traditional indirect estimators can use either model-based or model-assisted
inference methods. The main feature is that the models do not include a random
area-level effect. They are also known as ‘synthetic’ methods (Rao, 2003). Composite
methods that combine a synthetic and direct estimate are also included in this group of
estimators.
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Synthetic estimation
Gonzalez (1973) defines a synthetic estimator for a small area as one that is derived from
an unbiased direct estimator for a large area, with the underlying assumption that the
small area and the large area respond similarly to the terms in the [implicit] model used.
In general the variance of synthetic estimators is developed by referring to design-based
principles, however variance can also be calculated using model-based assumptions as
well.
Synthetic estimators have been used since the 1970s. An early review of synthetic
estimation methods was written by Purcell and Kish (1979). In the early years of small
area estimation, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the National Centre
for Health Statistics co-sponsored a workshop on Synthetic Estimation (Steinberg, 1979).
There are generally two methods of estimation, which will be referred to as the
count-synthetic (CSYN) and regression-synthetic estimators (RSYN). A count-synthetic
estimator is only able to be used when all covariates are categorical. If a demographic
domains are used to calculate the synthetic estimator, then, given external population
data are available to provide the population for each small area for each of the
demographic domains (Nag ) the CSYN estimator is obtained using
1
ŶaHT
CSY N
˜
Ȳg
=
Nag
,
Ng Â
N.a
a

(2.11)

where ŶaHT is the HT post-stratum estimator of Ya , and N.a is obtained from the Census
or another source that provides independent population estimates. Another version of the
CSYN estimator is available that uses the survey weights from the sample to estimate
Nag (Rao, 2003). Regularly updated population-level data is available to NSW Health,
which allows the use of the form of count-synthetic model shown in (2.11).
The variance of the count synthetic estimator is very small compared with direct
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estimation because information from all sample individuals in the state is used in
creating the count-synthetic estimates for each small area. Implicitly, therefore, the
model assumes that the mean of the response variable within each demographic domain,
a is the same for each small area, and therefore differences in the small area means are
simply caused by different demographic profiles between small areas. The count
synthetic estimator in (2.11) is similar to the manner in which the expected number of
cases is obtained when calculating an indirectly standardised rate in epidemiology
(Levy, 1979), except that with routinely collected data the estimate ŶaHT is replaced by
Ya , a known, rather than estimated, value.
An example of a count synthetic estimate is provided in the documentation for the
BRFSS survey as the recommended method for calculating a ‘ballpark figure’ in
counties where direct estimates are suppressed, such as when the population is less than
10,000 or the sample size for a county is less than 50 (CDC, 2011). It is also
recommended when the desire is to calculate prevalence for specific demographic
domains. Only the estimation of the prevalence is included; no methods are provided to
create estimates of variance or MSE.
Turning now to the second method of estimation, the regression synthetic estimator is
written as
0

ỸgRSY N = X̄g B̂
where B̂ = (Âi2s xi x0i /ci )

1

(2.12)

(Âi2s xi y0i /ci ), and ci refers to a positive constant. It is an

extension of the count synthetic in that it allows other covariates to be included in the
model, including continuous variables. Again the implicit model is based on the
assumption that a common relationship exists between the response variable and the
covariates included in the model, i.e., that B̂g = B̂ for all g. A count synthetic estimator
as in (2.11) can be written in regression synthetic form by using indicator columns to
show the demographic group in which each observation belongs.
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The regression coefficients are obtained by fitting the model to the individual survey
data, but the synthetic estimator for area g, given in (2.12), uses the known totals for area
g, that is Xg . Therefore, as in post-stratification and GREG methods, population totals at
the small area-level need to be available for any covariate included in the model. Often
the most recent Census data is relied on for the population source. In Australia the
Census occurs every five years. Even in the USA, where the Census occurs only every
10 years, Census data are used to provide the population-level data at the small area level
(see for instance Malec et al., 1997). This may lead to bias in the synthetic estimates
which is not related to the fit of the model, but due to incorrect or out-of-date covariates
(Levy, 1979), although no papers could be found that quantify the extent of this potential
bias. The effect of this issue is difficult to quantify, and will depend on many factors
such as the extent of change between Censuses in the value of the covariates at the small
area level, and the timing of the survey relative to the Census. Appendix A.13 provides
details of a comparison made between Census-based variables measured at both the
2001 and 2006 Censuses for LGAs in NSW. It shows that for the majority of LGAs the
changes in proportions are small, but some areas changed considerably. Such an issue is
not restricted to the synthetic estimators, but it may be more important for the synthetic
estimator, given the importance of good model fit.
Regression synthetic estimators have been used in many applications. Estimates of
health risk factors by LGA and Statistical Local Area based on regression synthetic
estimators have been published since the 1990s for Australia. These are based on data
from the National Health Survey run by the ABS (Glover and Tennant, 1999, Glover
et al., 2006, Glover and Tennant, 2008, 2010). The National Institute of Drug Abuse
(NIDA) initially used synthetic estimates to estimate the number of people taking
various drugs in each state, but eventually restructured their sampling program by
increasing the number of strata, and over-sampling areas with low sample size so that
they could obtain direct estimates for every State (Marker, 2001).
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Both Victoria and Queensland developed and published synthetic estimators in the early
2000s (Department of Health, 2005, Begg et al., 2008), but more recent reports are based
on direct estimation methods. In the 1980s state-level synthetic estimate were calculated
using data from the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) in the USA based on
direct estimates for 64 demographic cells created by age, sex, race, family size and
industry occupation of the head of the family (Malec, 1996). Estimates were calibrated
to direct estimates using a ratio adjustment using information only where they were of
sufficient quality. There were no estimates of variance or MSE included with these
estimates due to the difficulty in estimation. As with many of the other examples
provided here, the methods have evolved over time and since the 1990s Hierarchical
Bayes methods under a generalised linear mixed model framework have been used to
obtain modelled estimates from the NHIS (Malec, 1996).

Estimation of variance and MSE for synthetic estimates

Assuming that the covariance of the estimated components is zero, the variance of the
count synthetic estimator is obtained by using (2.13)
⇣
⌘
2
Var Ȳ˜gCSY N = Ng 2 Â Nag
Var(ȲˆaHT ).
a

(2.13)

The assumption of zero covariance is unlikely to be true, and hence (2.13) is known as
the näive variance estimator. In fact, given the covariance of two proportions in a
multinomial distribution is negative: cov( p̂a , p̂a0 ) =

pa pa0 , it can be argued that the

näive variance estimator is probably conservative.
The design-based variance of the regression synthetic estimator can be obtained from the
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following:
Ŷgreg.synth = X0g B̂
Var(Ŷgreg.synth ) = Var(X0g B̂)
= X0gVar p (B̂)Xg
Var p (B̂) is the design-based variance of the regression coefficient, which reflects that B̂
is an estimator of the finite population regression coefficient. Statistical software can
provide the relevant estimate for the covariance matrix, Var p (B̂) provided the software
can take into account the complexities of the survey design. SAS does this in PROC
SURVEYREG, for example. Lohr (1999) provides more information on variance
estimation for synthetic estimators.
In addition to estimating the variance of the synthetic estimator, it is important to take
into account the potential bias of the estimator and attempt to calculate the MSE. The
properties of the MSE of the synthetic estimator are evaluated using a design-based
approach, as the model is implicit to the estimation process, although as will be seen
below, the individual area-level estimate of MSE for the count synthetic estimator is
model-based (Rao, 2003).
synth
On the assumption that Var(Ȳˆg ) n Var(ȲˆgDirect ), Rao (2003) derives a design-based

estimator of the MSE of the count synthetic estimator which involves using information
provided by the unbiased direct estimator, Ŷgdirect . It is customary to obtain an average
MSE over the small areas (Gonzalez and Wakesberg, 1973 in Rao, 2003) because of the
instability of the estimator of MSE with small sample sizes. Lahiri (2010) mentions that
even when averaged, this estimator can lead to negative estimates of MSE. This may be a
reason why there is a dearth of quality measures available when synthetic estimates are
created. For instance, the example provide for calculating a synthetic estimator from the
BRFSS data does not include any mention of variance, let alone MSE (CDC, 2011).
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Similarly synthetic estimates created in Victoria (Department of Health, 2005) and
Queensland (Begg et al., 2008) did not include measures of precision.
It is simpler to calculate an estimate of the MSE of the regression synthetic estimator,
especially if a population model at the small area level is assumed to be
0

Ȳg = X̄g b + ng + ēg .

(2.14)

Under the model, E[ng = 0] and ēg ⇡ 0 for large Ng (Longford, 2005), so the expected
value of the population model is the model shown in (2.12).
The MSE is obtained by estimating the model-based difference between these two
quantities,
Ȳˆg

0

Ȳg = X̄g (b̂

b)

ng

ēg

and hence, under the model
MSE(Ȳˆg

0

Ȳg ) = X̄gVar(b̂)X̄g + s2n + O(1/Ng )
0

⇡ X̄gVar(b̂)X̄g + s2n
Heady et al. (2003) uses a model that includes a random effect at the small area level but
this random effect is only used in calculating the estimated RMSE rather than the
estimator itself. The aim of this is so that the RMSE of the model-based estimator is not
underestimated.
The regression synthetic estimator (2.12) is equivalent to the fitted part of the survey
regression estimator (2.9). In contrast to the survey regression estimator, the synthetic
estimator does not include a self-correcting residual term, which means that there is no
self-correction mechanism present in the regression synthetic estimator when the model
fits poorly in a particular area g. On the other hand, due to the similarity between the
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survey regression estimator and regression synthetic estimator the sum of small area
synthetic estimates will equate to the directly estimated GREG estimator for the larger
area (Rao, 2003). This means that, provided the same covariates are used in the synthetic
and GREG estimation, there is no need to calibrate of the resultant estimates to the direct
estimates at the higher geographic level.
It is important to discuss why the regression synthetic estimator should be used when a
survey regression estimator appears so similar. Firstly the survey regression estimator is
only valid for areas that are in-sample. Secondly, even though they are both
design-based, due to the different formulations of the variance estimators the variance of
the synthetic estimator will be far smaller that the variance of the survey regression
estimator. The MSE of the synthetic estimator will be larger than its variance because of
the inclusion of the area-level variance term. Whether it is larger than the variance of the
survey-regression estimator will depend on the area-level variance, s2n .

Composite estimation

A composite small area estimator is a weighted average of two estimators, one of which
is potentially biased but has a small variance and the other is unbiased with a large
variance. The latter is usually the direct estimate for the small area of interest (Longford,
2005, Schaible, 1978, Rao, 2003). The composite estimator is given by
Ȳˆgcomp = ggȲ˜gDir + (1

gg )Ȳ˜gother

(2.15)

where 0 6 gg 6 1
In (2.15) and throughout this thesis the convention used by Schaible (1978) and Rao
(2003) is applied whereby the weight gg is applied to the direct estimator. This is also
provides consistency between the composite model and the mixed models discussed in
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Section 2.3.2. In contrast, Longford (2005) applies gg to the biased but more precise
estimator. The biased estimator can be a direct estimator for a larger area (Longford,
2005), a synthetic estimator (Rao, 2003, page 57), or one of your own choosing
(Schaible, 1978).
In areas that are not sampled there is no direct estimate. In this case the composite
estimate defaults to the potentially biased estimator.
Schaible (1978) and Rao (2003), among others, derive the MSE of the composite
estimator as
h
i
MSE(ȲˆgComp ) = MSE ggȲˆgDir + (1 gg )Ȳˆgother
h
2
= gg MSE(ȲˆgDir ) + MSE(Ȳˆgother ) 2E(ȲˆgDir Ȳg )(Ȳˆgother
h
i
+2gg MSE(Ȳˆgother ) E(ȲˆgDir Ȳg )(Ȳˆgother Ȳg )

(2.16)
i
Ȳg )

+MSE(Ȳˆgother ).

The most common version for the choice of an optimal weight is
g⇤⇤
g = h

MSE(Ȳˆgother )
i
MSE(Ȳˆ Dir ) + MSE(Ȳˆ other )
g

(2.17)

g

which is obtained by differentiating (2.16) with respect to gg and setting it to zero. It
assumes that one of the estimators is unbiased with estimable variance and that the
covariance term (E(ȲˆgDir

Ȳg )(Ȳˆgother

Ȳg )) is small relative to MSE(Ȳˆgother ) (Schaible,

1978). It is generally considered that these assumptions are fulfilled (see, for instance
Rao, 2003, page 58). Longford (2005) replaces MSE(Ȳˆgother ) in the denominator of
(2.17) with the squared bias term B2g on the assumption that Var(Ȳˆgother ) is so small that
the inclusion of the measure of the squared bias is sufficient.
The value of g⇤⇤
g that minimises the MSE for the composite for (2.17), reduces to a ratio
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of the two MSE terms.
g⇤⇤
=
g
where

1
1 + Fg

(2.18)

MSE(ȲˆgDir )
Fg =
.
MSE(Ȳˆ other )
g

This means that gg can be estimated even though the two components may not be
specifically known. This expression can also be used to determine the relative
improvement of the composite estimator compared to the two component estimators in
terms of MSE. It is still necessary to determine an approximate estimate of the bias of
the second estimator, which is especially difficult if it is a synthetic estimator. For the
direct estimator, it is usually reasonable to assume that it is unbiased and its variance can
be estimated.
The MSE for the composite estimator when g⇤⇤
g is used is
h
i
MSE(ȲˆgComp ) = g2g MSE(ȲˆgDir ) + MSE(Ȳˆgother )
2gg MSE(Ȳˆgother ) + MSE(Ȳˆgother )
h
i
h
i
2
Dir
2
other
2
ˆ
ˆ
= gg MSE(Ȳg ) + (1 gg ) var(Ȳg ) + Bg .
The ratio of the MSE of the composite estimator relative to the MSE of the synthetic
estimator is given as:
Comp
⇤⇤ ˆ other )
ˆ Dir
MSE(g⇤⇤
MSE(Ȳˆg
)
g Ȳg + (1 gg )Ȳg
=
MSE(Ȳˆgother )
MSE(Ȳˆgother )

= (Fg + 1) 2g⇤⇤2
g

2g⇤⇤
g +1

Written this way the MSE of the composite estimator becomes a function of the MSE of
one of the two components, provided that the ratio of the two components is known or
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can be assumed. Schaible (1978) also shows that the minimum MSE of the composite
occurs over a reasonably wide range of Fg . The greatest reduction in MSE for the
composite estimator occurs when Fg = 1, or gg = 0.5. The further Fg is from unity the
more one of the components will dominate to the point that if Fg is close to zero or very
large (much greater than 1) then the composite will provide little improvement over the
component with the smaller MSE (Rao, 2003).

Rao (2003, page 59) suggests that in practice, the MSE of the synthetic estimator for the
numerator of g⇤⇤
g in (2.17) can be estimated by using
mse(ȲˆgSynth ) ⇡ (ȲˆgSynth

ȲˆgDirect )2

Var(ȲˆgDirect ).

⇣
Synth
and the denominator in (2.17) can be estimated using Ȳˆg

ȲˆgDirect

(2.19)
⌘2

. This

denominator will be very unstable. Rao (2003) suggests averaging the estimates of ĝ⇤⇤
g
across several variables and/or areas of similar sample sizes. Alternatively, when the
variable of interest is binary, the variance of a proportion can assist in stabilising ĝ⇤⇤
g ,
especially when the state or health area prevalence rate are used in place of the direct
prevalence estimate for the small area of interest (Longford, 2005). Because of the
relative insensitivity of the MSE of the composite estimator to the optimal value of g⇤⇤
g
(Schaible, 1978), these adjustments may not have a great effect on the MSE of the
composite estimator.

Malec (1996) reports that composite estimates were used for the estimation of State-level
estimates from the NHIS in the 1980s. As with the synthetic estimator that was created
from this same survey source, there was no estimate of error provided with the
composite estimators. The author comments that this was due to the difficulty in
determining their accuracy, and that the emphasis during this phase was placed on
simply providing the estimates.
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2.3.2

Model-based methods that include random area effects

Up to this point the SAE methods have used implicit models, leading to the use of
design-based arguments in most cases to determine the MSE of the estimates. The final
group of indirect methods are those that include in the model a random effect at the
small area level together with fixed effects. These mixed model small area estimators
have increased in importance over the past 20 years, and are generally preferred over
synthetic estimators (Rao, 2003, page 4). Consistent with synthetic estimators, the mixed
model estimators exploit the relationship between the variable of interest and the
auxiliary data available (Hidiroglou, 2007). The random effect component of the model
accounts for variation between areas that is not explained by the covariates in the model.
A feature of model-based SAE methods is that the survey design is usually ignored;
rather, the variables used in the post-stratification process are included in the model as
covariates (Chambers and Skinner, 2003).
In contrast to the synthetic estimator, the underlying model, rather than the survey
design, is used to determine both the estimator and its MSE, hence they are model-based
estimators. The fact that the model is integral to the estimation process brings certain
advantages to the process of model estimation over those available when design-based
arguments are used. For instance, model diagnostics can be used to check the model fit.
It is also easier to calculate small-area-specific measures of precision, and the model can
be extended to non-linear models through the use of a generalised linear mixed model
(GLMM) framework (Rao, 2003). Both the estimator and the MSE can be estimated
using various estimation methods, such as the Empirical best linear unbiased prediction
(EBLUP), Empirical Bayes (EB) and Hierarchical Bayes (HB), depending partly on the
assumptions made about how to estimate the values of the variance parameters, and
partly on the aim of the small area estimation process (Rao, 2003, page 6).
The two most common forms of linear mixed model-based methods are the unit-level
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and area-level models. The choice of unit- or area-level model depends largely upon the
form of data that is available from the survey. Either form of model can be used where
unit level are available for both outcome and covariate data. The area level approach is
required when unit-level data for the variable of interest are not available (Hidiroglou,
2007). It may also be required if covariate data are only available at the area level
(Ghosh and Rao, 1994), but this depends on the nature of the covariates included. If they
are all categorical and based on demographics then use of unit level models is possible
even when only area-level means or totals for the covariates included in the model are
available. In the case of the NSW Population Health Survey, unit level survey data are
available and the only covariates included are demographic-based, so there is no need to
make use of an area level model. The linear and non-linear forms of the unit level model
will be discussed first and then the area level form of estimator will be briefly covered.

Unit level model

The most common form of the unit-level model used in small area estimation is
Yig = X0ig b + ng + eig

i = 1 . . . Ng , g = 1 . . . G

(2.20)

where Xig are covariates for the fixed effects, available for each unit, i, in area g, and
includes a vector of 1’s as the first column for the intercept term. The Xig can include
both individual and area level covariates. The parameter b is the vector of regression
iid

iid

coefficients including the intercept, eig ⇠ (0, s2e ), and ng ⇠ (0, s2n ) (Rao, 2003
Hidiroglou, 2007). Battese et al. (1988) were the first to publish a paper on the unit-level
model for small area estimation methods, so it is often referred to as the Battese, Harter,
Fuller, or BHF model.
The model can be extended to include hierarchical models, spatial effects and, although
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not often implemented, random effects can be included for covariates. Ghosh and Rao
(1994, page 63) mention that complex design features can also be incorporated into
model. Whether or not the complex design features need to be incorporated depends on
whether the design is informative or not (Chambers and Skinner, 2003). Allowing for
complex sample design in a unit level mixed model, however, is complicated (see
Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal, 2006, Pfeffermann et al., 1998) and will not be pursued in
this thesis. Moreover the NSWHS uses a relatively simple design as far as complex
surveys are concerned, with no clustering, for instance.
The Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) of µg is obtained from (2.20) by finding the
Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) of the vector b (Rao, 2003, Chapter 6). This is
a standard result for general linear models, and it assumes that the variance components
are known. Prasad and Rao (1999) extended the BHF model to where the variance
components are estimated. The resultant estimator, the most commonly used method in
SAE, is known as the Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (EBLUP).
It is assumed that the sampling is ignorable, so the sample values are assumed to also
follow the population model (2.20). Thus the model for the sample is
yig = x0ig b + ng + eig

(2.21)

i = 1 . . . ng , g = 1 . . . G. In some situations there will be no sample in one or more of the
G small areas.
The true population mean for the gth area based on (2.20) is
0

Ȳg = X̄g b + ng + ēg

(2.22)

(Hidiroglou, 2007, Pfeffermann, 2002) however ēg ⇡ 0 for large Ng , and so it is usual to
drop this term (Pfeffermann, 2002). Given that for LGAs in NSW, Ng varies from
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approximately 700 to over a quarter of a million, with most being well over 5000, such
an assumption is reasonable for the NSW Population Health Survey data. For areas with
small population, for example the Census Collector District level, this may not hold.
It is not surprising that (2.22) is the same as the model that was assumed in Section 2.3.1
to allow the calculation of the MSE of the regression synthetic estimator (2.14), thus
bringing model-based inference into the usually design-based synthetic estimation
process.
Conventionally, for the unit level model, the population is split into sampled (s) and
non-sampled (r) units:
Ȳg = fgȲsg + (1
= fgȲsg + (1

fg )Ȳ˜rg
0

fg )(X̄rg b + ng ).

(2.23)

where Ȳsg is the mean of the sampled units and Ȳrg the mean of the non-sampled units.
There is no need to obtain an estimate for the sampled fraction ( fg = ng /Ng ) of the
population because the estimate obtained from the survey for the surveyed fraction is
assumed to be known without error, so only the non-sampled units require modelling. In
practical terms though, the sampling fraction is usually so small that the contribution of
the first term of (2.23) can be ignored. Hence the unit level estimator is often reported as
0
Ȳ˜g ⇡ X̄g b̃ + ñg

(2.24)

(see, for instance, Pfeffermann, 2002, Hidiroglou, 2007, Ghosh and Rao, 1994) for some
estimates b̃ and ñg of b and ng respectively. A decision to include or omit the sampled
fraction from the estimator can be made depending on the situation and estimation
method. The sampling fraction in the NSW Population Health Survey is in general less
than 0.5%, so (2.24) will be the form of unit level model used in this thesis.
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The unit-level model is actually a composite estimator, with the weighting factor, gg
defined as
gg =

s2n
.
s2n + s2e /ng

Because they are unknown, s2n and s2e are estimated from the data through regression
modelling with a random effect term at the small area level, and hence
ĝg =

ŝ2n
.
ŝ2n + ŝ2e /ng

Even though gg is not explicitly included in (2.24) it is implicit through the standard
estimator of ng associated with the EBLUP,
⇣
n̂g = ĝg ȳsg

x̄0sg b̃

⌘

(2.25)

If (2.25) is substituted into (2.24), then the estimator based on the unit level model takes
a form that is reminiscent of the survey regression estimator (2.9).
⇣
0
Ȳ˜g ⇡ X̄g b̃ + ĝg ȳsg

⌘
x̄0sg b̃

(2.26)

The first term in (2.26) is the synthetic estimator discussed in Section 2.3.1. The second
term in (2.26) is a residual, which, similar to the residual term in the survey regression
estimator (2.9), is the same for all observations within the gth area. Where the EBLUP in
(2.26) and the survey regression estimator in (2.9) differ is the inclusion of the term ĝg in
(2.26). The effect of ĝg in the estimation is that the strength of the adjustment to the
synthetic estimator provided by the residual term depends on ĝg , and therefore, on the
level of support for the direct estimate. When ĝg is large, more weight is placed on the
residual term, and hence the EBLUP approaches the direct estimate. If sample size is
small then ĝg is small and there is less confidence in the direct estimate for the area. In
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these situations the residual term has less of an impact. In comparison, the residual term
in (2.9) is not dependent on sample size: it is fixed. In fact the survey regression model
can be viewed as model with a fixed intercept for each area, in contrast to the random
intercept of the EBLUP model. The other difference is the use of design-based
estimation of variance for the survey regression estimator compared with the
model-based estimation methods used for the EBLUP.

Figure 2.2: (a)Sample size required for g = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 as a function of r
(b) Relationship between sample size and value of g for different values of r

The influence of the value of ĝg is extremely useful in interpreting unit-level EBLUP
small area estimates. The value of ĝg relies on the ratio of the two contributing estimated
variance terms, ŝ2n and ŝ2e /ng , and in turn, the sample size and the intraclass correlation
(ICC or r), which is defined as the ratio of the area-level variability to the total
variability, ŝ2n /ŝ2 . Figure 2.2 shows the relationships between r, ng and g. Figure 2.2b
shows that even when r = 0.005 the direct estimator will contribute 20% to the EBLUP
estimator even at a relatively small sample size of 50, and when the sample size is 200
there will be equal contributions of the synthetic and direct estimators. Appendix A.14
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provides further discussion about the effect of gg on the estimates.
The first step in creating small area estimates from a unit level model is to determine the
appropriate covariates using model selection methods. For each covariate, population
means X̄g are required from an external source for every small area of interest. The
values of b̃ and ñg are estimated by fitting (2.21) to the sample survey data. The
predicted or estimated value of the small area mean Ȳ˜g is obtained by combining b̃ and
ñg with the population means for the covariates X̄g ,
0
Ȳ˜g = X̄g b̃ + ñg .

(2.27)

Provided the sampling fraction is negligible, the resultant estimates are the unit-level
modelled estimates, otherwise known as predicted values, or EBLUPs, for each area.
Methods of estimation from unit level models are presented in Rao (2003), Pfeffermann
(2002) and Ghosh and Rao (1994) among others. In practice the EBLUP estimates can
be obtained using off-the-shelf software packages such as SAS, Stata and R.
Rao (2003) provides a small amount of information on using SAS to fit the unit level
model. Mukhopadhyay and McDowell (2011) explain in more detail how to implement
unit-level small area estimation in SAS. The MIXED procedure is used, with the
Kenward-Roger version of covariance estimation, REML estimation and the asymptotic
variance-covariance matrix of the estimators of s2n and s2e . Estimates based on (2.27) are
easily obtained from the MIXED procedure by appending population level covariate data
for each area to the sample dataset used for model estimation. The set of records with the
population data are not included in the estimation process because the outcome variable
is missing, but predicted values are output for all records in the dataset, along with
estimated standard errors of prediction. The predicted values obtained for the appended
population level covariate data are the estimated EBLUPS or small area estimates for
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each area.

MSE estimation for the unit-level model
The estimated mean square error for the EBLUP under the unit-level linear model has
three components. Prasad and Rao (1999) provide the details, as does Rao (2003).
The form which is applicable for estimating the MSE of the unit level estimator for the
data from the NSW Population Health Survey is,
h ⇣
⌘i
2 2
[
MSE q̂g ŝn , ŝe , b̂ = g1g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) + g2g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) + 2g3g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e )Var(ŝ2n )

(2.28)

where
g1g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) = ĝg ŝ2e /ng
g2g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e )

=

ĝg x̄gw

X̄g

0

Â Ag
g

g3g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) = ng 2 s2n + s2e /ng

3

!

1

X̄g

gg x̄gw

h(ŝ2n , ŝ2e )

and
ng

Ag = ŝ2e Â xig x0ig
h(ŝ2n , ŝ2e )

=

ĝg xgw x0gw

i=1
4
ŝe V̄nn (d) + ŝ4nV̄ee (d)

2ŝ2e ŝ2nV̄ne (d)

d = (ŝ2n , ŝ2e )0
V̄nn (d) and V̄ee (d) are the asymptotic variances of the estimators ŝ2n , ŝ2e , and V̄ne (d) is the
asymptotic covariance of the two variance components, where (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) refer to unbiased
estimators of (s2n , s2e ); g1g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) is the näive estimator of variance as it ignores the
variability in s2n . It is of order O(1) (Rao, 2003); g2g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) measures the variability
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due to estimating b. Provided G is large it is of order O(G 1 ); g3g (ŝ2n , ŝ2e ) measures the
variability created by estimating s2n .
It appears that the g subscript is used universally to distinguish the different parts of the
MSE formula. As with the g-weights in the GREG estimator, this clashes with the
subscript chosen to denote area in this thesis, however as it is clear from the context
which g is being referred to, no attempt was made to change either notation.
According to Rao (2003) the estimated MSE obtained from SAS PROC MIXED
includes the g1g and g2g terms of the PR estimator. Mukhopadhyay and McDowell
(2011) suggest that the g3g term is included if the Kenward-Roger method of covariance
estimation (Kenward and Roger, 1997) is specified and REML used when using the
MIXED procedure. Whether the estimated MSE from SAS includes or does not include
the g3g term it includes at least the first two terms without the need for complex matrix
algebra, and these are the most important in the estimation of RMSE. The output from
the MIXED procedure includes estimates of the standard error of prediction which are
based on Taylor Series linearization. Although called in the SAS output STDERRPRED
it is actually an estimate of the root MSE, or RMSE, and will be referred to as such in
this thesis.
The raw data in the seminal paper on the unit level model (Battese et al., 1988) provide
an opportunity to compare the well validated predicted values and associated correct
variances available in the original paper with estimates and RMSEs obtained using the
MIXED procedure in SAS. The EBLUPs and RMSEs reported in the BHF paper were
therefore compared with results from analysing the data with the MIXED procedure in
SAS using code published in Mukhopadhyay and McDowell (2011). The resulting
predictions and estimated RMSEs of predictions for the corn data agree almost exactly
with the results given in the original paper, as shown in Figure 2.3. If there is any
difference, the SAS version appears to have a slightly higher RMSE of prediction than
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that given in the original paper. The results are sufficiently close to validate the use of
SAS PROC MIXED to fit unit level SAE models and obtain estimates of RMSE. This
makes it possible to estimate the RMSE of the predictions from a unit level model using
a relatively straightforward process.

Figure 2.3: (a) Predicted area of corn, and (b) RMSE of predicted area of corn using
SAS PROC MIXED reproduced using SAS code from Mukhopadhyay and
McDowell (2011) compared with original results presented in Battese et al.
(1988).

Another method that can be used to estimate the MSE is by use of a non-parametric or
parametric bootstrap. The parametric bootstrap is a resampling-based method of
estimating the MSE. That is, an estimate of the MSE of the original data is obtained by
assessing the variability between the replicates created by re-sampling and re-fitting the
model to each replicate sample. Resampling methods have been used in small area
estimation previously. Papers by Hall and Maiti (2006) and Lahiri et al. (2007) are
written in a very general form so that they are able to be applied to both unit-level and
area-level models. A more recent paper by Pereira and Coelho (2010) has well structured
instructions regarding how to create the bootstrap estimates, and is helpful in determining
how to use the parametric bootstrap when there is a random area term in the model.
Although use of the parametric bootstrap is not strictly required for unit-level models
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based on linear mixed models, it potentially provides a method of estimation for
non-linear models. If the method gives bootstrap estimates of RMSE that are comparable
with the RMSE of prediction obtained using SAS MIXED procedure then it can be
applied to data fitted to a generalised linear model with a logit link function. In addition
it provides a second method of comparison against which the SAS-based estimates of
RMSE can be compared.
1. Fit the random effects model,
yig = x0ig b + ng + eig ,
in SAS PROC MIXED, saving ŝ2n , ŝ2e and b̂;
2. For each area (g) generate a random area term, n⇤g from distribution n⇤g ⇠ N(0, s2n ) using
the value of s2n = ŝ2n from step 2;
3. For each observation, i = 1 . . . n generate a normal error term, e⇤i where e⇤i ⇠ N(0, s2e ),
using the value of s2e = ŝ2e from step 2;
4. Generate n simulated values of yig ,
y⇤ig = x0ig b̂ + n⇤g + e⇤i ,
with ng being the same as in the sample. To each set of simulated values append the
dataset of population level covariates for each area;
5. Fit the same model as in step 1 to this set of simulated values, obtain the EBLUP estimates for each area,
0 ⇤
Ȳ˜g⇤ = X̄g b̂ + n̂⇤g ,
and record these values. In SAS this requires splitting the predicted values based on the
population-level covariates for each area from the remainder of the prediction dataset;
6. For each replicate also calculate the value,
0
Ȳˆg = X̄g b̂ + n⇤g .

Note that this quantity uses the simulated value of the random error term for the gth area,
and so Ȳˆg represents the ‘true value’.
7. Repeat K times (say, 1000 times);
8. The bootstrap estimate of MSE is obtained by calculating
MSEbg =

1 ⇣ˆ
Ȳg
KÂ

Ȳ˜g⇤

⌘2

.

Figure 2.4: Instructions for Parametric Bootstrap in SAS for linear model
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The method used for the parametric bootstrap for a linear model is shown in Figure 2.4.
The resultant bootstrap estimate of MSE (MSEbg ) measures the variability created by the
s2n and s2e terms. MSEb is slightly underestimating the true MSE as the variance of the
regression coefficients is not included in the creation of the bootstrapped sample,
however this source of variability is of a much lower order of magnitude due to the fact
that the estimation of these parameters is based on the entire set of data.
The process will provide no warning regarding model misspecification because
underlying the entire parametric bootstrap process is the assumption that the linear
mixed model applies. This means that the potential misspecification of the model needs
to be addressed based on model diagnostics applied to the original model, as in any
statistical analysis.
The parametric bootstrap process described here provides one estimate of MSEbg for
each area. Again this is similar to what is obtained using usual methods. For instance,
for each area, PROC MIXED will provide output that includes the predicted value and
the RMSE of the predicted value. If required, an estimate of the precision of the MSEbg
values could be obtained by repeating the process a large number of times.
Because the corn area data from Battese et al. (1988) was used to validate the use of SAS
for fitting the unit-level model, it was also used to validate the parametric bootstrap
process for estimating the MSE of the linear EBLUP model. The results are shown in
Figure 2.5b. Observations from Figure 2.3b are included for comparison purposes. The
bootstrapped estimates of RMSE are, if anything, more similar to the RMSEs presented
in the original paper than the results from the MIXED procedure in SAS. Based on the
results using the BHF data, it can be concluded that the bootstrap is an effective method
of estimating RMSE.
Figure 2.5a is included to show that the averages of the bootstrapped prevalence
estimates do not provide appropriate estimates of the prevalence of the outcome variable.
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The method implemented to create the bootstrap RMSE has been devised in such a way
to adjust the results for the bias incorporated by the parametric bootstrap. If required, an
adjustment could be applied to ensure appropriate bootstrapped estimates of the
predicted values, however it is not considered necessary, and is only included here as a
warning to those who may be less familiar with bootstrap methods.

Figure 2.5: Results of the parametric bootstrap and SAS PROC MIXED vs original results presented in Battese et al. (1988), denoted BHF in the figure. (a) Predicted area of corn. Pink squares denote average of replicate predicted values
obtained from parametric bootstrap, blue diamonds denote prevalence estimates from SAS PROC MIXED. (b) RMSE of predicted area of corn using
parametric bootstrap (pink squares) and SAS PROC MIXED (blue) compared with BHF results.

Other versions of resampling include non-parametric bootstrap and Jackknife estimation
of MSEs. These both involve resampling from the actual observed values of the sample.
Herrador et al. (2008) found that the jackknife estimator was easier to implement than
the bootstrap but created spurious results when the sample size was very small. In
comparison, even though it also relies on re-sampling methods to provide the estimate,
the bootstrap did not appear to have the same problem in areas with small samples, but
over-estimated the variance because the bootstrapped samples were more variable than
the original sample. From the results observed based on the BHF data the parametric
bootstrap does not appear to have the same issues, but it may be observed when applied
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to the NSWHS data.
Other methods of estimation of the MSE are also available. For instance Chambers et al.
(2011) have developed a conditional MSE that relies on the EBLUP being written in
pseudo-linear form. That is, as a sum of the product of a set of weights and the observed
values:
Ȳˆg = Â wegi yi ,
i2s

or in matrix form, Ȳˆg = w0egs ys . This pseudo-linear form is similar to the GREG-type
form shown in Section 2.2.2. Such a method could be attractive in situations where data
are made available to third parties for analysis if the weights could be included with the
data, however the MSE is unable to be coded in SAS unless the matrix algebra module
PROC IML is used. It was therefore considered beyond the scope of this thesis to pursue
this method further.

Synthetic and multilevel logistic models
Most of the indicators of particular interest in the NSW Population Health Survey are in
binary form, indicating the presence or absence of the outcome of interest, whether it be
a risk factor or a chronic condition. At the large area level, analysis of binary data can be
performed using standard survey analysis tools on the assumption that the estimator is
approximately normally distributed. Use of the normal approximation to the binomial is
valid for even relatively small sample sizes. For instance if the estimated prevalence is
between 0.2 and 0.8 then a sample size of 25 still allows the use of the normal
approximation. Below this level of prevalence the required sample sizes increase
markedly, with a sample size of 50 being required if the prevalence is 0.1. In any
situation where the normal approximation is used in modelling binary outcomes there is
still the possibility of obtaining predicted probabilities outside the range [0,1], with the
possibility increasing as the expected prevalence approaches the boundaries. Use of
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exact confidence limits based on the binomial distribution (Korn and Graubard, 1998)
can ameliorate this problem.
When the assumptions underlying the normal approximation to the binomial are not
likely to be fulfilled, it would appear preferable to use methods that are designed for
binary data, specifically the logistic model. Some argue however that the differences in
estimates created by the linear and logistic models are insufficient to warrant the
complexity introduced by the use of a non linear model (e.g. ABS, 2010c).
Area-level estimates based on binary outcomes are discussed by Rao (2003), Malec et al.
(1997) and Jiang and Lahiri (2006). Unit level models where there are no covariates
involved are described in Rao (2003). MacGibbon and Tomberlin (1989) and Farrell
et al. (1997), provide information on modelling the logit of the proportions in a two-stage
model. These approaches generally assume knowledge of unit level values of Xig . Saei
and Chambers (2003b) use a generalised linear mixed model with binary outcome data at
either the unit level or the age-sex cell level within each small area (Elazar et al., 2009).
The generalised linear mixed model estimator suggested by Saei and Chambers (2003b)
is given as
q̄˜ g = ng 1 ys + (Ng

⇣
⌘
exp X̄rg b̂ + n̂g
⇣
⌘.
ng ) 1
1 + exp X̄rg b̂ + n̂g

(2.29)

Maximum Penalised Quasi-Likelihood (MPQL) is used to estimate b and ng in the
model, with REML estimation of the variance component of the model. These are
modified iteratively, with the outcome giving the Empirical Best predictor (EBP). As
with the linear counterpart, if the sampling fraction is sufficiently small and population
estimates at the small area are available for the covariates involved in the model, then
there will be no obvious difference between (2.29) and
⇣
⌘
exp X̄g b̂ + n̂g
⇣
⌘.
q̄˜ ⇤g =
1 + exp X̄g b̂ + n̂g

(2.30)
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As with the linear model, the logistic estimator (2.30) is easily obtained using standard
statistical software. In addition it is possible to calculate a synthetic estimator by setting
ng = 0.
The intraclass correlation (ICC) of a linear model is obtained by calculating the ratio of
the area-level variance estimate to the sum of the area-level and error variance estimates.
In the logistic model framework the calculation of the ICC is not as straightforward. The
option that is used in this thesis relies on a latent variable formulation of the model as
described in Rodrı́guez and Elo (2003), whereby
r(logit) =

s2n
.
s2n + p2 /3

(2.31)

Small area estimates based on generalised linear mixed models have been published. For
instance Srebotnjak et al. (2010) report county-level prevalence estimates of Type II
diabetes from the BRFSS data obtained by fitting generalised linear mixed models to
BRFSS data from 2000 to 2008. The estimates were created by obtaining a prediction
for a single individual for each age-sex-race category within each county, and then
aggregated up using external population figures.
The Neighbourhood Statistics Unit in the UK have used a multilevel model with a logit
link function to estimate health risk factor prevalence for 352 Local Authorities and 6781
smaller geographic level units known as Middle layer Super Output Area (MSOA)
(Scholes et al., 2008). The model included a random effect but due to the clustered
nature of the survey design, a synthetic estimator is calculated. Hence, the estimator is
calculated as

h
⇣
⌘i h
⇣
⌘i
0
0
Yˆ¯gsynth = exp X̄g b̂
1 + exp X̄g b̂

1

.

Although predicted values can be reasonably easily obtained using NLME and LME4 in
R, and the GLIMMIX or NLMIXED procedures in SAS, estimation of the MSE of the
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EBP is a different story. Estimation of the MSE requires several assumptions and
approximations that require either Monte Carlo methods or maximum penalised
quasi-likelihood (MPQL) and REML methods (Saei and Chambers, 2003b). Although
Saei and Chambers (2003b) explain the iterative steps required to obtain estimates of the
MSE for this model, they are complex and require substantial coding, and are therefore
not conducive to the application of small area estimation methods in a routine reporting
situation where the availability of an expert cannot be guaranteed. The parametric
bootstrap introduced in Section 2.3.2 provides an alternative to the complex methods.
When applied to data modelled using a logistic regression model, the parametric
bootstrap method needs to be adjusted to take into account the different specification of
the non-linear model. Hence, the parametric bootstrap procedure for the logistic model is
as follows:
Results of fitting the parametric bootstrap to the non-linear unit level model will be
discussed in Section 4.2.3.
Whether unit-level or area-level models are used, the use of the logit scale for estimation
requires the use of the inverse to return the estimator to the probability scale. The naı̈ve
estimator,
p̂g =

0

exp(X̄g b̂ + n̂g )
0

1 + exp(X̄g b̂ + n̂g )

(2.32)

is consistent and unbiased for saturated models, but is otherwise biased. Despite this,
many papers use (2.32) as the EBLUP estimator when using the logistic model (see, for
instance Farrell et al., 1997, Saei and Chambers, 2003b). One probable reason why bias
adjustment of predicted values from a logistic model is rarely mentioned in published
papers is that in practice all small area estimates need to be calibrated to agree with the
direct estimates at higher levels of geography. The only time a bias adjustment would
have a marked effect is therefore if the adjustment factor was vastly different between
areas. Ambler et al. (2001) provide a first order bias corrected estimator for a synthetic
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1. Fit the non-linear mixed model, with the usual covariates and a random error term for
LGA, using a logit link, logit(yig ) = x0ig b + ng . From this, save ŝ2n and b̂;
2. For each area (g) generate a random area term, n⇤g from distribution n⇤g ⇠ N(0, s2n ) using
the value of s2n = ŝ2n from step 1;
3. generate n simulated values of yig , y⇤ig = x0ig b̂ + n⇤g , with ng being the same as in the
sample;
4. From each of these estimates, calculate
E(p) =

exp(x0ig b̂ + n⇤g )
(1 + exp(x0ig b̂ + n⇤g ))

5. To create the simulated y values, create a random variable between 0 and 1. If the
random variable is less than E(p) then y = 1, else y = 0,
6. Fit same model as in step 1 to this set of simulated values, obtain the predictions for
each area,
0 ⇤
exp(X̄g b̂ + n̂⇤g )
⇤
P̂g =
⇤
(1 + exp(X̄g b̂ + n̂⇤g ))
and record these values;
7. For each replicate also calculate the value,
Pg⇤ =

0

exp(X̄g b̂ + n⇤g )
(1 + exp(X̄g b̂ + n⇤g ))

Note that this quantity uses the simulated value of the random error term for the gth area,
and so Pg⇤ represents the ‘true value’.
8. Repeat steps 2 to 7, K times (at least 1000 times);
9. The bootstrap estimate of MSE is obtained by calculating
MSEbg =

1
P̂⇤
KÂ g

Pg⇤

2

.

Figure 2.6: Instructions for Parametric Bootstrap in SAS for logistic model
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logistic model.

Other small area estimation methods

A novel method found in the literature is based on work by Pickle and Su (2002). They
used aggregated data from the BRFSS for the period 1992–1998 to provide estimates for
several health risk factors at the county level using an approach called ‘head-banging’.
This is a model-free method that smoothes the prevalence rate based on the weighted
median of nearby areas. The method only provides prevalence estimates. Although this
method may have the advantage that there is no need to fit models or obtain covariate
data, it would be difficult to create valid MSE estimates.
A relatively new small area estimation method has been suggested by Chambers and
Chandra (2008) whereby a model-based unit-level estimator is applied to the data to
create a weight. The weight is then included in the same manner as a GREG-type
g-weight in obtaining the predicted values. Because it is a direct estimator, the MSE is
obtained in the same manner as is usual for a GREG-type estimator, and uses
design-based arguments. It is therefore known as the Model-based Direct Estimator, or
MBDE. Although the MBDE is based on the linear mixed model, Chambers and
Chandra (2008) showed that it is fairly robust to deviations from the model, is much
easier to implement, and its MSE is also easier to calculate than the EBP. Chandra et al.
(2012) compare the EBP of Saei and Chambers (2003b) to the MBDE. The results show
that although both models performed well, the MBDE is slightly better. Both methods,
and particularly the MBDE, had difficulties when the observed or expected proportion in
an area is zero or one. Because it is a direct estimator, the MBDE would not provide
estimates in areas with no observations. Further aspects of this method are provided in
Chambers and Chandra (2008).
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Area-level models

Area-level approaches are generally based on the Fay-Herriot (FH) model (Fay and
Herriot, 1979). All that is assumed to be available from the survey are direct estimates
and a measure of the sampling variance, which is assumed to be known. Covariate data
at the area level is obtained from external sources. Fay-Herriot models are used as a
basis of many of the poverty estimation programs both in the US and other parts of the
world, such as the Philippines (Albacea, 2004), European Union (Benedetti and
Rinaldelli, 2007) and others. One reason for the use of area-level models in these
situations is that the data for the model may come from many different sources rather
than from the one survey.
The typical form of the Fay-Herriot model is obtained by combining a population
0
component, q̄g = X̄g b + ng , and the sampling component, q̄ˆ g = q̄g + eg together,
0
q̄ˆ g = X̄g b + ng + eg

iid

(2.33)

iid

where eg ⇠ (0, yg ), ng ⇠ (0, s2n ) and g = 1 . . . G,. The area-dependent design variance of
the direct estimator, yg is assumed to be known (Pfeffermann, 2002, Rao, 2003). The
variance term associated with the area-level random effect term n̂g is a measure of the
homogeneity amongst the areas after allowing for the covariates in the model (Rao,
2003). It is usually referred to as the modelling error. The errors eg and ng are assumed
to be independent of each other. The original application of the FH model was applied to
the log of the direct estimates from the survey (Fay and Herriot, 1979). The modelled
estimate was denoted q̄g to indicate that it was derived variable rather than Ȳg .
In practice, estimates of yg from the data itself are too unstable because of small sample
sizes, and a separate modelling exercise is usually undertaken to create the values of yg
that are then used in the FH model. Rao (2003) provides details showing how the
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sampling error term was obtained for three examples. According to Rivest and Vandal
(2003), the MSE is increased by only about one percent when the MSE estimator
includes a term to account for estimating the sampling variance.
Although yg is assumed to be known, s2n needs to be estimated. Replacing this with an
estimator, ŝ2n leads to the most common FH-type model, the empirical BLUP or EBLUP
estimator,
q̃ˆ g = ĝg q̄ˆ g + (1
where:
ĝg =
and b is estimated by:
b̃ =

"

0

ŝ2n
(ŝ2n + yg )
0

SG
g=1 X̄g X̄g
Vg

ĝg )X̄g b̃ˆ

#

(2.34)

(2.35)

#
1" G
Sg=1 X̄g q̄ˆ g
Vg

(2.36)

If Vg = 1 then ordinary least squares (OLS) is used to estimate the vector of regression
coefficients. More commonly Vg = yg + ŝ2n and generalised least squares (GLS) is used
(e.g. Hidiroglou, 2007).
It can be seen from (2.34) that the area level EBLUP estimator is again a form of
composite estimator, with the two components being the direct estimator (q̄ˆ g ) and the
0

synthetic estimator (X̄g b̃). As with the unit level and composite estimators the value of
ĝg in the area-level model determines the weight given to each of the components in the
estimator: the larger the value of gg the more weight is placed on the direct estimate.
Information on the methods of estimation of the area level model and associated MSEs
are provided in Pfeffermann (2002), Ghosh and Rao (1994), Rao (2003) and Hidiroglou
(2007). Mukhopadhyay and McDowell (2011) provides detail on using SAS to fit an
area level model.
An advantage of the FH-type model is that the survey design is automatically taken into
account through the use of direct estimates in the model and the estimated design
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variances. There is also no need to limit the covariates to those available in the survey
itself, whereas in the unit level model the covariates need to be collected in the survey
and population level estimates need to be available as well. The modelling also occurs at
the geographic level at which the estimates are desired. A disadvantage of the FH-type
model is that the number of covariates is limited by the number of small areas being
modelled, as usually these have only one observation per area, and in addition it is
necessary to assume the within-area level variance component is known.
Heady and Ralphs (2004) found that in the EURAREA study an area-synthetic estimator
outperformed the unit-level estimators. Further, it was found that unit level models were
subject to ecological bias and if used, required the inclusion of area-level covariates to
avoid this issue (Heady et al., 2000, Bajekal et al., 2004). In both these studies, the
model included a random effect term, but the estimator only used the fitted part of the
model because of the clustered nature of the underlying survey (Heady et al., 2003). The
simulated data used by the EURAREA study was based on unit level Census data and
data from population-level registries, so it was of high quality. It was also able to be
geocoded, which allowed aggregation to any level of geographic unit without error. The
UK-based Office of National Statistics (ONS) also had a strongly correlated
population-based covariate with information at the age-sex-small area level. It may be
different for NSWHS where there is no clustering. In addition some of the applications
of the EURAREA methods used over 600 small areas (Hastings et al., 2003, Office of
National Statistics, 2006), thus allowing a large number of covariates to be included in
the model. In comparison, area-level models based on NSW Population Health Survey
data will only include 153 LGAs, and hence far fewer covariates can be included in
area-level models than in the EURAREA applications. Certainly assessment of bias will
be important in determining the appropriate methods for the NSW Population Health
Survey, and if it is not possible to demonstrate that the unit-level models can provide
unbiased estimates then area-level models may need to be pursued.
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The ABS suggests fitting models to subgroups of age/sex within small areas such as
LGAs (see ABS, 2006d, page 15–16). The inclusion of multiple cells within each small
area means that the within-area estimate of variance can be estimated from the data
rather than be assumed known. Several applications (Templeton, 2009, Elazar et al.,
2009) have used such a model, using counts within demographic units by small area
based on the work of Saei and Chambers (2003a). This method may be appropriate
within national statistics agencies, but modelling at the age-sex cell level outside such
agencies is more challenging because there is less availability of population level
demographic data at the age-sex-LGA cell level. Even if age-sex data are obtained from
the Census, the data are confidentialised (ABS, 2006a). It is possible to contract the ABS
to run the models internally, where the original data will be used for the modelling.
Glover and Tennant (2008) undertook a study to determine whether the
confidentialisation of the Census data made a difference, and it did, resulting in them
contracting the modelling part of the work to the ABS (pers.comm). It was beyond the
scope of this thesis to contract the ABS to do the modelling work.
In conclusion, area-level models could be applied to the NSW Health Survey data, but
would be restricted by the fact that there are only approximately 150 small areas and
therefore the number of covariates that can be included in models will be restricted. In
addition, analysis of the data at the age-sex-small area level requires covariate data at the
same level, and high quality data at this geographic level was not available. Therefore it
was decided to pursue unit-level models for the application section of this thesis.

2.4

Evaluation and Validation

In this thesis the various forms of small area estimators using unit level data outlined in
this chapter will be applied to the NSW Population Health Survey data. Ultimately, if
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several SAE methods are equally successful in providing reasonable estimates, then the
results of the methods need to be compared objectively.
For modelled estimates to be used, they need to be statistically justifiable and compare
favourably with direct estimates especially as sample sizes increase. The level of
scrutiny of the resultant estimates may depend on the end use. For instance, if estimates
are being used to determine millions of dollars worth of funding, as with the child
poverty estimates in USA (National Research Council, 2000), then methods need to be
far more rigorously assessed than if the estimates are being used to provide a general
idea of the range in prevalence across the state. There are times when it may be more
appropriate to go to the expense of a large-scale survey to provide direct estimates for
each LGA whereas at other times the use of slightly biased modelled estimates will
provide sufficient information for the intended use Steinberg (1979). The acceptability of
a ’biased’ model will depend on the extent of any bias and in what direction the bias
occurs as to whether it will be sufficient for the intended use.
In the context of NSW Health, the estimates will be used to provide information that can
be published on local council websites to complement other local-area-based data and
fulfil Healthy Communities requirements (Manzi et al., 2011). It will also be used for
health promotion and evaluation purposes and to inform policy, partly by simply
depicting the geographical variability at the LGA level in outcome variables from the
NSW Population Health Survey. It will be important to supply a guide to the use of
model-based estimates similar to that provided with the synthetic estimates created by
the Neighbourhood Statistics unit in England (Scholes et al., 2007). NSW Health
provides information on the methods used to create LGA-level estimates for deaths,
hospitalisations and smoking in pregnancy when they are published (Population Health
Division, 2010), and it is anticipated that a similar procedure would be undertaken prior
to the publication of the LGA-level estimates based on survey data if it were decided to
publish them.
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Changes to the boundaries of the small areas also causes challenges to small area
estimation methods. This was experienced by the Neighbourhood Statistics Unit in the
UK (Scholes et al., 2007). As a result, the first set of small area estimates were
withdrawn from the website, however the methodology remained available (e.g.
Pickering et al., 2005). This provides a level of transparency which is beneficial to others
who are developing methods for other situations.
Various applications have been presented in this chapter, and these use a range of
different evaluation and validation techniques as well as model fitting methods. Several
different validation methods are discussed in this section, in the context of their potential
use with the NSW Health Survey data.
The ABS does not provide definitive advice about assessing model fit or validation
techniques. Rather their advice is to check with those that have expert knowledge of the
subject matter, use diagnostic tests such as measuring the bias, check for model
misspecification, check residuals for spatial randomness, assessing coverage, obtain
prediction errors for SAEs, consider the distribution of estimates, and determine how
closely the modelled estimates sum to the broad area total (ABS, 2006d).
One of the validation tools used by the ABS when assessing LGA-level estimates of
literacy was to look at the decile of socioeconomic disadvantage into which areas with
the highest and lowest predicted proportions of literacy fell, with the expectation that
most of the areas with low literacy would also have low socioeconomic status (Adhikari
and Duncan, 2008).
Model fit for the SLA and LGA level synthetic estimates created from the ABS’
National Health Survey has been assessed using various measures, and these have been
modified over time, particularly between the estimates based on the 2004-05 NHS and
the 2007-08 NHS. In the earlier versions the predicted estimates were compared with the
direct estimates at the individual level (Glover and Tennant, 1999, Glover et al., 2006,
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Glover and Tennant, 2008). Although the details differed between the various NHS
surveys, the synthetic estimates were also aggregated to larger geographic units and
compared with the direct estimates at that level. Plots and comparison with the 95% CI
around the direct estimates were made as well. For the first time an objective measure of
the quality of the estimates was included with the synthetic estimates based on 2007–08
NHS data: estimates with Relative Root Mean Square Error larger than 25% or 50% are
flagged and SLAs or LGAs with RRMSE’s over 100%, or that are not included in the
sampling frame are also suppressed (e.g. Glover and Tennant, 2010). This set of
estimates were also subjected to a new method of evaluation. Estimates were ranked and
split into groups of approximately 100 (Glover and Tennant, 2010). The mean of the
predicted values in these groups was plotted against the mean of the observed estimates
for the same groups and also against the group number. Pseudo-residuals were created
within each group, and these where then assessed in the same manner that regular
residuals are usually assessed. This assessment involved small area level data from
across Australia, so creating quantiles with 100 in each is reasonable.
Ranks have also been used to compare modelled estimates of risk factors in the UK
against other sources of survey data and also against the index of multiple deprivation
(Scholes et al., 2008, 2005). The evaluation and validation framework used in obtaining
model-based prevalence estimates of Type II diabetes for 2008 (Srebotnjak et al., 2010)
is quite thorough. They determined the most appropriate of four models by using data in
counties in the US where the sex-specific BRFSS sample size was 900 or more in both
1996–2004 combined and 2005–2008 combined. Over 120 counties achieved this
sample size for males and over 190 for females, out of more than 3100 counties. The
directly standardised rates based on the survey data in these counties was considered as
the gold standard, and the unit level data were considered the population. The models
were fitted to samples of sizes 10, 50 and 100 created by sampling with replacement
from each county within these ’populations’, and the resultant estimates compared with
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the original direct estimates. This process was repeated 10 times for each sample size. In
this study, the correlation between the direct estimate from the aggregated 2000–2008
data with the direct estimate using 2004 data only was less than 0.2, even with a sample
size of 100, and was negligible with a sample size of 10. In comparison the correlation
between a covariate-rich model and the 2004 direct estimates was 0.8 regardless of
sample size. Even a simple model using age and race as covariates gave far better
correlation than the direct estimates, but in this case the correlation decreased from about
0.6 to 0.4 as sample size reduced from 100 to 10. The NSW Population Health Survey
has not been going for the same length of time nor are there many areas with large
sample sizes, so using this method was not pursued.
Gregg et al. (2009) also compare the modelled estimates of Type II diabetes and obesity
with direct estimates, but in a different manner. A 95% confidence interval for the
difference between the modelled and direct estimate is created and this is compared to
the expected difference of zero. Only 298 areas were deemed to have sufficient sample
size for this evaluation procedure out of 3,100 counties altogether. Malec (1996) also
restricted validation to areas that had sufficient sample size to provide accurate direct
estimates.
The Office of National Statistics also used a comparison between direct and modelled
estimates in their assessment of the model-based estimates of unemployment rate (Office
of National Statistics, 2006), however this was done graphically. The estimates of
unemployment were also compared with Census-based estimates and sent to specific
users of the data for feedback prior to being published (Office of National Statistics,
2006).
Brown et al. (2001) suggests using a series of comparisons, the first of which is to
compare the modelled estimates against the direct estimates, with the latter being the
dependent variable. If the modelled estimates are unbiased the regression line between
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the modelled estimates and direct estimates should be consistent with the identity line. If
the model-based estimates are EBLUPs then the synthetic estimates are used in this
comparison process rather than the EBLUPs themselves because the synthetic estimates
are the expectations of the EBLUPs. In papers that present applied small area estimation,
it is standard for the direct estimate to be plotted on the X axis, for example Schneider
et al. (2009) plots direct estimates at the state level against county level modelled
estimates aggregated to the state level. Although the correlation coefficient is the same,
the estimation of the regression equation is highly dependent on which estimator is
called the dependent variable. In the case of Schneider et al. (2009), when plotted with
the direct estimates on the X axis the equation is
Ỹ Modelled = 0.34 + 52.1DE.
When the direct estimates are considered the dependent variable, the equation becomes
DE = 0.97 + 1.86Ỹ Modelled ,
which is consistent with the identity line.
Brown et al. (2001) point out a number of issues with the assessment of bias using the
criterion of consistency with the identity line: firstly, if sample sizes are vastly different
then both modelled and direct estimates should be transformed in order to fulfil the
assumption underlying OLS of common variance. Secondly, the direct and model-based
estimators are correlated, as they have both been obtained from the same data. In most
cases the overlap is very small and can be neglected. Finally, when binary data of the
form that is being studied in this thesis is considered, the direct estimator is actually a
ratio of two random variables, with inherent bias. Brown et al. (2001) still use this
diagnostic, either concentrating on the number in each small area (effectively the
numerator), or else apply it to the proportion data knowing that will be some ratio bias in
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the resulting diagnostic. According to Kish et al. (1962) the ratio bias is likely to be
negligible.
Most validation requires that the estimates be calibrated where necessary to ensure that
model-based estimators aggregate to give the same estimate as the direct estimates at a
higher level of geography. This is particularly important for some of the evaluation
methods, such as when assessing bias by testing whether the relationship is consistent
with the identity line. Calibration in the context of the rest of the thesis will mean that
the population weighted mean of the LGA-based estimates equals the direct estimate for
NSW for that year.
Many of the validation techniques mentioned above are based on sample sizes that are
far in excess of what is available from the NSW Population Health Survey, and the
number of areas is also far greater than 153 in many cases as well. It was decided that, to
be effective in the uses for which the LGA-level estimates are likely to be put, any small
area-based estimates should show
• a smaller margin of error than available for direct estimates given the same sample
size;
• a reduction in the difference between direct and modelled estimate as sample size
increases;
• Ideally 95% of the proposed estimates should lie within the 95% Confidence
interval around the direct estimates, and similarly for other quantiles around the
direct estimates such as 66% and 90%, using the Clopper-Pearson confidence
interval specification (Korn and Graubard, 1998) to take into account that normal
approximation to the binomial is not valid for small sample sizes;
• The relationship between the direct and synthetic estimates should be consistent
with the identity line, with the direct estimate plotted on the Y axis.
In addition,
• Estimates for a series of years should show a reasonable trend and not subject to a
high degree of variability
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• The estimates should be considered plausible by experts in the field.
The main comparison will be with direct estimates based on a single year, even though
few of these direct estimates would ever be published by NSW Health. The advantage of
these estimates is that they are based on the same LGA-level sample size as the modelled
estimates. They also need to be compared with ‘current estimates’. Since 2009,
estimates have been released to limited recipients that are based on 2002–2009 or even
2002–2010 aggregated data, however at the commencement of this thesis the data
supplied to Health Areas desiring LGA-level estimates were person-level LGA estimates
based on 2002 to 2008 data, where the sample size was at least 50 in that entire period.
Therefore in order to determine whether the model-based estimates are an improvement
over the ‘current estimates’, the small area estimates will be compared against direct
estimates based on the data aggregated between 2002–2008, calibrated to the State
average for the appropriate year to ensure that each set of estimates is calibrated to the
same overall mean.

2.5

Conclusion

This chapter has covered a wide selection of small area estimation methods, as well as
direct estimation methods, together with examples of their use in a large range of
surveys. There is a need to investigate whether small area estimation methods will
provide reasonable estimates at the LGA level in NSW. For some areas within NSW the
sample size may be sufficient for direct estimation but too small in other areas for the
direct estimator to be of sufficient precision. It would be advantageous to use the same
technique to obtain estimates for all areas at the one geographical level rather than have
different methods for different areas. Ideally as sample size increases the estimates at the
small area level should move towards the value obtained using direct estimation methods.
The modelled estimates will differ depending upon the assumptions and methods used,
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and this may be one reason for the reluctance to publicise modelled estimates. Provided
the methods in each case are assessed on the basis of a number of criteria, they may be
used with confidence. It was also noted that several large-scale surveys have used small
area estimation methods that go through a gradual transformation as further study leads
to refinement of the methods (see, for instance Malec, 1996, Marker, 2001). Many small
area estimates are also still based on synthetic estimators. This may be partly due to the
simplicity of this method compared with using mixed models, but also at times the
decision to use synthetic or model-based estimates may be affected by the survey design.
Clustering leads to many small areas being out-of-sample, and these will require
synthetic estimates regardless of whether or not sampled areas have synthetic estimates
or EBLUP-type estimates, so it may be more appropriate to use synthetic estimates for
all areas (Heady et al., 2003).
This is the first time that the methods outlined in this chapter have been applied to the
NSW Population Health Survey data in a structured manner, and their reliability and
potential usefulness evaluated. But first, it is important to explain the data source. This
will occur in the Chapter 3. In addition, Chapter 3 investigates whether other forms of
direct estimation can help to provide better prevalence estimates at the LGA level for
various outcomes from the NSW Population Health Survey data.

Chapter 3
NSW Population Health Survey: Design
and Direct Estimation
This thesis uses as its basis data collected for the Adult Health Survey by the NSW
Population Health Survey Program (NSWHS) administered by NSW Ministry of Health.
Adults are defined as people aged 16 and over. Data were obtained for this thesis from
NSW Ministry of Health by way of a data request through the Chief Health Officer.
Initially, data from 2002 to 2007 were provided in the data request; 2008 data were
included when they became available in February 2010. Specific ethics approval was not
required for the data request as only non-identifiable data were provided, under Clause
16(2) of the Health Administration Regulation 2010. As part of the requirements for the
data request a confidentiality agreement was signed, and access to geographic variables
such as postcode and potentially identifying variables such as Aboriginal status were
restricted. The methods and questions used by the Population Health Survey program are
approved by the NSW Population and Health Services Research Ethics Committee
(Williamson et al., 2001, CER, 2011a).
Many binary outcome variables were obtained as part of the data request from NSW
Health, but this thesis concentrates on four outcome variables: Current daily or
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occasional smoking (‘Current Smoking’, SMK), Any risk alcohol drinking behaviour
(‘Risk Alcohol’, ALC), ‘Overweight and obesity’ (BMI) and ‘Have difficulties getting
health care when needed’ (HDIFF). Early work also used outcome data for Adequate
vegetable intake (VEG). Table 4 on page x in the front matter of this thesis provides more
detail on these outcome variables. The analysis of four outcomes will ensure that the
methods are assessed over a range of prevalence rates. The analyses and subsequent
evaluation will provide templates which can then be used to obtain small area estimates
for other outcome variables. Estimates are obtained for males and females separately
because there is an increasing emphasis being placed on providing gendered outcome
data (Srebotnjak et al., 2010, Ruiz-Cantero et al., 2007, Garcia et al., 2007). This thesis
creates annual estimates at the LGA level as this would be the ideal result. The methods
discussed in this thesis specifically provide estimates at the LGA level, but the methods
also provide a framework through which to assess estimates for small domains, and for
estimates at other geographic levels as well.
The remainder of this chapter is designed as follows: after an introduction to LGAs in
Section 3.1, Section 3.2 outlines the practical aspects of the NSWHS particularly as they
impact on LGA-level estimation. Complete details about the history and methods used
by the NSWHS are available at Williamson et al. (2001), Public Health Division (2000),
Steel et al. (2008) and NSW Health (2004). The current methods of estimation and
reporting at the LGA level are explained in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 then considers three
alternatives to the current methods of estimation at the LGA level to see whether any
improvements to direct estimates will result if the current methods are modified. The
chapter concludes with a brief summary in Section 3.5.
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LGAs in NSW

The LGA is a commonly used administrative boundary level in NSW, synonymous with
local council areas. The LGAs change when the State government gazettes changes to
them. The official standard geography is updated with boundary and name changes on
the 1st July of each year. Up to 2010 the standard geography was published in the
Australian Standard Geographic Classification (ASGC) (see for instance, ABS, 2006e,
2010a). The Australian Standard Geographic Classification was replaced with the
Australian Statistical Geographic Standard in July 2011 (ABS, 2011a). Under the new
structure, LGAs become part of ‘non-ABS geography’, but there should be ongoing
availability of information the LGA level. Although this has no bearing on analysis in
this thesis, it may impact the creation of LGA-level estimates in the future because of the
importance of Census-based auxiliary data.
The boundaries as described by the 2006 ASGC ABS (2006e) were used for this thesis
for two reasons: 2006 corresponds to the most recent year of Census data available until
weeks before submission of this thesis, and NSWHS direct estimates at the LGA level
were being created on the basis of 2006 boundaries when work on the data commenced
for this thesis. The results are still valid for current LGAs because apart from name and
code changes, only minor boundary changes involving sparsely populated areas of the
state have occurred since 2006 (ABS, 2010a). According to 2006-definition LGAs,
NSW consists of 152 LGAs and two Unincorporated areas (ABS, 2006e). Of the
Unincorporated areas, Unincorporated Far West is included in the scope of the NSWHS,
but Lord Howe Island is not. Therefore, Unincorporated Far West is treated as though it
is an LGA in this thesis, giving a total of 153 areas of interest.
The LGAs vary widely in population. Unincorporated Far West has a population of
approximately 720 people. Five LGAs have populations between 1000 and 2000.
Blacktown has the largest population with more than a quarter of a million people.
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Sutherland Shire also has more than 200,000 residents. Table 3.1 shows the range and
selected quantiles of population of the LGAs.

Table 3.1: Selected statistics for population at LGA level

Quantile
Population
Min
720
th
10 percentile
3,302
th
25 percentile
6,928
Median
20,649
Mean
45,571
th
75 percentile
63,239
th
90 percentile
146,383
Max
286,365
Notes:

LGAs include the Unincorporated Far West but not Lord Howe Island
Population based on ERPs for June 2008
Source: ABS (HOIST, NSW Health, Feb 2010)

The 2005–2010 Health Area boundaries are based on 2006-definition LGAs, with each
LGA with the exception of Sydney LGA located in a single Health Area. Sydney LGA is
split between Sydney South West (SSW) and South Eastern Sydney and Illawarra (SESI)
Health Areas based on the 2005-definition Health Areas. There are between 9 and 38
LGAs within each Health Area. The number of LGAs, and minimum and maximum
adult populations of LGAs within each Health Area are shown in Table 3.2.
Since 2011, fifteen Local Health Districts (LHDs) have replaced the Health Areas as the
Health Administrative Areas. They are mainly based on 2007-definition LGAs, but three
LGAs (Sydney, Tenterfield and Lachlan) are now split across LHDs (Department of
Planning and Statewide Services Development Branch, 2009). The LHD field was not
available when the data were obtained from NSWHS, and because of the complexities
involved in recoding, no attempt was made to create LHD from the LGA field for this
thesis.
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Table 3.2: Number of LGAs within each Health Area, and minimum and maximum population sizes of LGAs within each Health Area

Health area
SSW
SESI
SW
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW
Notes:

3.2

No. LGAs
*15
*13
9
13
25
12
39
28

Min Pop
26,698
16,227
16,252
10,780
2,553
7,452
981
596

Max Pop
145,764
170,692
210,900
129,066
152,371
69,309
45,994
29,950

Population aged 16+ adjusted to account for residents of non-private dwellings
* Sydney LGA is included in both Health Areas.
Population of Sydney LGA is split between SESI and SSW
ERPs based on ABS populations for June 2008
Source: HOIST, NSW Health, Feb 2010

NSW Population Health Survey Design

The NSWHS is a stratified survey. Since its commencement the NSWHS has used the
Health Administrative Unit into which the State is divided at the time of survey design to
define the strata. Therefore in the period from 2002 to 2004 there were 17 strata, between
2005 and 2010 there were eight strata and since the beginning of 2011 15 strata have
been in place. The target population has remained consistent: residents of NSW living in
private households with a landline telephone connection. During the period 2002 to 2008
random digit dialing was undertaken, using the Electronic White Pages as its basis (CER,
2012). One person was selected at random from the household. As with general CATI
protocol, multiple attempts were made to contact the household and the selected person
in the household. Information on the numbers of times contact was attempted with each
number and the response rate are provided in Barr et al. (2008) and CER (2012).
Until 2012 the sample has selected households with landline telephone connections only
and hence has excluded mobile-only households. Since the start of 2012 the sample has
been extended to include households that are only contactable by mobile telephone,
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since the percentage of such households is now thought to exceed 20% (Barr et al., 2012,
ACMA, 2011). For the period for which data were available for this thesis (2002 to
2008) the percentage of households without a landline telephone was much lower. For
instance an average of 88% of Australian households had a fixed line service in 2008
(ACMA, 2013), and prior to this time the proportion would have been even higher, as the
take-up of mobile-only services has been strongly influenced by the closing of the
CDMA network in early 2008 (ACMA, 2013). Hence the likely coverage error of the
fixed-line only survey up to 2008 is likely to be relatively small.
Telephone numbers are pre-assigned to Health Areas (Barr et al., 2008, CER, 2009c).
Table 3.3 shows that the sample size has fluctuated markedly over time. Between 2002 to
2004 the planned sample size was 17000: 1000 people from each of the 17 Health Areas
(Williamson et al., 2001). The annual Health Area sample sizes between 2005 and 2008
ranged from 1,000 (Steel et al., 2008) to 1,500 (CER, 2009c). The restructure in 2005
was announced in mid-2004 (NSW Health, 2004). Because the required sample size
based on the new strata definitions had already been collected, no additional surveying
was undertaken between July to September and in December, 2004 (CER, 2011b). The
overall sample size was increased in 2007 but each respondent was asked questions from
only two-thirds of the modules, so the sample size for any module was approximately
the same as in 2006. The process was refined in 2008 so that questions in core modules
were asked of all respondents.
During the interview the respondents are asked for their LGA, postcode and the suburb
or town in which they live. Allocation of remoteness category and socioeconomic status
quintile are based on postcode. Further information on allocation of ARIA category and
disadvantage quintile is provided in Appendix A.11.
Prior to 2007 the LGA field was answered as a text field, and therefore required
extensive post-processing. Drop-down lists of LGAs were introduced in 2007. If a valid
LGA is not provided, attempts are made to obtain the LGA from the name of the town or
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Table 3.3: Survey sample sizes (adults 16 years and over), by Health Area, by year, NSW
Population Health Survey 2002-2008

Health Area and Abbrev
Sydney South West (SSW)
South Eastern Sydney
Illawarra (SESI)
Sydney West (SW)
Northern Sydney Central
Coast (NSCC)
Hunter and New England
(HNE)
North Coast (NC)
Greater Southern (GS)
Greater Western (GW)
ALL

2002
1505

2003
1435

2004
1049

2005
1270

2006
1024

2007
1662

2008
1349

1541

1498

1080

1279

945

1596

1317

1454

1492

1042

1422

949

1639

1257

1374

1523

1016

1367

1008

1666

1294

1675

1855

1141

1548

1042

1683

1288

1316 1412 1270 1645 1024 1769 1322
1604 1485 1058 1471 999 1611 1238
2152 2308 1767 1498 971 1552 1231
12621 13008 9423 11500 7962 13178 10296

suburb in which they reside or the postcode of residence. Where a suburb or postcode is
divided between two LGAs, the respondent is assigned to the LGA which contains the
greater proportion of the suburb or postcode.
Production of LGA estimates requires LGA codes to be available for respondents. Over
2800 observations over the seven year period (3.6%) are not allocated to an LGA and
therefore omitted from most analyses undertaken for this thesis. All but 200 of these
observations are allocated to a quintile of socioeconomic disadvantage, which suggests
that postcode is available for these respondents. Of those missing LGA but allocated to a
disadvantage quintile, 50% are allocated to the two most disadvantaged quintiles,
compared with 26% to the two least disadvantaged quintiles (see Appendix A.11) which
may lead to some bias in the LGA estimates. There is also some mismatch between the
LGA and Health Area. Although each LGA except for Sydney LGA lies solely within
one Health Area, there are more than 2300 observations, or 3.0% of responses over the
seven year period, where there was a mismatch between the Health Area to which an
LGA has been assigned and the Health Area gazetted to contain the LGA. In some
Health Areas, over 10% of observations in any one year are coded to LGAs that are not
located in the Health Area, with 2007 being the year with the highest levels of
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discrepancy (overall average of 5.3%). Some mismatch will naturally occur between
adjoining Health Areas, particularly for LGAs that are on the border of the Health Areas,
but other types of mismatch occur. For instance observations for Broken Hill LGA, in
the far west of the state and part of Greater Western Health Area, are coded as belonging
to a Sydney-based Health Area. Another example is 31 of the 83 observations for
Berrigan LGA and 52 out of 107 for Bland LGA are coded to Sydney-based Health
Areas in 2007 instead of Greater Southern Health Area. There are also observations
coded to the ARIA category of Very Remote that are located within a Sydney-based
Health Area, which is geographically impossible.
The sample sizes at strata level are very large, so it must be stressed that these issues at
the LGA level do not affect the results that are published at the Health Administrative
Unit level. The effects will only be observed at levels of geography below which the data
are usually published. For routine production of LGA estimates it is desirable to reduce
the level of missing or apparently mismatched LGA codes. Any mismatch will also
affect indirect estimation, especially if the models include Health Area, because
incorrect assignment is likely to dilute the effect of the covariate in the model. An
appropriate option would have been to do a clerical review of the LGA assignment by
comparing LGA, postcode and locality information on the original record and amending
or omitting where there were incompatibilities that could not be resolved. Such an
option was beyond the scope of the thesis but is strongly advised if LGA-level estimates
are to be published any time in the future. If postcode-locality and postcode-LGA
concordances are used then it may assist in reducing the length of time this important
quality control step will take.
For this thesis it was still important for LGA and Health Area to be compatible,
especially when models include both terms. Therefore the decision was made early in
the analysis process to recode Health Area to be consistent with the LGAs. One other
alternative considered was to omit any observations where there was incompatibility.
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This option was not pursued because of the effect on sample size at the small area,
including LGAs which would become out-of-sample, such as Lithgow LGA in 2004.
Hence a second Health Area field was created that was based on LGA. In the case of
residents of Sydney LGA, those that were allocated to either South Eastern Sydney and
Illawarra Health Area or Sydney South West Health Area stayed with this Health Area.
If a record was not allocated to either of these Health Areas, they were randomly
assigned to one of the two Health Areas, using a probability of 51% to Sydney South
West Health Area. Similarly the data were assessed for incompatible values of
socioeconomic status and remoteness index. Observations that were either missing these
details or that had a value that was incompatible with the range of values that could
occur in the LGA were assigned the mean value for the LGA in question. Appendix A.5
discusses the mismatch in more detail.

LGA codes that were incompatible with 2006 LGA definitions were also recoded to the
2006-definition LGA using a population-based concordance (ABS, 2007c). The
recoding of incompatible LGAs differed from what NSWHS used for their LGA-level
estimates. Details of the differences between recoding undertaken by NSWHS and in
this thesis are detailed in Appendix A.4.

Sample sizes at the LGA level from the NSW Population Health Survey range from zero
to over 240 in any year over the period from 2002 to 2008, with a median ranging from
33 to 57, as can be seen in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.1. At a sample size of 50 the margin of
error is approximately 20% for an outcome with a prevalence of 50%. The aim for this
thesis is a margin of error of less than 10%, which requires a sample size of at least 150
for this same outcome variable. Between 10 and 30 out of the 153 LGAs have a sample
size greater than 150 in any one year, and 118 LGAs have a sample size of 150 when
data are aggregated between 2002 and 2008.
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Table 3.4: Various statistics of sample size at LGA level, by year and overall

Min
Max
Median
# with no
sample
# with
sample size
> 150

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
380 406 278 321 241 348 302
52
57
40
47
33
51
39

2002–2008
32
1955
334

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

21

23

12

22

10

30

17

118

Total number of areas is 153

Figure 3.1: Sample sizes at LGA level by year, 2002-2008
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Weighting, post-stratification and reporting

The differences in population between Health Areas and the similarity in survey sample
size creates vastly different sampling fractions for the Health Areas. The four Health
Areas that do not include parts of Sydney, which are often referred to as the rural Health
Areas, have by far the highest sampling fraction. For instance, each respondent from
Greater Western Health Area represents 200 people on average, compared to 850 for
respondents from Sydney South West Health Area, based on population and sample sizes
for 2008.The probability of selection is also affected by the number of eligible people in
a household and the number of telephone lines into a house. These are both taken into
account in the calculation of a sample weight (PSELECT) for each record (Steel, 2006).
Sample weights are post-stratified to 5-year age-sex population benchmarks within each
Health Area. The population benchmarks are based on the most recently updated
mid-year estimated residential populations (ERPs) at the time the data are being
processed. The population is adjusted to account for residents of selected types of
non-private dwellings which are deemed to be outside of the sampling frame.
Appendix A.2 lists the types of non-private dwellings not included in the survey scope.
The benchmark population figures for each Health Area aggregate exactly to give the
adjusted NSW population at the time of post-stratification. External population estimates
are used to calculate the number of people affected with the outcome of interest. This
avoids the need to reweight to more recent populations, and is particularly important
from 2007 onwards when the questions were asked of a random sample of respondents.
For these years the sum of the weights for any one question will no longer approximate
the sum of the population, as the estimate will be based on about two-thirds of the
respondents for the year. The estimate of the prevalence rate is still an unbiased estimate
of the true prevalence rate due to the fact that the questions are asked of a random
selection from the overall sample. The effect of the sample size reduction caused by
randomisation of questions is likely to be greater at the small area level than is currently
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observed at the Health Area level, especially for direct estimation, as there will be fewer
observations in some small areas, but the direct estimate will still be unbiased.
Because of the change to the administrative boundaries, weights for 2002 and 2003
survey years were re-calibrated to the populations based on the new 2005 Health Area
boundaries using the formula:
wi(new) =

Nah
⇥ wi(old)
Âi2ah wi(old)

(3.1)

The post-stratification weights vary markedly both within and between Health Areas
because of the different sampling fractions for each Health Area, the age-sex distribution
of the sample compared to the population, and the variation in the sample weight. The
post-stratification weights are not directly truncated by NSW Health. Rather, limits are
applied to the number of telephone lines (maximum=5), and the number of people living
in the household (maximum=10), both of which restrict the size of the sampling weight
or PSELECT. In addition, each age-sex cell must include a certain number of
observations, or adjoining age groupings are aggregated. In the period from 2005 to
2008 this only affected the oldest age group: in some years 75+ is the oldest age group
and in others 80+. Steel (2006) recommended a minimum of 6 for this purpose, which is
one of the smallest sample sizes used in surveys, as mentioned in Section 2.2.1.
Data from the NSW Population Health Survey are analysed using PROC
SURVEYMEANS in SAS, using the Health Area as the strata and omitting responses
that are missing, refused or answered as ‘don’t know’ for that particular question. Taylor
series linearization is used to provide estimates of the standard error.
Until 2010 annual reports were published for the Adult Health Survey, and these are still
available on the internet for both the State and each Health Area (e.g. CER, 2009a,
2011a). They provide graphical and tabulated prevalence estimates, with all tables
providing 95% confidence intervals. Reports by Division of General Practice (DGP)
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have been published based on three years of data. The Divisions of General Practice are
the areas used by the medical profession in order to provide support services. The
boundaries are approximated by aggregating by postcode. Reports on Aboriginal people
and people born overseas have also been published. These have both been based on an
aggregate of four years of data (2002–2005 and 2006–2009) in order to obtain sufficient
sample sizes. These reports are available at
http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/PublicHealth/surveys/reports.asp. From
2011 results from the NSWHS are available through HealthStats NSW a web-based
reporting system that includes information on all aspects of population health (CER,
2012).
At the LGA-level, estimates based on aggregated survey data have been made available
to health areas and to the local Government and Shires Association to assist with the
creation of community strategic plan documents that are now required through
legislation for every LGA in NSW (Manzi et al., 2011). These direct estimates will be
discussed further in Section 3.3.
The sample size at the LGA level is a random variable which depends on the population
of the LGA and the Health Area. The higher sampling fraction in the rural Health Areas
means that although the LGAs have lower populations within these Health Areas they
have a reasonable probability of being sampled, as shown in Figure 3.2.
When the new field for LGA-compatible Health Area was created for use in this thesis
(as mentioned in Section 3.2), the data were also reweighted based on the revised strata.
While the reweighting resulted in some more extreme weights than were observed in the
original weights, it was effective in reducing the coefficient of variability in the weights
and hence the estimated DEFF for all Health Areas. The average reduction in DEFF was
7.3%, with the DEFF for Greater Western being reduced from 1.97 to 1.72, a 12%
reduction. Despite this change there was negligible effect on the prevalence estimates of
outcomes at the Health Area level.
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Figure 3.2: Average annual sample size vs population at LGA level, by AHS. NSWHS
2002–2008
Notes:

Population aged 16+, adjusted to account for residents of non-private dwellings
Codes are as follows: X570=GW, X560=GS, X550=NC, X540=HNE,
X520=SW, X510=SESI, X530=NSCC, X500=SSW
ERPs based on ABS populations for June 2008. Source: HOIST, NSW Health, Feb 2010

An issue that arises when weighting methods are used in survey estimation is what to do
with extreme weights when they occur (Biemer and Christ, 2008). The occurrence of a
small number of extreme weights may unduly increase the variance of the estimator, and
have a large effect on the estimate. Extreme weights become more influential as the
domain/cell size decreases because highly weighted responses will be a far higher
proportion of the total weight than would have occurred at a higher geographical level.
For instance, one observation in Hornsby LGA contributes less than 1% of the sample
but more than 6% of the weight. Another example is that a single observation in
Woollahra LGA contributes more than 22% of the weight out of a total of 46
observations. It was thought that trimming the weights may be more important when
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analysing at LGA level, provided it is able to reduce the sampling variance sufficiently
without creating appreciable bias (Potter, 1990). Several options were explored to
determine the level of trimming that would create appropriately trimmed weights. These
included using 5-, 6- and 7-times the median weight. This analysis led to the decision to
trim the sample weight (PSELECT) to a maximum of four, whereas the original data had
a maximum PSELECT of 10. See Appendix A.8 for further detail.
One advantage of indirect small area estimation methods is that they often do not include
the survey weights. Rather, the model can include variables that have been used to define
the post-strata (Chambers and Skinner, 2003).

3.3

Direct estimation of LGA level prevalence from
NSW Population Health Survey

This section outlines the methods that were being used by the NSW Population Health
Survey Program to create LGA estimates in 2009.
In late 2008 LGA-level direct estimates for a number of key outcomes at the person level
were provided by the NSW Population Health Survey Program branch to each Health
Area for internal use based on aggregated data between 2002 and 2007. In most aspects
the estimation process for LGA-level estimates was identical to other domain-level
estimation processes: The LGA-level estimates were created using PROC
SURVEYMEANS in SAS, with Health Area as the strata and LGA as the domain in the
analysis. In keeping with the protocol used for any other NSW Population Health Survey
report, total numbers of people affected by the outcome were calculated using the
product of the estimated prevalence rate and the external population estimate, that is
Yg = Ng p̂g , rather than Yg = p̂g (Â pg ) 1 . One aspect where the analysis underlying
calculation of the LGA estimates differed from other non-standard estimates was that a
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population-level post-stratification estimator was used: that is, the Health Area-level
weights were used. In contrast, when estimates were created for the DGPs, Aboriginal
persons and for Countries of Birth reports, domain-level post-stratification estimators
were used,with the weights recalibrated to the 10-year age-sex population of the specific
domain in question. In addition, estimates based on less than 50 observations were
suppressed. When data for 2008 became available, new estimates based on data
aggregated from 2002 to 2008 were made available, then as the new data became
available, from 2002 to 2009. Estimates using the 2002–2008 and 2002–2009 data were
only disclosed for LGAs where the total sample size is at least 300. These latter
estimates were made available to the Local Government Areas as well, and were used to
create reports such as the one for Lithgow LGA (Sydney West Area Health Service,
2009).
A plot of the NSWHS LGA-level prevalence estimates, margin of error and relative
standard error for four outcome variables based on data aggregated from 2002 to 2008
are presented in Figure 3.3. Each of the plots has a vertical line delineating the sample
size of 300, below which the estimates are not made available. The sample size of 300
coincides roughly with a margin of error of between 5 and 7.5% for all four outcome
variables and RSE of less than 20% except for VEG, where it is approximately 20% at
the sample size of 300. The horizontal lines show the state value of prevalence, margin
of error or relative standard error respectively.
Although prevalence estimates approach the state average as sample size increases, there
is quite a lot of variation around the state prevalence even with the larger sample sizes.
This suggests that some LGAs have different prevalence to the State average. An
investigation was undertaken to determine whether it could be ascertained that there was
geographic variation in the prevalence rates above that due to sampling error, and this is
found in Appendix A.10. All four outcome variables depicted in Figure 3.3 differ in their
State prevalence, with the prevalence for the overweight and obesity variable (BMI) the
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highest at 49.9% and VEG the lowest at 9.1%.
Table 3.5 provides details of the estimates, the margins or errors and relative standard
errors with the LGAs split into those above and those below the cut-off of ng = 300. The
number of LGAs differs between the outcome variables due mostly to the random
selection of modules asked in 2007, but even so, approximately half the LGAs in NSW
do not have sufficient sample size to reach the cut off of ng = 300 over the 7-year period.
Some areas have sample sizes of well over 1000 when aggregated over seven years;
others have less than 100 observations (Table 3.5). Those that do have a sample size of
300 have a maximum margin of error of between 4.4% for VEG to 7.2% for BMI. Even
though the state prevalence for ALC and SMK are much lower than the State prevalence
for BMI, the maximum margins of error in reported LGAs for ALC and SMK are about
7.0%, suggesting that there is more variability in the responses to these outcome
variables.
In Chapter 2 it was suggested that the ABS criterion requiring RRMSE (or RSE of a
direct estimator) be less than 25% be used as the estimate of quality. The results from
Figure 3.3 and Table 3.5 suggest that using RRMSE may be rather restrictive when the
expected prevalence is low. The relative standard error (RSE) is more dependent on the
underlying prevalence rate because it is the ratio of the standard error to the prevalence
estimate.
VEG

VEG

has a low expected prevalence rate, so therefore the RSE is higher for

than for other outcome variables. An alternative may be to consider the margin of

error (MOE) more. The margin of error is half the width of the confidence interval, so if
the margin of error is less than 7.5%, the confidence interval will be no wider than 15%.
Ideally a MOE of no more than 10% is desirable. This should be taken into account
when comparing small area estimation methods in the next chapter, to the point where it
is suggested that both MOE and RRMSE have a role to play in determining the quality
of the estimates.
Prevalence estimates based on 6 or 7 years of aggregated data only provide an estimate
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Figure 3.3: Person-level direct LGA estimates for four outcome variables as released by
NSWHS, 2002–2008 combined
a: Direct estimates by sample size
b: Margin of Error by sample size
c: Relative Standard Error by sample size
Note: BMI denotes proportion with BMI of 25 or over (overweight and obese)
For definitions of outcome variables used in this thesis see Table 4 on page x
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Table 3.5: Summary statistics, person-level direct LGA estimates , margins of error
(MOE) and relative standard error (RSE) for four outcome variables as released by NSWHS using 2002 to 2008 aggregated data

Sample size grouping
N
ALC

BMI

SMK

VEG

ng
Prev est
MOE
RSE
ng
Prev est
MOE
RSE
ng
Prev est
MOE
RSE
ng
Prev est
MOE
RSE

77

78

77

77

Suppressed
Min Med Mean
28 140 145
11.8 38.7 38.0
4.5 10.4 11.3
8.0 15.1 15.4
27 144 143
30.7 56.6 55.2
7.1 10.9 11.6
5.7 10.0 10.7
30 141 147
7.3
20
21
5.0
8.5
9.5
13.6 21.1 23.4
26 148 146
1.6 10.7 10.9
3.2
5.7
6.3
17.5 27.3 31.1

Max
294
60.7
21.1
28.7
297
76.0
22.5
21.0
296
40.4
21.4
57.8
288
25.2
18.0
99.4

N
76

75

76

76

Min
310
19.3
2.9
3.8
300
27.5
3.2
2.8
312
10.5
2.4
5.5
305
3.9
1.2
7.6

Published
Med Mean
631 737
36.8 35.2
4.9
4.8
7.1
7.1
630 724
51.0 50.0
5.0
5.0
4.8
5.2
640 748
21.1 20.4
3.9
4.1
10.1 10.5
627 737
9.5
9.6
2.6
2.7
14.5 14.5

Max
1791
46.6
7.1
12.1
1741
61.6
7.2
10.7
1789
33.4
7.0
19.2
1780
14.6
4.4
23.2

of the mean over the time period aggregated. If councils require a ball-park figure of
prevalence of health risk factors, then an estimate based on seven years may be
acceptable. On the other hand, if the need is for estimates of current prevalence, then an
average over 7 years will not provide that information. If the rate is changing linearly
over time then estimates based on seven years will be estimating the value in the central
year—three years ago. It will also take a long time to detect change over time by
aggregating. Even annual changes may not be able to detect change for a few years
because changes occur slowly. For instance the smoking rate in NSW changed from
21.5% to 18.4% between 2002 and 2008, a difference of 3% (CER, 2009c). Steel et al.
(2008) shows to have a good chance of direct estimates correctly indicating the direction
of change after 2 or 3 years requires an annual sample size of 1000. Given the
anticipated sample sizes at the LGA level, detecting changes in rates at the LGA level
over this time using direct estimation methods would not be possible. The aggregation of
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a small number of LGAs to increase sample size for direct estimation is discussed briefly
in Appendix A.6, but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In order to get an idea of the variability that may be present if LGA-level estimates were
tracked over time, annual prevalence estimates for ALC were created for LGAs where the
total sample size between 2002 and 2007 was greater than 900 and are displayed in
Figure 3.4a. They show appreciable fluctuation both between and within LGA, with
estimates ranging from less than 25% to 50%. Based on an average sample size of 150,
the margin of error would be approximately 10%, and therefore most of the variability
both between LGAs and between years would be within the bounds expected due to
random error.
Figure 3.4b shows that although these areas may have an average annual sample size of
150, there is large volatility in the actual annual sample sizes. The majority of this
volatility in sample size is a result of the administrative changes between 2004 and 2005.
In the pre-2005 period the relative sample sizes of these 15 LGAs was reasonably
consistent, with the 2004 the sample sizes all lower than in 2003 due to the reduction in
sample size in 2004 following the announcement of the restructure. From 2005 the
pattern has again been relatively consistent, but the changes between 2004 and 2005 are
quite marked, especially for some of the LGAs plotted in Figure 3.4. The greatest effect
is seen in Broken Hill: It went from having over 260 observations per year between 2002
and 2004 to less than 100 per year from 2005 onwards. In should be noted that
Figure 3.4a does not show any evidence of a change in either the trend or variation
among the prevalence estimates before and after the restructure in the 2004–2005 period.
Appendix A.9 discusses the balance between sample size and margin of error from a
theoretical point of view, and concludes that some small areas would have sufficient
sample size to have direct estimates created using one year of data, whilst most would
require the aggregation of at least two years. Further, Appendix A.9 argues that, under
most circumstances a sample size at the LGA level of 150 would allow the margin of
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Figure 3.4: Prevalence estimates for ALC by year, 2002–2007 where overall sample size
2002-2007 is 900 or over
a: Prevalence estimates by year; b: Sample size by year
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error to be a maximum of 10%, so if direct estimates are desired then from a theoretical
viewpoint 150 could be used as the sample size cut off rather than 300. This would mean
fewer LGAs would have results suppressed. Appendix A.9 also shows that there are
some LGAs that are not likely to have sufficient sample size for direct estimates to be of
reasonable precision even when 10 years of data are aggregated. This means that, if
LGA-level estimates continue to be based on direct estimates, some LGAs will be
constantly suppressed due to insufficient precision for publication, unless measures are
taken to bolster the sample size in these LGAs.
One question that has been raised within the Health Survey program is whether domainor area-level weighting will improve the direct estimates at the small area level. This
issue, together with whether use of GREG estimation improves the LGA-level direct
estimates is investigated next.

3.4

Can the direct estimates be improved?

This section aims to answer the question, is there anything that can be done that will
allow improved direct estimation at the LGA level. Three options are canvassed:
domain-level weighting, use of General Regression methods, and finally a composite
between the direct estimator and the state estimator. This composite is actually a form of
indirect estimate, but is introduced in this section because it consists of two direct
estimates: the LGA-level direct estimate and the state-level estimate and provides an
ideal introduction to the creation of a composite estimator.

3.4.1

The effect of domain-level weighting

The post-stratification weights used in the LGA estimates created by NSWHS and
discussed in the previous section are calibrated to the age-sex distribution of the Health
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Area population rather than the LGA. In Chapter 2 these were referred to as
population-based estimates. Other domain-level reports such as the Country of Birth
report (CER, 2010b), and the report on Aboriginal Health (CER, 2010a) use data
re-weighted to the 10-year age-sex distribution of the relevant population. This was
defined as domain-level weighting in the previous chapter, so although the domains in
the current context are area-based, they also include the age-sex domains at the small
area level, so the word ‘domain’ will be used. It was thought that part of the reason for
the poor precision of the directly estimated LGA estimates may be the discrepancy
between the sum of the population-based weights at the LGA level and the actual
LGA-level population. It was therefore decided to compare domain-level LGA estimates
with the current estimated that are based on population-level weighting, and determine
whether the differences in prevalence estimates and their margins of error are sufficient
to warrant re-weighting to the domain-level population.
In order to assess the effect of a change in weighting, the 10-year age-sex-LGA cells
were treated as the weighting cells, and the resultant estimates at the person level were
compared with those that were obtained by population-level weighting. The LGA-level
analysis requires the survey sample to be split into many more cells than required for
either the Aboriginal Health or Country of Birth reports, yet these reports each use four
years of data, so the aggregated data between 2002–07 were used as a basis of this study.
When this study was undertaken the 2008 had not yet been released.
The 2002–07 population-weighted estimates were used as the comparison group for this
study. They are denoted AHSwts as the weights are based on the Health Areas. The
10-year age-sex-LGA-level weights, denoted ASLGAwt, were calculated by
recalibrating the mean of the population-specific weights for each 10-year age-sex-LGA
cell to the mean of the 10-year age-sex mid-year adjusted populations for the appropriate
LGA for 2002 to 2007 combined, using the recalibration equation (3.1) given in
Section 3.2.1. The adjustment of the population to account for residents of non private
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dwellings at the LGA level was performed to be consistent with current practice within
the NSWHS, although the extent of the population changes caused by the adjustment at
LGA level is very large in some LGAs (see Appendix A.11). Domain-level weighting
was restricted to LGAs where each of the 10-year age sex cells included at least four
observations, consistent with the number being used in the post-stratification weighting
process by NSWHS at the time, despite recommendation that the minimum should be six
(Steel, 2006), and even higher minimum sample sizes used elsewhere (Biemer and
Christ, 2008, Kish, 1965). No truncation or trimming of the weights was performed, as
per NSW Population Health Survey protocol.
Prevalence estimates using the two different weighting methods were obtained for each
LGA using PROC SURVEYMEANS in SAS Version 9.1. The Health Areas were
included as strata, the appropriate weighting variable was used and the LGA was
included as the domain. The discussion of results is restricted to risk alcohol drinking
(ALC), with results summarised in Table 3.6 and Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Similar results
were obtained for recommended vegetable consumption (VEG), overweight and obese
(BMI), and current smoking (SMK).
Both Table 3.6 and Figure 3.5a shows that the prevalence estimates obtained by using the
domain-specific weights (ASLGAwt) are fairly similar to those obtained when using the
population-level original weights (AHSwts). Table 3.6 shows that differences in the
order of ±5% were observed, but Figure 3.5b shows the larger differences occur in those
LGAs with smaller sample sizes. Once the sample size reach about 150, differences are
only of the order of ±2% in absolute terms. When the sample size is over 600 there are
only a few LGAs where the difference in prevalence estimate created by using the
different weighting is more than ±1%. One exception is an area with a sample size of
approximately 1200 which has a difference between the two prevalence estimates of
more than 2%, whilst prevalence estimates for other areas with that sample size are very
similar between the two weighting methods. The LGA in question was identified as
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Table 3.6: Descriptive summary of CV of weights, and estimates and associated standard
errors of estimates created using domain (Age-sex LGA-level) weights and
population (AHS)-level weights
N
Min Median
AHSwt
Sample size
153
25
276
CV of wts
153 56.1% 81.0%
Prev estimate
153 12.4% 37.4%
StdErr
153
1.5%
3.8%
AHSwt, only including areas with domain weighting
Sample size
105
135
404
CV of wts
105 62.2% 80.7%
Prev estimate
105 12.4% 37.4%
StdErr
105
1.5%
3.0%
ASLGAwts
Sample size
105
135
404
CV of wts
105 62.5% 82.7%
Prev estimate
105 11.7% 37.9%
StdErr
105
1.5%
3.0%
Difference (AHSwt-ASLGAwt) in . . .
prev estimates
105
-4.6%
0%
MoE
105
-1.1%
0%
Diff in sample size
105
0
0

Mean

Max

387.3
85.0%
36.6%
4.4%

1590
166.5%
62.9%
10.7%

521.4
85.6%
35.8%
3.2%

1590
166.5%
50.9%
6.7%

521.4
85.6%
35.9%
3.2%

1590
142.5%
51.2%
6.6%

-0.1%
0%
0

4.5%
1.6%
0

Broken Hill. The discrepancy is caused by the anomaly in the weighting created by the
mismatch between Health Area and LGA, discussed previously in Section 3.2 and also
discussed in Appendix A.5.
Figure 3.6a overlays the prevalence estimates created by using the two weighting
methods and also shows the LGAs where the sample size is insufficient for the creation
of the domain-level weights. Estimates based on population-specific weights are plotted
in red if there is no domain-level estimate and blue otherwise, remembering that
domain-level weights were not created unless there was a minimum of 4 observations in
each of the age-sex cells. The estimates based on domain-specific weights are denoted
by the open purple squares. The state level prevalence of risk alcohol consumption is
also shown on the graph. It can be seen from Figure 3.6a that the sample sizes for areas
without domain-level estimates (the red points) are less than 200, and they have the most
variable responses. Figure 3.6b shows the associated margins of error. These are
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Figure 3.5: Population and domain-level prevalence rates, ALC, by LGA, 2002–2007.
a: Population vs domain-level prevalence estimates (%);
b: Difference in prevalence estimate (%) vs sample size
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approximately 16% for areas with a sample size of 50. By the time the sample size is 300
the margin of error has reduced to 8%, and by approximately 1000 it has halved again to
4%. There is some variability in margin of error between areas with similar sample size
and also between population-level and domain-level estimates, but Table 3.6 shows that
the difference is not consistently lower for domain-level weighting. In addition, at no
time do differences between the two sets of estimates become close to being significant.
Even in Broken Hill the margin of error is approximately 4% compared with the
difference between the two estimates of 2% so although this point looks like an anomaly,
domain weighting did not even result in statistically different estimates to
population-weighted estimates for this LGA. This graph also suggests that although the
spread of the estimates around the state prevalence narrows as sample size increases,
there is still sufficient variability at the larger sample sizes to suggest that it is not just
caused by random error. The state average is also lower than what would visually be
considered the average prevalence at the LGA level. That is a result of the variability in
population sizes across the state, and suggests that the LGAs with higher risk alcohol
prevalence tend to have smaller populations than LGAs with larger populations.
Table 3.6 shows that reweighting had only a marginal effect on the coefficients of
variation of the weights at the LGA level. The maximum CV of the weight for the
domain-level weights was about 20 percentage points lower than for the population-level
weights,but both forms of weighting have an average of 85%. This leads to an estimated
average DEFF of about 1.72, which is slightly higher than the average DEFF at the
Health Area level (Steel et al., 2008).
This study uses the standard methods of analysis used by the NSW Population Health
Survey Program. These are really only appropriate for binary data for which the normal
approximation to the binomial is valid. For instance the margins of error assume
normality. The aim of the study was to determine whether weighting to the age-sex
population at the LGA level made a difference to the prevalence estimates and/or the
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Figure 3.6: Population and domain-level prevalence rates, ALC, by LGA, 2002–2007.
a: Population vs domain-level prevalence estimates (%);
b: Difference in prevalence estimate (%) vs sample size
The solid red dots in these figures show LGAs for which no area-specific weights were calculated due to at
least one age-sex cell having less than 4 observations in these LGAs
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margins of error. The NSW Population Health Survey Program currently suppresses
releases of estimates when sample sizes are less than 300, and at this sample size the
normal approximation would be reasonable. If the use of PROC SURVEYMEANS is
continued, Figure 3.3 suggests that the minimum sample size for population-level direct
LGA estimates based on aggregated data could be lowered to 150, provided outcomes
had estimated prevalences of between 20% and 80% and also that the quality of the
estimates, based on the margin of error and RRMSE are appropriate for the uses to
which the estimates are going to be put. Appendix A.9 considers sample size from a
theoretical point of view and suggests a minimum of approximately 150 as well. A
recommendation is to move to the use of PROC SURVEYFREQ. From version 9.3 of
SAS, the SURVEYFREQ procedure provides the option of exact binomial confidence
intervals based on the methodology introduced by Clopper and Pearson (1934). These do
not require the assumption of normality and are therefore more appropriate when sample
sizes are smaller and/or the prevalence rate is either very high or very low.
In conclusion, this study shows that differences between area-specific and populationspecific prevalence rate estimates are more likely when sample sizes are small, and that
any differences are well below the margin of error. Once the combined sample size is
more than 150 most of the differences between the two estimates are within ±2%, well
within the margin of error. Therefore recalibrating to the age-sex distribution of each
LGA will not appreciably improve direct estimates and therefore is not warranted; using
the population-level multi-purpose weights is acceptable. The acceptable limit of sample
size should be based on what is considered an acceptable level of margin of error or
RRMSE rather than the fact that different methods of weighting will create slightly
different estimates.
Perhaps, because it can include more covariates, general regression (GREG) estimation
may provide the assistance that domain estimation cannot, especially if it is assumed that
the effect of the covariate is the same across all areas. This is discussed next.
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3.4.2

The effect of General Regression (GREG) estimation on direct
estimates

The general regression method effectively modifies the sampling weights on the basis of
the relationship between the outcome variable and the covariates that are included in the
model, and according to the benchmark populations for each of the covariates included
in the model. A post-stratified estimator is obtained by fitting a model with age group,
sex and the interaction of age group and sex as covariates. The GREG method can be
used to fit a model with age group and sex covariates without the interaction term, for
instance, and if these are measured at LGA level then sample size constraints will not be
as stringent as when the interaction term is included. The greatest versatility of the
GREG estimation method comes through the ability to include covariates at levels of
geography above the LGA level, which leads to survey-regression estimators. The model
can also include some covariates measured at the LGA-level and other covariates that
ignore LGA. Because of this, it was decided to apply the GREG method to data
aggregated over three years of data to provide a balance between timeliness and sample
size. It was also applied to a single year of data.
GREG-based LGA-level estimates of SMK were created for each sex and overall based
on 2006 data and for the three year period from 2005–2007 by using the GREGWT
macro (Bell, 2000). A series of seven models were assessed each using different
covariate terms and different limitations to the weights. Each model included 5-year age
group at the Health Area level as the first benchmark; for some models the younger age
groups were merged to increase the cell sizes. The definition of the models, and values
for some of the specifications required by the GREGWT macro that differed between
models are shown in Table 3.7. The distribution of weights and resultant prevalence
estimates were compared with those based on the original weights provided with the data
(called Wt 0 in this section).
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Many areas do not have sufficient sample to be valid when using LGA or LGA x SEX
benchmarks, especially when using only the one year of data. The importance of having
a minimum number of observations in each cell was mentioned in Section 2.2.1, as well
as Section 2.2.2. This means that some of the estimates based on versions Wt 3 and
Wt 4 are invalid, and therefore if GREG-based estimates were being reported then those
LGAs that did not fulfil the assumptions would need to be suppressed. They are included
in this assessment because the aim of this section is to determine whether or not
including other covariates using GREG estimation improve the estimates, for instance by
reducing the relative standard error.
A summary of the coefficients of variation of the weights for males, for 2006 only and
for 2005–07 is provided in Table 3.8. The minimum CV of weights is affected by LGAs
with insufficient observations to be valid. The median and mean CV of weights is not
substantially changed by including extra variables in the GREG model, with the median
CV of the weights for males ranging from 65.5% for Wt 3 to 72.2% for Wt 6. Similar
results were obtained for females and persons. With GREG estimation the weights
usually remain the same for different outcome variables, but in models Wt 3 to Wt 7
only those observations that were allocated to an LGA and that responded to the question
related to the outcome were included in the weighting, which means that each outcome
will have different weights if any of these models are used.
The scatterplot matrix of the weights for methods Wt 0 to Wt 6 depicted in Figure 3.7
shows that the different weighting methods definitely modified the weights. In contrast
Figure 3.8 shows that the effect of the different weighting regimes on the estimates
themselves was minimal. When the differences between the estimates were compared
with a standard error of the difference between two means, none of the differences are
statistically significant for any LGA. The results for Wt 7 were similar.
Tables 3.9 and 3.10 summarise the results for methods Wt 0, Wt 1, Wt 3, Wt 5 and
Wt 7 for males. These methods represent the range of different types of calibration used.
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Figure 3.7: Scatterplot matrix of weights from various GREG models, current smoking,
male, 2006

Figure 3.8: Scatterplot matrix of estimates from various GREG models, current smoking, male, 2006
Wt 0: orig wts; Wt 1:AHS ID(age/sex) all obs; Wt 2:AHS ID(age/sex), LGA assigned only;
Wt 3:AHS ID(mod age/sex) and LGA(overall); Wt 4: AHS ID(mod age/sex) and LGA(sex); Wt 5:
AHS ID(mod age/sex) and DISADV(overall); Wt 6: AHS ID(mod age/sex), DISADV(overall) and
LGA(sex)
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Table 3.7: Specifications of GREGWT models used to create GREG estimates for SMK,
based on 2006 and 2005–2007 data, by sex

Age groups
used

Observations
included

Pselect
truncated

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

original
original
original
modified
modified
modified
modified

all
all
specific
specific
specific
specific
specific

no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

Wt 7

modified

specific

yes

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

Bounds set

Other
benchmarks

original weights
20%, 500%
none
15%, 600%
none
15%, 600%
LGA
15%, 600%
LGA x sex
15%, 600%
Disadv
15%, 600%
Disadv, LGA x
sex
15%, 600%
Disadv, Cluster

Where:
Bounds set The minimum and maximum changes from the original weights (the a-weights) allowed in the
weighting and benchmarking process;
PSELECT truncated Results in Appendix A.8 conclude that the value of the initial selection weight used
by NSWHS (PSELECT) creates some large changes in weights. A number of the methods therefore
capped the value of PSELECT to a maximum of 4, whereas the usual maximum was 10;
Age groups used Sample sizes in 2006 in the lower four 5-year age-sex cells for two of the rural Health
Areas were found to be less than 10. The age-sex groups of both survey data and population benchmarks were therefore modified in some applications of the GREGWT macro to provide a wider pool
of observations to calibrate to by collapsing together the 16–19 and 20–24 year, and the 25–29 and
30–34 year age groups. This is denoted modified in the table;
Observations included Where all records are used to create the weights, it is denoted ‘all’ in the table.
‘Specific’ denotes that observations were only included if the record was assigned to an LGA and if
the respondent answered ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the current smoking question;
LGA Population of LGAs included as a benchmark;
LGA x Sex Sex-specific populations for each LGA included as benchmarks;
Disadv Populations for Quintile of disadvantage based on the mean Index of relative socioeconomic disadvantage (IRSD) of the LGAs included as benchmarks;
Cluster Population of a group of LGAs within the Health Area included as a benchmark. See Table A.17
and Appendix A.6 for more information on definitions of clusters.

Although minor differences in estimated values are observed, the mean and medians are
very similar between the models used. A similar summary for females for SMK are
presented in Table A.29 and A.30 of Appendix A.12, and they show similar results.
The estimated standard error for Wt 0, particularly the maximum, is substantially lower
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Table 3.8: Coefficient of weights at LGA level for various GREG models, Male, 2006
and 2005–07
model
Wt 0
Wt 1
Wt 2
Wt 3
Wt 4
Wt 5
Wt 6
Wt 7

Min
9.0%
7.1%
2.1%
0.6%
2.9%
4.3%
0.4%
0.8%

2006 only
Median
Mean
66.3%
65.0%
67.2%
65.1%
66.1%
65.0%
65.5%
62.0%
67.1%
65.3%
66.7%
64.1%
72.2%
69.6%
68.5%
65.5%

Max
143.6%
150.1%
147.4%
112.7%
121.3%
108.6%
129.3%
117.0%

Min
40.4%
28.3%
31.4%
29.2%
29.9%
30.7%
32.1%
31.2%

2005–2007
Median
Mean
78.2%
80.7%
72.7%
73.0%
73.5%
73.4%
68.3%
68.7%
67.8%
68.5%
71.1%
71.6%
74.9%
74.3%
73.3%
73.9%

Max
162.6%
119.2%
124.5%
97.3%
97.0%
101.8%
101.3%
105.9%

For definition of models see Table 3.7

than for the remainder of the models. This is due to the method of estimation. Estimates
of standard error for the original weights (Wt 0) are based on Taylor Series linearization
(SAS Institute Inc, 2009), which is unconditional, whereas the standard errors for the
remainder of the models were calculated using jackknife estimation using 50 replicate
weights (Bell, 2000). As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, jackknife estimation is conditional
on sample size. The estimated standard errors and RSEs of Wt 1 to Wt 7 do not differ
very much at all, but the increase in standard error over the linearised version is
sufficient to increase the number of LGAs with relative standard errors greater than 50%.
The use of three years of data provides a vast improvement over a single year of data,
with less than half the number of areas having estimates with RSEs of greater than 50%
as shown in Table 3.10. This is expected on the basis of an increase in sample size,
although the minimum sample sizes when based on the aggregated data from 2005 to
2007 are still small: three for males and 11 for females. Twenty-five percent of areas still
have sample sizes less than 33 for males and 52 for females. For females two areas still
have no variability in the responses, and for these LGAs the estimated Standard Error is
theoretically zero. There are still about 15% of areas for which the RSE is over 50%
when aggregated over three years. The mean and median CV of the weights is higher but
the maximum CV of weights is lower when using three years of data than when using
one year of data for all models that were obtained using the GREGWT macro. The range
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Table 3.9: GREG-based estimates for Current smoking in males, 2006

Min
Median
Mean
Estimates of prevalence of current smoking
Wt 0
0%
17.9%
21.4%
Wt 1
0%
17.4%
21.4%
Wt 3
0%
18.1%
20.9%
Wt 5
0%
18.4%
21.1%
Wt 7
0%
18.2%
21.1%
Estimated Standard errors*
Wt 0
1.23%
10.00%
12.44%
Wt 1
1.43%
11.43%
16.42%
Wt 3
1.77%
10.88%
16.17%
Wt 5
1.84%
11.29%
16.09%
Wt 7
2.00%
11.29%
16.23%
Relative standard errors*
Wt 0
14.6%
53.2%
55.6%
Wt 1
19.9%
61.7%
68.5%
Wt 3
22.5%
59.4%
69.0%
Wt 5
22.4%
60.6%
68.0%
Wt 7
22.4%
60.4%
68.6%
Estimates of prevalence. Only where RSE <50%
Wt 0
6.3%
25.1%
31.9%
Wt 1
6.3%
23.6%
30.0%
Wt 3
6.3%
23.2%
29.3%
Wt 5
6.2%
23.2%
29.6%
Wt 7
9.9%
24.4%
30.9%
Precision based on RSE
missing or no
RSE OK
RSE high
variability
(<25%)
(25-50%)
31
4
51
Wt 0
Wt 1
31
4
41
Wt 3
31
2
48
Wt 5
31
2
49
Wt 7
31
4
43

Max
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
31.18%
81.63%
73.79%
73.79%
73.79%
111.1%
186.1%
200.6%
168.0%
166.2%
85.6%
85.6%
85.0%
84.7%
85.2%
RSE Extreme
(>50%)
67
77
72
71
75

* LGAs with no sample or where there is no variability in response are omitted
For definition of models see Table 3.7
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Table 3.10: GREG-based estimates for Current smoking in males, 2005–2007 combined

Min
Median
Estimates of prevalence of current smoking
Wt 0
2.5%
20.9%
Wt 1
2.1%
21.0%
Wt 3
2.4%
21.2%
Wt 5
1.7%
21.5%
Wt 7
1.2%
21.5%
Estimated Standard Errors
Wt 0
2.20%
5.48%
Wt 1
2.25%
5.73%
Wt 3
2.09%
5.50%
Wt 5
1.79%
5.61%
Wt 7
1.33%
5.30%
Relative Standard Errors
Wt 0
10.5%
28.0%
Wt 1
10.8%
28.3%
Wt 3
9.6%
27.5%
Wt 5
9.8%
27.9%
Wt 7
9.9%
28.0%
Estimates only when RSE <50%
Wt 0
9.0%
21.6%
Wt 1
9.8%
21.6%
Wt 3
9.4%
21.6%
9.4%
21.8%
Wt 5
Wt 7
8.6%
21.7%
Precision based on RSE
missing or no
RSE OK
variability
(<25%)
Wt 0
0
63
Wt 1
0
63
Wt 3
0
63
Wt 5
0
62
Wt 7
0
61
For definition of models see Table 3.7

Mean

Max

22.4%
22.6%
22.4%
22.7%
22.8%

52.1%
54.9%
57.2%
64.2%
67.6%

6.86%
7.22%
7.15%
7.34%
7.50%

18.91%
32.20%
30.88%
34.92%
37.02%

32.8%
33.9%
34.0%
34.1%
34.5%

103.4%
132.0%
133.5%
135.1%
136.5%

23.7%
23.5%
23.2%
23.5%
23.6%

52.1%
54.9%
57.2%
64.2%
67.6%

RSE high
(25-50%)
66
63
61
61
62

RSE Extreme
(>50%)
24
27
29
30
30
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in prevalence estimates remains extremely wide when aggregated over the three years.
The small sample sizes may assist in explaining the very low prevalence estimates
obtained from some areas.
There is no doubting that GREG estimation is useful and flexible, but it does not seem to
offer much potential to reduce the standard error of the LGA estimates. Although the
inclusion of different covariates modifies the weights and the estimates differ slightly,
there is no concomitant improvement in the estimated standard error or relative standard
error of the estimates at the LGA level and the magnitude of the differences in estimates
are much lower than the level of sampling error. The lack of effect of GREG estimation
on direct estimation is due to the lack of correlation between the outcome variable and
the weights. For instance, the correlation between the proportion of smokers and mean
weight at LGA-age-sex cell level is 0.069 (male 0.077, female 0.023). For ALC it is
0.075 (male 0.012, female 0.088). For HDIFF it is -0.117 (males=-0.070 and females =
-0.145).
One advantage of aggregating data over the three year period is that all LGAs are then
represented in the sample, and there are fewer areas that have relative standard errors
over 50%, but there are still areas that do not have an estimated standard error due to
lack of variability in responses. Therefore, if the desire is to provide estimates for all
LGAs based on between one and three years of aggregated data, then direct estimation
methods will not work for all areas.
The only alternative left for direct LGA estimation is to use data aggregated over as
many years as is required to provide estimates with the required level of precision for the
LGA of interest. An alternative for LGAs with particularly small sample sizes is to
aggregate them with other LGAs within the Health Area. Appendix A.6 discusses the
latter whilst Appendix A.9 discusses how to estimate the number of years that may be
required to obtain estimates of sufficient precision (based on the margin of error) based
on information such as population of the LGA and the stratum, and sample take from the
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stratum.

3.4.3

Composite direct estimator

One final estimator is included in this chapter. It is a composite between a direct
estimator at the LGA level and the direct estimator at the state level (Longford, 2005),
two estimators that are very familiar to practitioners. Although it is an indirect estimator,
it is discussed in this Chapter rather than in Chapter 4 because it is a composite of two
direct estimators. As a practical solution to the issue of small area estimation the
composite direct estimator will quickly be dismissed, but it provides an introduction to
the concept of composite estimators and how they are calculated in practice, and hence
creates a bridge between familiar and less familiar estimators.
The composite direct estimator combines the direct estimate for the LGA, which is
imprecise but design-unbiased and the state mean, which has low standard error but is a
biased estimate of the true LGA mean. The estimator is shown in Equation (3.2).
Ȳˆgc = ggȲ˜gDir + (1

gg )Ȳ˜gState

(3.2)

where 0 6 gg 6 1
The weighting factor ĝg determines the relative contribution of the two estimates, and
therefore needs to be calculated prior to estimation of the direct composite estimator. In
Section 2.3.1 the optimal estimate of ĝg was provided. For this current case, it was
calculated as

d Ȳˆ state ) + ŝ2
Var(
B
i,
ĝg = h
ˆ
ˆ
Dir
state
d
d
Var(Ȳg ) + Var(Ȳ
) + ŝ2B

(3.3)

Thus using the suggestion of Longford (2005) to use the between-areas variance s2B ,
b2B =
s

1
n

SSDE

G

d ȲˆgDir )
Â ngVar(

g=1

!

,

(3.4)
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Ȳˆ State )2 , as the bias estimate. The between-areas variance

s2B cannot be calculated for each area individually: it is estimated as the expectation of
the squared bias over all small areas.
In order to calculate s2B it is necessary to obtain the variance of the direct estimates for
each of the areas. PROC SURVEYMEANS creates estimates of the variance of the
direct estimates, and in doing so also takes into account the complex survey design
however these variance estimates are extremely volatile due to small sample sizes.
The variance of a binary variable can also be calculated as a function of the estimate
itself:
Var(ȲˆgDir ) = DEFF ⇥

1 ˆ
Ȳg (1
ng

Ȳˆg ),

(3.5)

providing an alternative way to calculate s2B , and thus, in turn, ĝg .
The direct estimates themselves, ȲˆgDir , are also extremely volatile, especially when ng is
small. In order to reduce the amount of volatility, Longford (2005) suggests an iterative
process that proceeds as follows:
1. Calculate an average DEFF, estimated as
d ˆSM
ÂG?
g=1 ngVar( p̄g )
DEFFav = G?
,
Âg=1 p̄ˆNSW (1 p̄ˆNSW )
d p̄ˆSM
where Var(
g ) denotes the estimate of variance obtained from the
SURVEYMEANS procedure. G? indicates that the estimation was restricted to
d p̄ˆSM
areas where Var(
g ) 6= 0;

2. Use the overall mean Ȳˆ state , together with DEFFav calculated in the previous step
to derive the estimates of Var(ȲˆgDir ) for each area using (3.5). Because DEFFav
and Ȳˆ state are used in the first iteration of the process, the differences in the
variance estimates between small areas will be driven solely by sample size;
b2B
3. Use the direct estimates themselves in calculating SSDE and then calculate s
using (3.4);
b2B and Var(ȲˆgDir ) into (3.3) to calculate ĝg ;
4. Now substitute s

5. Use this version of ĝg to calculate the first version of the direct composite
c(1)
estimates, Ȳˆg , using (3.2);
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6. Repeat steps 1 to 5, using the values of Ȳˆgc from the previous iteration in place of
Ȳˆ state until convergence.
The MSE of the composite estimator is estimated as
d ȲˆgDir ) + (1
MSEgcomp = ĝ2gVar(

d Ȳˆ state ) + ŝ2B ).
ĝg )2 (Var(

This iterative process was used to create direct composite estimates for SMK in males,
females and persons using the 2006 survey data. The LGA and State-level direct
estimates were created using the SURVEYMEANS procedure based on the weights
provided with the data, with LGA set as domain and revised Health Areas as the strata.
Prior to use, the direct LGA prevalence estimates and standard errors were calibrated so
that the population-weighted mean equalled the State-level prevalence estimates of
19.0% for males, 16.2% for females and 17.6% for persons. The maximum estimates
were constrained to unity. The State-level prevalence rates used in this section compare
favourably with reported figures of 19.2% for males, 16.2% for females and 17.7%
(CER, 2009c). The minor discrepancy is because the current analysis only includes
survey data for which LGA is assigned.
In order to assess the effect of ignoring the complex survey design, DEFF was set to
unity for one set of estimates, and as the average DEFF, as explained in the interative
process, for a second set. The calculation of an average DEFF using a slightly different
definition is discussed in Appendix A.10.
Four iterations were sufficient for convergence. If this method was to be implemented
then a macro program would be required to automatically calculate both the estimates of
\ and ĝg .
both DEFF
The effect of DEFF are summarised in Table 3.11. The value of ĝg controls the weight
placed on the LGA-level direct estimate. It is influenced by ŝ2B and the variance of the
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direct estimates, with the variance of the state estimate having minimal effect due to its
small size relative to the other components. If the complex survey design is ignored,
DEFF = 1, the variance of the direct estimator is underestimated and the values of ŝ2B
and therefore of gg are higher than when DEFF > 1. Hence more weight is placed on
the LGA direct estimator, as shown in Table 3.11. For males, this leads to a maximum
gg = 0.86 for SMK in 2006. That means that for the LGA with the largest sample size
86% of the weight is placed on the LGA level direct estimate and only 14% on the state
estimate. This compares to the composite estimate having just over half the weight
applied to the LGA-level direct estimate if the complex survey design was included in
the estimation process.
\ on estimates of ŝ2B and maximum ĝg used calculation of
Table 3.11: Effect of DEFF
Composite estimators, SMK, 2006, by sex

DEFF
ŝ2B
max ĝg
\
DEFF
ŝ2B
max ĝg

Male
1
0.00685
0.859

Female
1
0.00221
0.694

Person
1
0.00294
0.839

1.59
0.00252
0.530

1.50
0
0.038

1.70
0.00096
0.502

It is also observed in Table 3.11 that there are differences in the level of the between-area
variance between males and females, and for SMK in 2006 the between-area variance
estimate is higher for males than for females, with the maximum value of ĝg similar for
males and for the persons-level analysis despite the differences in sample size at the
LGA level. When the design effect is included for females, the between-area variance
defaults to zero and the resultant values of ĝg are extremely small. This leads to
overshrinkage, as the estimates of SMK for females are tightly clustered around the
overall state estimate, which is clearly shown in Figure 3.9.
The quality of the estimates was assessed in several ways, many of which will also be
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used to assess quality of the indirect estimators. The Composite estimates are plotted
against the Direct estimates, with the direct estimates on the Y-axis as the dependent
variable, and plots are also created of the difference between the Composite and Direct
estimate against sample size. If required, bias is formally assessed by testing whether a
linear regression between the Composite and Direct estimates is consistent with the
identity line when the Direct estimates are the dependent variable. The proportion of
estimates with a RRMSE of more than 50%, between 25% and 50% and less than 25% is
tabulated, along with general descriptive statistics of the estimates, RMSEs and
RRMSEs. Similar results are reported for the 1-year direct estimates for comparative
purposes. Estimates where the RMSE of the direct estimate is unable to be calculated
because of nil sample size or because all responses were common for that LGA are
reported separately. Finally the proportion of Composite estimates that lie within 66%,
90% and 95% confidence intervals around the 1-year Direct estimates is assessed and
results tabulated.
The results are summarised in Figures 3.9 and 3.11, and Table 3.12. Figure 3.9 shows
that the composite estimates are strongly shrunken towards the State average compared
with the direct LGA estimates whether the DEFF is included or not. In Table 3.12 it is
seen that for males, the direct estimates vary across the entire range: from 0% to 100%.
The composite estimates with DEFF = 1 vary from 7% to 29.5% and when the average
\ is used it ranges from 13% to 24.1%. As expected the shrinkage is greater when
DEFF
the complex survey design is accounted for, because the variance of the direct estimates
is higher and therefore gg is lower. The state mean is depicted as a vertical line in
Figure 3.9. The composite estimates are highly clustered around this line — and
\ is used, due to the dropping out of the
especially for females when average DEFF
between area variance term. Unbiased estimates are distributed at random about the
identity line. In this case there is no need to test the presence of bias formally as a visual
inspection provides sufficient evidence in itself, but the formal test confirms this
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assessment. The shrinkage is also shown graphically in Figure 3.11 by the narrowness of
the distribution of the estimates compared with the direct estimates. The composite
estimates are clustered too closely around the State mean.

Figure 3.9: Direct-based Composite vs Raw Direct estimates, by sex, with and without
DEFF estimation, Current Smoking, 2006

Although biased and shrunken, one advantage of these composite estimates is that as
sample size increases they approach the direct estimate, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Because of the larger values of ĝg when DEFF = 1 a greater proportion of the weight is
given to the direct estimator, and hence differences from the direct estimator are smaller.
This results in the differences approaching zero more quickly when DEFF = 1. Another
advantage is that, unlike the direct estimates, where out-of-sample areas have no
estimate and the standard error is missing for these areas and for areas where the
responses were identical, there are estimates for each LGA and they are accompanied by
estimates of RMSE and RRMSE. Over 40% of RRMSEs for direct estimates for males
are greater than 50%, making them unreliable. In comparison, when the complex sample
design is taken into account none of the composite estimates have estimated RRMSE in
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Table 3.12: Descriptive summary of Direct and Direct-composite estimates, SMK, by
sex, based on 2006 survey data.

Male
Estimate
Direct
Composite, DEFF=1
Composite, av DEFF
RMSE
Direct
Composite, DEFF=1
Composite, av DEFF
RRMSE
Direct
Composite, DEFF=1
Composite, av DEFF
Female
Estimate
Direct
Composite, DEFF=1
Composite, av DEFF
RMSE
Direct
Composite, DEFF=1
Composite, av DEFF
RRMSE
Direct
Composite, DEFF=1
Composite, av DEFF

G

Min

Max

Median Mean

150 0.0% 100.0% 18.2% 21.7%
153 7.0% 29.5% 19.0% 19.3%
153 13.0% 24.1% 19.0% 19.2%
122
153
153

1.3%
3.1%
3.5%

32.2% 10.3% 12.9%
8.3% 6.5% 6.4%
5.1% 4.8% 4.7%

122 14.6% 111.1% 53.2% 55.6%
153 15.1% 67.8% 34.0% 34.9%
153 16.0% 29.8% 25.0% 24.6%
G
Min
Max Median Mean
152 0.0% 100.0% 14.6% 16.3%
153 7.9% 24.2% 16.0% 16.3%
153 16.0% 16.5% 16.2% 16.2%
128
153
153

1.8%
2.6%
0.7%

33.1%
4.8%
0.7%

8.1%
4.1%
0.7%

9.6%
4.0%
0.7%

128 21.6% 104.6% 53.1% 55.9%
153 14.6% 38.9% 25.6% 25.1%
153 4.5% 4.6% 4.6% 4.6%

RMSE and RRMSE for Direct estimates do not include LGAs where all responses were identical.
G denotes number of LGAs included.

the extreme category (> 50%), and all estimates for female (and person-level) have
RRMSEs less than 25%. Table 3.13 shows that the RRMSE for all areas for females are
\ is included. This is the result of the
approximately 4.5% when average DEFF
between-area variability term dropping out.
Table 3.14 provides the results of one of the methods being used to assess the quality of
the estimators. It shows the proportion of the Composite estimates that lie within 66%,
90% and 95% confidence intervals around the 1-year Direct estimates, which will be
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Figure 3.10: Difference between Composite and Direct estimates by sample size, Current Smoking, 2006, by sex

Figure 3.11: Boxplots of Direct and Composite estimates, SMK, by sex, 2006
Top panel: Direct estimate;
Middle panel: Composite estimates with DEFF=1;
Lower panel: Composite estimates with average DEFF
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Table 3.13: RRMSE sizes for Direct and Composite with and without accounting for
DEFF, SMK, by sex, 2006

Size of RRMSE
Male

Missing (ng = 0)
Missing (SE=0)
OK (<=25%)
High (>25–50%)
Extreme (>50%)
Female Missing (ng = 0)
Missing (SE=0)
OK (<=25%)
High (>25–50%)
Extreme (>50%)
Person Missing (ng = 0)
Missing (SE=0)
OK (<=25%)
High (>25–50%)
Extreme (>50%)

Direct

Composite, Composite,
DEFF =
avg
1
DEFF
3
.
.
28
.
.
4
26
75
51
117
78
67
10
.
1
.
.
24
.
.
4
68
153
56
85
.
68
.
.
1
.
.
13
.
.
22
91
153
68
62
.
49
.
.

referred to as quantile bands in this thesis. Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals are used
because they takes into account the non-symmetrical nature of the confidence interval for
a proportion, including the fact that the proportion is limited to the range from zero to
unity (Korn and Graubard, 1998). The formulae of the endpoints are based on the beta
distribution, and are presented in (A.3) in Appendix A.10, except that the observed
sample size was used. This comparison provides an additional assessment of the quality
of the small area estimates. It does this by taking into account the quality of each of the
estimates: interval width will reduce as the sample size increases, but if unbiased the
appropriate proportion may be expected to lie within the appropriate quantile bands.
Estimators too closely associated with the direct estimates would be shown by a higher
proportion than expected lying within the confidence bands. It is also possible for
modelled estimates to exhibit a lower proportion than expected within the quantile
bands. The disadvantage of this measure is that the coverage is not being assessed
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quantitatively, unlike the regression analysis test that can be used for assessing
compliance with the identity line. Another point to note is that the sample size was not
adjusted for the complex design effect the confidence bands, making them narrower than
they should be. Therefore the measure will tend to be conservative.
According to this coverage criterion, Table 3.14 shows that the proportion of the
composite estimates within the quantile bands exceeds expectations when DEFF = 1.
This is a consequence of the variance being underestimated. The results when the
\ is included are much closer to the expected proportions. There is some
average DEFF
variability between sexes, with proportions above the quantile for males especially at the
66 and 95% confidence levels, and slightly lower than expectation for females at the
95% level. The effect in males is likely to be due to the greater level of between-area
variance increasing the MSE of the State average, which in turn affects the value of ĝg .
Considering the extreme level of smoothing that the female composite estimates are
\ is applied, it is interesting that the proportion of the
subject to when the average DEFF
composite estimates within the quantiles is still so close to expectation.
Table 3.14: Proportion of Composite estimates within confidence bands around Direct
estimates, SMK, by sex, 2006

Confidence
Level
66%
90%
95%

Composite, DEFF = 1
Male
Female Person
92.2% 88.9% 89.5%
98.0% 98.0% 97.4%
98.7% 99.3% 98.0%

Composite, avg DEFF
Male
Female Person
75.8% 73.9% 71.2%
91.5% 90.8% 91.5%
98.0% 93.5% 94.8%

The use of Health Area means instead of the overall mean in the calculation of the
composite estimates could possibly reduce bias, but at the expense of increased
\ In
challenges in creating the estimate of the between area variance term and DEFF.
addition because there are 153 areas contributing to the state mean, the covariance
between the direct estimate for each LGA and the overall mean can be assumed small
relative to the MSE of the state estimator and so is able to be ignored. This is a common
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assumption (Longford, 2005). If Health Area-level means were to be used instead of the
State mean, this assumption may not be fulfilled.
Overall this composite estimator shows distinct advantages over the direct estimates: All
areas, even those that do not have sample, receive an estimate and all composite
estimates have a standard error which is nearly universally smaller than for the direct
estimates. The estimates also approach the direct estimates as sample size increases and
there are improvements to the RMSE that will translate to smaller margins of error. In
addition, this type of analysis does not require anything more than what is normally
available to practitioners: the data at LGA level and a statistical package that can create
domain and overall estimates.
Although they show promise it has drawbacks: the estimates are biased and there is
clearly over-shrinkage, especially for females where the estimation method used to
create the bias term becomes zero. The estimate of ĝg calculated for this composite
estimator is also based on assumptions that cannot be tested. Another issue is that the
composite estimate for out-of-sample areas defaults to the state average, and thus it does
not take into account any aspect of the local demography. In addition the only variability
that has been taken into account is that which is measured by estimating the between
area variance as a measure of bias. The bias is also an average value for all areas. There
are also several methods available to determine the size of the design effect, and, given
the difference between the estimates created using DEFF = 1 and an average DEFF,
the results will differ depending on the value of DEFF being used.
The ideal estimator would have the advantages shown by this direct-state composite
estimator without the drawbacks. That is, it would be unbiased, the estimate would
approach the direct estimates as sample size increased, the estimate ĝg would be based
on objective measures, and estimates in out-of-sample areas would reflect the local area
rather than revert to the overall mean. Ideally the small area estimator would use
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objective methods to determine the sampling variance, thus avoiding the need to use
subjectivity in the calculation of the design effect. Inclusion of the design effect is only
necessary within the design-based sampling inference paradigm; model-based estimation
methods base the inference on the model rather than the sampling design. This will be
discussed in Chapter 4.

3.5

Summary and Discussion - Direct estimation,
weighting issues and LGA estimates

This chapter has provided background information on the NSW Population Health
Survey, the LGAs of NSW and direct estimation methods. Although the main aim of this
thesis relates to the application of small area estimation methods to the NSW Population
Health Survey data, Section 3.4 addresses specifically whether or not it is possible to
modify the direct estimation methods currently used by the NSW Population Health
Survey in such a way that LGA level estimates are created without the need to
implement new model-based methods.
It shows that recalibrating the survey weights to the age-sex distribution at the LGA level
does not lead to improvement in LGA estimates. Even GREG estimation, where several
additional covariates are included either at the small area level or as a survey-regression
method does not lead to improved direct LGA-level estimates. The lack of improvement
is due, at least in part, to the lack of correlation between weights and the observed
prevalence rates in the sample. It is also because direct estimation methods are driven by
the sample size, and at the LGA level this is a limitation.
Although sample size at the LGA level is a random variable it is governed to a great
extent by the number and population of LGAs in each strata. Appendix A.9 shows that a
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minimum sample size at the LGA level of 150 would result in estimates of reasonable
precision, where ‘reasonable precision’ has been defined for this thesis to mean a margin
of error of no more than 10%, and preferably a relative standard of error of no more than
25%, but this may need to be relaxed when the outcome prevalence is low.
Appendix A.9 also shows that some LGAs will only require one or two years of data to
reach a sample size of 150, but a few LGAs will have insufficient precision using direct
estimation methods even with up to 10 years of data included.
Although the increase from eight to 15 strata from 2011 onwards will spread the sample
across the state more evenly, the current sampling procedure will still not provide
sufficient sample for precise direct estimates in some LGAs unless they are based on
aggregating multiple years of data. Two options that could be considered in the future to
ensure that direct estimates are available from all LGAs using no more than, say, four
years of data, would be to stratify by LGA and over-sample LGAs that currently do not
have sufficient sample size. Victoria is using this approach to obtain LGA-level direct
estimates: every third year of their Population Health survey is stratified by LGA
whereas in the other years stratification is based on the Health Administrative unit
(Department of Human Services, 2010). It is possible that in the future it will be
increasingly difficult to stratify landline telephone numbers by area. Currently it is not
possible to determine the area of residence for a mobile telephone number before the
interview. Hence options that rely on increasing sampling rates in some LGAs will
probably not be practical.
Alteration of the survey design will only affect estimates based on survey data collected
after such changes to sampling designs are implemented; estimates for past years need to
be based on data that has already been collected, so sample sizes cannot be altered. For
these periods, a compromise will be required if direct estimation is to be used: survey
data will need to be aggregated over time, and where sample size is still insufficient,
LGAs will need to be aggregated with one or more adjoining LGAs in order to provide
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estimates with the required margin of error. If LGAs are aggregated then Appendix A.6
shows that it is possible to aggregate LGAs within each Health Area in a way that will
provide estimates that have reasonable margins of error with the use of one or two years
of data. Aggregation over time and space will allow the use of conventional survey
estimation methods, however it is a compromise on the aim to provide LGA estimates
for all LGAs in NSW on an annual basis.
The composite estimator created by combining the State rate and the LGA direct
estimate showed great improvement over direct estimate, even when based on a single
year of survey data, but it also had some drawbacks. The advantages included that the
composite estimates approached the direct estimate as sample size increased, and both
margins of error and relative standard errors were improved, but the resultant estimates
were found to be biased and highly smoothed towards the State rate. The default for
out-of-sample areas was also the overall State rate, so no aspects of the local area
demographic profile were used in the creation of the estimate. The design effect was
shown to have a fairly substantial influence on the level of shrinkage and the range of
RRMSEs that were obtained using this form of composite estimator, so decisions would
need to be made about the way to assess the design effect if these estimates were
implemented.
The idea of an unbiased composite estimator that approaches the direct estimate as
sample size increases has tremendous merit. Model-based small area estimation methods
use more sophisticated methods of creating composite estimates. Several model-based
methods will be considered in the next chapter that provide the form of estimator for the
LGA level that is not possible when based on direct estimation methods.
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Chapter 4
Indirect estimation using NSW
Population Health Survey data
This chapter turns the focus away from methods involving direct estimates to methods
that are new to the NSW Population Health Survey program: indirect estimation
methods. Most small area estimation methods are based on these indirect estimation
methods because the inclusion of data from the entire sample in the estimation process
produces an increase in the effective sample size which results in smaller estimated
model-based standard errors for the estimates. These standard errors will be called root
mean square errors (RMSE) from now on. In this chapter the methods outlined in
Section 2.3 from a theoretical viewpoint are applied to the NSW Population Health
Survey data to produce LGA-level estimates, initially focusing on obtaining estimates
for Current Smoking (SMK), particularly in males, from the 2006 data. All methods
investigated in this thesis involve unit-level models, as mentioned in Chapter 1.
Section 4.1 concentrates on conventional synthetic estimators. Although they may not
always use regression methods, these can be described by models that do not include a
random effect term in their formulation. Section 4.2 turns attention to models that
117
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include a random effect term in their formulation, with linear models developed in
Section 4.2.1 and logistic models in Section 4.2.3. Between these two sections,
Section 4.2.2 compares estimates of RMSE obtained using the parametric bootstrap with
estimates of RMSE output when fitting the linear model in SAS PROC MIXED. This is
done in readiness for its possible use to estimate the RMSE for logistic models.
Section 4.2.4 compares and contrasts the estimates created by applying the eight methods
to the SMK data, together with their associated estimated RMSE and RRMSE. This
results in a recommendation to investigate the models developed in Section 4.2 further.
Section 4.3 applies the methods developed in Section 4.2 to data for years 2006 to 2008
for the outcome variables of three outcome variables (‘Risk Alcohol Consumption’
(ALC) ‘Overweight or obese’ (BMI) and ‘Difficulties getting Health Care when needed’
(HDIFF)) as well as ‘Current Smoking’ (SMK) in order to assess whether the method is
effective over a range of prevalence rates and the level of consistency of results obtained
from applying the model-based methods to a series of independent years of data,
although more than three years of estimates is required to thoroughly investigate
behaviour over time. The results are compared with the direct estimates for each of the
years and also direct estimates based on data aggregated between 2002 and 2008 that
have been calibrated to agree with the state average prevalence rate for the sex and year
of survey data from which the modelled estimate is obtained. These will be referred to as
DE 0208

estimates. Prior to the application of the models, Section 4.3.1 discusses the

importance of auxiliary data and model building in the development of small area
estimation methods. The models created in Section 4.3.1 are used as a basis of the
comparisons for the remainder of the chapter.
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Synthetic and composite estimators

The first forms of indirect estimates introduced in this chapter are the synthetic estimator
and a composite involving the synthetic estimator and direct estimator. In Section 4.1.1 a
simple age-group based synthetic estimator (SYN) is introduced. The synthetic estimator
is then combined with the direct estimate to create a synthetic-based composite (denoted
SynComp) in Section 4.1.2. This estimator is then compared with the composite
estimator introduced in Section 3.4.3, which for convenience is called the
direct-composite, or DirComp. The theoretical details underlying these methods was
introduced in Section 2.3.1.

4.1.1

A simple synthetic estimator

Synthetic estimates can be created using either a count synthetic or a regression synthetic
estimator as explained in Section 2.3.1. The LGA-level count synthetic estimates of the
prevalence rate of SMK in 2006 by sex and overall were obtained using
1
ŶaHT
Ȳ˜gCSY N =
N
,
ag
Ng Â
N.a
a

(4.1)

where ŶaHT is the HT post-stratum estimator of Ya , and N.a is obtained from the Census
or another source that provides independent population estimates, and the näive variance
estimator by

⇣
⌘
CSY N
2
˜
Var Ȳg
= Ng 2 Â Nag
Var(ȲˆaHT ).
a

(4.2)

It is näive because the variance does not take into account the covariate between age
groups (see Section 2.3.1).
A simple sex-specific synthetic estimator is obtained by using the state-level
age-sex-specific prevalence rates as ŶaHT , with the square of their associated estimated
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standard errors as the variance, Var(ȲˆaHT ). For this estimator, the state-level age-sex
specific prevalence rates and associated standard errors were calculated using the
GREGWT macro (Bell, 2000). Table 4.1 provides an example of the calculations of the
estimated count-synthetic prevalence and näive variance for Albury LGA.
Table 4.1: Calculation of prevalence estimate and näive estimate of variance for SMK in
Albury LGA, males, 2006, using count-synthetic estimator
Age
grp

Prev est

Std Err

Variance

16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+

0.1868
0.28829
0.22292
0.20542
0.13695
0.08507
0.03142

0.02978
0.02678
0.02039
0.02127
0.0149
0.01331
0.00944

8.8688E-4
7.1709E-4
4.1593E-4
4.5237E-4
2.2189E-4
1.7703E-4
0.8917E-4

Agespecific
population
3289.45
3135.86
3255.98
3315.58
2477.27
1461.5
1143.17
18078.81
Estimate
Var
SE

Agespecific
count
614.46926
904.03707
725.82306
681.08644
339.26213
124.32981
35.918401
3424.9262
0.18944
8.5321E-5
0.00923

Agespecific
variance
9596.47927
7051.53992
4409.41089
4972.92441
1361.72161
378.141481
116.525485
27886.7430

Note: population figures are not integers due to application of adjustment to account for residents of
non-private dwellings

An alternative approach to creating a count-synthetic estimator involves a novel use of
the GREGWT macro, and will be denoted CSYN*. The method produces the same
prevalence estimates as CSYN but the estimate of variance takes into account the
covariance between the age groups through the use of replicate weights and Jackknife
estimation of the variance. The estimator CSYN* is defined as
Ȳˆgsynth = Â wi⇤gYi ,
i2a

where wi⇤g =

Nag
N.a wi ,

with the subscript g in wi⇤g indicating that the weights are now

N
synth
area-dependent. It works because the term Nag /Na in Ȳˆg
= Âa Nag
Âi2a wiYi is
.a

constant within LGA for each level of a.
Although this could be coded without the use of the GREGWT macro, the use of the
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macro simplifies the estimation process. When using the GREGWT macro it is achieved
by following these steps:
1. Create the weights wi and associated replicate weights used for Jackknife
estimation of the variance, using the GREGWT macro as usual. That is, run
through the GREGWT macro as though analysing data for a GREG estimate at the
Health Area level, thus creating population level estimates at the LGA level;
2. Obtain the proportion of the total population in age-group a in each LGA,
Pag = Nag /Ng , for all a and g ;
3. Create adjusted weights by calculating the product of the original weight and the
appropriate proportion for the LGA-age group combinations
wi⇤g = wi ⇥ Pag ,
where a is the age-group to which observation i belongs;
4. Repeat the adjustment for all replicate weights;
5. Run through the TABLE macro (a part of the GREGWT macro that uses the
weights obtained from the GREGWT macro to create the estimates) to obtain the
means, standard errors and variances of the synthetic estimates, ensuring that the
modified weights, wi⇤g and the corresponding modified replicate weights are used
for the weights.
6. The variances obtained from step 4 will have accounted for the covariance
structure.
The regression synthetic (RSYN) estimator will also provide the same estimates, but
again the covariance is accounted for in a different way. It can be obtained by analysing
the survey data using indicator columns for the 5-year age groups, with the estimated
variance of the RSYN estimator estimated by
⇣
⌘
RSY N
ˆ
d B̂)X̄0g .
Var Ȳg
= X̄gVar(

PROC SURVEYREG provides estimates of the covariance matrix B and takes into
account the complex survey design in estimating the covariance matrix.
Table 4.2 summarises the estimates and associated standard errors for the three forms of
synthetic estimators created in this section. It shows that, as expected, the estimates
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Table 4.2: Summary statistics for various methods of estimation of synthetic estimator,
SMK , by sex 2006, at LGA level
Sex

Estimation method

Min

Median

Mean

Max

Direct
CSYN
CSYN*
RSYN

Number
missing
3
0
0
0

Males

0.0%
15.5%
15.5%
15.5%

18.2%
18.2%
18.2%
18.3%

21.7%
18.4%
18.4%
18.4%

100.0%
21.8%
21.8%
21.9%

Females

Direct
CSYN
CSYN*
RSYN

1
0
0
0

0.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%

14.6%
15.9%
15.9%
15.9%

16.3%
15.9%
15.9%
16.0%

100.0%
18.1%
18.1%
18.2%

Persons

Direct
CSYN
CSYN*
RSYN

1
0
0
0

0.0%
14.7%
14.7%
14.7%

17.4%
17.1%
17.0%
17.1%

19.1%
17.1%
17.1%
17.2%

62.9%
20.1%
20.0%
20.1%

Males

c
Direct SE
c
CSYN Näive SE
c
CSYN* SE
c
RSYN SE

31
0
0
0

1.3%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%

10.3%
0.9%
0.8%
0.7%

12.9%
0.9%
0.8%
0.7%

32.2%
1.2%
1.1%
1.0%

25
0
0
0

1.8%
0.6%
0.6%
0.7%

8.1%
0.7%
0.8%
0.9%

9.6%
0.7%
0.8%
0.9%

33.1%
1.0%
1.1%
1.4%

c
Direct SE
c
CSYN Näive SE
c
CSYN* SE
c
RSYN SE

14
0
0
0

1.9%
0.5%
0.4%
0.5%

7.1%
0.6%
0.5%
0.6%

9.0%
0.6%
0.5%
0.6%

31.0%
0.8%
0.7%
0.8%

Females

Persons

c
Direct SE
c
CSYN Näive SE
c
CSYN* SE
c
RSYN SE

Missing values for estimated SE of Direct estimate occur when LGA is not sampled, sample size is 1, or a
common response was given by all respondents
CSYN=Count Synthetic;
CSYN*= Count Synthetic estimator created using GREGWT macro;
RSYN=Regression Synthetic estimator

based on the three methods agree. The variances differ slightly, which can be explained
by the fact that although the three methods incorporate the correlation between age
groups in different ways, there is only a small level of between-age covariance in the
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dataset, at least for the SMK variable. The CSYN does not universally give the largest
values of SE of the three methods, so the assumption made in Section 2.3.1 that the näive
version of the variance estimate would be the most conservative does not universally
hold.
The standard errors are all very small, particularly in comparison to the SE of the direct
estimates, also shown in Table 4.2, but at this stage they do not include any estimate of
bias. Use of these standard errors in the calculation of margins of error would therefore
lead to confidence intervals that are too narrow, making the estimates appear more
precise than they really are. It will be shown in the following pages that the effect of
excluding the potential covariance is negligible compared to the effect of excluding the
estimated bias.
In order to adjust for bias, the area-specific method attributed to Marker (1995) on page
53 of Rao (2003) was used, and will be referred to as the Marker method. The basis is
that the squared design-based estimate of bias is approximately equal to the average
squared bias, together with an assumption that
b2av (Ȳˆis ) = msea (Ȳˆis )

g 1 v(Ȳˆis ).

The calculation of the global estimate of msea (Ȳˆis ) is based on work by Gonzalez and
Wakesberg (1973), again cited in Rao (2003).
Applying the Marker method leads to large estimates of the average squared bias, and
consequently very large estimates of MSE. The resultant RMSEs have a minimum of
15.0% for males, and 8.0% and 7.0% for females and persons respectively, which are
very large. Part of the reason for this is that the Marker method ignores sample size in
the bias estimation process. The method was therefore modified to weight by sample
size in a similar manner to the method suggested by Longford (2005) to estimate bias for
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the composite estimator in Section 3.4.3. The estimated RMSEs of 7.3%, 3.3% and 4.1%
from the Longford-type method are much more comparable to the estimated RMSEs for
the regression synthetic so the Longford-type estimated RMSE are shown in Table 4.4.
Estimation of the RMSE based on the regression synthetic estimator is more
straightforward than for the CSYN estimator, but requires the estimation of s2n as
explained in Section 2.3.1. Although PROC SURVEYREG takes into account the
complex survey design it is not possible to fit a random effect term using this model.
Conversely the MIXED procedure can provide an estimate for the random effect but
ignores the survey design. The same model was therefore fitted in PROC SURVEYREG
and PROC MIXED, except that the latter included a random intercept term at the LGA
level. The use of two models has been used elsewhere to provide an estimate of a
random effect (for instance, see Bajekal et al., 2004). The coefficients for the age groups
are not identical between the two models, as shown for males in Table 4.3, but compared
with the standard errors of the estimates the differences would not be statistically
significant. The variance of the random effect from PROC MIXED was ŝ2n = 0.00196
for males, 0.00068 for females and 0.00116 for persons.
Table 4.3: Regression coefficients for age groups using PROC SURVEYREG and PROC
MIXED, SMK, Males, 2006
Parameter
Intercept
16–24 years
25–34 years
35–44 years
45–54 years
55–64 years
65–74 years

PROC SURVEYREG
Estimate
SE
0.028
0.008
0.161
0.029
0.266
0.034
0.191
0.025
0.177
0.022
0.111
0.018
0.056
0.016

PROC MIXED
Estimate
SE
0.039
0.020
0.151
0.029
0.260
0.029
0.242
0.027
0.186
0.024
0.127
0.024
0.059
0.025

The estimated RMSE of both the CSYN and RSYN estimates are so strongly influenced
by the estimated bias that the estimated RMSEs show little variability with sample size
within each specific set of estimates, as shown in Table 4.4. The estimated RMSEs using
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the Longford-type method for CSYN are larger than those using the regression-based
bias estimator. Although they are large relative to the SE (unadjusted for bias), both
methods provide an improvement over the estimated standard error of the direct estimate
for the majority of areas. The Longford-type estimate of RMSE is smaller than the SE of
the direct estimate for over 75% of the LGAs for which a standard error is able to be
calculated. Because it is smaller, the RSYN-type will provide an even greater level of
improvement over the direct estimate.
Table 4.4: Estimated Root MSEs for count-synthetic vs regression-synthetic estimates,
compared with standard error of direct estimates, SMK, by sex, 2006

Males

Direct estimated SE
\
CSYN-Longford RMSE
\
RSYN RMSE
Females Direct estimated SE
\
CSYN-Longford RMSE
\
RSYN RMSE
Persons Direct estimated SE
\
CSYN-Longford RMSE
\
RSYN RMSE

Min
1.3%
7.3%
4.5%
1.8%
3.3%
2.7%
1.9%
4.1%
3.4%

Median
10.3%
7.3%
4.5%
8.1%
3.3%
2.8%
7.1%
4.1%
3.5%

Mean
12.9%
7.3%
4.5%
9.6%
3.3%
2.8%
9.0%
4.1%
3.5%

Max
32.2%
7.4%
4.5%
33.1%
3.4%
2.9%
31.0%
4.2%
3.5%

Direct SE not included where DE=(0,1) or for out-of-sample areas. This involves 31, 25 and 14 areas for
males, females and persons respectively.

Table 4.6 at the end of the next section compare the RSYN and direct estimates together
with a composite between the synthetic and direct estimates. Figure 4.1a shows the
relationship between the RSYN and the direct estimates based on one year of data.
Although the relationship is consistent with the identity line for males, females and
persons, it is also consistent with there being no relationship between the two due to the
strong shrinkage of the modelled estimates compared with the wide range of the direct
estimates. Figure 4.1b shows the difference between the RSYN estimates and direct
estimates against sample size. Even though RSYN estimation methods do not explicitly
take into account the direct estimate in the estimation process, as sample size increases
the difference between the direct and RSYN estimates decreases, reflecting the decrease
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in SE of the direct estimate.

The maps of the count and regression synthetic estimates are shown in Figure 4.2
together with a map of direct estimates based on data aggregated between 2002 and 2008
for comparison purposes. The colours of the maps of the synthetic estimates are much
more washed out relative those of the DE 0208 estimates. This suggests that the synthetic
estimates are strongly smoothed towards the State mean. A large proportion of the areas
have hash marks for the CSYN, which depict where the estimated RRMSE is greater
than 25%. There are fewer areas with hash marks for the RSYN because of the lower
RMSE for these estimates, but none of the areas have estimated RRMSE greater than
50% for either synthetic estimator. This compares with about 7 areas where the DE 0208
estimates have an estimated RSE greater than 50%. The colouring of these areas is
suppressed in the map. If the bias had not been included in the estimation of the RMSE
of the synthetic estimates all RRMSEs would have been well under 25%, showing the
effect of the inclusion of the bias.

Whilst the State-level age-sex-specific rates are used in this section, an alternative
method of obtaining synthetic estimates is to use the Health Area age-sex-specific rates
in (4.1). Although this is possible, the benefit will depend on whether there are any
Health Area effects. There would also need to be changes in the age-sex strata used
because in the 2006 survey data, several 75+ age group cells at the Health Area level do
not have observations. In addition, the standard errors for some age-specific rates at the
Health Area level are quite high. This would mean that the variance of the synthetic
estimator would be increased. If this increase in variance by using more locally relevant
data offsets the bias then it may reduce the MSE. This option can be investigated in
further research.
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Figure 4.1: Regression synthetic vs Direct prevalence estimates, SMK, by sex, 2006
a. Direct prevalence estimates vs Regression synthetic (RSYN) estimates
b. Difference between RSYN and direct prevalence estimate vs sample size
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Figure 4.2: Maps of SMK, male, 2006 showing Count and Regression Synthetic estimates compared with Direct estimates based on 2002-2008 data
The categories are centred on the state prevalence rate, which is plotted with a cream colour. The stronger
the green the lower the rate, the stronger the brown the higher the rate
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A Synthetic composite estimator

This section creates a composite by combining the unbiased but imprecise direct
estimator with the precise but potentially biased synthetic estimator. A composite
estimator has already been discussed in Section 3.4.3 where the state estimate was
combined with the direct estimate. In order to reduce confusion, the composite estimator
that includes the state mean will be referred to as DirComp as it is a composite of two
direct estimates, whilst the composite that uses the age-sex-based synthetic estimator as
the precise but potentially biased estimator will be referred to as the synthetic-composite
(SynComp) estimator.
According to Section 2.3.1 the weight factor that is applied to the direct estimator in the
composite (gg ) can be estimated based on the ratio of the MSE of the two components of
the composite. That is,
ĝg =
where
Fg =

1
1 + Fg

(4.3)

MSE(ȲˆgDir )
.
MSE(Ȳˆ other )
g

⇣
Synth
Another alternative is to use Ȳˆg

ȲˆgGREG

⌘2

as the denominator in the estimation of

ĝg , which was also suggested in Section 2.3.1. The MSE of the synthetic estimates were
calculated in the previous section, so it is easier to use (4.3). It is also likely to be more
stable. The variance of the direct estimates is calculated the same way as for the
DirComp in Section 3.4.3. That is,
d ȲˆgDir ) = 1 Ȳˆ state (1
Var(
ng

\
Ȳˆ state ) ⇥ DEFF,

\ used for the direct composite in Section 3.4.3.
with the same estimates of DEFF
Table 4.5 compares the maximum values of ĝg for the SynComp and DirComp
estimators both with and without DEFF adjustment. The maximum values of ĝg are
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lower for the SynComp when the design effect is ignored. The effect of including DEFF
is not as great for the SynComp estimate of ĝg compared with the DirComp, with only a
10% reduction in maximum ĝg over the estimate when DEFF = 1, whereas for the
DirComp estimator the inclusion of DEFF reduced ĝg by over 25% for males and
persons, and even greater for females, but this was due to issues with estimation of bias
for the DirComp estimator. The reason for the differences is that the estimated bias
calculated for the synthetic estimate leads to a larger MSE than is obtained when
calculating the MSE of the state average. In addition the estimate of bias was undertaken
in a different way.
Table 4.5: Maximum value of ĝg with and without DEFF, for synthetic composite and
direct composite estimators, SMK, by sex, 2006
Male

Female

Person

0.55
0.86

0.45
0.70

0.66
0.84

0.43
0.53

0.35
0.04

0.54
0.50

DEFF=1
SynComp
DirComp
\
Av DEFF
SynComp
DirComp

Figure 4.3a shows that the SynComp estimates are shrunk towards the state mean, but
unlike Figure 4.1 there is a relationship between the SynComp estimates and the direct
estimates rather than there being a cloud of estimates around state mean as observed for
the RSYN estimates. It is clear from Figure 4.3a that the relationship between the
SynComp estimates and the direct estimates will not be consistent with the identity line.
Regression analysis confirms this result.
Figure 4.3b shows that the desired condition that the estimates approach the direct
estimate as sample size increases is achieved for the SynComp estimates. Table 4.6
provides a summary of the estimates, and their estimated RMSE and RRMSE for both
the SynComp and synthetic estimates, compared with the Direct estimates. As expected
the SynComp estimates have a sightly larger spread than the synthetic estimators. For
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Figure 4.3: Direct prevalence estimates vs. Synthetic composite (SynComp) estimates,
SMK , by sex, 2006
a. Direct prevalence estimates vs Synthetic composite (SynComp) estimates
b. Difference between SynComp and direct estimate vs sample size
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instance, the SynComp estimates for females range from 13.3% to 20.3%, compared
with 14.0% to 18.2% for the RSYN estimate. In contrast, the DirComp estimates for
female SMK had a range of only 16.0% to 16.5% due to the bias term dropping out of the
equation when DEFF was included (see Table 3.12).
The estimated RMSE for the synthetic estimates are very stable across all areas because
of the overwhelming influence of the bias estimate in the calculation. The SynComp is
smaller than the RMSE for the RSYN estimator for at least some areas, with the range
for females being 2.2% to 2.8% for the SynComp estimates compared with 2.7% to
2.9% for the RSYN estimates, with similar results for males shown in Table 4.6. The
effect of the large bias term included when the synthetic estimates are calculated is
tempered slightly in the estimation of the RMSE for the composite estimate, especially
as sample size increases, and shows that the SE of the direct estimate is smaller for these
areas. As the maximum value of gg is approximately 50%, the synthetic estimate and its
RMSE still have quite an influence over the estimate of the RMSE for the synthetic
composite. Both the RSYN and SynComp estimators have greatly reduced RMSE
compared to the Direct estimates, with the RMSE for RSYN and SynComp for all areas
being much smaller than the median SE of the Direct estimator.
There are 31 LGAs where the synthetic composite estimates have an estimated RRMSE
above 25%, but only for males, and this compares to 60 LGAs for the regression
synthetic estimator. The RRMSE for all areas for both female and person-level estimates
are less than 25% for both RSYN and SynComp. Because of the relatively low
prevalence of smoking, even where the RRMSE is over 25% the maximum margin of
error is still less than 10% for the SynComp and RSYN estimator. The count synthetic
estimator, with the Longford-type bias estimation would have a maximum margin of
error of about 15% (Table 4.6). The estimated RMSE of all SynComp and RSYN
estimates are less than the median RMSE for the DE 0208 estimates, meaning that the
precision of the indirect estimates is better than the precision of the direct estimates
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Table 4.6: Summary statistics for direct, regression synthetic and synthetic composite
estimates, SMK, by sex, 2006

G Min
Estimate
Direct 150 0.0%
DE 0208 153 6.4%
CSYN 153 15.6%
RSYN 153 15.5%
Comp 153 14.3%
RMSE
Direct 122 1.3%
DE 0208 153 1.5%
CSYN 153 7.3%
RSYN 153 4.5%
Comp 153 3.4%
RRMSE
Direct 122 14.6%
DE 0208 153 7.9%
CSYN 153 33.6%
RSYN 153 20.7%
Comp 153 14.0%

Male
Median Mean
18.2%
19.2%
18.3%
18.3%
18.5%

G

Min

Max

21.7% 100.0% 152 0.0% 14.6% 16.3% 100.0%
20.1% 38.4% 153 3.3% 17.0% 17.0% 49.6%
18.4% 21.8% 153 13.9% 15.8% 15.9% 18.1%
18.4% 21.9% 153 14.0% 15.9% 16.0% 18.2%
18.7% 24.7% 153 13.3% 15.8% 16.1% 20.3%

10.3% 12.9%
4.0% 4.9%
7.3% 7.3%
4.5% 4.5%
4.3% 4.2%
53.2%
23.1%
39.9%
24.5%
22.7%

Max

Female
Median Mean

32.2%
13.7%
7.4%
4.5%
4.5%

128 1.9%
153 1.3%
153 3.3%
153 2.7%
153 2.2%

8.2%
3.3%
3.3%
2.8%
2.7%

9.6%
3.8%
3.3%
2.8%
2.6%

33.1%
13.2%
3.4%
2.9%
2.8%

55.6% 111.1% 128 21.6% 53.1% 55.9% 104.6%
24.3% 96.4% 153 7.4% 20.8% 23.7% 86.6%
39.8% 46.9% 153 18.9% 21.2% 21.1% 23.8%
24.5% 28.8% 153 16.1% 17.4% 17.4% 19.4%
22.6% 27.8% 153 12.5% 16.6% 16.5% 18.9%

Notes: RMSE and RRMSE for direct estimates do not include the areas where the standard error is zero
because all responses are identical or out of sample; Comp: Synthetic composite (SynComp) estimates with
average DEFF ; G: number of areas that contributes to the figure; DE 0208 denotes direct estimates based
on survey data aggregated between 2002 and 2008.

based on seven years of aggregated data for more than half the LGAs in NSW. A similar
improvement is shown in terms of RRMSE.
The maps of the DirComp and SynComp are shown in Figure 4.4. As previously, a map
of the DE 0208 estimates are shown for comparison purposes. The colours are more
distinct that were the colours of maps showing the synthetic estimates in Figure 4.2,
which indicates that the estimates have a greater range. As with the synthetic estimates,
there are still areas with RRMSE’s that are greater than 25%, but there are none with
RRMSE’s greater than 50%, which is a distinct advantage over the estimates based on 7
years of data. Although the larger spread may be an improvement over the maps of the
synthetic estimates, some of the geographical patterns are not reflecting the expected
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trends. For instance, northern Sydney is considered to have a very low smoking rate but
these maps do not show that this is occurring.
The proportion of SynComp estimates that lie within the quantile bands around the direct
estimates is larger than for the RSYN, and either exceeds expectation or is close to the
proportion that would be expected to be in these ranges (Table 4.7). For instance less
than 89% of RSYN estimates lie within the 95% quantiles for males and persons and
93.5% of females, compared with 95.4% of males and 94.8% of females and persons for
the SynComp estimator.
Based on the smaller RMSE, wider range in estimates and greater consistency of the
SynComp estimator with the quantiles around the direct estimates, the SynComp
estimates could be considered ‘better’ estimates of the true prevalence in the LGAs
compared with the synthetic estimates, but the SynComp estimates are biased according
to the bias criterion being used. Bias is only one feature that needs to be considered; it is
whether or not the bias is worth the trade-off for having more precise estimates that is
particularly important. We draw conclusions on these estimates in the discussion of
synthetic- and composite-type small ares estimation methods next.
Table 4.7: Proportion of regression synthetic and synthetic composite estimates within
quantile bands around 1-year direct estimates, SMK, by sex, 2006
RSYN

SynComp

4.1.3

Quantile
66%
90%
95%
66%
90%
95%

Male
67.3%
84.3%
88.2%
74.5%
88.9%
95.4%

Female
73.9%
90.2%
93.5%
77.1%
93.5%
94.8%

Person
62.1%
81.0%
88.9%
70.6%
92.2%
94.8%

Synthetic and composite estimators: Discussion

Estimates of smoking prevalence in males using the three indirect estimators that have
been covered in Section 4.1(RSYN, CSYN and SynComp) and the direct composite
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Figure 4.4: Maps of SMK, male, 2006 showing Direct- and Synthetic-composite estimates compared with Direct estimates based on 2002-2008 data
The categories are centred on the state prevalence rate, which is plotted with a cream colour. The stronger
the green the lower the rate, the stronger the brown the higher the rate
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(DirComp) estimator from Section 3.4.3 are compared against the direct estimates based
on one and seven years of data for males and females in Figure 4.5. GREG-based
estimates where additional covariates were added to the estimation process, are not
included in the summary in this section as they did not show sufficient improvement over
other direct estimation methods to warrant inclusion. The lower plot omits the one-year
direct estimates to allow easier comparison of the indirect estimates. All four indirect
methods have smoothed the prevalence estimates strongly towards the State mean, with
the smoothing greatest for the DirComp estimate in females where the between areas
variance estimate defaulted to zero. The two synthetic estimators produce the same
estimates, so these two boxplots are identical. The SynComp estimates have a greater
range than the synthetic estimates, but is still much narrower than for the DE 0208
estimates. There is very little variability in the synthetic estimates—far less than might
be assumed to be present between the LGAs, but the model only included 10-year age
group for each sex.
The estimated RMSEs of the various indirect estimators are compared with those for the
direct estimators in Figure 4.6. Again, the lower figure omits the direct estimates based
on 2006 data only in order to observe the differences more clearly. Estimates of RMSE
in Figure 4.6 for the synthetic and composite estimate include the estimate of the
potential bias because the variance of these estimates would over-state the precision of
these estimators. Whilst the estimated RMSEs of all the indirect estimates plotted in
Figure 4.6 show improvement over the vast majority of estimated standard errors of the
direct estimates at the LGA level based on one year of data, the more important
comparison here is against the estimated SE of the direct estimates based on the data
aggregated between 2002 and 2008 (DE 0208). The estimated RMSE of RSYN and both
sets of composite estimates are an improvement over the estimated SE of the majority of
DE 0208

estimates. With the exception of the DirComp for females there was slightly

more variability for the estimated RMSE of the composite estimates than for the
synthetic estimates. As mentioned previously the Longford-type estimate of
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Figure 4.5: Boxplots of direct and indirect estimates, SMK, by sex, 2006
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between-area variance defaulted to zero for females, resulting in the very low estimated
RMSE for the CSYN estimator.

Figure 4.6: Boxplots of estimated RMSE for direct and indirect estimates, SMK, by sex,
2006
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If one of the composite estimators were to be selected for use, the SynComp would be
more appropriate as it uses local information in the form of the age and sex of the small
area in estimating the synthetic part rather than the same value for all areas. The choice
of the SynComp estimator over the synthetic estimator can be justified on the basis of the
bias assessments that were made. Both sets of composite estimates were biased relative
to the direct estimates, however, as mentioned previously, biased estimates should not
necessarily be rejected; it depends on whether the level of bias is acceptable, and reflects
the trade-off between precision and bias that is part of small area estimation. The
assessment of bias through the use of the test of consistency with the identity line does
not take into account the quality of the direct estimates. Use of the proportion of
modelled estimates within the quantile bands around the direct estimates, as shown in
Table 4.7 is an alternative that takes into account this quality. This latter method shows a
clear improvement in the proportion of SynComp estimates within the quantiles around
the direct estimates compared with the RSYN estimates, suggesting that the
composite-type estimates are more appropriate.
Two distinct advantages of the indirect estimators over direct estimators are that
estimates are able to be created for all areas using a single year of data, and the RSYN
and SynComp estimates have estimated RMSE of less than 5% for both males and
females. In contrast, direct and GREG-based methods provide estimates only for areas
that are in sample, and a margin of error of 10% can only be achieved from direct
estimation methods by aggregating data over between two and seven (or more) years,
depending on the sample size for each LGA. A distinct disadvantage to the indirect
estimators studied so far is the complexity and subjectivity involved in estimating the
bias term for the RMSE.
Estimating the bias for inclusion in the RMSE proved quite a challenge, which is
possibly why estimates that are based on synthetic estimation methods are often not
accompanied with estimates of variability (for instance, see Glover and Tennant, 1999,
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Glover et al., 2006, CDC, 2007). Bias for the indirect estimation methods needs to be
estimated by obtaining an average value, or by including the random effect term from a
mixed model based on the underlying population model. The latter method, which was
used to estimate the bias term in the RSYN estimator, has been used by others such as
Heady et al. (2003). It is an interesting approach as it is using a model-based variance
estimator as the bias term in a design-based method. The design-based and model-based
paradigms differ in the manner in which they consider this extraneous variability term: it
is viewed as a bias in a design-based paradigm and as a variance term in a model-based
paradigm. Nevertheless, including the random effect term is much easier to implement
and requires fewer assumptions than the Longford method. The Marker-type estimate of
the average squared bias was close to an order of magnitude too large, possibly because
this estimator did not take into account the sample size contributing to the direct
estimate. The Longford-type bias estimator reduced the size of the bias term for the
CSYN estimator to a much more believable value, but it was still large compared with
the estimate obtained for the regression synthetic. Were any of these synthetic or
composite estimates to be used in the production of estimates then a study should first be
undertaken to determine definitively which method best approximates the true bias.
The model-based methods being introduced in next section will have the same
advantages as the synthetic and synthetic composite estimators, in that estimates will be
available for all areas based on a single year of data, and it is anticipated that the
maximum RMSE of these model-based estimates will still be low. In addition, because
the RMSE of the model-based estimators is model-based rather than design-based, the
estimation of the estimated RMSE depends on the explicit model, and therefore should
be more easily estimated. In addition, synthetic estimates that include other covariates in
addition to age and sex can be easily obtained from models that include a random effect
term by fitting just the deterministic part of the model. The LGA-level estimates reported
in Glover and Tennant (2010) are based on a synthetic model that includes many
covariates fitted to the National Health Survey data. The limiting factor in any form of
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indirect or model-based method is that LGA-level data needs to be available for any
additional covariate included in the model.
For these model-based methods, the difference between a synthetic model and a
BLUP-type model is simply the absence or presence of the random error term. That
means that it is possible to develop models for both forms of model-based estimators at
the same time. Therefore in the next section, it will also be possible to assess whether
synthetic estimators with more covariates are just as good as BLUP-type estimators.

4.2

Model-based methods

In this section, explicit model-based methods that include a random effect term are
assessed. As shown in Chapter 2, these estimators can be formulated as composite
estimators as well. In the previous section the composite estimators were found to
provide biased estimates, but the inclusion of the random effect term in the model allows
more flexibility in the way that the composite estimate is created, and, together with the
additional covariates in the models, it is expected that the estimates considered in this
section will show an improvement over the results of the previous section.
Although either unit-level or area level models can be used when unit level data are
available, this thesis concentrates only on unit level models as this is the standard
approach when unit level data is available. Small area estimation based on unit level
models requires data and covariates at the unit-level for the survey. Data must also be
available for the same covariates at the population level.
This thesis uses covariates that are categorical in nature, and only fits models that can use
LGA-level means or totals of these covariates, as opposed to knowing covariate values
for every unit in the population.
From the statistical point of view, because the outcome variables that are being studied in
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this thesis are binary in nature, logistic models are more appropriate than linear models.
In practice linear models are still often used in modelling binary data, possibly because
many of the logistic small area estimation models assume the availability of unit-level
information for the entire population (Rao, 2003, Chandra et al., 2012). It also could be
because the estimates produced by linear and logistic models are similar, as observed by
ABS (2010c). Their report did not quantify the actual differences between linear and
logistic modelled estimates, nor were differences in the RMSEs mentioned. Therefore in
this thesis both linear and logistic models are fitted and the results compared in order to
determine whether the differences are sufficient to warrant the additional challenges of
fitting the non-linear model.
This section again uses the SMK outcome from the survey data for 2006 to explores
specific aspects of small area estimation when using explicit models. A linear random
effect model is fitted in Section 4.2.1 resulting in Empirical Best Linear Unbiased
Predictions (EBLUPs) and (linear) synthetic estimates of SMK. The estimation of the
RMSE using the parametric bootstrap is discussed in relation to the linear model in
Section 4.2.2. In Section 4.2.3 the logistic model is fitted to create Empirical Best
Predictions (EBPs) and logistic-type synthetic estimates and their associated estimated
RMSEs, with RMSEs estimated using the parametric bootstrap and by the GLIMMIX
procedure itself.
Model building is an important part of small area estimation methodology, and these
processes are outlined in the beginning of Section 4.3. In the current section
(Section 4.2) it is assumed that the covariate specification has already been determined,
because the aim is to provide information on how to create the model-based estimates
including the estimation of RMSE, in SAS, and to discuss issues regarding the
estimation process itself. Secondary to this is to determine whether the model-based
estimators show sufficient promise to be applied to other outcome variables.
Section 4.2.4 summarises the results for SMK, and compares the resultant explicit
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model-based estimates with the indirect estimates obtained in Section 4.1.

4.2.1

Estimation using unit-level linear model

According to Rao (2003) and Mukhopadhyay and McDowell (2011), unit-level models
of the form of the Battese-Harter-Fuller (BHF) model shown in (2.24) are able to be
fitted in SAS. This was validated in Section 2.3.2 where SAS was shown to give
comparable results to the original results shown in Battese et al. (1988) when applied to
the BHF data. Because SAS is used to analyse data from the NSWHS, it was decided to
use SAS to create model-based estimates of SMK for each sex separately from the 2006
survey data. The code used to create the estimates shown in Figure 4.7 is largely based
on Mukhopadhyay and McDowell (2011). The fitted part of the model includes indicator
variables for 10-year age group, qualification/educational status and marital status, and a
dummy variable for private health cover. These covariates were significant in the
majority of years across both sexes in linear and logistic models where SMK was the
outcome variable. The reason for choosing a common set of covariates across years is
explained further in Section 4.3.1.
The EBLUP created by SAS assumes that the sampled fraction is negligible and can be
ignored. Inclusion of the known results from the sampled respondents using a model of
the form (2.23) did not make a difference to the estimates (results not shown). According
to Mukhopadhyay and McDowell (2011) the Prasad-Rao estimate of RMSE can be
obtained using the MIXED procedure if either REML or Type I estimation methods are
used and the degrees of freedom are selected as the Kenward Roger version, as shown by
including DDFM = KENWARDROGER in Figure 4.7. Type I estimation can result in
negative estimates of the area level variance term, so METHOD =REML was used.
As mentioned in Section , the predicted values for each LGA are easily obtained in SAS
by appending the population level LGA-specific covariate data to the input dataset prior
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PROC MIXED DATA = UNIT DSET COVARS METHOD = REML ASYCOV
CLASS LGA

;

;

MODEL SMOKE 2=[ LIST OF COVARS ]

/ SOLUTION COVB DDFM = KENWARDROGER OUTP = EBLUP OUTPM = SYNTH ;
RANDOM LGA / SOLUTION ;
ODS OUTPUT S OLUTION R= RANDOM S OLUTION F= FIXED COVPARMS = COVPARM ;
RUN ;
Figure 4.7: SAS Code for obtaining EBLUP and linear synthetic estimates using Unit
level data

to analysis. When OUTP = and OUTPM = are included as options to the MODEL statement
the estimates and their RMSEs are output for all records in the dataset. The estimates
contained in the OUTP = file are the EBLUPs, (Xg b̂ + n̂g ) whilst those in the OUTPM = file
are the synthetic estimates, (Xg b̂). These output files include the fitted values for the
survey data as well as the population-level estimates, but the two types can be easily
separated in a subsequent data step. The fitted values for the survey sample data can be
used for model checking and are necessary for the parametric bootstrap process.
Summaries of the synthetic and EBLUP estimates and their associated RMSEs and
RRMSEs are presented for males and females in Table 4.8. Direct estimates for 2006
and 2002–2008 combined and their associated SEs and RSEs are also presented for
comparison purposes. All estimates are calibrated in a similar manner to that used in
Section 4.1.2, with calibration to the State estimates published in CER (2009c).
For males the EBLUP estimates range from 13.6% to 23.8%, and linear synthetic
estimates range from 12.8% to 24.5%. The DE 0208 estimates range from 6.4% to
38.4%, so the modelled estimates have shrunken the range compared to the direct
estimates based on 7 years of data. Even though they are based on 7 years of data, 25%
of DE 0208 estimates are based on less than 60 observations for males, and less than 85
for females. Therefore some of the estimates even based on 7 years of data will be poor,
which is reflected in the fact that the maximum SE for these estimates based on 7 years
of data is 13.7%, with a maximum relative standard error of 96%.
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Table 4.8: Comparison of calibrated EBLUP estimates and RMSE vs Direct estimates
and SE(DE). SMK, 2006, by sex, linear random effects model.
Male

Sample size
Direct estimate
DE(02-08)
Synth
EBLUP
SE (DE)*
SE(DE(02-08))
Synth RMSE
EBLUP RMSE
RSE of DE
RSE of DE(02-08)
Synth RRMSE
EBLUP RRMSE

Min
0
0.0%
6.4%
12.8%
13.6%
1.3%
1.5%
0.8%
2.4%
14.6%
7.9%
3.9%
10.9%

Median
14
18.7%
19.2%
18.9%
18.9%
10.5%
4.0%
1.0%
2.7%
53.2%
23.1%
5.1%
14.2%

Mean
20.7
22.3%
20.1%
18.9%
19.1%
13.0%
4.9%
1.0%
2.7%
55.6%
25.3%
5.4%
14.3%

Max
93
100.0%
38.4%
24.5%
23.8%
32.6%
13.7%
1.4%
2.9%
111.1%
96.4%
11.2%
21.2%

Female

Sample size
Direct estimate
DE(02-08)
Synth
EBLUP
SE (DE)*
SE(DE(02-08))
Synth RMSE
EBLUP RMSE
RSE of DE
RSE of DE(02-08)
Synth RRMSE
EBLUP RRMSE

0
0.0%
3.3%
11.0%
10.9%
1.8%
1.3%
0.6%
0.9%
21.6%
7.4%
3.8%
5.1%

20
14.6%
17.0%
16.0%
16.0%
8.1%
3.3%
0.7%
1.1%
53.1%
20.8%
4.4%
7.1%

30.1
16.4%
17.0%
16.0%
16.0%
9.6%
3.8%
0.7%
1.2%
55.9%
23.7%
4.7%
7.4%
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100.0%
49.6%
20.1%
20.2%
32.9%
13.2%
1.1%
1.7%
104.6%
86.6%
9.2%
13.5%

* Results for SE(DE) shown for in-sample areas with 0 > DE > 1 only

Turning to the precision of the estimates from the linear model, the maximum estimated
RMSE for the EBLUPs, is 2.9% for males and less than 2% for females, compared with
13.7% and 13.2% for the estimated SE of DE 0208 estimates for males and females
respectively. Therefore margins of errors on modelled estimates of the prevalence of
SMK

based on a single year of survey data will be less than 6% in all LGAs for males

and less than 4% in all LGAs for females. This compares to maximum margins of error
of over 26% for DE 0208 estimates. In terms of the minimum values of estimated RMSE,
all estimated RMSEs are smaller than the SEs of the 2006-based direct estimates with
the exception of one area for males. This one area had an uncharacteristic sample, with
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only one smoker out of 22 sampled. There are 33 areas for which the SE of the DE 0208
estimates is smaller than the RMSE of the EBLUP for males. The two estimates of
RMSE are based on very different sample sizes. Figure 4.8 shows that sample size is the
driving force in determining whether the ratio of the Variance of the DE 0208 estimates
to the MSE of the EBLUP estimates is less than unity.

Figure 4.8: Relationship between ratio of Var(DE 0208) to estimated MSE(EBLUP estimate) and sample size for DE 0208 estimates. Current Smoking, 2006, by
sex, standard covariates. Inset shows more detail for a portion of the graph.

Table 4.8 shows that the EBLUPs have larger maximum estimated RMSE than the
synthetic estimates for males (2.9% compared with 1.4%). The difference is smaller for
females because the between-area variance is very low: 5.3 ⇥ 10 5 , and the resultant
ICC is approximately 0.04%, compared with 0.7% for males. This means that the
estimated RMSE for the EBLUP is only marginally greater than the estimated RMSE for
the synthetic estimates, and that the contribution of the direct estimate is minimal for this
model. The maximum value of ĝg is 0.06, compared with 0.39 for males.
The estimated RMSE for the synthetic estimates does not automatically include the
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area-level variance term. Whilst the area-level variance term was included to calculate
the estimated RMSE of the regression synthetic estimates in Section 4.1 it is not
included in this section or in Section 4.3 so that the effect of inclusion of difference
covariate specifications on the RMSE of the synthetic estimate is observed. If a synthetic
estimator were implemented by NSW Health it would be advisable to consider inclusion
of the area-level variance in the estimate of the RMSE of the linear synthetic estimates
so that the precision of the estimates is not overstated, in a similar manner to that used in
the previous section for the regression synthetic estimator.
Results for SMK in males are shown graphically in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9a shows that
although the minimum and maximum synthetic estimates are more extreme than the
EBLUPs, the interquartile range is wider for the EBLUP estimates. Figure 4.9b suggests
that the size of the random effect term is to a great extent independent of sample size,
particularly if sample size is greater than about 15. The relationship between ĝg and
sample size is shown in Figure 4.9c. The maximum value of ĝg is nearly 40% indicating
that even with a small ICC the relative size of ŝ2n and ŝ2e /ng still leads to 40% of the
weight being allocated to the direct estimate at the largest sample size. This is consistent
with the theoretical calculations provided in Figure 2.2.
The RRMSE is below 25% for all EBLUP estimates, with the largest RRMSE being
21.2% for males, and 13.5% for females. The higher RRMSE for males in 2006 was
observed with the synthetic and composite estimators as well. In comparison the
maximum RSE of the DE 0208 estimates is over 85% for both males and females, and
the median RSE is more than 20%, hence the model-based estimates show much greater
quality than the DE 0208 estimates.
The EBLUPs need to be compared with the direct estimates to determine whether they fit
the criteria that have been set. The comparisons are the same as used to assess the
relationship between the direct estimates and synthetic and composite estimates in the
previous section. These are firstly to assess whether the relationship between the
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Figure 4.9: Current Smoking, 2006, male, standard covariates
a: Boxplot of EBLUP and synthetic estimates
b: Size of random effect term (n̂g ) vs sample size
c: Value of ĝg vs sample size;
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modelled estimates (as X) and the direct estimates (as Y), is consistent with the identity
line (a slope of unity and a Y-intercept of 0), secondly assessing the quality of the
estimates as shown by the proportion of RRMSEs in various categories and finally
determining the proportion of modelled estimates within the quantiles around the direct
estimate using the Clopper-Pearson exact confidence interval method (Korn and
Graubard, 1998). The actual sample size was used in the calculation of the quantiles
rather than the apparent sample size, so this diagnostic will be conservative.
The first of these evaluation points was mentioned in Chapter 2 but will be mentioned
again here. When model-based composites are created, Brown et al. (2001) argue that it
is actually the relationship between the direct estimates (as Y) and the synthetic
estimates that should be consistent with the identity line. This plot is based on the
premise that theoretically the expected values of the small area estimates are the same
true values that the direct estimates are estimating, with the latter being unbiased
estimators of the expected true values. The expected values of the model-based estimates
are the synthetic estimates because E(ng ) = 0.
The relationship between the both the EBLUPs and the synthetic estimates and the
unbiased but imprecise direct estimates were both tested for the set of estimates for SMK
by sex, based on 2006 data. Whilst the EBLUPs were not consistent with the identity
line for males, the relationship between synthetic and direct estimates for males was
consistent with the identity line but also with no relationship as well. For females, both
the EBLUPs and synthetic estimates showed a significant linear relationship with the
direct estimates that was consistent with the identity line. These relationships are shown
graphically in Figure 4.10b. The small sample size for many of the one-year direct
estimates may be problematic here. Both male and female synthetic estimates and
EBLUPs are consistent with a significant linear relationship with the DE 0208 estimates
that is consistent with the line of identity.
The proportion of estimates that lie within quantile bands around the direct estimates is
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Table 4.9: Proportion of linear EBLUP estimates that lie within quantile bands around
2006 Direct estimates, SMK, 2006, by sex
Quantile
66% quantile
90% quantile
95% quantile

Male
68.6%
85.6%
90.8%

Female
75.8%
90.2%
94.1%

higher than expected within the 66% quantile, particularly for females, which suggests
that a larger proportion of the estimates are clustered closely to the direct estimate that
expected. The 90% and 95% quantiles are more consistent with what would be expected
(Table 4.9). The estimates approach the direct estimate as sample size increases
(Figure 4.10a.
The maps of the EBLUPs and Synthetic estimates from the linear model are shown in
Figure 4.11 for males. The map of the DE 0208 estimates are again shown for
comparison purposes. The colours range across the spectrum available in the palette used
for these maps, as opposed to maps for the count and regression synthetic estimators
shown in Figure 4.2 where only the washed out colours near the state mean were
obtained. In addition there are no areas for which the estimate has a RRMSE of greater
than 25%, which is an improvement on the composite estimators shown in Figure 4.4. In
general the areas that are identified with high and low rates of smoking are in appropriate
areas across the state: low areas of smoking in the northern suburbs of Sydney, higher
rates in western Sydney and also in the far north-west of the state. There are only minor
differences between the maps of the EBLUPs and the maps for the synthetic estimates.

4.2.2

Parametric bootstrap estimates of root mean square error
using linear model

Based on the assessment in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2 the estimated RMSEs from the
MIXED procedure and from the parametric bootstrap are similar to those published in
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Figure 4.10: Current Smoking, 2006, standard covariates, by sex
a: Difference between Linear EBLUP and 2006 direct estimates vs sample
size;
b: Relationship between Linear-based Synthetic and 2006 direct estimates
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Figure 4.11: Maps of SMK, male, 2006 showing EBLUP and Synthetic estimates, linear
model using standard covariates, compared with DE 0208 estimates
The categories are centred on the state prevalence rate, which is plotted with a cream colour. The stronger
the green the lower the rate, the stronger the brown the higher the rate
Standard covariates: 10-year age group, education/qualifications, marital status, private health cover
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Battese et al. (1988), and are reasonable estimates of the Prasad Rao estimate of RMSE.
This section compare estimates obtained from the parametric bootstrap with the
estimates obtained from PROC MIXED when applied to the NSWHS data in preparation
for when the logistic model is applied to the data. The model fitted to SMK data in the
previous section was used to create these parametric bootstrap estimates of the RMSE,
using the method explained in Section 2.3.2. They were then compared with the standard
errors of prediction obtained using SAS MIXED procedure. The estimated variance
components for males used for the bootstrap process were ŝ2n = 0.000904 and
ŝ2e = 0.1301.
Figure 4.12a shows that the bootstrap estimates of RMSE (denoted RMSEbs ) are in
general slightly lower than, but in the same order of magnitude as the estimates of
RMSE output from PROC MIXED (denoted RMSE p ). There is a cluster of areas where
RMSE p ⇠ 0.032. Figure 4.12b shows that this cluster appears to be caused by areas with
small sample sizes. The value of 0.032 is also very close to the theoretical maximum
RMSE based on the g1g term, which is the dominant component of the Prasad-Rao
estimator of MSE (see Section 2.3.2 and Rao (2003), page 137). There is no anomaly
when RMSEbs is plotted against sample size (Figure 4.12c). The cluster is also not
apparent in a less complex model, for instance when the covariates only include age
groups (Figure 4.13b). In addition there is greater agreement between the bootstrap and
the PROC MIXED estimates of RMSE in the less complex model.
The anomaly shown in Figures 4.12a suggests that the SAS version of the Prasad-Rao
estimator (RMSE p ) may be breaking down, especially when the model is more complex.
The estimation method for RMSE p relies on Taylor series linearization, so it can be
anticipated that this approximation process is not particularly accurate with small sample
sizes. It also may be caused by the estimation process involved in using the
Kenward-Roger option of the MIXED procedure. The SAS documentation mentions that
the behaviour of the Satterthwaite method of estimation with small sample size has not
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Figure 4.12: Bootstrap vs PROC MIXED RMSE and vs sample size, SMK, 2006, male,
linear, standard covariates
a: Bootstrapped RMSE based on 1000 samples vs RMSE from PROC
MIXED. Dotted line shows 1:1 correspondence
b: RMSE from PROC MIXED vs sample size. Dotted line denotes loess
(local regression) curve
c: Bootstrapped RMSE vs sample size. Dotted line denotes loess (local
regression) curve
Green asterisks denote sample size 5 or less; red squares denote areas where direct
estimate is zero.
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Figure 4.13: Bootstrap vs PROC MIXED RMSE and vs sample size, SMK, 2006, male,
linear, Age covariates only
a: Bootstrapped RMSE based on 1000 samples vs RMSE from PROC
MIXED. Dotted line shows 1:1 correspondence
b: RMSE from PROC MIXED vs sample size. Dotted line denotes loess
(local regression) curve
c: Bootstrapped RMSE vs sample size. Dotted line denotes loess (local
regression) curve
Green asterisks denote sample size 5 or less; red squares denote areas where direct
estimate is zero.
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Figure 4.14: RMSE from PROC MIXED vs sample size, Y axis extended to origin. SMK,
male, 2006

Green asterisks denote sample size 5 or less; red squares denote areas where direct
estimate is zero.

been assessed fully (SAS Institute Inc, 2009). The Kenward-Roger method uses a
Satterthwaite-type method to estimate the degrees of freedom and therefore it may
therefore also suffer from the same issue as the Satterthwaite method with small sample
sizes.
An alternative explanation is that the linear model or the PR estimator itself is breaking
down particularly when complex models are fitted to areas with small sample sizes. The
outcome variable is binary in nature and this may provide evidence that use of the linear
model with such small sample sizes is unwise.
Note that the axis for RMSE does not commence at the origin in either Figure 4.12
or 4.13. If it is extended to the origin, as in Figure 4.14, the issue is hardly noticeable. It
is also minor when compared with the maximum estimated standard error of 14% for
direct estimates based on data aggregated from 2002–2008, however it is important to be
aware of the issue.
This means that it would be advisable to consider a more appropriate model for binary
data, which will be covered in the next section.
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Estimation using unit-level logistic regression

Binary data are more appropriately modelled using generalised linear mixed model
(GLMM) methods, with the most common linking model for binary data being the logit
link, that is, the logistic model. There are two issues associated with using non-linear
models for small area estimation. One is that in general, the covariates for all population
units, Xig are usually required to calculate the small area estimates once the GLMM
model has been fitted to the survey data (Chandra et al. (2012), Rao (2003)). This issue
is being circumvented in this thesis by only using categorical covariates for which
population-level (mean) estimates are available for each small area level for each of the
covariate groupings. The unit level format of the non-linear model can therefore be
implemented by estimating for a person within each covariate group for each small area
and aggregating these values up to the population level.
The second issue is the difficulty of obtaining an estimate of the MSE of the estimator.
Methods for MSE estimation in the non-linear paradigm require approximations.
Extensive use of matrix algebra is required to obtain an estimate of the MSE using
methods suggested by Saei and Chambers (2003b), and Farrell et al. (1997). Although
the program used by Templeton (2009) is SAS-based, it also uses matrix algebra to
creates the MSE using complex programming involving the IML procedure. It was
decided to avoid use of this module of SAS for two reasons: firstly one of the aims of
this thesis is to consider how to implement small area estimation methods in an applied
setting, where people may not have the strong mathematical skills required to code their
own estimate of RMSE or troubleshoot complex code written in a module of SAS that
they are not familiar with. Secondly the IML module may not actually be available to all
users within NSW Health. The parametric bootstrap, as introduced in Section 2.3.2, is a
relatively straightforward and flexible alternative method of estimating the MSE. In
Section 2.3.2 the parametric bootstrap was shown to work for the data used by Battese
et al. (1988), and in Section 4.2.2 it was applied with a reasonable level of success to the
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NSW Population Health Survey data. In fact the parametric bootstrap showed less issues
when the sample size was very small than the estimate of RMSE obtained from the
MIXED procedure.
In SAS the GLIMMIX and NLMIXED procedures can fit logistic models with random
terms (SAS Institute Inc, 2009). The early development work for this thesis used the
NLMIXED procedure, but the parametric bootstrap was extremely slow: 1000 replicates
took about 11 hours to run for one model. The GLIMMIX procedure is considered the
non-linear equivalent to the MIXED procedure (SAS Institute Inc, 2009), and is
computationally much faster than the NLMIXED procedure, with the same parametric
bootstrap taking approximately 15 minutes. The two methods use different estimation
methods which affect the estimates of RMSE but not the predicted values. For most
areas the GLIMMIX procedure produced slightly more conservative estimates of RMSE
than the NLMIXED procedure. In the other areas, a comparison with the estimates
obtained from the parametric bootstrap suggested that the NLMIXED estimates of
RMSE were being over-estimated. Therefore it was decided to use the GLIMMIX
procedure to calculate the small area estimates based on the logistic model. Estimates of
the RMSE were obtained from the GLIMMIX output as well as being obtained using
parametric bootstrapping.
The code required to obtain the small area estimates based on the logistic model is
shown in Figure 4.15. In the GLIMMIX procedure the estimates are obtained by
including the statement OUTPUT OUT = DSNAME, followed by options that determine
what is output into the dataset. According to Figure 4.15 the glimmixout bnl dataset will
include the linear predictor on the scale of the link function (LIN

EST NOBLUP ),

the

predicted values including random effect and associated estimated RMSEs (PRED
and STDERR

EBP

EBP

respectively) and synthetic forms of the predictions with their

estimated RMSE (LOGIT

PREDSYNTH

and LOGIT

STDERRSYNTH

respectively). The

estimated RMSEs are reported on the scale of the data, based on linearised functions
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= UNIT DSET COVARS PCONV = 1E-5 MAXOPT = 300 ;
= 200 MAXFUNC = 350;

NLOPTIONS MAXIT
CLASS LGA ;
MODEL SMOKE 2

= [ COVARS IN MODEL ] / DIST = BIN LINK = LOGIT SOLUTION ;
/ SUBJECT = LGA SOLUTION ;
OUTPUT OUT = GLIMMIXOUT BNL
PRED ( NOBLUP NOILINK ) = LIN EST NOBLUP
PRED ( BLUP ILINK ) = PRED EBP
STDERR ( BLUP ILINK ) = STDERR EBP
PRED ( NOBLUP ILINK ) = LOGIT PREDSYNTH
STDERR ( NOBLUP ILINK ) =
LOGIT STDERRSYNTH ;
ODS OUTPUT S OLUTION R = RANDOM BNL
PARAMETER E STIMATES = FIXED BNL
COVPARMS = COVPARM BNL ;
RUN ;
RANDOM INTERCEPT

Figure 4.15: SAS Code for obtaining EBP and logistic synthetic estimates from Unit
level data

(SAS Institute Inc, 2009).
The parameter estimate convergence criterion was set to 1E-5 to reduce the number of
times the model failed to converge. Preliminary work showed that this did not have any
effect on the value of the estimates or their RMSEs. At times, even with the relaxed
convergence criterion, the occasional bootstrap sample estimation did not converge, in
which case no predicted values were produced for that sample. In addition there were
occasions when convergence occurred but the estimated G matrix was not positive
definite and the covariance matrix was a zero matrix. In these cases the model defaulted
to a synthetic model with ŝ2n = 0.
As with the estimation process for the linear models, the predicted values are obtained
by appending records for each of the LGAs that contain the LGA-specific population
proportions for each of the covariates used to fit the model, leaving the outcome variable
field empty. The output file includes the Empirical Best Predictors (EBPs) and
associated estimated RMSE in the PRED

EBP

and STDERR

for these appended records, with LOGIT

PREDSYNTH

EBP

columns respectively,

and LOGIT

STDERRSYNTH

providing the logistic synthetic estimates and associated estimated RMSEs. As with the
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MIXED procedure, the EBPs and synthetic estimates and their estimated RMSEs can be
separated from the sample data for reporting purposes.
A logistic model with a random area level effect and having the same covariate
specification as was used for the linear model in Section 4.2.1 was applied to the male
2006 survey data to create logistic-based small area estimates for SMK. Table 4.10
summarises the results. Results are also included for the EBLUPs based on the linear
model and the direct estimates for comparison purposes, with all results calibrated to the
State average for 2006.
The EBP estimates of smoking prevalence for males based on the logistic model ranged
from 12.0% to 26.3%, with a median of 18.6%. The logistic synthetic estimates have a
slightly wider range than the EBP estimates, as they did in the linear form (Table 4.8),
but there is strong correlation between the EBP and the logistic synthetic estimates as
shown in Figure 4.16.
Table 4.10: Summary statistics of logistic unit level model with and without inclusion of
random area term, estimate of bootstrap estimate of RMSE and comparison
figures for linear model and direct estimates, SMK, male, 2006
Sample size
Direct estimate
SE (DE) *
DE(02-08)
SE(DE(02-08))
Logistic EBP mean
Logistic RMSE (GLIMMIX)
Logistic RMSE (using b’strap)
Logistic RRMSE(using b’strap RMSE)
Logistic synth mean
Logistic synth RMSE (GLIMMIX)
Linear EBLUP
Linear EBLUP RMSE
Linear EBLUP RRMSE

Min
0
0.0%
1.3%
6.4%
1.5%
12.0%
1.3%
2.7%
14.2%
11.5%
1.1%
13.6%
2.4%
10.9%

Median
14
18.7%
10.5%
19.2%
4.0%
18.6%
3.5%
3.6%
19.6%
18.6%
1.3%
18.9%
2.7%
14.2%

Mean
20.7
22.3%
13.0%
20.1%
4.9%
19.0%
3.5%
3.6%
19.4%
18.7%
1.4%
19.1%
2.7%
14.3%

Max
93
100.0%
32.6%
38.4%
13.7%
26.3%
4.6%
4.5%
22.6%
27.2%
2.0%
23.8%
2.9%
21.2%

* excludes 31 areas for which SE for the direct estimate is unable to be estimated

The EBP and logistic synthetic estimators differ markedly in their estimates of RMSE,
with RMSEs of the synthetic estimates much smaller than the estimated RMSEs from
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Figure 4.16: EBP vs Synthetic: comparison of estimates and RMSE using Logistic
model Current Smoking by sex, 2006, with specific covariates.
a: Logistic Synthetic vs EBP estimated values;
b: RMSE of Synthetic and Bootstrap-based estimated RMSE of EBP
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the EBPs (Figure 4.16), but, as with the linear counterparts, the estimated RMSE of the
logistic synthetic output from SAS does not include the area-level variance term. It is
relatively simple to add the area level variance term to the estimated MSE of the linear
synthetic estimates to compensate for the fact that they otherwise overestimate the
precision of the estimates. The area level variance cannot be included in the same
manner when estimating the MSE for the non-linear model, even on the scale of the link
function. That means that it may be better to use the EBP estimator if it is decided to
implement the logistic estimator.
Table 4.8 shows that the minimum estimate of RMSE from the bootstrap method is
2.7%, compared with a minimum RMSE estimate output by the GLIMMIX procedure of
1.3%. On the other hand the maximum values are almost the same. Figure 4.17 shows
that the major difference is for the three non-sampled areas. For these, the linearised
estimate of RMSE reverts to the synthetic RMSE, as expected, as there is no random
effect term in these estimates. On the other hand because of the variability factored into
the parametric bootstrap, these out-of-sample areas have estimates of RMSE that are far
more appropriate. One of the three out-of-sample areas has an estimated Bootstrap
RMSE that is towards the maximum obtained from the parametric bootstrap process, but
the other two have estimates that are only slightly higher than the mean. Because the
in-sample areas have similar estimates between the bootstrap and the linearised estimate,
if quick analysis is required then it may be more time-efficient to simply substitute the
maximum value of the RMSE from the linearised estimates as an estimate of RMSE for
these out-of-sample areas. This may over-estimate the RMSE for some of the
out-of-sample areas, but it will still give a margin of error of less than 10%, which, for an
out-of-sample area is excellent.
The estimated RMSEs of the logistic EBP estimator range from 2.7% to 4.5%, therefore
EBP estimates based on this logistic model will have margins of error of less than 10%
for all areas, compared with margins of error of up to 26% for DE 0208 estimates.
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Figure 4.17: Bootstrap vs PROC GLIMMIX estimates of RMSE for EBP estimates,
SMK , 2006, male
a: Bootstrap vs PROC GLIMMIX estimate of RMSE
b: PROC GLIMMIX estimate of RMSE vs sample size
c: Bootstrap version of RMSE vs sample size
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In terms of differences between the linear and logistic estimates and their associated
estimated RMSEs, the median EBP (18.6%) is close to the median of the EBLUPs
(18.9%), but the EBP estimates are slightly more spread out than for the linear EBLUPs.
This means that the logistic model has not smoothed the estimates quite as much as the
linear model. There is a strong association between the two sets of estimates, partly fixed
by the fact that both sets have been calibrated to the state average (Figure 4.18a). The
estimated RMSE of the logistic model-based estimates are higher and more variable than
the estimated RMSE for the linear estimates. This suggests that the linear model
underestimates the precision of the estimate. If this is correct, it means that even if the
estimates themselves are similar, the linear model implies greater precision than is really
the case. The higher RMSE of the logistic model based estimates is reflected in higher
relative root mean square errors for the logistic-based estimates: half of the areas have a
RRMSE for the EBP of between 19.6% and 22.7% for males, compared with 14.2% to
21.2% for the linear EBLUPs. There are no areas with an estimated RRMSE of greater
than 25% but there are a few areas that are on the borderline of being considered of poor
precision from that point of view. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the value of the RRMSE is
to some extent dependent on the prevalence, so it is also important to examine the
RMSE, and particularly the maximum margin of error. Table 4.10 shows that the
maximum margin of error for males is less than 10%. This margin of error was suggested
in Chapter 3 as the maximum acceptable value for model-based methods. It will result in
confidence intervals with a width of 20% at this level. If higher precision is required then
one way to do this would be to aggregate two years, or use a 3-year dataset, as this allows
the estimate to be applied to the central year. Then again the estimates then become
averages over that period of time rather than for the specific year, and the average will
only be applicable for the central year if the trend over time is either flat or linear.
A map of the EBPs and synthetic estimates of SMK for males in 2006 based on the
logistic model are shown in Figure 4.19. The maps show a geographic spread of
estimated prevalence that has good face-validity. There are higher rates of smoking in the
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Figure 4.18: Linear vs logistic estimates and RMSEs, SMK, male, 2006

western section of both the state and the greater Sydney area. There are low prevalence
rates in the northern suburbs of Sydney, but Newcastle and Wyong have higher rates.
The differences between the estimates with and without the random effect term are such
that in general the EBP estimates have more areas in the highest and lowest categories,
which means that they are not smoothed to the same extent as the synthetic estimates.
There are no areas with a relative standard error of more than 25%. The blanket high
rates in the north-west of the state for the EBP estimates may cause some to decide it
would be better to use the synthetic estimates, however it should be noted that only the
one set of covariates has been applied to the data so far. In the next section models are
created using a series of covariate specifications for both linear and logistic models.
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Figure 4.19: Maps of SMK, male, 2006 showing EBP and Synthetic estimates from logistic model, standard covariates compared with DE 0208 estimates
The categories are centred on the state prevalence rate, which is plotted with a cream colour. The stronger
the green the lower the rate, the stronger the brown the higher the rate
Standard covariates: 10-year age group, education/qualifications, marital status, private health cover
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Summary: small area estimates for SMK, males, 2006

At this stage all the methods that are being considered in this thesis have been applied to
the 2006 NSW Population Health Survey data using the outcome Current Smoking
(SMK) as a test case. The next section will use the most promising of these models to
male and female data separately for four outcome variables for each of the years 2006 to
2008.
The prevalence estimates for Current Smoking from using the various methods are
displayed in Figure 4.20a and the associated estimated RMSEs in Figure 4.20b.
Figure 4.20a shows clearly that all the small area estimation methods have shrunken the
estimates relative to both the direct estimates for the one year, and the DE 0208
estimates. The shrinkage is particularly strong in the direct composite (the composite
between the state estimates and the direct estimate for each LGA) in females, where the
between- area term for the bias defaulted to zero in the calculation process, leading to the
composites being effectively the state estimate. The count and regression synthetic
estimates for both males and females also have a narrow range. The EBLUPs and
synthetic estimates from the linear and logistic models have greater spread, particularly
in females. The EBLUP and linear synthetic models give similar results for females
because the area level random effect term is very small. The area-level effect in the
logistic model was also very small, so the logistic synthetic and EBP estimates for
females are also very similar.
The estimates of RMSE vary markedly between estimation methods (Figure 4.20b). In
general the estimates based on traditional indirect methods have higher estimated
RMSEs than the model based methods. The exception is the direct composite for
females, but this is because the variance of the synthetic estimator is the only component
present in this RMSE. The method of calculation differs between the estimators. The
estimation of RMSE for the conventional synthetic estimators is crude, requires several
assumptions and the bias is only able to be calculated as an average across all areas.
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Figure 4.20: Boxplots of estimates and associated estimated RMSEs for DEs based on
2006 data, DE 0208 and eight small area estimates, SMK, 2006, by sex
a: Prevalence estimates
b: Estimated RMSE
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When the bias is included the estimated RMSE of the synthetic estimates is virtually the
same across the 153 areas, irrespective of sample size. It is possible that the bias may
have been over-estimated in these calculations, but it would be better to use an estimator
for which the margin of error reduced as sample size increased.
It could be argued that the RMSE estimated by the MIXED and GLIMMIX procedures
in SAS do not include all the components of bias that are appropriate for the
model-based estimators. The estimated RMSEs from the parametric bootstrap are
similar to the procedure-based RMSEs, and both methods were validated using the BHF
data in Section 2.3.2, which suggested that they are providing appropriate estimates of
RMSE. Even if they have omitted a component, they include the two most important
components. Given the use to which the estimates will be put, it seems reasonable to use
these estimates of RMSE rather than make the methods more complex by using the
matrix algebra required to incorporate the remaining bias terms. In addition, the amount
by which the RMSE may be underestimated by the RMSE of the linear or logistic
estimator is probably far smaller than the potential bias that may be omitted if a count
synthetic estimator is applied and the naive variance used to estimate the MSE. The level
of the potential underestimation of RMSE is shown by considering the RMSE for the
direct composite in females.
Figure 4.20b shows that the estimated RMSE of EBLUPs and EBPs are higher than for
their synthetic counterparts. It will be seen in Section 4.3.1 that as the models become
more complex the area level random effect decreases in size, and so the differences
between the RMSE of the synthetic estimates and the EBLUP/EBP estimates may also
reduce in size. If it is decided to use a model-based synthetic estimator, then it is
suggested that the variance of the random effect be included in the estimation of the
RMSE. This is simple for the linear model, but would possibly require use of the
parametric bootstrap to implement it in the logistic setting. It would be good to continue
to consider differences between the synthetic estimates and the EBLUP or EBP-type
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estimates in the next section as it may depend on outcome as to which is more
appropriate.
Table 4.11 summarises whether the estimators are unbiased using the criterion of
consistency with the identity line, that is, testing (H0 : b1 = 1), using the direct estimates
based on 2006 data as the dependent variable. Brown et al. (2001) suggests that the
assessment performed on the synthetic estimates determines the bias of the EBLUP/EBP
as well. Results are included for when the model-based estimators using the
EBLUP/EBP are treated as the independent variables as well as the synthetic estimates
to give a more complete picture. The results show that the synthetic estimates, whether
the simple count and regression synthetic or the synthetic estimate obtained from fitting
more complex linear and logistic models, are unbiased. Therefore, based on Brown et al.
(2001), the EBLUP and EBP for both males and females would also be called unbiased.
When the composite-type estimates are included as the independent variable the only
composite-type estimates that are unbiased are the EBLUP and EBP for females, and for
these models the area level random effects are extremely small, so the estimates are very
similar to the synthetic estimates.
The direct estimates themselves have large SEs when based on a single year of survey
data. Comparison with the DE 0208 estimates may provide a better indication for the true
population value for the areas for 2006 because of the larger sample size, provided the
trend in this period is approximately linear. For this reason the direct estimate based on
2002-2008 data is also used as the dependent variable in Table 4.11 to assesses the bias
of the estimators. When the DE 0208 estimates are used then the composite and
model-based estimates are unbiased for males and the synthetic composite and the linear
synthetic model-based estimates are unbiased for females. The direct composite for
females defaulted to the state estimate so it is not surprising to see that the direct
composite estimates are biased for females.
Because of the large variance on the direct estimators and the narrow range of the
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modelled estimates many of the estimators that are assessed as unbiased based on
consistency with the identity line are also consistent with the hypothesis of no
relationship (H0 : b1 = 0). This includes the linear and logistic synthetic model-based
estimators when compared against the 2006 data, but when compared against the
DE 0208

data the count and regression synthetic estimates are consistent with no

relationship, whilst the remainder of the estimators have significant linear relationships
that are consistent with the identity line.
Table 4.11: Summary of bias estimation using Direct 2006 and DE 0208 as dependent
variables, SMK, by sex, 2006

Direct, 02-08
Count Synth
Regr Synth
Direct-Comp
Synth-Comp
Synth (lin)
Synth (lgt)

Dependent variable
Direct (2006)
DE 0208
Male
Female
Male
Female
Unb
B
N/A
N/A
Unb*
Unb*
B*
Unb*
Unb*
Unb*
B*
Unb*
B
B
Unb
B
B
B
Unb
Unb
Unb*
Unb*
Unb
Unb
Unb*
Unb*
Unb
Unb

EBLUP (lin)
EBP (lgt)

B
B

Unb*
Unb*

Unb
Unb

Unb
Unb

* denotes areas where regression analysis shows relationship between direct estimates and modelled
estimates is consistent with zero slope

The analyses summarised in Table 4.11 did not account for sample size on which the
various estimates are based. Brown et al. (2001) suggest transforming the data when it is
based on highly varied sample sizes in order to account for heteroscedasticity, but results
were the same when analysed on the square root scale (results not shown).
The proportion within quantile bands based on the same methods used to provide exact
Clopper Pearson confidence intervals around the direct estimates (Korn and Graubard,
1998) are shown in Table 4.12. This method takes into effect the sample size on the
quality of the direct estimates. Table 4.12 shows that for the females all the estimators
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Table 4.12: Proportion of various small area estimates by LGA, in quantile bands around
direct estimates created using CP-type confidence intervals, SMK, by sex,
2006

Direct, 02-08
Count Synth
Regr Synth
Direct-Comp
Synth-Comp
Synth (lin)
Synth (lgt)

66% quantile
Male
Female
71.2% 81.7%
64.7% 73.2%
64.7% 73.2%
73.2% 73.9%
72.5% 77.1%
67.3% 75.2%
66.7% 75.2%

90% quantile
Male
Female
88.9% 93.5%
81.0% 90.2%
81.0% 90.2%
89.5% 90.8%
86.9% 92.2%
83.0% 90.2%
82.4% 90.2%

95% quantile
Male
Female
92.2% 95.4%
85.6% 92.8%
85.6% 92.8%
96.1% 93.5%
93.5% 94.1%
86.9% 93.5%
87.6% 93.5%

EBLUP (lin)
EBP (lgt)

68.6%
69.9%

85.6%
85.6%

90.8%
91.5%

75.8%
75.8%

90.2%
90.8%

94.1%
94.8%

have reasonable consistency with the quantiles. For males the synthetic estimates
perform worse than the other estimates. This is because the variance of the area level
random effect is very close to zero for females, but for males it is not.
The complexity of calculating the RMSE from the synthetic composite compared to the
model-based methods makes them less conducive to being used for regular reporting,
which at some stage the NSW Population Health Survey may implement. Therefore use
of the synthetic composite estimation methods is not recommended for ongoing use.
The main contenders for appropriate small area estimators are therefore the model-based
methods. They are much more flexible, are more objective because they do not require
assumptions about the design effect and other decisions and are they are also easier to
create, provided it is acceptable to use an estimated RMSE that may not include all
potential components of bias. There are some concerns about estimation of RMSE from
a linear model when the sample size is small, but these can be avoided by using the
parametric bootstrap. This also assists in creating more appropriate RMSE estimates for
areas where there is no sample. There are two other advantages of using the model-based
methods: Firstly, synthetic versions of the model-based estimators are able to be created
by fitting the fixed effects only when creating predictions for each area. Secondly the
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model-based EBLUP and EBP estimators are forms of composite estimators (Rao,
2003), which means that by applying only model-based methods the major aspects of the
other forms of estimator are also covered, although bias and estimation of RMSE are
model-based rather than design-based. The model-based methods will be applied to four
outcome variables in the next section. The outcomes considered are ‘Risk Alcohol
Consumption’ (denoted ALC), ‘Have difficulties getting health care when needed’
(denoted HDIFF) and ‘Overweight or obese’ (denoted BMI) as well as continued
investigation of SMK.

4.3

Application of model-based methods to four
outcomes

The comparison in Section 4.2.4 shows that the explicit model-based methods hold most
promise for application to the NSW Population Health Survey data to obtain small area
estimates, but several issues are shown to remain outstanding. It is also important to
apply the methods to outcomes other than SMK. Therefore this section applies the linear
and logistic models to four outcome variables (BMI, ALC and HDIFF as well as SMK),
using survey data from 2006 to 2008 and modelling males and females separately in
order to address the following:
• Is it important to fit a logistic model compared to a linear model;
• Which estimation method(s) lead to unbiased estimators;
• To what extent is model selection important to the predicted values at the LGA
level (is it better to have more fixed effects);
• Can a single set of covariates be used for all four outcomes and across all years;
• What happens when the random effect term drops out of a random effects model;
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• How different are the modelled estimates, RMSEs and RRMSEs between
modelled estimates and direct estimates, especially for areas with relatively large
sample sizes;
• How variable are the estimates over time, especially given that each year of data is
currently being modelled independently?

Because of the importance of model specification, Section 4.3.1 discusses
model-building and other preliminary work that should be undertaken to determine the
best possible model given the available auxiliary data in unit-level small area models. It
also proposes a set of six covariate specifications that will be applied to each set of data
and will assist in resolving some of the questions that have been raised. The logistic and
linear estimates with and without random effect terms are fitted to the data using the six
covariate specifications, resulting in 24 sets of estimated values for each
year-sex-outcome grouping. A series of sections then uses the resultant estimates,
RMSEs and RRMSEs to answer the various questions posed above.

4.3.1

Model building

This section discusses model-building in the context of unit level models. Area-level
models have different requirements from those of unit-level models and will not be
discussed. The extent of gains over direct estimates obtained by using model-based
estimators depends on the extent to which auxiliary variables can be identified that
explain the variation in the outcome variable, and the strength of the estimated
between-area variability (e.g. Rao, 2003). There are occasions where significant
improvement over direct estimates has occurred when a null model is fitted along with a
spatial random area level term (Singh et al., 2005), but others have found that a spatial
term is not required if covariates are included (Srebotnjak et al., 2010), which suggests
that the random area-level term is a proxy for covariates that are not in the model. This
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issue has also been mentioned with respect to disease mapping (Lawson et al., 2003).
The aim of this section is to create a series of covariate specifications that can assess the
effect of covariate specification on small area estimation. None of the models being
created in this thesis will include a spatial effect: such modelling was deemed beyond
the scope of this thesis.
Semi-automatic methods of model selection in models that include an area level random
error term are not yet available, so the model-building process proceeds without the
random effect term using the stepwise selection procedures, and then the random error
term is added to the final model. Backward selection is preferred in the stepwise
procedure as it tends to leave more terms in the model than forward selection.
The potential auxiliary variables available from the NSW Population Health Survey
together with the source of population-level information, whether the variable is
included in the model selection process and in what form it is included, are shown in
Table 4.13. Appendix A.11 provides additional information about each of the auxiliary
variables presented in Table 4.13.
Small area estimation methods are not designed to provide a substantive or causal
analysis of the covariates that affect the outcome variable; the aim of the model is
predictive. For this reason the model selection criteria are not the same as regression
analysis aimed at establishing cause, and covariates that may be considered important
from a causal point of view may not be required for prediction. This is part of the reason
why Aboriginal status was not included in the modelling process despite being an
important predictor of many health risk factors at the individual level (Population Health
Division, 2010).
A further reason is that, due to the highly confidential nature of the Aboriginal status
field, it was only possible to include Aboriginal status if all analyses were undertaken at
the Head Office of the Ministry of Health. Preliminary work was undertaken at the
Ministry of Health Head Office that showed that more than half of the time Aboriginal
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Table 4.13: Socio-demographic information provided by respondents to NSW Population Health Survey, source of population level auxiliary data, and format in
which variable was included in models
Auxiliary variable
Sex
Age
Marital status
Number of residents in
household
Number of children*
Country of Birth
Language spoken at home
Level of schooling (Highest
level of qualification)
Aboriginal status
Employment status
Pension status
Private health insurance
Household income (broad
bands)
Health area of residence
Remoteness (based on ARIA
category)
Quintile of disadvantage (IRSD)

Can be compared to data
from . . .
Census and ERPs
Census and ERPs
Census
Census

Comments/ how included
in model
Analysis split by sex
10-yr agegrp
4 categories
5 categories

Census
Census
Census
Census

Not included
3 categories
Binary variable
4 categories

Census
Census
Centrelink data
Hansard, 2001
Census

Not included
Binary variable
Binary variable
Binary variable
5 categories

NSWHS
GISCA (2010)

8 categories
3 categories

ABS (2008b)

5 categories

* Number of children was not available for all years of survey data

status dropped out of the model during the stepwise selection process. In addition the
effect on the overall predictions was very small when it was included compared to when
Aboriginal status was omitted. There is also uncertainty regarding the proportion of
Aboriginal residents at the small area level, to the point that the ABS only publicly
reports total numbers of Aboriginal people by SLA rather than by sex (ABS, 2009b),
although population data are made available to the Ministry of Health on a regular basis.
There are also different series of estimates of the Aboriginal population available, each
based on different assumptions (ABS, 2009c). Therefore, the decision was made to
develop the unit level models without the inclusion of Aboriginal status. The work
undertaken in this thesis aims to inform the Ministry of Health of the benefits and
challenges of small area estimation methods, and provide recommendations for the
development of publishable small area estimates from the NSW Population Health
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Survey. If NSW Health implements a unit-level model they are encouraged to include
Aboriginal status in the model selection process.
An average of 16% of records for males and 21% for females had missing data when
income was included in the model, compared with less than 5% when it was excluded.
Dropping all the records with income data missing will appreciably reduce the sample
size used to estimate the regression coefficients and possibly increase the standard errors
of the estimated coefficients. Of more concern is that, depending upon the pattern of
missingness, such a large proportion of missing data may also create bias in the
estimated regression coefficients if is not dealt with correctly for instance, by multiple
imputation (Rubin, 2008, Carrigan et al., 2007). To my knowledge multiple imputation
has not yet been applied to small area estimation data. It was decided to fit two sets of
models: one that included and the other that excluded income-related variables in the
modelling process in order to investigate whether or not income variables were necessary
in the prediction process. If models with income show significantly improved model fit
then it will be necessary to investigate multiple imputation techniques that allow the
inclusion of the respondents that have missing data on the assumption of the missing
values being missing at random.
The model-fitting process itself was undertaken separately for each outcome variable,
sex and year combination for both linear and logistic models by using backward
selection in SAS V9.2. Person-level prevalence estimates can be created using a
weighted mean based on the prevalence estimates for males and females together with
external population data. The REG procedure was used for the linear model and PROC
LOGISTIC for the logistic model. The default significance level used to keep variables in
the model is 0.05 in PROC LOGISTIC and 0.10 in PROC REG, so for consistency it was
set at 0.05 for both types of model. The raw R squared value from a logistic regression
analysis does not naturally have the same range as the coefficient of determination from
a linear regression. SAS therefore reports an adjusted R squared value that does have a
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maximum of unity in the output following logistic regression, and this is used to compare
with the coefficient of determination from the linear analysis. The modification is based
on the Nagelkerke adjustment of the Cox and Snell generalisation of the coefficient of
determination to a general linear model framework (Cox and Snell, 1989, Nagelkerke,
1991). The data for the entire State was included in the modelling process, with Health
Area included as one of the potential covariates. Interaction terms could have been
included but it was decided to limit the covariates to main effects partly because of the
challenge of finding appropriate cross-tabulated population data for the interaction terms.
In addition, fitting models for males and females separately allowed the covariates to
differ between males and females without the need to include interaction terms, although
at times person-level covariate data had to be used, such as for the pension covariate.
The covariates included in the final model following backwards selection differ between
years, sex and outcome variable but results are very similar between logistic and linear
models. Therefore the the results in Table 4.14 are presented for the logistic model only.
The only covariate that always remained in the model was age group. Health Area
remained in the model for HDIFF and BMI for females for all seven years, and for all but
one year for ALC. In comparison, Health Area was only part of the final model for
between four and six years out of the seven for males for these three outcome variables.
Disadvantage quintile remained in the model for HDIFF and BMI for both males and
females, and also for SMK in females in at least four of the seven years. The only
outcome variable for which remoteness was significant in the final model was for HDIFF.
The HDIFF outcome variable measures the proportion of respondents who have difficulty
getting health care when needed. Such an outcome variable is clearly one where
remoteness is likely to have a great influence. The models for males in general include
fewer covariates than the female models for the same year and outcome variable.
Table 4.14 also shows that income is not always in the final model even when it is
included in the model-building process and that there is little change in the other
covariates when income is not included.
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Table 4.14: Number of years covariate is included in Logistic model between 2002 and
2008 for four outcome variables by sex, with and without income in covariate list, plus adjusted Rsq value
SMK

ALC

HDIFF

BMI

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Income in Model
10yr age grp
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
Marital status
7
7
2
0
1
2
6
6
Health Area
1
2
6
6
4
5
5
4
Educ/qual
5
6
1
2
5
5
2
2
IRSD quintile
2
2
0
0
5
6
5
5
Private health
7
7
0
0
1
4
1
0
COB
0
0
6
7
1
0
5
4
ES home
1
0
7
7
0
0
2
3
Employed
1
2
0
6
4
4
0
1
Income
4
0
7
0
3
0
0
0
ARIA
1
0
1
1
6
6
0
0
Pension
2
2
0
0
1
1
0
1
H’hold size
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
Rsq(adj)
0.17
0.17
0.07
0.06
0.11
0.11
0.08
0.09
Female 10yr age grp
7
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
Marital status
7
7
7
6
5
5
5
5
Health Area
3
1
6
7
7
7
7
7
Educ/qual
7
7
5
5
7
7
5
5
IRSD quintile
5
4
2
3
6
7
7
7
Private health
7
7
3
1
1
3
4
5
COB
2
4
5
6
0
2
5
5
ES home
3
2
7
7
0
1
1
1
Employed
0
1
5
7
0
1
2
7
Income
4
0
6
0
5
0
3
0
ARIA
0
1
0
0
7
7
0
0
Pension
0
1
2
4
0
0
4
4
H’hold size
1
1
4
4
0
0
0
0
Average
0.16
0.16
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.07
0.07
Rsq(adj)*
* Rsq(adj) is the Nagelkerke adjustment (Nagelkerke, 1991) of the coefficient of determination
and has a maximum of unity, whereas the unadjusted Rsq does not have a maximum of unity.
Male
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According to Rao (2003), small area estimation relies on exploiting strong relationships
between the outcome and covariates in order to reduce the level of unexplained
variability. The R-square values presented in Table 4.14 show that the models fitted to
the unit level data only explain a small amount of variability in the outcome variables,
but this is measuring model fit at the individual level.
The ability of a model to explain variation at the individual level is actually of little
relevance. Of more importance is the reduction in unexplained variation at the small
area level. An area-level pseudo-R2 statistic was devised to capture the improvement
over a null model when estimates from the unit-level model being applied to the survey
data are aggregated to the small area level. The pseudo-R2 was calculated as,
R2ps (ad j) = 1

Âg n⇤ g (ȳg

ng 1 Âi2g p̂i )2

Âg n⇤ g (ȳg

ng 1 Âi2g p̂oi )2

,

(4.4)

where p̂i is the estimate for the ith observed value from the gth area using the model of
interest, p̂oi is the estimate for the ith observed value from the gth area when the null
model is used, ȳg was defined for this analysis as the raw sample mean for the gth area
(without weights) and n⇤g is the actual sample size at the LGA level used in the
calculation of the numerator. The n⇤g term was included in the model to allow for the fact
that the income and no-income models were based on different sample sizes. For the
models fitted in this section, the null model was the overall mean of the outcome variable
of interest for the particular year and sex involved, calculated without any weighting.
The results of applying this Pseudo-Rsq statistic to the final models are shown in
Table 4.15. Given that the components of the logistic and linear models were very
similar, it is not surprising that the Pseudo-Rsq values are also very similar. Table 4.15
shows that the Pseudo Rsq is always higher than the conventional Rsq value, and
generally speaking the models for females explain more variation than the male
counterpart. According to Table 4.15 there was an average 50% reduction in the
unexplained variability for HDIFF compared to the null model. This compares with
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Table 4.15: Average Rsq value for linear model, adjusted Rsq value for logistic model
and Pseudo Rsq (area level measure of fit) averaged over results for best
possible model for 2002–2008, by sex for four outcome variables, with and
without income in covariate list.
SMK

Income in Model:
Linear
Male
Rsq
Pseudo Rsq
Female Rsq
Pseudo Rsq
Logistic
Male
Rsq(adj)
Pseudo Rsq
Female Rsq(adj)
Pseudo Rsq

ALC

HDIFF

BMI

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

0.11
0.23
0.10
0.23

0.11
0.24
0.10
0.25

0.05
0.21
0.09
0.29

0.05
0.22
0.08
0.32

0.06
0.41
0.07
0.49

0.06
0.42
0.07
0.51

0.06
0.22
0.05
0.39

0.07
0.22
0.06
0.40

0.17
0.23
0.16
0.24

0.17
0.25
0.16
0.24

0.07
0.21
0.13
0.28

0.06
0.22
0.12
0.31

0.11
0.41
0.12
0.49

0.11
0.43
0.12
0.51

0.08
0.23
0.07
0.40

0.09
0.22
0.07
0.40

values of around 22% for the other three outcomes. Small area estimation methods fit the
sample-based regression coefficients to the population-level covariates at the small area
level to create predicted values for the small area, so therefore model comparison needs
to be made at the level of the small area estimates rather than at the sample level.
The anomalies between LGA and Health Area, remoteness index (ARIA) and quintile of
disadvantage index, mentioned in Section 3.2 will have an effect on the model fit. The
incorrect allocation of respondents to LGA may lead to a dilution of the small-area level
effect, and the incorrect allocation to remoteness index and disadvantage quintile may
reduce the significance of these effects. The ideal solution would be to review all records
with discrepancies prior to analysing at the small area level, but this was beyond the
scope of this thesis. As mentioned earlier the data were ‘adjusted’ for this thesis so as to
maximise the number of observations available to the study.
The results presented in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 suggest that the model fit was not
improved by including income in the model. Tests of additional information for the
linear model and differences in AIC for the logistic model, applied using complete data
only, showed that the effect of income was not significant, therefore income variables
were dropped from the model for all outcome variables. The remaining variables had
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less than 3% missing data, compared with 17% for income (Appendix A.11). Due to the
small proportion of missing data for the other variables it was decided not to pursue
multiple imputation methods, but use of multiple imputation is an area of small area
estimation methodology that will benefit from further research.
The effect of inclusion of contextual effects was assessed but found not to improve the
models. Contextual effects are area-level covariates associated with the unit-level
covariates included in the model.
These model-building processes along with decisions regarding not including Aboriginal
status or income in the final model led to specific individualised covariate specifications
for each particular year/outcome/sex grouping and for linear and logistic models as
shown in Table 4.16. This is referred to as the ‘specific’ model (SPEC) in subsequent
sections, where the effect of different covariate specifications are being tested on four of
the outcome variables.
When the random effect is included, the significant terms in the model can change. For
instance, the best possible linear model for SMK in males in 2006 included health area,
age group, marital status, private health and education/qualifications, with P values being
less than 0.03 for all covariate groups. When this same model is fitted together with a
random intercept term in PROC MIXED, the Health Area term becomes non-significant
(P=0.15). The model that includes the random effect has an AIC of 2600.6 compared
with AIC = 2599.7 for the model without the random effect. Therefore it could be
concluded that the random effect term is not necessary, which would mean that the
model would revert to the synthetic version. The inclusion of the random effect term can
be justified on the basis that under the model the effect is expected to be present. It was
also shown in Section 4.2 that the inclusion of the random effect protects against being
too confident about the model itself by increasing the RMSE. Therefore the random
effect term was included whether it was significant or not.
The ultimate aim of the small area estimation process is to create annual estimates, but a
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Table 4.16: Covariates* included in specific (‘SPEC’) model by year, model type and
sex for four outcome variables

ALC *

BMI *

HDIFF*

SMK *

AHS ID
aria trunc
birthplace
disadv adj
ES home
HH size
job
mar status
pension
qual
AHS ID
aria trunc
birthplace
disadv adj
ES home
HH size
job
mar status
pension
private
health
qual
AHS ID
aria trunc
disadv adj
job
mar status
private
health
qual
AHS ID
aria trunc
birthplace
disadv adj
ES home
HH size
mar status
pension
private
health
qual

2006
lin log
1
1

Male
2007
lin log
1
1

2008
lin log
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

2006
lin log
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

Female
2007
lin log
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

2008
lin log
1
1

* Age Group included in all models.
Covariates that are not significant at all for the outcome of interest are omitted from the list
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secondary desire is to monitor change over time. Even if the modelling is not designed
for this aim such comparisons will occur. Therefore amongst the covariate specifications
being investigated in Section 4.3.2 are those that have the same covariates in the model
for each of the years, to determine whether this creates model estimates that are more
consistent from year to year. It also provides an opportunity to assess the loss of
information that occurs by not using the best possible model for each year.
If a consistent model is going to be created, on what basis should it be chosen? It could
be as simple as a null model, or as complex as there are numbers of covariates. The
consistent model could also be outcome-specific or global. In all, five models where
chosen against which the results from the SPEC model, as defined in Table 4.16, can be
compared. The six models are summarised in Table 4.17.
Table 4.17: Summary of covariate specifications used in prediction models for four outcome variables
Abbrev for
covar
specification
Null
Age
ONS

Comm

Global

Spec

Covariates included
Intercept only model
10-year age group only
10-year age group, AHS and quintile of disadvantage
Covariates that was significant in
the majority of years for that
sex/outcome
All covariates included in any of the
Comm models for the four outcome
variables
Covariates that are significant following stepwise regression for the
specific sex/outome/year/model

Comments

Global model that includes contextual effects. Based on model used
by Scholes et al. (2007)
Outcome-specific model, consistent
across years. Same for logistic and
linear
Consistent Global model includes
unit-level and contextual effects
(disadv quintile and AHS). Same
for linear and logistic models
“Best possible model”, but inconsistent over time and between logistic and linear models

The ONS model (Heady et al., 2000) is used in Scholes et al. (2005). It is global in that
the same variables are included in the model for each of the outcomes. The version used
by Scholes et al. (2005) includes age group, health administrative region and a
deprivation score. It was approximated by using a model with age group, Health Area
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and quintile of socio-economic disadvantage as the covariate terms. The Consistent
model is the most complex outcome-specific model. It includes covariates that are
significant in the majority of years for an outcome/sex set of data as described in
Table 4.18. The Global model includes all twelve covariates used in any of the Comm
models for any outcome. Therefore it includes all terms in the first column of Table 4.18.
The Age model is the model-based equivalent to the regression synthetic model created
in Section 4.1. The two estimators will not be exactly equivalent because a different
inference method is used.
Table 4.18: Covariates included for outcome-specific common model (COMM model)
for four outcome variables
SMK

Covariate (ref)
10yr age grp (75+)
Health Area (GWAHS)
Marital status (Single)
Educ/quals (Higher ed)
COB (Aust-born)
IRSD quintile (Most
disadv)
Private health (None)
Empl status (No job)
Lang spoken at home
(English only)
ARIA category (Outer
regional and all
remote)
Pension (No pension)
Household size (Single
person hhold)

4.3.2

ALC

M
Y

F
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

M
Y
Y
Y

HDIFF

F
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

M
Y
Y
Y

F
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

BMI

M
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

F
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Creation of model-based estimates for four outcomes

The six sets of covariate specifications summarised in Table 4.17 were applied to the 24
individual sets of data created by fitting models to four outcome variables (SMK, ALC,
HDIFF

and BMI) over three individual years (2006, 2007 and 2008), with linear and
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logistic models for males and females separately estimated. Because there are so many
models, and as results in Section 4.2.3 show there is minimal effect of using the
parametric bootstrap for in-sample areas, the RMSE of the logistic model was obtained
by using the linearised results rather than running the parametric bootstrap. The RMSE
of out-of-sample areas was then set to the maximum RMSE of in-sample areas.
There were three occasions where the logistic model did not converge, all of which
occurred in 2007: the Global model for BMI in males and ALC in females, and the
Common model for HDIFF in females. As mentioned in Section 3.2, questions were only
asked of approximately two thirds of respondents in 2007. Although the randomisation
of questions produces unbiased estimates at the Health Area level, it is possible that this
has caused some instability problems in the estimation of parameters due to the effect of
this process on data at the small area level.
The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for the linear models are shown in
Table 4.19 and approximate ICCs for the logistic models using (2.31) in Table 4.20. In
general the two ICC estimates followed the same pattern, with the estimated ICC for the
logistic model tending to be slightly larger. The more complex models have smaller
values of ICC. HDIFF had the highest levels of ICC, with an ICC of up to 9.5% for the
linear null model for females in both 2006 and 2007.
The area-level random effect term drops out for approximately 10% of the models.
When this happens the ICC is zero. Of the four outcomes, HDIFF is the only outcome for
which the area level effect remains in the model all the time, probably as a result of its
high value of ICC for null models. For the remaining three outcome variables the
random effect term often drops out of both linear and logistic models for the same
outcome/sex/covariate specification. It drops out when the more complex covariate
specifications are being fitted, mainly affecting the Global, Common and Specific
models and to a lesser extent the ONS model. When the random area effect term drops
out the EBLUP and EBP models revert to the corresponding synthetic model. The effect
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of the random area effect dropping out will be discussed later.
Table 4.19: Estimated Intraclass correlation (ICC) of Linear models by covariate specification, outcome variable, year and sex

Linear
BMI

ALC

HDIFF

SMK

null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec
null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec
null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec
null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec

2006
Male Female
0.3% 1.5%
0.3% 1.4%
0.3%
0.3% 0.5%
0.1% 0.2%
0% 0.3%
2.0% 1.7%
2.2% 2.2%
0.8% 0.4%
1.3% 0.8%
0.8% 0.9%
0.7% 0.4%
5.0% 9.4%
5.1% 9.5%
1.1% 2.4%
1.8% 3.9%
1.1% 2.4%
1.0% 2.4%
1.4% 0.5%
1.4% 0.5%
0.9%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%

2007
Male Female
0.9% 1.2%
0.9% 1.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.5%
1.0% 1.5%
1.4% 1.9%
0.6%
0.7%
0.4%
0.4%
6.5% 8.9%
6.6% 9.5%
2.6% 2.2%
3.3% 3.1%
2.5% 2.2%
2.5% 2.2%
2.2% 2.4%
2.0% 2.0%
1.7%
0.4% 1.7%
0.9% 1.5%
0.5% 1.4%

2008
Male Female
1.0% 1.8%
0.9% 2.1%
0.4% 0.5%
0.9% 0.7%
0.3% 0.5%
0.1% 0.6%
1.2% 1.3%
1.5% 1.6%
0.1%
0.5% 0.6%
0.04% 0.2%
0.04% 0.1%
6.2% 8.0%
6.1% 8.7%
1.2% 3.3%
2.0% 4.0%
1.1% 3.4%
0.9% 3.4%
0.7% 1.8%
0.6% 1.8%
0.2% 0.8%
0.2% 1.2%
1.0%
1.0%

The remainder of this section aims to answer each of the questions that was raised earlier.

4.3.3

Comparing logistic and linear model outcomes

One of the first questions that needs asking is, are the differences between the logistic
and linear estimates and/or their estimated RMSEs large enough to decide that one is
better than the other? The level of disparity between the logistic and linear estimates is
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Table 4.20: Estimated Approximate Intraclass correlation (ICC) of Logistic models by
covariate specification, outcome variable, year and sex

Logistic
BMI

ALC

HDIFF

SMK

null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec
null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec
null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec
null
age
glob
ONS
comm
spec

dnc: did not converge

2006
Male Female
0.3% 1.8%
0.4% 1.7%
0.03% 0.3%
0.4% 0.6%
0.1% 0.3%
0.3% 0.4%
2.5% 2.5%
2.9% 3.4%
1.1% 0.7%
1.7% 1.2%
1.0% 1.5%
1.0% 0.9%
9.7% 14.3%
10.0% 15.0%
2.1% 3.4%
3.3% 5.4%
2.1% 3.3%
1.9% 3.3%
2.7% 1.2%
2.9% 1.2%
2.4% 0.2%
1.4% 0.03%
1.6%
1.4%

2007
Male Female
1.1% 1.5%
1.1% 1.4%
0.2%
dnc 0.1%
0.3%
0.7%
1.2% 2.3%
1.8% 3.0%
dnc
1.2%
0.6%
0.6%
10.6% 12.6%
11.0% 13.9%
4.5% 3.1%
5.2% 4.2%
4.0%
dnc
4.1% 2.9%
3.8% 5.7%
3.6% 4.9%
5.0%
0.8% 4.4%
1.6% 4.3%
0.9% 4.1%

2008
Male Female
1.3% 2.1%
1.2% 2.5%
0.6% 0.6%
1.2% 0.9%
0.4% 0.6%
0.1% 0.8%
1.6% 2.0%
1.9% 2.5%
0.2%
0.8% 1.0%
0.05% 0.3%
0.05% 0.3%
10.9% 10.9%
11.1% 12.3%
2.2% 4.5%
3.3% 5.3%
1.9% 4.5%
1.9% 4.5%
1.5% 3.9%
1.2% 4.0%
0.4% 2.1%
0.4% 2.7%
2.3%
2.3%
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dependent on the outcome being considered and the number of covariates included in the
model. For instance the differences between the EBP and EBLUP estimates for BMI are
negligible for all covariate specifications and across all years. The average absolute
differences range from 0.1% to 2.1%, with the largest difference being observed for the
SMK

outcome in females in 2008 in the Specific covariate specification, shown in

Figure 4.21. The two other outcome-year series with the largest average absolute
differences are also plotted in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.21 shows that although in general the greatest differences occur when the
sample size is smaller, one or two areas with sample sizes over 50 have estimates that
have difference between the Linear and Logistic estimates of up to approximately 4% in
absolute terms. The importance of a difference of 4% will depend on the variable being
considered: for SMK a 4% change may take an area from having a below-average
smoking rate to above average. On the other hand, for risk alcohol consumption it will
not make as much of a difference. The larger differences between logistic and linear
models estimates based on the Specific covariate specification are due to different model
specifications between the linear and logistic model types, as shown in Table 4.16. The
covariates included in the Global model are the same for all outcomes, and covariates
included in the Common specification are the same within an outcome-sex grouping, so
differences between estimates for these covariate specifications can only be explained by
the difference in the way in which the linear and logistic models fit the data.
Another way to put into some perspective the effect of using the EBLUP compared with
the EBP is to determine whether the ranks of the LGAs are materially affected because
the ranking of individual LGAs is not as important as whether there is consistency
between the two estimators on a more general scale. For each model-covariate grouping
the 153 areas were split into ten groups according to the estimate, so that there were
approximately 15 areas in each group. The Spearman Rank correlation was then applied
to the group numbers rather than the estimates themselves. The result of this analysis is
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Figure 4.21: Absolute difference between EBLUP and EBP estimates at the LGA level,
by sample size, covariate specification and sex, for the three outcome-year
series with the greatest differences
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summarised in Table 4.21. It shows that the correlation at the rank level is extremely
high, with the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient being over 0.99 for 66 of the 120
comparisons and all but 10 having a Spearman’s Rank coefficient of greater than 0.98.
From this discussion it can be seen that the EBLUP and EBP estimates are very similar
and there is strong association between the two sets of estimates. Although the logistic
model is the natural model to use for binary data, the linear model is the easiest to use. If
the performance of the two models is similar then it can be argued that, given the
estimates are similar, there is no need to use the non-linear model. On the other hand if
differences in precision are shown, then the model-type will make a difference, and using
the wrong model may result in overestimation of precision. Therefore it is important to
take into account the difference in estimated RMSE of the two sets of estimates.
Table 4.21: Spearmans correlation coefficient of correlation between decile of EBP and
EBLUP estimate by sex, outcome, year and covariate specification
BMI

2006 Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
2007 Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
2008 Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

male
0.997
0.994
0.998
0.996
0.997
0.999
dnc
0.997
0.996
0.998
0.996
0.994
0.999
0.996
0.995

female
0.997
0.999
0.999
0.995
0.998
0.994
0.997
0.998
0.999
0.996
0.999
1.000
0.999
0.999
1.000

ALC

male
1.000
0.994
0.998
0.998
0.996
0.997
0.994
0.998
0.998
0.982
0.998
0.991
0.997
0.990
0.990

female
0.997
0.986
0.992
0.985
0.958
0.997
dnc
0.993
0.989
0.986
0.994
0.978
0.994
0.981
0.976

HDIFF

male
0.994
0.988
0.985
0.986
0.986
0.994
0.992
0.994
0.994
0.993
0.993
0.991
0.987
0.993
0.994

female
0.991
0.988
0.990
0.986
0.986
0.997
0.991
0.990
dnc
0.990
0.994
0.987
0.989
0.986
0.987

SMK

male
0.986
0.952
0.990
0.985
0.943
0.987
0.984
0.994
0.987
0.985
0.986
0.987
0.990
0.993
0.993

female
0.989
0.983
0.990
0.990
0.988
0.993
0.986
0.989
0.986
0.982
0.989
0.979
0.993
0.986
0.787

* dnc Did not converge

In general the estimated RMSE of the EBP is generally higher and more variable than
that of the EBLUP, but the differences depend on both the outcome and the model being
considered. Figure 4.22 shows a comparison of the estimated RMSE for the EBLUP and
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EBP for two outcome variables, SMK and BMI by sex and covariate specification.

BMI

hasd less variability in its predicted prevalence rates and is shown in this figure as having
more consistency between the estimated RMSEs of the EBLUPs and EBPs as well,
whereas there is more variability for the estimated RMSE of the EBP for SMK. The
estimated RMSEs for both EBPs and EBLUPs for the Common and Specific covariate
specifications for SMK are small and very similar. This is because these two covariate
specifications are among those models where the model reverted to the synthetic version
because of the area-level random effect term dropping out of the model (see Tables 4.19
and 4.20). Of note is the increasing estimated RMSE with increasing sample size for the
Specific model for BMI in males. This suggests that something strange has occurred in
the estimation process for the linear model, and brings to remembrance the issue at small
sample sizes noted when the comparisons with the parametric bootstrap were being
made.
It was decided to investigate how the maximum estimated RMSE across the LGAs
compared between the EBP and EBLUP. By considering the ratios of the maximum
RMSE, it compares the worst performance in terms of RMSE and therefore how different
the largest margins of error will be between the linear and logistic models. For each set
of modelled estimates, the ratio of the maximum estimated RMSE of the EBPs at LGA
level to the maximum estimated RMSE of the EBLUPs at the LGA level was calculated.
These ratios were then averaged across the various covariate specifications and the three
years of data. The eight resultant ratios are plotted against the mean prevalence for the
relevant outcome-sex values in Figure 4.23. The three outcome-sex groups that have
prevalence over about 40% have a ratio of approximately unity, which means that the
maximum RMSE is very similar between linear and logistic models and therefore, on
average, the logistic and linear estimates will have similar maximum margins of error.
The other five outcome-sex groupings, which have a range of mean prevalence from
about 12% to 25%, have maximum RMSE for the EBP that are up to 50% higher than
for the EBLUP, with the ratio increasing as the mean prevalence decreases.
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Figure 4.22: Estimated RMSE of EBLUP and EBP vs sample size, by covariate specification and sex, for BMI and SMK in 2008
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Note: Linearised estimates of RMSE used. Out of sample estimated RMSE has not been adjusted in this
figure
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The true mean is unknown and therefore the true RMSE is also unknown. Therefore it
could be postulated that the logistic model is overestimating the RMSE, but it is well
understood that the linear is a reasonable approximation for binary data when
proportions are between 0.3 and 0.7. Outside this range the normality assumptions break
down. It is therefore highly likely that the linear has underestimated the RMSE for those
outcome/sex groupings that have estimated prevalence of less than 30%, and therefore
that if the prevalence rate is below 30% the linear model for binomial data is
inappropriate. It is expected that any outcomes with a prevalence rate that exceeds 70%
would also show underestimation of the RMSE when the linear model is used, although
none of the four outcomes had prevalence rates above 70%.
On the basis of this study, if the linear model was implemented it would potentially
underestimate the level of variability and overestimate the precision of the model-based
estimates, particularly if the prevalence rate is outside the range 30% to 70%. This
would be shown by under-coverage of the 95% confidence interval under the linear
model. Therefore although both models provide similar estimates, the linear model may
underestimate the RMSE and hence the logistic model should be implemented.

Figure 4.23: Average of Ratio of max estimated RMSE of logistic EBP to max estimated
RMSE of linear EBLUP vs average prevalence, by outcome and sex
Note: solid symbols denote female, open symbols denote male
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Is the random effect term needed?

The second issue to address is, given that in 10% of models the random area level effect
‘dropped out’ in the estimation process, is it still worth using the estimation process that
includes the random effect term, or would it be better to use the synthetic estimator for
all estimates? In this discussion the estimated RMSE of the synthetic estimate did not
have the area-level variance term included, as this was not able to be done for the RMSE
of the logistic synthetic estimates. As with the discussion in the Section 4.3.3, one of the
methods used to determine this aspect is to consider the ratio of the maximum RMSE of
the EBP or EBLUP to the maximum RMSE of the appropriate synthetic estimate in
order to determine the greatest effect if the synthetic estimator is used. Given that
Section 4.3.3 suggested that the logistic model should be used to model the data, and the
results of this assessment were similar between linear and logistic models, only results
for the EBP vs logistic synthetic are presented in Figure 4.24.
Figure 4.24 shows that the ratio of the maximum estimated RMSE for the EBP to the
corresponding synthetic estimator is highly dependent on the covariate specification. The
maximum estimated RMSE of the EBP can be up to 15 times larger than the maximum
estimated RMSE of the corresponding synthetic estimator when a Null model or an
Age-only model is used.

HDIFF

has the highest ratios for these two simple models.

According to Figure 4.20 in Section 4.3.2, HDIFF also has the largest ICC, so it is not
surprising that the effect of the random error term on RMSE is largest for this outcome.
Although at first glance the ratios for the more complex models appear closer to unity,
when the Null and Age-only covariate specifications are omitted from the figure, as
shown in Figure 4.24b, the maximum RMSE of the EBP is still regularly more than
double that of the synthetic counterpart. It was noted in Section 4.3.2 that the random
effect term reduces as the complexity of the model increases. Therefore it is not
surprising that in general the more covariates are included in the model the closer the
ratio of the maximum RMSEs approaches unity, although it is generally only unity
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Figure 4.24: Ratio of maximum estimated RMSE of EBP to maximum estimated RMSE
of synthetic vs covariate specification, by outcome, sex and year
a. All covariate specifications
b. Global, ONS, Common and Specific covariate specifications only
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where the random error term has dropped out in the modelling process.
The RMSE of the synthetic estimator increases with additional model complexity.
Table 4.22 shows that the median and maximum estimated RMSE of the synthetic
estimates increases between the two simplest models (the Null and Age-only model) and
the remaining models. In contrast the estimated RMSE of the EBP reduces marginally
with the increase in the complexity of the model, although for the complex models the
estimated RMSE of the synthetic estimate is still lower than the estimated RMSE of the
EBP estimates.
Table 4.22: Maximum and Median estimated RMSE of EBP and logistic synthetic estimates, by sex, covariate specification group and outcome variable, averaged
over survey year

Male

BMI
ALC
HDIFF
SMK

Female

BMI
ALC
HDIFF
SMK

null,age
other
null, age
other
null, age
other
null, age
other
null, age
other
null, age
other
null, age
other
null, age
other

Median
EBP
Synth
3.8%
1.0%
3.7%
2.9%
5.5%
1.1%
4.0%
3.1%
6.1%
0.9%
5.5%
3.1%
4.4%
1.0%
3.2%
2.2%
5.2%
1.0%
3.6%
2.7%
5.2%
0.9%
3.9%
2.6%
6.8%
1.1%
6.7%
3.4%
3.9%
0.7%
3.5%
1.9%

Maximum
EBP
4.1%
4.5%
6.2%
4.6%
11.5%
9.1%
5.4%
4.7%
5.9%
4.2%
6.4%
5.0%
14.6%
10.9%
5.3%
5.4%

Synth
1.2%
3.8%
1.3%
3.7%
1.0%
4.5%
1.1%
3.2%
1.1%
3.3%
1.1%
3.5%
1.1%
4.4%
0.9%
2.8%

This means that estimates based on the synthetic estimate will produce a lower estimated
RMSE than the EBP. This effect is not simply because it is a better estimator; in fact it is
more that the estimated RMSE of the synthetic estimator is missing the inclusion of the
area-level variance. Therefore it would be better to implement the logistic model with
the random area level term in the model wherever it is able to be included. When the
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area level random effect term drops out of the model, although the estimated RMSE for
the synthetic is lower than for the EBP, it is not as low as if the Age-only or Null models
are implemented. In addition, the fact that the random effect term has dropped out
suggests that the model has provided as much explanation of the unexplained variability
as can be done, in which case the estimated RMSE of the synthetic will be acceptable.
On the basis of the last two sections, the EBP is the most appropriate model-based small
area estimator for analysing the binary data. Compared with the linear model-based
estimator it will lead to estimates with confidence intervals that are as wide or wider, but
it is more appropriate than the linear model, especially when the prevalence is outside
the range of 30 and 70%. When prevalences are within the range of 30–70% the two
methods do not make much difference so rather than use different methods depending
upon the prevalence, it would be better to use the same one. The estimated RMSE of the
EBP estimator will also guard against underestimation of the RMSE that is likely to
occur if synthetic version of the logistic estimator is used. At times the EBP will revert
to the synthetic estimator. The estimated RMSE for estimates from such a model may be
smaller, but because the RMSE of synthetic estimates increases with model complexity
they should be reasonable.

4.3.5

Effect of covariate specification

The graphs and tables above have included the various covariate specifications, but any
discussion about the effect of covariate specification has been around the effect that it
has on the size of the random effect and the differences between the EBLUP and EBP
estimates rather than against any external standard. Now that the decision has been made
to concentrate on the EBP estimator, the effect of the covariate specification will be more
closely considered.
This section considers several aspects of model choice. These will circulate around
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whether the estimates are biased or not, and how well estimates created from aggregating
the LGA-level estimates agree with directly estimated prevalence rates at the levels for
which the survey has been designed. Comparisons with geographical areas which have
reasonable direct estimates has been used in other small area estimation studies that are
based on real data. For instance, Schneider et al. (2009) checked the validity of
model-based county-level estimates of mammography screening by aggregating the
small area estimates to the state level and comparing these aggregated estimates against
state-level direct estimates. They only measure agreement as measured by the correlation
coefficient, as they graph the direct estimates on the X axis, whereas we will continue to
use the direct estimate as the dependent variable and hence assess whether the
model-based estimators are unbiased relative to these direct estimates.

Bias Checks

Brown et al. (2001) stipulate that the synthetic estimator is the one that should be used in
an assessment of bias of the EBP. On the basis of this estimation method the Null model
is always going to be biased, as the synthetic estimator for the null model is, by
definition, the state mean: there being no independent variables in the model. Therefore
each set of estimates apart from the Null model was assessed for bias by regressing the
synthetic estimates against the direct estimates for the relevant year and sex. The results
of this assessment are summarised in Table 4.23. For every other outcome-sex-year
series with the exception of BMI in males in 2008 at least two and up to all five of the
remaining covariate specifications are unbiased. On occasions the relationship is also
consistent with there being no relationship, however the direct estimates based on a
single year of data may be more the cause of this than that the model is inappropriate.
Whilst the results on the original scale suggest that no estimates are unbiased for BMI for
males in 2008, they are unbiased for all five models using weighted regression (using the
sample size on which the modelled estimates are based as weight), and unbiased for the
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Age and Specific covariate specifications when analysed on the square root scale (results
not shown).
Table 4.23: Assessment of bias using Logistic synthetic estimate, by sex, year, outcome
and covariate specification

BMI

ALC

SMK

HDIFF

Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

2006
Male Female
*0
0
*0
0
*0
0
0
0
0
0
1
*0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*0
*0
0
*1
0
*1
*0
*0
*0
*1
1
*1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2007
Male Female
0
0
dnc
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*0
*0
0
dnc
0
*0
0
0
0
0
*0
*0
0
0
0
0
*0
0
*0
0
*0
1
0
0
0
0
0
dnc
0
0

2008
Male Female
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
*1
*0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*0
*0
*0
0
0
0
*0
0
*0
0
*0
*0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Legend: 1 = biased
0 = unbiased (slope consistent with b1 = 1, Y -intercept consistent with b0 = 0, at P=5%)
dnc = Did not converge
* = slope consistent with b1 = 0 at P=5%

Average Empirical RMSE
Another potential manner of determining the effectiveness of the estimates is to use an
average empirical RMSE. The average empirical RMSE was calculated as

Â ng ȳ˜g ȳˆg
Â ng

2

!1/2

(4.5)
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where ȳ˜g is the logistic EBP estimate for area g and ȳˆg is the direct estimate for area g.
Weighting by the sample size gives more weight to areas with larger sample sizes.
Because of the need to have a direct estimate in the calculation of (4.5) it is not possible
to include the out-of-sample areas in its calculation. Generally if an area is out of
sample, it is out of sample for all models within the one year-sex-outcome group, which
means that the values of (4.5) will be comparable between covariate specifications. If an
area becomes out of sample in complex models due to missing values in the covariates
there will be different sample sizes involved, and that may make comparisons between
the models more difficult.

Figure 4.25: Estimated empirical RMSE for six covariate specifications, by outcome,
sex and year using Logistic EBP estimator

Figure 4.25 depicts a graphical comparison of the average empirical RMSE for all six
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covariate specifications. The differences in the average empirical RMSE between males
and females are larger than differences between the different covariate specifications
within each of the outcome-sex series. For most data series the difference between the
covariate specification with the highest and lowest empirical RMSE is less than 5% in
absolute terms. Therefore there is insufficient differentiation between the covariate
specifications using the average empirical RMSE to draw many conclusions. One
exception is female HDIFF. For this outcome the age-only model has an empirical RMSE
that is on average 18% lower than the Global covariate specification, which has the
maximum empirical RMSE for HDIFF over the three years.
This indicator is predicated on the direct estimates being unbiased and reasonable
estimates of the true prevalence rate, which is why the average empirical RMSE is used
extensively in simulation studies. In this situation the average empirical RMSE does not
appear to provide sufficient information to be of use in distinguishing the best covariate
specification.

Precision: size of RRMSE
The value of the RRMSE was mentioned earlier as one way that the estimates can be
compared. The preference is for the estimates to be more precise than the estimates that
are based on data aggregated between 2002 and 2008. In order to understand what this
standard means in practice, the number of LGAs for which the DE 0208 estimates for the
four outcomes of interest have a relative standard error of less than 25% is given in
Table 4.24. The results depend on the sex and the outcome, with BMI having nearly all
LGAs within the 25% limit for RSE, particularly for males. On the other extreme are
HDIFF

and SMK: for both these outcome variables there are fewer LGAs for males

compared with females that are in the desired region of having RSE less than 25%.
Table 4.25 shows summary statistics for the estimated RRMSEs of the modelled
estimates compared with the relative standard error of both the single-year direct
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Table 4.24: Number of LGAs with RSE < 25%, and RSE > 50%for direct estimates
based on 2002–2008 aggregated data

Outcome
BMI
ALC
HDIFF
SMK

Number of LGAs with
RSE < 25%
RSE > 50%
Male Female Male Female
151
144
0
0
137
125
0
0
76
119
6
1
87
99
8
7

estimates or the DE 0208 estimates. The improvement of the modelled estimates over the
direct estimates for one year is overwhelming. The minimum RRMSE are reasonably
similar to the minimum RSE of the direct estimates and DE 0208 estimates, but for each
of the outcomes the maximum estimated RRMSE of the model-based estimates is less
than the mean RSE of the direct estimates for those areas where there there are estimates
of the standard error. The maximum estimated RRMSE of the modelled estimates is also
substantially less than the RSE of the DE 0208 estimates, and for nearly all outcomes the
median RRMSE is also lower than the median RSE of the DE 0208 estimates.
With the exception of one area for the Common model-specification for ALC in females,
the RRMSE of the EBP estimates are less than 25% for both BMI and ALC for all
covariate specifications applied. For HDIFF and particularly SMK, the precision of the
results depends more on the sex and survey year than the model, as observed in
Table 4.26. None of the modelled estimates for SMK and none of the complex models for
HDIFF

have a RRMSE of greater than 50%. In contrast Table 4.24 shows that the

DE 0208

estimates for HDIFF and SMK do have estimates with RRMSE in the extreme

category. Therefore the modelled estimates do provide an improvement over the
estimates based on 7 years of data, and they are only based on a single year of data, and
therefore on a much smaller sample size at the LGA level. This is why small area
estimation methods are considered to ‘borrow strength’. The improvement over direct
estimates based on a single year of data are even greater.
There is no clear association between magnitude of the ICC and the proportion of areas
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Table 4.25: RRMSE of logistic EBP estimates by outcome using final covariate specification, by sex and year. RSE of 1-year Direct estimates and DE 0208 estimates included for comparison
Missing Min

Male
Median Mean

Max

Female
Missing Min Median Mean

Max

ALC

DE
DE 0208
EBP

19

5.7%
5.4%
5.7%

34.3% 40.2% 115.9%
13.9% 15.5% 44.8%
9.0% 9.8% 21.6%

15

5.4%
5.4%
8.3%

39.2% 44.3% 116.2%
14.9% 17.1% 50.0%
13.3% 13.3% 25.8%

4.0%
3.8%
1.7%

21.9% 27.8% 109.0%
9.2% 10.5% 29.0%
6.1% 6.1% 11.7%

8

7.5%
4.0%
4.1%

25.4% 32.1% 119.9%
10.9% 12.1% 35.7%
7.8% 7.6% 12.5%

21.0% 55.7% 61.5% 107.3%
10.1% 25.1% 27.4% 102.1%
10.1% 26.9% 26.8% 40.1%

21

5.3%
6.6%
9.4%

38.8% 45.5% 109.8%
17.9% 19.8% 51.5%
24.4% 24.5% 41.5%

14.6% 52.8% 57.4% 111.1%
7.9% 23.1% 25.3% 96.4%
4.5% 17.8% 16.7% 33.1%

26

*

BMI

DE
DE 0208
EBP

23
*

HDIFF

DE
DE 0208
EBP

26

*

SMK

DE
DE 0208
EBP

36

16.6% 52.6% 56.7% 108.6%
7.4% 20.8% 23.7% 86.6%
5.2% 22.8% 20.8% 40.2%

* denotes includes one covariate specification that does not converge. Missing is the number of LGAs for
which there is either no direct estimate or all respondents gave the same response to the question, averaged
over survey year

Table 4.26: Number of LGAs with RRMSE < 25% for Logistic EBP estimates for SMK
and HDIFF, by sex, year and covariate specification

HDIFF

SMK

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

2006
Male Female
8
28
7
27
19
48
19
43
24
51
35
53
149
153
111
153
50
153
153
153
153
153
148
153

2007
Male Female
25
64
24
61
28
130
42
120
40
dnc
39
137
59
26
68
33
153
18
153
27
153
37
153
34

2008
Male Female
18
55
14
55
99
79
47
83
113
83
123
83
153
53
153
53
153
108
153
83
153
145
153
94
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with acceptable precision. It is more likely to be due to the fact that RRMSE is a relative
measurement that depends as much on the magnitude of the estimate as the RMSE itself.

Precision: RMSE and margin of error
Both SMK and HDIFF have prevalences that are on average less than 25%, much lower
than for ALC and BMI. The ABS mention that variables with smaller prevalences are
more difficult to estimate using small area estimation methods (ABS, 2006d), and
certainly the results tend to suggest that this may be so. As the prevalence reduces it is
more likely that the RRMSEs will be over 25%. For instance, an RMSE above 6.5% for
an area with average prevalence of 25% will lead to a RRMSE of more than 25%,
whereas if the average prevalence is 40%, the same RMSE will lead to a RRMSE of
16.5%. Yet both have a margin of error of 13%. So therefore although the RRMSE may
look poor for some of these estimates, it should also be considered relative to the
prevalence of the outcome variable. This issue was mentioned in Section 3.3, where it
was suggested that the margin of error be considered as well as the RRMSE in
determining the quality of the estimates.
RMSE is driven by sample size and is also dependent on the covariate specification, as
can be seen in Figure 4.26. Figure 4.26 also shows that for the majority of models the
high RMSE is in areas where the sample size is less than 50. In fact, when the sample
size is greater than 50 the only outcome variable for which the RMSE is consistently
above 5% is HDIFF.
So, does the RMSE of the EBP estimators show any improvement over the SE of the
DE 0208

estimates? To assess this, the maximum RMSE for each of the six covariate

specifications, by year, sex and outcome were compared with the maximum SE of the
DE 0208

estimates. These results are presented in Table 4.27. Although the aggregated

data to calculate the direct estimates is the same for all three years that are being used in
these comparisons, the value of the SE differs from year to year as the estimates were
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Figure 4.26: Estimated RMSE, by outcome, sex and year
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calibrated so that the weighted average of the direct estimates gave the published
statewide estimate for the year of interest, and the same calibration was applied to the
associated standard errors.
Apart from the Null and Age only covariate specifications for HDIFF, females in 2006, it
can be seen that the maximum RMSE of the modelled estimates is always lower than the
maximum RMSE of the DE 0208 estimates. The maximum RMSE across all covariate
specifications for the year-outcome of interest (apart from the two mentioned above) is
on average only 53% of the maximum SE of the DE 0208 estimates.
The improvement of the modelled estimates over the DE 0208 estimates is most obvious
where the annual sample size is small, as shown in Table 4.28. This table shows the
maximum RMSE of the EBP estimates (across the covariate specifications) by year, sex
and outcome variable, but the LGAs have been split between those based on up to 20
observations and those based on more than 20 observations. From Table 4.28 it is
observed that when the sample size is 20 or fewer the maximum RMSE for the EBP
estimators are all smaller than the maximum RMSE for the DE 0208 estimator. Above
this sample size the estimator with the lower maximum RMSE fluctuates between the
two types of estimator. By the time the annual sample size is greater than 50 the
maximum SE of the DE 0208 is always smaller than the maximum of the RMSE of the
modelled estimates (see Appendix A.15).
The sample sizes of the DE 0208 estimates are based on seven years of data. On average
the sample size of the DE 0208 estimates is 9 times larger than the modelled estimates,
with a range from 4 to nearly 80 times larger. The greatest ratio is observed where the
annual sample size is very small. Therefore the modelled estimates based on up to 20
observations shown in Table 4.28 are being compared with DE 0208 estimates, some of
which may be based on over 100 observations. In addition, because they are based on
seven years of data, the DE 0208 estimate is an average over that period. If these
estimates had not been calibrated to the State mean for the year of interest they would
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Table 4.27: Maximum estimated RMSE of Logistic EBP estimates, by covariate specification, year, sex and outcome, compared with estimated SE of DE 0208

ALC

DE 0208

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
BMI

SMK

2007
Male Female
14.3% 14.8%

2008
Male Female
15.0% 15.9%

7.0%
7.3%
6.7%
6.7%
5.6%
5.7%

6.6%
7.3%
5.5%
5.4%
6.4%
5.7%

5.0%
5.8%
4.7%
3.6%
3.4%
3.4%

5.9%
6.5%
DNC
5.3%
4.6%
4.6%

5.8%
6.0%
4.1%
5.0%
3.1%
3.1%

5.9%
6.3%
4.4%
4.8%
4.0%
4.0%

14.6%

15.2%

14.9%

15.7%

15.2%

16.1%

2.6%
3.1%
4.6%
4.6%
3.9%
3.5%

5.7%
6.0%
4.5%
4.7%
4.0%
4.3%

4.3%
4.9%
DNC
3.8%
4.5%
5.1%

5.1%
5.4%
3.5%
3.4%
3.1%
3.1%

4.7%
4.9%
5.3%
6.0%
4.5%
3.0%

6.1%
7.1%
4.8%
5.2%
4.6%
4.9%

DE 0208

13.5%

12.0%

16.7%

15.8%

15.8%

17.7%

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

9.2%
10.1%
9.1%
8.7%
8.9%
8.7%

14.3%
15.5%
11.0%
10.1%
10.5%
10.5%

11.9%
12.5%
10.8%
9.9%
10.0%
10.1%

14.7%
15.3%
9.9%
9.9%
DNC
9.5%

12.0%
13.4%
9.0%
8.8%
8.3%
7.3%

13.6%
14.1%
12.4%
11.3%
12.1%
12.2%

DE 0208

13.7%

13.2%

15.6%

12.6%

14.0%

14.0%

5.5%
5.8%
9.1%
6.0%
4.6%
6.7%

3.0%
3.1%
3.5%
2.7%
1.9%
2.1%

7.2%
6.5%
4.2%
4.5%
5.0%
4.5%

6.9%
6.2%
7.7%
7.3%
6.9%
6.8%

4.0%
3.6%
4.3%
4.4%
1.6%
1.6%

6.2%
6.3%
6.3%
7.4%
5.7%
6.7%

DE 0208

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
HDIFF

2006
Male Female
14.3% 15.6%

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
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Table 4.28: Maximum RMSE for aggregated direct estimates (DE 0208) vs EBP estimates, by sample size group, outcome variable, sex and year, averaged over
covariate specifications
Male
ng < 20
EBP

2006 ALC
BMI
HDIFF
SMK

2007 ALC
BMI
HDIFF
SMK

2008 ALC
BMI
HDIFF
SMK

7.3%
4.6%
10.1%
9.1%
5.8%
5.1%
12.5%
7.2%
6.0%
6.0%
13.4%
4.4%

DE 0208
14.3%
14.6%
13.5%
13.7%
14.3%
14.9%
16.7%
15.6%
15.0%
15.2%
15.8%
14.0%

Female
ng > 20
EBP

6.1%
4.4%
6.9%
6.7%
5.2%
4.8%
8.2%
5.9%
5.3%
5.3%
7.5%
4.0%

DE 0208

6.3%
6.1%
3.9%
4.4%
4.6%
5.6%
6.1%
4.2%
5.7%
5.4%
5.0%
4.7%

ng < 20
EBP

7.3%
6.0%
15.5%
3.4%
6.5%
5.4%
15.3%
7.7%
6.3%
7.1%
14.1%
7.4%

DE 0208
15.6%
15.2%
12.0%
13.2%
14.8%
15.7%
15.8%
12.6%
15.9%
16.1%
17.7%
14.0%

ng > 20
EBP

6.0%
5.3%
8.6%
3.5%
5.7%
4.9%
9.1%
7.0%
5.6%
6.0%
10.0%
6.2%

DE 0208

4.9%
5.8%
4.3%
4.4%
4.6%
6.2%
6.9%
4.6%
5.1%
5.3%
8.1%
4.6%

estimate the value for 2005 on the assumption of a linear or flat trend over the seven year
period. In contrast the model-based estimates are based on a single year of data, and
therefore can be calculated as each year of data becomes available.
The RMSE for a single covariate specification for each outcome for smaller groupings of
sample size are shown in Table 4.29. The table shows the range, median and mean of
RMSE by sample size groups for each of the four outcome variables, across sex and year
because the effect of outcome variable and the sample size are greater than that of the
survey year or sex. Table 4.29 shows that the estimated RMSE of the model-based
estimates for ALC and BMI are not particularly sensitive to sample size. This in part
reflects the relatively low ICC of these outcomes, suggesting that the model is
contributing more strongly towards the estimates even at the higher sample sizes than for
the other two outcomes.

HDIFF

has the greatest RMSE at small sample size; the

maximum nearly halves at the largest sample sizes. This outcome had the greatest level
of ICC. Model-based estimates for HDIFF for LGAs with small sample sizes will have
relatively large RMSE and therefore larger margins of error than are desired, but even
with RMSE of 11% it is still better than the maximum RMSE for DE 0208 estimates,
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which have an RMSE of up to 17%, and again, are based on much larger sample sizes.
Therefore on this basis the estimates for HDIFF are also an improvement over what is
available at the moment. From the observations in this thesis it appears that the
behaviour of HDIFF differs from that of the other outcome variables assessed.

HDIFF

is

measuring a response to interaction with the health system rather than a risk factor, and
has a higher ICC. It may be that adding information about the health system such as the
number of GPs in an area, and other measures of access to the health system may result
in better estimates for HDIFF in the long run.

The methodology discussed in this thesis can be used to investigate model-based
estimates for other outcome variables. Given the challenges with modelling outcomes
such as HDIFF and SMK that have prevalence estimates in the vicinity of 15% to 25%,
estimates for recommended fruit and vegetable consumption, with anticipated State
prevalence rates of 10% or lower, may be even more challenging, but with the right
combination of covariates, modelled estimates will be able to be created. It will be
important to remember that the RRMSE is a ratio. Whilst obtaining estimates with a
RRMSE of less than 25% may be a challenge because of the low prevalence rate, the
RMSE will determine whether the precision is sufficient for the required purposes.

Further information about RMSE as affected by sample sizes are presented in
Tables A.36 and A.37 in Appendix A.15.

The recommendation as to which covariate specification is best suited to the different
outcome variables is postponed until the estimates created by the various specifications
are compared on the basis of comparison with direct estimates at broader geographic
levels, as well as other quantile and bias checks.
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Table 4.29: Descriptive Statistics for RMSE of estimated EBP prevalence for selected
outcome variables

ALC

BMI

HDIFF

SMK

Min
Mean
Median
Max
Min
Mean
Median
Max
Min
Mean
Median
Max
Min
Mean
Median
Max

ng = 0 5 ng = 6 10 ng = 11 20 ng = 21 50
2.6%
2.6%
2.5%
2.2%
3.9%
3.8%
3.9%
3.7%
3.3%
3.3%
3.4%
3.3%
6.4%
6.1%
6.3%
6.0%
2.5%
2.6%
2.7%
2.3%
4.2%
4.2%
4.1%
3.9%
4.3%
4.2%
4.2%
4.0%
5.9%
6.0%
5.8%
5.6%
2.4%
2.7%
2.2%
1.9%
8.0%
7.6%
6.1%
4.8%
8.3%
7.6%
6.8%
4.7%
11.2%
11.3%
10.9%
8.7%
2.2%
2.2%
1.6%
1.7%
4.0%
3.9%
3.8%
3.7%
3.4%
3.5%
3.6%
3.5%
9.1%
7.4%
7.3%
7.0%

ng > 50
2.1%
3.4%
3.2%
5.2%
2.6%
3.6%
3.7%
4.8%
1.6%
3.6%
3.3%
6.8%
1.4%
3.2%
3.1%
5.5%

Aggregation to higher geographic levels

One objective measure to determine whether a particular covariate specification is better
than any of the others is to measure how well the results aggregate to the levels at which
the direct estimates are of acceptable quality. Until 2010, the estimates were reported by
Health Area, a binary ’rural’ and ’metropolitan’ grouping of the Health Areas and
quintile of socioeconomic status based on the IRSD (see, for instance, CER, 2009c).
More recent reports provide estimates at the LHD level (CER, 2012). Although the
NSW Population Health Survey branch has assigned each historic record to the LHD this
variable was not requested for this thesis. Therefore estimates were aggregated to the
Health Areas, the quintiles of IRSD and the rural/metro split of Health Areas.
Aggregation to the Health Areas used an LGA to Health Area concordance. The mean
IRSD of the LGA was used to allocate LGAs to the quintiles using the cut-off values
provided in Appendix A.11. All aggregated estimates were population-weighted to
account for the varying population sizes of the LGAs. The direct estimates and
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associated 95% confidence intervals were obtained using the SURVEYMEANS
procedure in SAS. An example of the aggregated estimates together with the direct
estimate and its margin of error are shown in Tables 4.30 and 4.31 for males in 2006 by
outcome variable.
Table 4.30: Direct vs Logistic EBP estimates aggregated to Health Area level, by Health
Area, outcome and covariate specification, males 2006
Direct

Null

Age

Global

ONS

Common Specific

30.0% ± 5.1%
39.6% ± 6.5%
28.9% ± 6.0%
39.2% ± 5.8%
41.4% ± 6.0%
43.8% ± 6.2%
47.5% ± 6.2%
46.2% ± 6.3%

35.2%
39.1%
33.3%
38.1%
39.6%
38.2%
39.8%
39.2%

35.3%
39.3%
33.5%
38.0%
39.4%
37.7%
39.8%
38.9%

30.5%
39.6%
28.4%
39.3%
43.4%
42.4%
46.5%
43.4%

32.5%
39.5%
29.7%
38.7%
41.5%
40.4%
45.8%
42.0%

30.8%
38.7%
28.5%
38.8%
43.7%
42.1%
48.3%
44.0%

30.5%
39.3%
28.2%
39.9%
43.2%
41.5%
47.5%
43.2%

60.8% ± 5.6%
54.0% ± 6.6%
61.1% ± 6.3%
51.4% ± 5.9%
57.3% ± 6.0%
58.0% ± 6.2%
60.2% ± 6.3%
59.6% ± 6.3%

57.6%
57.4%
57.6%
56.9%
57.3%
57.4%
57.7%
57.4%

57.1%
57.2%
57.0%
57.1%
57.6%
58.5%
58.4%
58.0%

57.5%
55.4%
59.5%
55.7%
55.4%
59.0%
63.4%
57.4%

59.5%
56.6%
59.6%
54.0%
54.4%
57.8%
62.2%
56.2%

59.9%
55.8%
59.4%
54.1%
54.3%
57.9%
62.6%
56.9%

56.9%
55.6%
56.8%
54.3%
60.2%
61.7%
60.6%
61.0%

10.1% ± 3.5%
8.7% ± 3.3%
7.9% ± 3.1%
8.7% ± 3.4%
18.1% ± 4.7%
15.8% ± 4.5%
23.9% ± 5.5%
17.6% ± 4.6%

11.3%
11.2%
9.6%
10.3%
14.1%
14.2%
16.3%
14.5%

11.1%
11.5%
9.4%
10.3%
14.1%
14.5%
16.5%
14.5%

9.9%
10.9%
8.2%
8.6%
15.6%
14.7%
23.6%
17.1%

9.9%
10.7%
8.0%
8.3%
16.3%
15.6%
23.0%
17.1%

10.4%
10.9%
8.0%
8.5%
15.5%
14.5%
22.9%
17.1%

10.4%
10.9%
7.9%
8.5%
15.4%
14.7%
23.2%
17.3%

17.8% ± 4.3%
16.5% ± 4.7%
21.9% ± 5.7%
17.9% ± 5.0%
19.4% ± 5.0%
21.3% ± 5.4%
20.5% ± 5.4%
25.4% ± 5.7%

19.2%
18.3%
21.4%
17.6%
19.0%
19.6%
19.1%
20.8%

19.7%
18.5%
22.3%
17.4%
18.3%
18.4%
18.6%
20.1%

18.5%
17.4%
27.5%
14.3%
18.6%
18.8%
16.8%
24.6%

18.7%
17.5%
24.9%
14.5%
18.4%
20.6%
18.8%
26.0%

20.8%
18.4%
21.8%
15.9%
18.9%
19.0%
18.4%
20.1%

19.8%
17.4%
26.3%
13.9%
18.4%
19.0%
16.8%
24.3%

ALC

SSW
SESI
SW
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW
BMI

SSW
SESI
SW
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW
HDIFF

SSW
SESI
SW
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW
SMK

SSW
SESI
SW
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW
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Table 4.31: Estimates of prevalence aggregated to quintile of socioeconomic status based
on IRSD. Male, 2006, by outcome
Quintile

Q1 (least
disadv)

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5 (most
disadv)

ratio
(Q5:Q1)

38.7%
± 6.0%
37.9%
38.0%
39.5%
37.8%
38.1%
39.5%

35.9%
± 4.8%
38.6%
39.1%
38.1%
38.0%
37.3%
37.8%

40.4%
± 4.9%
38.4%
38.6%
39.7%
39.4%
39.6%
39.4%

39.5%
± 4.9%
36.5%
36.1%
36.1%
36.5%
37.0%
36.2%

31.9%
± 4.9%
34.6%
34.1%
31.6%
33.7%
32.9%
32.1%

82.4%

49.6%
± 6.0%
57.2%
57.5%
53.9%
53.0%
52.8%
53.0%

56.0%
± 5.1%
57.1%
56.4%
55.6%
55.9%
55.5%
54.5%

62.9%
± 4.8%
57.5%
57.2%
57.2%
57.2%
57.1%
58.4%

59.3%
± 4.9%
57.6%
58.0%
60.5%
60.0%
60.6%
60.1%

59.7%
± 5.4%
57.6%
57.9%
59.4%
60.9%
61.2%
60.7%

120.4%

4.7%
± 2.3%
8.5%
8.5%
7.0%
6.5%
6.9%
6.9%

9.8%
± 3.0%
11.4%
11.1%
10.0%
9.7%
10.0%
9.9%

12.6%
± 3.0%
12.0%
11.8%
12.1%
13.1%
12.1%
12.1%

17.5%
± 3.6%
14.0%
14.3%
14.3%
14.4%
14.3%
14.3%

15.0%
± 3.9%
13.6%
13.6%
16.4%
15.6%
16.6%
16.8%

319.1%

15.4%
± 4.3%
15.9%
15.2%
17.9%
18.1%
15.0%
15.5%
16.1%
14.6%

16.7%
± 4.1%
18.9%
16.3%
18.0%
18.5%
18.3%
17.5%
19.2%
18.6%

19.4%
±4.1%
21.1%
20.0%
19.1%
19.2%
20.1%
20.1%
19.6%
20.4%

20.8%
± 4.3%
22.8%
21.2%
21.4%
21.0%
21.8%
21.4%
20.9%
21.5%

22.6%
± 4.5%
27.7%
22.9%
19.1%
18.5%
20.2%
21.1%
19.9%
20.4%

146.8%

ALC

Direct
Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

91.3%
89.7%
80.0%
89.2%
86.4%
81.3%

BMI

Direct
Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

100.7%
100.7%
110.2%
114.9%
115.9%
114.5%

HDIFF

Direct
Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

160.0%
160.0%
234.3%
240.0%
240.6%
243.5%

SMK

Direct
Smoothed*
HSNSW**
Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

Note: * Smoothed denotes smoothed estimates published by Health Statistics NSW
** HSNSW: Direct estimates published by Health Statistics NSW (CER, 2012)
Ratio denotes ratio of most disadvantaged to least disadvantaged

174.2%
150.7%
106.7%
102.2%
134.7%
136.1%
123.6%
139.7%
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Agreement with the direct estimates is assessed in two ways: by measuring the
proportion of modelled estimates that fall within the 95% confidence interval around the
direct estimate, and using a similar bias estimation method as used to compare direct and
model-based estimates at the LGA level. In order to undertake both assessment tasks it is
necessary to pool or collapse the results across some of the variables involved to get
sufficient power. In order to determine that pooling was not ignoring a significant effect,
a linear model was fitted to assess whether covariate specification, sex, year or outcome
variable influenced the relationship between the direct estimate and the collated estimate
at both the AHS and disadvantage quintile level, with the dependent variable being the
direct estimate. For this assessment the direct and aggregated estimates were transformed
using the square root in order to take into account potential heteroscedasticity.
For AHS-level aggregation, year (P = 0.78), sex (P = .15), and outcome variable
(P = .71) were not significant, but covariate specification was significant (P = 0.041).
For quintile of disadvantage-level aggregation the only factor that was significant in the
model was the outcome variable (P=0.005). Because one of the main reasons for this
assessment was to determine whether any covariate specification was more appropriate
for each outcome it was therefore decided to pool over year and sex for both
assessments. This gave approximately 48 observations contributing to comparisons at
the Health Area level and 30 at the disadvantage quintile level.
Covariance between the two sets of estimates is ignored in both these assessments. This
is because, although the direct estimates and aggregated modelled estimates are based on
the same set of data, the two estimation methods (direct estimation and model-based
estimation) are considered sufficiently different to ignore any covariance effects. In
addition no adjustment is made for multiple comparisons, despite the assessment being
used to compare estimates based on six covariate specifications with the same set of
direct estimates.
Quantiles
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The proportion of times the aggregated modelled estimates are located within the 95%
confidence interval around the direct estimate is shown in Table 4.32. The null and
age-only covariate specifications have the poorest coverage when aggregated to the AHS
level, with coverage less than 85% for all outcomes except HDIFF and SMK. Estimates
for HDIFF using any of the more complex model all lie within the confidence intervals. It
was thought that the coverage for HDIFF may be worse than for the other outcome
variables because in Section 4.3.5 it was noted that the behaviour of this outcome
appeared to be different from the other three outcomes, and maximum estimated RMSE
for HDIFF estimates were high. If anything the results are ‘too good’, with all aggregated
estimates being located within the 95% confidence interval around the direct estimates.
Whilst at least 90% of aggregated estimates for ALC and BMI lie within the 95%
confidence interval around the direct estimates at the quintile of disadvantage level, only
between 70% and 80% of aggregated model-based estimates for SMK and HDIFF are
located within these 95% confidence limits. These two outcome variables have the lower
prevalence rates. The difficulty in creating modelled estimates for outcomes with low
prevalence has already been mentioned, both from the results of this study, and by ABS
(2006d). There are approximately 30 observations contributing to each of these
proportions, so it may also be caused by what is a relatively small number of
comparisons contributing to the result. Table 4.31 shows that even though the aggregated
model-based estimates appear to have lower proportions within the 95% confidence
intervals than desired for SMK, the response to socioeconomic status is as expected, with
smoking rates increasing with increasing disadvantage. The null and age models do not
have as great a socioeconomic gradient as the more complex models.
More recent publications of survey-based results from the new Health Statistics NSW
website (CER, 2012) include a smoothed estimate for the prevalence rate as well as an
actual direct estimate, with the latter being based on slightly modified data to that
published previously, due to changes that have been made to the NSW Population Health
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Survey database since the data request was fulfilled (including recoding to the LHD).
The smoothed estimates remove some of the fluctuations between years that occurs in
the direct estimates. They can also be quite different to the direct estimates. In the period
from 2006 to 2008 the smoothed estimates for socioeconomic status differ from the
direct estimates by up to 30%. Table 4.31 includes both the smoothed estimate and
actual estimate for SMK, males in 2006 obtained from CER (2012). Because the
definition of the outcomes has changed since obtaining the survey data, results for the
smoothed estimates for the other three outcomes are not currently available. An option
that is suggested if model-based estimates are created within NSW Health is to compare
the modelled estimates aggregated to the quintile of disadvantage with the confidence
intervals around the smoothed estimates.
Table 4.32: Proportion of aggregated modelled estimates that lie within the 95% confidence interval around the direct estimate at selected geographic levels, by
outcome and covariate specification
Outcome
Null
Age Global
ONS Common Specific
variable
AHS (approx 48 observations* per comparison)
ALC
81.2% 79.2% 95.0% 100.0% 95.8%
95.8%
BMI
77.1% 77.1% 55.0% 95.8%
93.7%
95.8%
HDIFF
86.6% 89.6% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
SMK
91.7% 89.6% 100.0% 100.0% 97.9%
97.9%
Disadvqt (approx 30 observations* per comparison)
ALC
93.3% 93.3% 84.0% 96.7% 100.0% 100.0%
BMI
66.7% 70.0% 88.0% 93.3%
90.0%
93.3%
HDIFF
76.7% 73.3% 63.3% 80.0%
72.0%
70.0%
SMK
73.3% 70.0% 83.3% 86.7%
80.0%
76.7%

Average

96.6%
95.1%
100.0%
98.9%
95.2%
91.1%
71.3%
81.7%

* Sample sizes differ due to non-convergence for three sex-year models

The third comparison was against the binary Urban/Rural split of Health Areas. The four
Health Areas that include Sydney in their geographic areas are classed as urban Health
Areas and the remainder as rural Health Areas in CER (2009c). There were insufficient
comparisons between the aggregated modelled data and the direct estimates at this
binary level for outcome-level comparisons to have sufficient sample size. Over all
outcomes, years and sex, about 30% of model-based aggregated estimates were outside
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the 95% confidence interval when the Null or Age-only covariate specifications were
used. About 91% of the aggregated estimates based on the global covariate specification
were located inside the 95% confidence interval, and for the remaining complex model
specifications the proportion was even higher. Agreement with the direct estimate for the
urban Health Areas was higher than for rural Health Areas.
Bias
As previously, bias was assessed by testing whether the relationship between the
aggregated modelled estimates and the direct estimates was consistent with the identity
line, with the direct estimator being the dependent variable. A difference in this
comparison was that it used the aggregated logistic EBP estimates as the independent
variable, rather than the aggregated logistic synthetic estimates. The results are presented
in Table 4.33 for the four outcome variables.

BMI

was unbiased for all covariate

specifications. For the remaining three outcome variables estimates based on the Null or
Age-only models are biased for at least one of the levels to which the modelled estimates
were aggregated, with the exception of the Age-only model for SMK, and this model
lacks sufficient coverage (Table 4.32). This confirms that the Null and Age covariate
specifications are not appropriate to use for modelling. The Specific covariate
specification is unbiased at this level for all but HDIFF.
It is interesting that some covariate specifications that are unbiased based on comparison
with the direct estimate for quintile of disadvantage have proportions of aggregated
estimates located within the 95% confidence interval around the direct estimate that are
not close to 95%. The two assessment methods are considering different aspects of bias.
Even if estimates are not able to be proven to be unbiased based on these assessments it
is important to consider the estimates themselves and in what direction the bias, if any,
lies, but bias should not lead to the outright rejection of an estimator. In relation to the
results for quintile of disadvantage above, the aggregated estimates themselves were
checked to ensure that they follow the expected relationship between socioeconomic
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status and the outcome.
Table 4.33: Bias assessment based on aggregated modelled data to AHS and quintile of
disadvantage level
Outcome
AHS

ALC
BMI
HDIFF
SMK

Disadv

ALC
BMI
HDIFF
SMK

Overall

ALC
BMI
HDIFF
SMK

Null
Biased
OK
Biased
Biased
OK
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK

Age
Biased
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK

Global
OK
OK
Biased
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK

ONS
Biased
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK
Biased

Common Specific
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Biased
OK

Covariate specification: a summary
The methods of assessing the bias of the modelled estimates have shown that some
covariate specifications are available for each of the four outcomes considered in this
thesis that ‘tick all the boxes’: they are unbiased at the LGA level, the aggregated
estimates at both AHS and disadv level are unbiased and finally the aggregated estimates
at the AHS level show consistency with the direct estimates at this level. The most
acceptable covariate specification differs between the outcome variables, which means
that it will be necessary to undertake model-building and then comparison for each
outcome variable separately. Table 4.23 summarises the bias at the LGA level. Putting
the information from Table 4.23 together with the information in Tables 4.32 and 4.33
leads to the following conclusions: Each outcome variable is able to be associated with
at least two covariate specifications that provided unbiased estimates that are consistent
with direct estimates at the AHS level, and of these, in general one is more appropriate
than the others. For instance, for HDIFF the two unbiased models at the AHS level are
ONS and Common. The Common model did not converge for females in 2007, so it
would not be useful to implement this model in practice. For ALC and SMK the choice is
between a model specification that may change over time and a more general model. The
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general model is the most parsimonious option, all other things equal.
Thus for each of the outcomes considered in this thesis the following summary of most
appropriate covariate specification can be made:
ALC :
BMI

Common, Specific, use Common

: Global, ONS, Specific, use ONS - NB 2008, male estimates were biased compared
with Direct estimates at LGA level

HDIFF:
SMK :

ONS, Common, use ONS, as Common did not converge in females in 2007
Global, Specific, use Global, but estimates at LGA level were biased cf Direct
estimates in females in 2006 for both global and specific models.

In two year-sex situations the suggested model provides biased estimates at the LGA
level when compared with the direct estimates of these years. For instance, the ONS
specification is biased in 2008 for BMI estimates in males. It was mentioned above in
relation to the results for aggregated data to the quintile of disadvantage level that bias
does not necessarily render the model-based estimates as invalid. The assessment of bias
has not taken into account the RMSE of the model-based estimate, for one thing. The
face validity of the estimates needs to be assessed, which may require discussions with
population health experts, and if it is reasonable then the results can be published. Of
course any estimates should be accompanied by a statement advising that the estimates
are based on models, and may not necessarily provide the same results as would be
obtained using survey sampling alone.

Trend of model-based estimates over time
Because the estimates are likely to be made available in trend form, it is important to
look at the behaviour of suggested prevalence estimates over time. The current model
does not incorporate a time component, and so there has not been any smoothing over
time. In addition, three years is not a sufficiently long time series to determine the true
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effect of time. Despite these issues, it is important to consider the issue of estimates over
time and to discuss options if these estimates are going to be published.
Plots of the estimates over time is shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The entire 153
time-series are provided in these graphs, using the covariate specification suggested in
the previous section for each of the outcomes. The LGAs are broken into groups
according to average annual sample size over these three years. There is variability in the
prevalence estimates across all sample size groupings used, both between LGAs and also
between years within LGAs.
Although the State estimates are based on the entire survey sample, even these are
subject to sampling error. This affects the State prevalence for both SMK and HDIFF in
particular, as shown in Table 4.34. Using smoothed State estimates in the calibration
process would therefore remove one reason for the fluctuation between years that is
observed in Figures 4.27 and 4.28.
Table 4.34: State-level direct estimates for selected outcomes, by year and sex, 2006–
2008

Outcome
ALC
BMI
HDIFF
SMK

Sex
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

2006
Est Prev SE(Prev)
37.3%
1.15%
28.4%
0.88%
57.4%
1.18%
43.3%
0.95%
11.9%
0.70%
14.6%
0.65%
19.2%
0.95%
16.2%
0.72%

Survey Year
2007
Est Prev SE(Prev)
37.2%
1.25%
27.0%
0.90%
58.8%
1.28%
44.7%
0.97%
14.7%
0.65%
19.2%
0.57%
21.9%
1.05%
15.4%
0.67%

2008
Est Prev SE(Prev)
38.9%
1.18%
29.0%
0.88%
60.0%
1.17%
45.7%
0.95%
13.9%
0.70%
21.6%
0.70%
19.7%
0.95%
17.2%
0.75%

Figure 4.29 compares the trend over time, restricted to LGAs where the sample size is at
least 600 over the period from 2002 to 2008. It is compared with the trend in the direct
estimates for these same LGAs. The model-based estimates vary between each other,
and there is still some fluctuations between years, but the trends are smoother than for
the direct estimates.
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Figure 4.27: Estimated prevalence using Logistic EBP by year, sex and average sample
size grouping
a: BMI using ONS covariate specification
b: ALC using Common covariate specification
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Figure 4.28: Estimated prevalence using Logistic EBP by year, sex and average sample
size grouping
a: SMK using Global covariate specification
b: HDIFF using ONS covariate specification
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Figure 4.29: Direct and EBP estimates by survey year, sex and outcome, for LGAs
where overall sample size (2002–2008) is at least 600
a: Direct estimates vs survey year;
b: EBP using most appropriate model for each outcome variable vs survey
year
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More work needs to be done to ensure that the estimates track smoothly over time.
While one option is to include time in the model, there are other possibilities. The annual
estimates can be obtained using model-based method suggested in this thesis and then a
smoothing spline can be applied to these estimates. This will avoid the need to reanalyse
previous data every time a new set of survey data become available. Another suggestion
is to apply the modelling to overlapping aggregated time periods. This will lead to more
consistency over time, but consideration will need to be given to how to adjust the
RMSE when comparisons between series are done, as they will be correlated.

Conclusion
Section 4.3 has applied various covariate specifications to data from the NSW Population
Health Survey, by sex, using logistic and linear random effect models, to create
model-based estimates of four outcome variables that differ in State prevalence and in
the level of between-LGA variability. Although the ideal solution would be to provide
smoothed estimates over time at the LGA level, estimates based on individual years of
data are informative, and the annual model-based estimates provide information at a
level that has not been available before. The results suggest that logistic models with
random effect be used in order to provide the most conservative estimates of precision of
these estimates, and ensure that the precision is not understated. They also demonstrate
that the Null and Age-only models are likely to be biased, but more complex covariate
specifications provide unbiased estimates. The covariate specification may be different
between outcomes.
The estimated RMSE of the resultant EBP estimates with annual sample sizes of 20 are
similar to those of DE 0208 estimates based on 100 observations, which shows the ability
of the modelling process to reduce the sampling variation. The RMSE of estimates based
on less than 20 observations are much smaller, and it is in this range in sample size that
the greatest improvements can be obtained. Given that the estimates are gendered and
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based on an individual year of data, the modelled estimates are a vast improvement over
direct estimates based on 1 year of data, and also over any alternative that uses
aggregated data as a basis of direct estimates. It is important to report the estimates of
RMSE and RRMSE alongside the estimates, together with information on the methods
used to create these estimates. By providing such information, the end user of the
estimates can gauge for themselves whether the estimates fulfil their own specific
requirements.
Figure 4.30, at the end of this Chapter, shows histograms of the modelled estimates by
sex, outcome and year. There are several interesting features of these histograms, one
being the non-normality of the distributions, including a bivariate distribution for HDIFF.
Further study of the distribution of the outcomes by LGA has the potential of uncovering
information about behaviour at the LGA level that can assist in both planning and health
promotion.
The statistical methods, diagnostics and evaluation approaches developed and applied in
this thesis provide a methodology that can be used by NSW Health to produce LGA
level estimates and appropriate diagnostics and measures of the reliability of these
estimates for the NSW Population Health Survey.

Figure 4.30: Histogram of modelled estimates, sex and outcome. a: ALC; b: BMI; c: HDIFF; d: SMK
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis aimed to develop and evaluate the application of small area estimation
methods to the NSW Population Health Survey (NSWHS), specifically to provide
prevalence estimates that are of satisfactory quality and an improvement over those that
were available in 2009. At that time, if LGA level estimates were requested, direct
estimates were provided that were based on survey data post-stratified to the age-sex
population of the Health Area and aggregated from 2002 to 2008. Results were
suppressed if the overall sample size was less than 300.
Annual estimates for all LGAs in NSW plus the Unincorporated Far West are calculated,
even if the LGA is not sampled in a particular year. Estimates of satisfactory quality are
defined in this thesis as estimates with margins of error of less than 10%, and therefore
RMSE of less than 5%, and relative root mean square errors (RRMSE) of less than 25%.
The modelled estimates should also be unbiased when compared with direct estimates
based on the same data as the modelled estimates. These direct estimates are unbiased
but have high variance. Further, when population-weighted means of the estimates are
calculated they need to be consistent with direct estimates at higher levels of geography
where reliable direct estimates are available, such as the Health Area-level and quintile
of socioeconomic disadvantage level. The estimates are also compared with direct
227
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estimates based on data aggregated over 7 years weighted to the relevant state estimate
for the appropriate survey year.

DE 0208

estimates represent an average over seven years,

which will more closely represent the prevalence rate in the central year rather than
prevalence rate in the current year, whereas small area estimates will be representative of
the current year.
Prior to investigating small area estimation methods, the effect of two modifications of
direct estimation methods are evaluated to see whether they improve direct LGA
estimates to the point where indirect estimation methods can be avoided.
Post-stratification to the LGA-age-sex strata (domain level post-stratification) alters the
estimates slightly, but the differences are well below the margin of error and insufficient
to warrant the use of domain estimation. Use of GREG methods with various covariate
specifications change the weights but these have little effect on the estimates produced.
Neither method are able to provide a mechanism to create estimates for out-of-sample
areas. Therefore it is concluded that the alternative direct estimation methods provide
insufficient improvement to warrant modifying the current methods of direct estimation
at the LGA level.
Theoretical sample size calculations show that some LGAs should have sufficient sample
size to allow direct estimates of sufficient quality by aggregating over as few as two
years, whilst others will not have sufficient sample size to create direct estimates of
sufficient quality to be useful even when 10 years of data are aggregated. For the areas in
the latter group some form of small area estimator is the most logical manner by which
to provide estimates, unless these areas are aggregated with adjoining areas, but then the
aim of LGA-level estimates for all 152 LGAs plus the Unincorporated Far West is
compromised. Aggregating over a series of years also compromises the timeliness of
estimates. Therefore it is important to investigate the extent to which small area
estimation methods can provide estimates that fulfil the required criteria.
As is usual when unit-level data are available (Rao, 2003), unit-level small area
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estimation methods are investigated in this thesis. Estimates are created for males and
females separately as opposed to modelling at the person level because of an increased
emphasis on gendered results (Garcia et al., 2007). Person level estimates can be
obtained by creating population-weighted average of the estimates for males and
females. All conclusions are based on the Health Area boundaries in place between 2005
and 2010, however the methods used will provide LGA estimates within the new system
of strata based on LHDs with little modification.
A series of indirect estimation methods are initially applied to the survey data from
2006, concentrating on the SMK outcome by sex, particularly males. The methods
include simple synthetic estimators and composites between the synthetic and direct
LGA estimates and the direct State estimate and the direct LGA estimate. Linear-based
synthetic estimates and EBLUPs, and logistic-based synthetic and EBP estimates are
then obtained by fitting linear and logistic mixed models respectively, with the models
including an area-level random intercept term. All indirect estimation methods produced
estimates for all LGAs—even out-of-sample areas, but not all methods produce unbiased
estimates.
The first indirect estimator that is investigated is a composite between the direct estimate
and State estimate. Although it produces reasonable unbiased results, creation of these
estimates requires assumptions about the level of design effect used to estimate the
weighting factor, gg . In addition, the default result for out-of-sample areas is the State
average, and the resultant composite estimates are closely clustered around the State
estimate when the estimated area-level component defaults to zero. This method also
does not incorporate any information about the socio-demographic composition of the
LGA. Therefore it is not recommended to use the State estimate/direct estimate
composite.
The estimates produced by a simple synthetic estimator that includes age group as the
only covariate are theoretically unbiased but clustered tightly around the State mean, and
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for that reason this estimator is not recommended. A composite between a simple
synthetic estimator and the direct estimator produces biased estimates, although the
estimates have a wider range than the simple synthetic estimates. The synthetic-based
composite uses some subjectivity in the calculation of gg , and an overall estimate of bias
in the estimation of the RMSE. It also oversmooths, probably because the synthetic that
was used in the calculation only had age group in the model, so it is again not
recommended.
It is shown in the thesis that the mixed model-based estimation methods create
composite estimators as well, and because estimation of gg occurs as part of the
estimation process, it is an objective calculation. On the whole the mixed model-based
estimation methods are far more user-friendly even though they may use more complex
estimation methods. It is found that linear unit-level model-based estimates are able to
be created relatively simply using the MIXED procedure in SAS, and logistic unit-level
model-based estimates using the GLIMMIX procedure in SAS. Model-based estimators
are able to include more covariates than the simple synthetic estimators, and actually
create both synthetic and estimates with the random effect term included, which allows a
comparison of the synthetic estimates against those with the random effect term: the
so-called Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (EBLUP) from the linear model and
the Empirical Best Predictor (EBP) from the logistic models.
Overall this thesis shows that the unit-level model-based methods are able to produce
prevalence estimates based on a single year of data that are, on the whole, unbiased
relative to the direct estimates. The linear and logistic model-based estimates are
examined more closely for four outcome variables by sex and year, together with the
effect of covariate specification, and whether the area-level random effect term is
required in the estimation process.
There are strong arguments for recommending the logistic model with random effect as
the estimation method of choice, even though it may mean that the RMSE is larger than
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5% for some estimates; the results also suggest that the outcome variables will differ in
what covariate are included in the model. The maximum estimated RRMSE depends on
outcome. The maximum and median RMSE and RRMSE for the suggested covariate
specification for each of the four outcome variables, by sex, and comparable results for
the direct estimates and DE 0208 estimates are summarised in Table 5.1. The maximum
estimated RRMSE of the modelled estimates is less than 25% for all LGAs for BMI, and
for all but one LGA for ALC. In comparison the maximum RSE for DE 0208 estimates of
ALC

are up to 50% for females, and 44% for males, and maximum RSEs of the direct

estimates based on a single year of data are more than double these values.
The other two outcomes (SMK and HDIFF) have maximum estimated RRMSEs of up to
41% compared with maximum RSEs that range from 51% to over 102% for the DE 0208
equivalents. It was found that the major improvement over DE 0208 estimates is where
the sample size on which the modelled estimates are based is less than 50, but the
DE 0208

estimates are based on data aggregated over seven years and therefore have the

advantage of much larger sample sizes. They are less timely, however.
Nearly all LGAs will have margins of error of 10% for BMI and ALC, but maximum
RMSEs of 6.0% and 6.4% respectively show that there will be a few areas where
modelled estimates will have margins of error of up to 13%. In comparison, the
maximum margin of error based on DE 0208 estimates is over 30% for BMI and ALC.
Both HDIFF and SMK have average prevalence rates that are less than 20%. Because the
RRMSE is a ratio of the RMSE to the prevalence the model has to be far ‘better’ when
the prevalence is low to obtain levels of RRMSE of less than 25%, although the
maximum RMSEs have not been able to be kept below 5% for SMK and HDIFF for these
models. According to Table 5.1, the DE 0208 estimates have slightly lower median
RMSEs than the model-based estimates for HDIFF and SMK but the maximum RMSE for
HDIFF

is 11.3% instead of 17.3% for the DE 0208 estimates. Similarly for SMK the

maximum RMSE is 9.1% instead of 15.6%, and again, it must be rememberd that the
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Table 5.1: Maximum and median estimated RRMSE and RMSE of final logistic EBP
estimates by outcome

RMSE
Male
Female
Median Max Median
Max

RRMSE
Male
Female
Median Max Median
Max

ALC

DE
12.8%
DE 0208
5.5%
EBP
3.0%

35.9%
15.0%
5.5%

9.3%
4.4%
3.6%

32.9%
15.9%
6.4%

34.3% 115.9% 39.2% 116.2%
13.9% 44.8% 14.9% 50.0%
7.8% 19.8% 12.8% 25.8%

35.4%
15.2%
6.0%

11.4%
5.1%
4.0%

35.9%
16.1%
5.2%

21.9% 109.0% 25.4% 119.9%
9.2% 29.0% 10.9% 35.7%
6.8% 11.7%
8.6% 12.5%

7.7%
4.2%
5.4%

36.9%
16.7%
9.9%

8.3%
4.0%
6.5%

35.5%
17.7%
11.3%

52.6% 110.1% 38.8% 109.8%
25.1% 102.1% 17.9% 51.5%
27.9% 40.1% 24.5% 41.5%

8.7%
4.4%
3.2%

35.7%
15.6%
9.1%

7.2%
3.3%
3.7%

32.9%
14.0%
7.7%

52.8% 111.1% 52.6% 108.6%
23.1% 96.4% 20.8% 86.6%
17.5% 33.1% 23.1% 40.2%

BMI

DE
12.5%
DE 0208
5.8%
EBP
4.0%
HDIFF

DE
DE 0208
EBP
SMK

DE
DE 0208
EBP

modelled estimates are based on only one year of data rather than the DE 0208 estimates
that present an average of seven years of data.
Although the model estimates are based on individual years of data a formal assessment
of the estimates over time was not undertaken because model-based estimates were only
created for three years of data, however, resulting estimates appeared to be less variable
than the direct estimates where the sample size over the seven year period was 600 or
over. Estimates based on individual years for all LGAs does allow the possibility of
detecting change over time; using models that include time would be the best avenue to
assess changes over time. This is one of the many studies that will be useful as follow-up
from this thesis.
The estimated RMSE of the modelled estimates output from either the MIXED or
GLIMMIX procedures in SAS provide estimates of RMSE that are comparable to those
obtained by Battese et al. (1988), and give reasonable estimates of RMSE provided the
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LGAs are in-sample. Use of the parametric bootstrap to estimate RMSE overcomes the
underestimated RMSE of out-of-sample areas. An alternative is to approximate the
RMSE of these out-of-sample areas by using the maximum RMSE output from the SAS
procedure for in-sample areas. Evidence from the bootstrap suggests that this method
will overestimate rather than underestimate the RMSE, so is a conservative option and
avoids the use of the bootstrap. Having said this the parametric bootstrap method only
takes about 30 minutes to run, so an alternative is to determine the covariates and
establish the model framework using approximations obtained by using the SAS
procedure output, and then run the bootstrap as a final analysis.
Although, in general, small area estimation methods rely on the presence of a strong
explanatory variable to create the model-based estimates (Steinberg, 1979, Rao, 2003,
Office of National Statistics, 2006), the variability explained by the models fitted in this
thesis is relatively small at the individual level, but larger at the LGA level. Despite this,
the small area estimates created from these models and based on a single year of data
still give better results than direct estimates based on one year as well as data aggregated
from seven survey years. Singh et al. (2005) found that in a set of data where the
covariates were not able to explain a large proportion of the variability, a simple random
mean model with a spatially dependent random effect component in the model still
provided reasonable improvement in the estimate compared with these models.
Srebotnjak et al. (2010) found that the covariate only model provided similar results to
the model with the spatial term included with the covariates. None of the models fitted in
this thesis included a term to model spatial variability. It would be useful to extend the
methods to assess the benefits of using a model that includes a spatial variability term.
As the area-level random effect term reduces in size, and becomes zero in several cases,
as covariates are included it may be that the addition of the spatial effect is minimal once
the covariates are included as found by Srebotnjak et al. (2010).
All model-based estimates created in this thesis are calibrated to the appropriate State
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average reported in CER (2009c). Agreement with the direct estimates at the Health
Area level was used as one of the validation tools. Once validated though, the estimates
could be calibrated to the Health Area estimates, which will then ensure that they
calibrate to the State level so that the estimates at the three levels of geography agree.
This is the approach used by Scholes et al. (2007) as well. The State estimates reported
more recently have been smoothed (CER, 2012), which leads to more consistency in the
State estimates over time. It is recommended that these smoothed estimates be used as a
basis for calibration in future calculation of model-based estimates.
Model-based estimates depend on the demographics of the specific area and the way that
the outcome is related to area-level demographics rather than being based on survey data
from the specific area. Therefore the interpretation of a small area estimate is different
from what is usual for survey-based results. It would be advisable to follow the lead of
other jurisdictions such as the ONS in the UK, and accompany the model-based
estimates with a Users’ Guide (see, for instance, Scholes et al., 2005, 2007). The Users’
Guide for the MSOA-level estimates published by ONS includes the following
statement:

‘...There is always the possibility that although the expected prevalence for a
small area may be high (given the characteristics used in the modelling) its
actual prevalence may be average or low owing to local factors that we have
not been able to account for. As the national estimate is more precise than
any MSOA estimate users should place an emphasis on comparing MSOAs
to the national average (rather than to another MSOA).
‘Bearing these important caveats in mind (and the difficulties in finding
healthy lifestyles validation data at small levels of geography), the
model-based estimates are being published as EXPERIMENTAL
STATISTICS owing to the lack of alternate healthy lifestyles data at the
small area level. We anticipate that users may wish to use both their local
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knowledge and other externally available data (e.g. geodemographic
classifications such as ACORN) to place the model-based estimates into a
wider context.’ (Scholes et al., 2007, page 48)
Similar comments about the importance of publishing small area estimates, even if they
do not meet all the requirements, are made by others (for instance Steinberg, 1979,
Department of Health, 2005, Office of National Statistics, 2008). Although these
comments may not have been made about statistical aspects such as unbiasedness and
the fact that different covariate specifications lead to different estimates, they apply from
this point of view as well. The UK unemployment small area estimates are released with
a quality statement that includes a comment that the expectations regarding the accuracy
and reliability of direct survey-based estimates are often too high (Office of National
Statistics, 2008).
It is also acceptable to implement one estimation method and then change the methods
over time as new information or new techniques are investigated, or even as feedback is
received once estimates are made available to the public. Changing methods sometimes
creates a break in the series. For instance the methods used by the ONS in the UK
Neighbourhood Statistics unit have developed over time, but methods are explained and
explanations given as to what should be expected of the changes (Office of National
Statistics, 2008, 2006). The ABS changes techniques, and when it does, documentation
is available about the changes, and the effect of these changes. Methods used to create
small area estimates from the NHS and reported in Glover and Tennant (1999), Glover
et al. (2006), Glover and Tennant (2008) and Glover and Tennant (2010) have developed
over time, and each set do not necessarily use the same covariates. The estimates in
Glover and Tennant (2010), for instance, include a random effect term for the first time.
The estimates obtained in this study provide significant advances in terms of the ability
to provide information at the small area level from a single year of data from the NSW
Population Health Survey. As mentioned previously some of the estimates will have
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margins of error greater than the desired 10%, but still show great improvement over the
current estimates aggregated over seven years.
There are important data quality issues that should be addressed before model-based
estimates are implemented. It was noted in Chapter 3 that there was evidence that LGA
assignment needed some improvements. This is highlighted by the level of mismatch
between Health Area and LGA, and LGA and other geographically-based variables such
as quintile of relative socioeconomic disadvantage and remoteness.
The choice made for this thesis was to include as much data as possible, but in order to
create compatible geographies, the Health Area had to be changed for 3.4% of
respondents, and incompatible values of disadvantage quintile and ARIA category were
also replaced. At the early stage of the thesis when this decision was made it was
considered that the larger the sample size at the LGA level the better it would be,
however the need for ‘as much data as possible’ is really only necessary for direct
estimation where precision is driven by sample size and prevalence rate. In a
model-based approach having observations in the wrong LGA may reduce the size of the
area-level random effect in the model, and having incorrect covariate category may
dilute the covariate’s effect as well, although synthetic estimation methods are more
sensitive to the incorrect allocation of people to geographical areas than estimation
methods based on mixed models (Schaible, 1996, Chapter 4). So, it is possible that
stronger relationships may have been observed if incompatible data had been omitted
rather than modified prior to using indirect estimation methods.
If not already implemented with the inclusion of mobile telephones in the survey
framework it is suggested that questions about where the respondent lives are asked at
the beginning of the interview, and be used to allocate the record to a consistent set of
geographical boundaries including Health Area, LGA and postcode. It is also
recommended that the data for any one survey year be coded to a consistent set of LGA
boundaries, and that the definitions of the LGAs be included in the data dictionary for
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that year.
An advantage of model-based methods is that they do not utilise the weights. Key
features of the sample design such as age group, Health Area and size of household are
included in the modelling process, and remain in the model if they are found to be a
significant term in the model. An avenue of further research is to consider whether any
further aspect of the survey design should be included in the modelling process.
There are several areas that this research can be extended. A study of multiple
imputation in small area estimation would be useful, especially in view of the large
proportion of missing data for income-based covariates. Multiple imputation has become
by far the most appropriate method of analysing data which has missing data (Rubin,
2008), and this survey-based data provides an ideal set of real data from which to
investigate this aspect of small area estimation. Any model including income-based
covariates has about 25% missing data. Because all the data for the State are included in
the model dataset and there are over 3500 observations in any one gender-year dataset,
even with 25% missing data the remaining sample size is quite large, but the effect of
missing data in the covariates may bias the results if the complete cases differ in their
response to the outcome variable compared with those with missing covariate data
(Carrigan et al., 2007). Fortunately the inclusion of income-based covariates did not
markedly improve the estimates. This may have been due to the known strong
association between income and socioeconomic status.
Inclusion of Aboriginal status should be investigated when model selection is undertaken
by NSW Health. It was omitted after early work showed that Aboriginal status was not
always required in the models. The strict confidentiality requirements for the Aboriginal
status field did influence this decision. Another area of research is the effect on the
resultant estimates of fitting a model to the person-level data, with sex and any resultant
significant interaction terms included, and whether it means that a random slopes
specification is required in the model. Given that in most cases fitting the sex-specific
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model provided reasonable estimates it would seem that the need to add to the
complexity by including a random slopes term is unnecessary, however it is worth
investigating this further in the future. Further modelling methods, such as area-level
modelling both using a frequentist and a Hierarchical Bayes framework can be
considered, either as a two stage process once the modelled estimates have been created
from the unit level model, or using direct estimates at the LGA level.
It may also be worthwhile investigating the idea of combining the NSWHS data with the
survey data from the NHS. The advantage of this method would be that the NHS is a
face-to-face survey for which telephone access is unnecessary, and the response rate is
quite high. In contrast, the NSWHS is telephone based and has a lower response rate.
Parsons and Schenker (2008) create estimates for mammography prevalence at the
county level by combining the results of two US surveys. Mobile telephone numbers
have been included for the first time in 2012, so another avenue of study is to examine
the effect of the dual frame sampling scheme on small area estimates.
The change to the survey design precipitated by the restructure of the Health
Administrative unit and creation of Local Health Districts is beneficial for small area
estimation. With an increase from eight to 15 strata there should be an increase in
sampling levels for some LGAs—such as Broken Hill LGA—to levels not seen since
before 2004. Sample sizes in the 2004–2008 period will always be small however, and it
may be necessary to create modelled estimates for Far West LHD due to the small
sample size in this LHD in the period from 2004 to 2008.
Model-based methods could also be applied at the postcode level, or postcode level
variables could be included in an hierarchical model using unit level data. Synthetic
estimates for over 3000 areas are created from the Health Survey of England (Scholes
et al., 2007), which is at a level of geography smaller than the postcode level in NSW.
One of the disadvantages of working at postcode level is that population data are only
available at the postal area level created by the ABS to approximate postcodes (ABS,
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2007b). The boundaries for the postcodes and postal areas differ, and hence any
population-based estimates are only approximately correct for the postcode.
In conclusion, the unit level logistic mixed model produces model-based estimates based
on a single year of survey data for the four outcome variables chosen for this study.
These estimates can be considered unbiased, or approximately so, and, given sample size
differences, are a great improvement over estimates based on 7 years of data. A single
year of data is not always going to provide model-based estimates that have a maximum
RMSE of 5%, and hence some margins of error will be greater than 10%, however the
maximum margin of error of the model-based estimates is still an improvement over that
of the 7-year aggregated results, and provides estimates for the actual year of estimation
rather than being an average over an extended period of time. Reasons are given why it
may not be appropriate to insist on estimates having a RRMSE of less than 25%,
especially if the prevalence is lower than about 25%; it is recommended that in these
cases the RMSE also be used to determine usefulness of the estimates.
This research is an important step towards being able to publish estimates for all LGAs
in NSW for the four outcome variables covered in this thesis. It also provides a
methodology that can be used by the NSW Population Health Survey program to
produce LGA-level estimates for other outcome variables, together with appropriate
diagnostics and measures of reliability. The suggested avenues for future research will
further enhance the application of small area estimation methods, not just for the NSW
Population Health Survey, but other surveys where the sample size is insufficient to
provide estimates of the desired quality at the small area level.
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Appendix A

A.1

Small area estimation conferences

Table A.1: List of Small area estimation conferences and significant SAE websites
Date
20 – 21 August 1999

Location
Riga, Latvia

28 – 31 August 2005

Jyvskylä, Finland

URL
IASS Satellite Conference on Small Area
Estimation stat.fi/isi99/iassscsae.html
SAE2005 Challenges in Statistics Production for
Domains and Small Areas
stat.jyu.fi/sae2005/

3 – 5 September 2007

Pisa, Italy

29 June - 1 July 2009

Elche, Spain

SAE2007 IASS Satellite Conference on Small
Area Estimation
dipstat.ec.unipi.it/SAE2007/

SAE2009 Conference on Small Area Estimation
cio.umh.es/sae2009

22 – 23 June 2009
11 – 13 August 2011

Rhine River,
Germany
Trier, Germany

Recent Advances in Small Area Statistics
uni-trier.de/index.php?id=25485&L=2

Conference on Small Area Statistics (SAE2011)
uni-trier.de/index.php?id=30789&L=2

European Working Group on Small Area
Estimation
Online Proceedings of the Survey Research
Methods Section

sae.wzr.pl/index.php
amstat.org/sections/SRMS/Proceedings/
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A.2

Non-private dwelling types excluded from
population

The following categories are included in the adjustment for non-private dwellings by the
NSW Population Health Survey program. The data used for the adjustment process were
obtained from 2001 Census data.
Table A.2: Types of non-private dwelling omitted from estimated populations, NSW
Health
Code
07
08
09
10
11
15
17

Definition
Public hospital (not psychiatric)
Private hospital (not psychiatric)
Psychiatric hospital or institution
Hostel for the disabled
Nursing home
Corrective institution for children
Prison, corrective or detention institution for adults

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 1996 Census of Population and Housing
NPDD Type of Non-Private Dwelling (HOIST formats, NSW Dept of Health.)
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Sample sizes by year for the four priority outcome
variables from NSWHS

Table A.3: Sample sizes from NSW Population Health Survey, by year and overall,
2002-2008

2003

2004

Year of survey
2005
2006

Total obs
12,621 13,008
LGA not
228
532
given
Obs with LGA 12,393 12,476
LGA/AHS
170
169
incompatible
ALC
12,474 12,886
SMK
12,616 13,002
BMI
11,997 12,448
HDIFF
12,016 12,456

9,423

11,500

7,962

366

524

9,057

Item

2002

2007

2008

Total
(02-08)
13,178 10,296 77,988

179

442

542

2,813

10,976

7,783

12,736

9,754

75,175

478

382

233

681

209

2,322

9,308
9,418
9,063
9,084

11,364
11,490
11,078
11,201

7,883
7,957
7,668
7,769

7,359 8,424
7,510 8,755
7,264 8,225
12,738 10,047

69,698
70,748
67,743
75,311
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A.4

Adjustments to LGAs in survey data

Substantial changes to the LGA boundaries took place in NSW particularly in the period
between 2003 and 2005 (ABS, 2006e). The Health Survey Branch of NSW Health
produced direct estimates at the LGA level based on the aggregation of 2002-2007 data
prior to the start of this study. These estimates were created on the basis of 2006 ASGC
boundaries. Respondents who gave names of LGAs that no longer existed in the 2006
ASGC were allocated to the most appropriate 2006 version of LGA, as determined by
Health Survey staff. The allocation of these LGAs was reviewed at the commencement
of this thesis based on information obtained from population-based concordances
available from the ABS. Although in most cases there was agreement with the
concordance used by the Health Survey program, there were a few instances where the
allocation was modified. These specific differences are shown in Table A.4.
Table A.5 provides details of all reallocations used in this study, including those for
pseudo-, or non ASGC codes that were used for a small group of LGAs whose size
changed between 2001 and 2006 without a concomitant change in ASGC code. The
documentation regarding the version of ASGC would be useful in metadata or in the data
dictionary as this would allow better reallocation of old-definition LGAs.
Table A.4: Non-2006 ASGC LGAs reallocated to different LGA between this project
and NSW Population Health Survey direct estimates at LGA level at the commencement of this study
Original Code
13600 (Gunning)
15450 (Mulwaree)
10400 (Barraba)
14940 (non-ASGC code)
15100 (Manilla)
15600 (Murrurundi)
16000 (Nundle)
16300 (Parry)
18700 (Yass)

Allocated LGA for this project
17640 (Upper Lachlan)
13310 (Goulburn-Mulwaree)
17310 (Tamworth Regional)
14920 (Liverpool Plains)
17310 (Tamworth Regional)
17620 (Upper Hunter Shire)
17310 (Tamworth Regional)
17310 (Tamworth Regional)
18710 (Yass Valley)

LGA allocated by NSWHS
12050 (Cooma-Monaro)
12050 (Cooma-Monaro)
13660 (Gwydir)
14950 (Lockhart)
14200 (Inverell)
14920 (Liverpool Plains)
14920 (Liverpool Plains)
14920 (Liverpool Plains)
18750 (Young)
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Table A.5: All recodes of non-2006 LGA codes used in analysing the study data
Codes on dataset
10060
10450, 12800

New code
10050
10470

10460
11900
12250, 13200, 15000, 16420

10470
11520
11730

11850
12060
12310
13000, 16850
13020
13150, 15450
13360
12450, 13900, 14050
10700, 18600
13300, 14880

11860
12050
12300
13010
13010
13310
13370
13370
13660
14870

14910
14940, 16500

14920
14920

15260
15400, 16750
16110
12720, 17250, 18650

15270
15270
16100
16180

13330, 16450

16470

17210, 17070

17200

15100, 16000, 16300, 10400,
17300
16310
12400, 13600
17510
15250, 15600, 16800

17310

11950, 12100
18700
999 51 107 154 X R 99990
30300, 14410, 89399

18020
18710
99999

17310
17640
17500
17620

Comments
non-ASGC code - Albury
old Bathurst code and Evans LGA to Bathurst
Regional
non-ASGC code - Bathurst Regional
Concord to Canada Bay
Copmanhurst, Grafton, Maclean and Pristine Waters
to Clarence Valley
Old Conargo code to new Conargo code
non-ASGC code - Cooma-Monaro
non-ASGC code - Corowa
Old Glen Innes and Severn to Glen Innes-Severn
non-ASGC code - Glen Innes-Severn
Goulburn and Mulwaree to Goulburn-Mulwaree
non-ASGC code - Greater Hume
Culcairn, Holbrook and Hume to Greater Hume
Bingara and Yallaroi to Gwydir
Old Greater Lithgow code and non-ASGC code Greater Lithgow recoded to new Lithgow code
non-ASGC code - Liverpool Plains
miss-coded Lockhart and Quirindi to Liverpool
Plains
non-ASGC code - Mid-Western Regional
Mudgee and Rylstone to Mid-Western Regional
non-ASGC code - Oberon
Eastern Capital City Regional, Tallaganda and
Yarrowlumla to Palerang
Queanbeyan and Greater Queanbeyan to new code
for Queanbeyan
non-ASGC code - Sydney, and South Sydney to
Sydney
Manilla, Nundle, Parry, Barraba and Tamworth to
Tamworth Regional
non-ASGC code - Tamworth Regional
Crookwell and Gunning to Upper Lachlan
non-ASGC code - Tumut
Merriwa, Murrurundi and Scone to Upper Hunter
Shire
Coolah and Coonabarabran to Warrumbungle Shire
non-ASGC code - Yass Valley
Code to unknown LGA
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A.5

The Health Area–LGA mismatch

As mentioned in Section 3.2, there was a mismatch between LGA and Health Area
which affected up to 7% of observations in any one survey year. This probably occurs
because of the different way the two field are created: LGA assignment depends upon
answers to the questions about where the respondent lives, whereas Health Area
assignment is not self-reported, but based on the first four digits of the telephone number
unless the address is able to be geocoded.
Table A.6 shows the inverse of the sampling fraction, also known as the sampling weight
for the eight Health Areas, based on 2008 population and survey sample sizes. The
sampling weight is an estimate of the number of people represented by one respondent in
the survey. Because the sampling weight is so much lower in rural Health Areas it is
particularly important if the weight for an observation from a rural LGA is allocated as
though the LGA was part of an urban Health Area because the weight will be up to four
times larger than it should be. Two examples will be provided where the mismatch may
influence the direct estimate.
Table A.6: Sampling rate by Health Area based on 2008 sample sizes

Health
Area
SSW
SESI
SE
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW

Category of
Health Area
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural

sampling weight
(1 person in...)
850
790
730
720
550
300
320
200

Note: The inverse of the sampling fraction has been rounded to the nearest 10 persons

Lithgow
The 2004 survey data were post-stratified to populations based on the 2005 Health Area
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boundaries. Lithgow became part of the Sydney West Health Area in the restructure, but
in 2004 all Lithgow respondents were allocated to Greater Western Health Area as shown
in Table A.7. Because of this the weights given to Lithgow records in 2004 are less than
25% of their correct weight. Table A.7 also shows that respondents from Lithgow LGA
have been weighted as though they have been part of three other Health Area strata in
other years: Greater Southern, North Coast and Hunter New England Health Areas.
Table A.7: Health area of residence allocated to respondents in Lithgow LGA

Resident
AHS
SW
HNE
NC
GS
GW
All

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Total

101
0
0
0
0
101

82
0
0
0
0
82

0
0
0
0
82
82

28
0
1
2
12
43

25
43
4
16
4
92

32
17
1
5
16
71

30
0
0
0
0
30

298
60
6
23
114
501

Broken Hill
In nearly every year between 2002 and 2008 respondents with an LGA of Broken Hill
have been weighted as though they were part of Sydney Health Areas. In most cases they
are weighted as though they belong to the Sydney West Health Area. Nine observations,
representing 9% of the Broken Hill sample, had this mismatch in 2007, and seven
observations were involved in both 2003 and 2004. Although this is a small number, it
has a large effect on the coefficient of variation of the post-stratification weights at the
LGA level, as shown in Figure A.1.
In view of the fact that clerical review was not possible, two other options were
considered: dropping the mismatched records or amending the Health Area assignment.
The dropping of mismatched records would have reduced the sample size by up to 5% in
some Health Areas and led to some LGAs in some years being out of sample, such as
Lithgow in 2004. The second option assumes that LGA assignment is correct, and uses
these to create an amended Health Area field because the LGA boundaries were used to
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Figure A.1: CV of Health Area-based weights for LGA based on aggregated data from
2002–2008.

Note: Circled estimate denotes Broken Hill

delineate the Health Area boundaries. It was decided to choose the second option. The
amended health area field was created and the data reweighted to the new populations. In
the case of residents of Sydney LGA, those that were coded to either South Eastern
Sydney and Illawarra Health Area or Sydney South West Health Area were maintained
with this Health Area. Remaining records from Sydney LGA were randomly assigned to
one of the two Health Areas, with 51% going to Sydney South West Health Area, being
the proportion of the population split between the two Health Areas. The reallocation
prevents analysis of questions that are asked of specific Health-Areas only, but these
questions are not included in the scope of this thesis. Amending the Health Area is not
expected to markedly alter the number of responses for any of the questions which are
the focus of this research, nor is it expected to change the observed results markedly at
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the Health Area level.
The reweighting was performed in SAS using the GREGWT macro developed by the
Methodology Division of the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (Bell, 2000) as
described in Section 2.2.2. The data for each year were calibrated to the ERP population
as at 30th June of each particular year, current at February 2010, and adjusted for the
proportion of residents of non-private dwellings. Five-year age-sex cells were used; the
same as were used in the original post-stratification weighting.
The resultant weights, when summarised by amended Health Area, have lower
coefficients of variation, but some Health Areas have increased maximum weights
(Table A.8). When graphed at the LGA level against sample size as in Figure A.3 it can
be clearly seen that the variation in the coefficients of variation by LGA has been
reduced by the reweighting, both overall and particularly where the sample size is small.
It should be noted that Section 3.4.1 shows that although reweighting may have had an
effect on the coefficient of variation of the weights, it has very little effect on the
estimates relative to the level of random variability, and therefore reweighting is not
necessary. Even with model-based methods there is no need to reweight the data as the
methods do not use the weights, rather the variables used in post-stratification are
included in the model (Chambers and Skinner, 2003), but it is still important to correct
the mismatch between the Health Area and LGA prior to modelling, especially where
such anomalies exist as were observed for Broken Hill.

A.6

Aggregating areas

One way to ameliorate the large margin of error is simply to aggregate several LGAs.
Use of any type of area-level aggregation compromises the desire to have separate
estimates for each LGA, but can be seen as an alternative if the method of analysis is
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Figure A.2: CV of modified post-stratification weights by LGA by sample size, 20022008

Figure A.3: CV of post-stratification weights by LGA, original vs modified, 2002-2008
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Table A.8: Comparison of original and revised post-stratification weights by Health
Area. 2002-2008 combined
Health
area
SSW
SESI
SE
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW

By original Health Area
N
CV
Max
9294
9256
9255
9248
10232
9758
9466
11479

74.3
88.7
81.5
91.1
87.7
82.4
85.8
92.6

5111
9888
5977
8813
5478
2611
3401
1564

N
9556
9203
9389
9294
10326
9563
9480
11177

By corrected Health Area
CV
max
CV
(original (original
(revised
weights) weights) weights)
75.6
5111
71.7
88.8
9888
81.3
82.4
5977
72.8
91.2
8813
79.3
89.0
5478
78.4
83.1
2611
79.5
85.8
3401
84.5
98.6
2091
84.8

max
(revised
weights)
5201
10363
5715
5337
4210
2602
3477
1716

restricted to direct estimation. Even with the restructure, some LHDs will choose to
report by subarea, but this section discusses clusters of LGAs based on the
2005-definition of Health Areas.
Because they are so large, each Health Area tends to subdivide the area into two or more
sectors for management and/or public health purposes. Each Health Area was
approached to provide information on the aggregations of LGAs that would be useful for
planning purposes. Through these responses and a review of annual reports and
epidemiological profiles, a total of 50 clusters of LGAs were formed, with each cluster
located within an individual Health Area. There was no amalgamation in Sydney West
and Sydney South West Health Areas, as the administrators of these Health Areas
considered each LGA individually. The remaining Health Areas contained between three
and six clusters compared with 9 to 29 LGAs, with individual clusters including up to 14
LGAs, as shown in Table A.9. Responses from Sydney LGA were weighted so that each
response contributed to a cluster within Sydney South West Health Area as well as a
cluster in South Eastern Sydney and Illawarra. The clusters ranged in population from
15,993 to over 315,000, with an average of 105,570. This compared with populations at
the LGA level of 646 to 203,555 with an average of 34,500 (Figure A.4). The entire list
of clusters and the LGAs that contributed to them is presented in Appendix A.11.
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Table A.9: Number and population size for clusters and LGAs by Health Areas

Health
Area
SSW
SESI
SW
NSCC
HNE
NC
GS
GW

Number of
Clusters
LGAs
15
15
5
13
9
9
4
13
3
25
4
12
4
39
6
28

LGAs
per
Cluster
1
1,3,5
1
2,3,6
3,9,13
2,4
1,10,14
3,4,5,6

Population of Clusters
Min
Max
Mean
26,698 145,764
71,938
75,441 317,687 194,371
16,252 210,900
94,784
190,345 253,960 223,469
138,243 325,588 223,003
81,751 120,131
97,080
38,339 151,921
92,892
16,983
66,380
38,145

A set of estimates at cluster level, based on the 2002–2008 data were created by
programmers working on the NSW Population Health Survey Program, using code
provided as part of this thesis. The aggregation of LGAs drastically increased the
minimum sample size of the small areas. For instance, the minimum sample size for
2002 to 2008 combined was 225 at the cluster level, compared with 32 at the LGA level
(Figure A.4). A sample size of 225 will ensure that the margin of error is less than 10%.
It also reduced the CV of the weights for data aggregated over this period from a
maximum of over 172% to 143%. Of the clusters, the 16 with the smallest populations
were located within these Sydney South West and Sydney West Health Areas. Only two
of the 20 areas with sample sizes of less than 1100 for 2002–2008 combined were in
LGAs outside these two Health Areas. With some judicious amalgamations within SSW
and SW health areas there would be only two areas with a sample size of less than 1000
over the 7-year period.
A comparison of cluster and LGA person-level estimates of prevalence rates for ALC and
for SMK are shown in Figure A.5 for the combined 2002–2008 data. It can be seen that
use of clusters smooths out variability in the prevalence rates, particularly in the rural
Health Areas. It is most obvious in the Hunter-New England Health Area, where there
are only three clusters instead of 25 LGAs. Many of the LGA estimates in Greater
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Figure A.4: Boxplots of average population size and total sample size, LGA vs cluster,
2002–2008

Southern and Greater Western Health Areas in Figure A.5 are based on very small
numbers of responses even though they are aggregated over the seven years. Estimates
from these LGAs will have high variability, a point which is not obvious in Figure A.5.
If clusters are used then it may be possible to aggregate over a shorter period of time.
The results are presented here for the 7 years of data because NSW Health was creating
LGA estimates based on data aggregated over the seven years at the time when this
section of the thesis was being undertaken, and it was desired to compare LGA and
cluster estimates of the same time-period.
This section has presented one example of how the data can be aggregated by LGA to
create larger sample sizes which can then be analysed using direct estimation methods
that result in reasonable precision for those estimates. The amalgamation could be
undertaken on the basis of socioeconomic status or remoteness or a myriad of different
ways. The key driver for amalgamation should always be to increase sample size to a
point where direct estimates have reasonable precision. The number of years of data that
need to be aggregated in order to provide direct estimates with reasonable precision can
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easily be estimated using simple formulae.

Figure A.5: Boxplot of prevalence estimates by LGA and by cluster within Health Areas
for ALC and SMK, 2002–2008 combined
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Post-stratification vs the GREGWT macro method

The NSWHS uses a SAS-based method to create the post-stratification (PS) weights
(Steel, 2006) based on 5-year age-sex-health area cells. PS weights for a year of data are
calculated following the completion of that calendar-year of sampling. The oldest two
age groups are aggregated if there are fewer than six observations in any cell involving
the oldest age group. Analysis is then undertaken via SAS PROC SURVEYMEANS or
PROC SURVEYFREQ.
The GREGWT macro provides an alternative method to create the post-stratification
weights, and has a number of additional benefits. The software automatically creates a
series of reports on the resulting weights that identify extreme weights, the weights with
the greatest level of change, whether calibration is successful, and overall convergence.
If the initial weights (the a-weights) are scaled to the population total then the ratio of
the initial to final weights will be centred around 1, making it easier to determine
extreme effects of stratification. One of the three datasets automatically created by the
macro provides a summary showing cell size, the benchmark population and whether the
macro has been able to achieve convergence for each cell. Among other uses, a check of
this dataset allows a quick assessment of whether the minimum sample size has been
reached for all cells. In addition it is possible to place limits on the size of changes to the
original weights and to include replicate weights that allow jackknife or bootstrap
estimation of the MSE. In comparison, until the last 18 months or so the only option in
SAS’s survey procedures were based on Taylor linearization, but now it is also possible
for SAS to create replicate weights that can be used to obtain either Jackknife or
Bootstrap estimates of variance (SAS Institute Inc, 2009). Probably the most important
difference between the GREGWT macro and post-stratification is that several different
benchmarks can be applied to the data through the GREGWT macro, in which case the
macro will implement iterative proportional fitting in an attempt to converge to all
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benchmarks. This means that not only can the data be weighted to the age-sex-health
area populations, but to another type of benchmark, such as the population by quintile of
socio-economic disadvantage.

The GREGWT macro was used to determine the effect of different forms of weighting
on the LGA-level estimates in Section 3.4.2. Before its implementation it was decided to
assess the extent to which the results of the NSWHS PS method and the GREGWT
macro agree, with the analysis conducted at the Health Area level and including only
South Eastern Sydney and Illawarra Health Area. A bootstrap population was obtained
by sampling the data from the 2006 survey year with replacement, with probability
proportional to the initial weight of each record. The Health Area was based on the
LGAs within the SESI boundaries; records not coded to an LGA and/or where ALC was
not answered were deleted. LGA, 10-year age group, sex, initial weight (the inverse of
the probability of selection) and ALC response were included in the data set; any
additional variables tended to make R unstable. The population size for SESI from this
sampling procedure was 910169, with 462055 males and 448114 females. 39.47% of
males and 31.14% females had risk alcohol consumption.

The simulated population was used to create the population by age-group and sex for
post-stratification. Then a single sample of 1000 was obtained from the resultant
population. Both the GREGWT method and the NSWHS method of creating
post-stratification weights were applied to the sample data. When the GREGWT method
was being applied, replicate weights were included to create jackknife estimates of the
standard error. The number of replicate weights ranged from 25 to 250. PROC
SURVEYMEANS was used to create estimates for entire SESI area, with domain
estimation for sex. Both methods gave exactly the same weights and the same prevalence
estimates for ALC of 33.5% overall, 35.1% for males and 32.0% for females. Therefore
the GREGWT macro can be used with confidence to create post-stratification weights.
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The use of the simulation population was not pursued as a means of validation of small
area estimation methods because the population sizes were large and there were stability
issues when the resampling was being run. In addition, the resampling of LGAs with
very small sample sizes meant that the population of these areas were being given an
extremely limited range of covariate values.
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A.8

An assessment of trimming of weights

This section outlines the investigation that was made into the effect of the trimming of
weights on estimates at the Health Area level. This is particularly in view of the fact that
even though the overall coefficient of the weights was reduced, reweighting to the
amended Health Area boundaries caused greater extreme weights in some Health Areas.
Some of these methods were also implemented in the assessment of estimates at the
LGA level in Section 3.4.2, however it was concluded in this section that any differences
created by changing the weights did not improve the LGA-level estimates.
The presence of large weights increases sampling variance particularly when there is not
a strong positive correlation between the response variable and weight variable (Potter,
1990). Given the association between the coefficient of variation of the weights and
DEFF shown in Section 2.2.1, high variability in the size of the weights also increases
the DEFF. Care needs to be taken to ensure that trimming does not introduce excessive
bias (Chowdhury et al., 2007).
When using a GREG-type weighting method there are two weights that can be modified:
the original probability or selection weight and the second g weight. In some situations
where truncation is carried out, the initial weights are trimmed and then the
post-stratification step proceeds as usual (Potter, 1990). This method is used by the
Current Population Survey (CPS) (Potter, 1988), and the National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS) (Botman et al., 2000), although the latter also requires at least 30
observations in each cell. The British Household Panel Survey trims probability weights
to no more than 2.5 times the average weight (Henstridge, 2001). The Household,
Income, Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) survey also restricts the range of values
that are used to create the person-level weight. Watson (2004) reports the number of
weights that are affected by trimming and Watson and Fry (2002) report the proportional
difference between design weights and final weights. The other option is to truncate the
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size of the final weights. When the truncation procedure is undertaken the usual method
is to distribute the excess weight evenly between the other observations within the cell
(Potter, 1990).
Although trimming has been used for many decades, methods of trimming are not
standardised. Examples of truncation rules include to truncate where the weight is more
than 5, 6 or 7 times the interquartile range (IQR) above the median weight, truncating at
the 95th or 99th percentile, or at 5 times the mean (Battaglia et al., 2006). Whilst some
suggest that extremely small weights should also be truncated, the majority of authors
appear to suggest that there is no need to trim small weights, as the observations with
small weights will not inflate the sampling variance. Karlton and Flores-Cervantes
(2003) suggest trimming and collapsing cells as two alternatives in the presence of
excess weights. This paper also explains that cell weighting adjustment will be
ineffective in removing bias caused by differential non-response unless the average
response probabilities and mean responses vary between the adjustment cells (Karlton
and Flores-Cervantes, 2003, page 91). They also note that it is important to create
adjustment or post-stratification cells that differ in the response probabilities and also in
mean response (Karlton and Flores-Cervantes, 2003, page 92). No explicit non-response
adjustment is carried out with the NSW Population Health Survey; the post-stratification
step is designed to both adjust for non-response and to calibrate to the age-sex
population.
There are advantages of trimming the probability or selection weight. For instance,
because post-stratification occurs after trimming of the probability weights the totals will
calibrate to the population without having to iteratively modify the weights of other units
in the cell. Another advantage is that although the probability weight takes into account
the probability of selection, it does so by putting the entire weight on the age group and
sex of the respondent despite the fact that other people in the household will usually
belong to other age-sex cells. By allowing the initial selection weight to be truncated, it
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allows for some variation in this weight, but restricts it to within a reasonable range. The
disadvantage of trimming the probability weights is that the design of the survey is not
strictly adhered to. Again it depends on the effect of trimming the weights, whether by
trimming substantial bias is introduced, and/or the extent to which the variance is
reduced by trimming.
Potter (1988) suggest a form of sensitivity analysis to determine whether the effect of
trimming is creating substantial bias. Although he makes suggestions that compare
different trimming criteria by the effect on the resultant MSE, he also suggests that
descriptive statistics of the weights can be used to help determine in an ad-hoc manner
the level of trimming required. Seeing as the priority for this research is to consider
model-based methods where the weight is rarely if ever used, the descriptive statistics
method was used to determine approximate trimming levels.
When trimming methods were applied to the NSWHS data at the age-group-sex cell
level it was found that truncation of weights was not picking up the highly weighted
points. The only observations that were identified by this method were in cells where
there were at least 50 observations, and in none of these cases was the maximum weight
of particular concern. The observations with the extreme weights were located in
age-sex cells where the sample size was less than 20. Therefore the trimming of weights
was undertaken at the level of the Health Area.
A descriptive summary of the adjusted weights based on the revised Health Areas,
showed that, for the eight Health Areas between 2002 and 2008, the ratio of maximum
weight to median weight ranged from less than 5 to over 15, with a median of 7.9. That
means that if a cut off of 7 x median was used as a basis of trimming, more than half of
the 56 Health Area-year groups would require truncation. Therefore it was decided to
use median + 6 ⇥ IQR as the criterion for truncation. This is used by the National
Immunisation Survey (Chowdhury et al., 2007, Battaglia et al., 2009). The ALC data
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were analysed on the basis of truncated and non-truncated weights. Figure A.6 shows
that the relative standard error was reduced markedly by trimming in some Health Areas
in some years, and there was also a reduction in the standard error.

Figure A.6: Effect of truncation at Health Area - year level using median + 6 ⇥ IQR,
2002-2008

One point stood out in particular as having a large change in both standard error and the
prevalence of ALC between the truncated and original result: Whereas truncation of
other Health Area-year groups led to absolute differences in prevalence of ALC of less
than 0.4%, this one has a difference of about 1.3%. Even though the difference between
this and the original prevalence rate is not significant, seeing as it was so different to the
other results it was investigated. The cells with the trimmed weights were predominantly
in the younger age groups, and 15 of the 19 observations with trimmed weights involve
males. Six of the nineteen observations that were trimmed were in the 20-24 year male
category; only two in this cell were not trimmed. Another four observations with
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trimmed weights were in the 25-29 year male age group, making up one-third of the
observations in this cell. Table A.10 shows that the sample proportion of risk alcohol
consumption in these two categories of young males was considerably higher than in the
remainder of the age groups. Therefore by trimming the weights in these cells overall
risk alcohol consumption rates are reduced.
Table A.10: Age-sex cells affected by outliers, and the effect on % risk alcohol consumption, X560, 2008
Category n

Male
20-24
25-29
35-39
40-44
Female
15-19
20-24

Not adjusted
Adjusted to PS wt=1311
%alc Av
Av n
%alc Av
Av
init PS
init PS
wt
wt
wt
wt

2
8
15
24

1.00
0.67
0.27
0.42

1
1.63
2.47
2.52

13
17

0.56 3.23
0.50 2.29

695
721
664
624

6
4
4
1

777 2
605 2

0.60
1.00
0.75
1.00

n

Combined
%alc Av
Av
init PS
wt
wt

Av
adj
Wt

1738
1072
808
659

1157
918
800
652

866
680

848
679

3
4
5
6

2086
1774
1346
1486

8
12
19
25

0.71
0.80
0.40
0.45

2.5
2.42
3
2.66

1.00 6
0.50 5

1443
1319

15
19

0.60 3.6
0.50 2.58

The high rate of alcohol consumption of young males is well documented (see, for
instance, CER, 2009c, page 11), so it is not surprising that there is a noticeable reduction
in overall alcohol consumption when the majority of these truncated weights are in the
younger age groups. The next question is: are the estimates based on the trimmed
weights biased? Rather than undertake simulation studies, the prevalence of risk alcohol
consumption in these age groups in Greater Southern Health Area over the past few
years was investigated, although because reporting is based on 10-year age groups the
comparison needed to be made with the estimates for the 16 to 24 year age group.
According to the 2008 annual report (CER, 2009a), the proportion of 16 to 24 year old
males with risk alcohol consumption in the Greater Southern Health Area in 2008 was
66.4 ± 20.7. Both the estimates weighted by the original post-stratification weights and
truncated weights are within this range, and hence there is no evidence of bias. Therefore
although truncation has apparently made a substantial difference to the rate in Greater
Southern Health Area in 2008, the difference is not of statistical significance at the
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age-sex cell level. Nor is a difference of 1.3% significant at the overall Health Area level
(CER, 2009a).
In considering the result from above it was also noted that extreme weights tended to
have higher initial selection weights. This is shown, for instance in Table A.10, where
the average initial weight of the observations that did not require trimming in the left
hand section range from 1 to 3.23 compared with a range of 3 to 6 for the observations
for which the weights were trimmed. It is also borne out in that the resultant g-weights
from the GREG weighting only ranged from 0.2 to 2.4, meaning that the main cause of
the extreme weights were the initial weights in the first place. Hence observations with
larger weights are likely to have a larger selection weight due to being in larger
households. When this is combined with small numbers of observations within the cell
then the final weight is likely to be extreme.
The results of this investigation were used when the effect of various weighting methods
were compared in Section 3.4.2.
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A.9

Theoretical sample size considerations

It is possible to estimate the potential level of precision of direct estimates as affected by
sample size using sampling theory. The following discussion will concentrate on binary
variables, as all outcome variables considered in this thesis were provided in binary
form. It also assumes that the normal approximation to the Binomial is valid, although
this assumption will often be violated at the small area level.
The margin of error is half the width of the 95% confidence interval, so it is
approximately twice the standard error of the estimate of interest. Provided
np and n(1

p) > 30 then the Normal approximation to the Binomial can be used. In

this case the margin of error for a proportion is given by the following formula
[
M
oE =

r

2⇥

p̂(1

p̂)
n

⇥ DEFF

(A.1)

As this equation shows, the margin of error for a proportion depends on the sample size,
the design effect (DEFF) and the prevalence rate, with the largest margins of error
occurring when the prevalence rate is 50%. The design effect was introduced in
section 2.2.1.At the Health Area level it has ranged between 1.4 and 2.1 in the period
2002 to 2008. Figure A.7 shows the trend in the estimated DEFF over time for the eight
Health Areas. The higher and more variable DEFF between Health Areas in 2002 to
2004 is likely to be due to the fact that the sampling design in these three years was
based on the former 17 Health Area boundaries and it was then scaled to the population
of the new areas. The average between 2005 and 2008 is 1.67, and the median is 1.64.
For the purposes of this project a DEFF of 1.65 will be assumed at the Health Area level.
This compares to a figure of 1.5 obtained by Steel (2006). Theoretical calculations based
on (A.1) showing the effect of sample size and estimated proportion on the margin of
error when the DEFF is set at 1.65 are depicted in Figure A.8.
It is observed that a sample size of 1000 leads to margins of error of approximately 4%
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Figure A.7: Estimated DEFF by Health Area and year based on original weights and all
respondents

Figure A.8: Margin of Error as a function of sample size and p, assuming a DEFF of
1.65
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for a prevalence of 50%; lower if the prevalence is higher or lower than this amount.
Although a margin of error of less than 5% would be ideal for comparison purpose, in
this thesis reliability is based on having a margin of error of no more than 10%. This
leads to a width of a 95% confidence interval of 20%. The sample size required to give a
margin of error of 10% largely depends on the expected prevalence of the variable of
interest. A sample size of 150 would give a margin of error of just over 10% if the
expected prevalence rate was 50%. If the prevalence is 20% or 80% then a margin of
error of 10% can be obtained with a sample size of approximately 100, but at this sample
size the Normal approximation to the Binomial is no longer applicable.
Because the sampling fractions can be approximated for each Health Area, it is possible
to derive the approximate number of years of survey data that need to be aggregated in
order to achieve the appropriate sample size using

Ng =

154
t ⇥ fh

(A.2)

where fh is the sampling fraction of the hth Health Area.
A sample size of 154 is used in these calculations as it is the sample size required in an
LGA to have a minimum of 4 observations in each of the 14 10-year age-sex cells at the
LGA level, assuming equal probability for each age-sex cell. This number is based on
the fact that there is a probability of less than 1 in 2000 (0.0005) that there will be less
than 4 observations from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 11. This analysis
assumes that the distribution of calls within Health Areas is random and that the
sampling fraction is the same across all age groups within each Health Area. Even if the
distribution of telephone calls is random, the sample size by age and sex will depend on
the age and sex distribution of the residents of the household, which is one of the reasons
that post-stratification weighting is carried out. If population-based weighting is
undertaken there is no real need for each LGA to have observations in each age-sex cell.
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Only 13 LGAs had at least four observations in each age-sex cell in 2008.
The sampling fractions for 2008, results of using (A.2) and the minimum and maximum
population sizes at the LGA level within each Health Area are presented in Table A.11.
Table A.11: Population required over various years of aggregation to provide sample
size of 154, and maximum and minimum observed populations by Health
Area
Health Area
Sampling
Weight
Number of
Years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SSW
850

SESI
790

SW
730

NSCC
720

HNE
550

NC
300

GS
320

GW
200

121,660 113,960 106,260 106,260 80,080 44,660 46,200 29,260
60,830 56,980 53,130 53,130 40,040 22,330 23,100 14,630
40,550 37,990 35,420 35,420 26,690 14,890 15,400 9,750
30,420 28,490 26,570 26,570 20,020 11,170 11,550 7,320
24,330 22,790 21,250 21,250 16,020 8,930 9,240 5,850
20,280 18,990 17,710 17,710 13,350 7,440 7,700 4,880
17,380 16,280 15,180 15,180 11,440 6,380 6,600 4,180

Minimum and Maximum Adult Adjusted Population at LGA level
min pop
26,698 16,227 16,252 10,780 2,553 7,452
981
596
max pop
145,764 170,692 210,900 129,066 152,371 69,309 45,994 29,950
Population estimates for people aged 16 and over based on 2008 ERPs and adjusted for residents of non
private dwellings. Source: HOIST
The sampling weight has been rounded to the nearest 10 persons and is based on 2008 survey data

According to Table A.11, all Health Areas except Greater Southern and Greater Western
have at least one LGA of sufficiently large population for which theoretically the sample
sizes should allow LGA estimates for each year. In addition, the population sizes of
LGAs in Sydney South West, Sydney West and the North Coast Health Area should be
sufficient to provide estimates for all LGAs when aggregated over between 4 and 7 years.
The remaining Health Areas have LGAs with populations that even after 7 years of
aggregation are unlikely to have sufficient sample size to give estimates with reasonable
precision. In addition, if the results were extrapolated they would show that the LGAs
with the smallest populations – in Greater Southern and Greater Western Health Areas
are not likely to have sufficient sample size for direct estimation even if 10 years of data
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were aggregated. It can therefore be concluded from this study that virtually all LGAs
will require the amalgamation of more than one year of data in order to have sufficient
sample size for direct estimates to have sufficient precision to be useful.
The effect of aggregating data on the variability of estimates is shown graphically in
Figure A.9 for estimates of SMK in males for 2006, with data aggregated over one, three,
five and seven years, each calibrated to the mean smoking rate for males in 2006 of
19.0% based only on respondents assigned to a LGA. Figure A.9 shows that as more
years are included, the smoother the LGA-based estimates become, and the lower the
variability around to the state rate. Obviously these results are correlated and become
more correlated the longer the period amalgamated. For instance, the results for 7 years
include the 5-year results plus two more years of data. It also shows that there is
evidence of a difference in prevalence of current smoking at the LGA level, although
whether this difference is statistically significant will depend on the margin of error
around the estimates.

Figure A.9: Estimated prevalence of SMK, males, 2006, using direct estimation methods
based on data for 1 year (2006), and aggregated data over 3 years (2005–
07), 5 years (2004–08) and for 2002–08. Each series is calibrated to agree
with the overall male current smoking rate of 19% in 2006. Order is based
on estimated prevalence from data aggregated over 2002–08
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Evidence of geographical variation within NSW

Variation in the prevalence rates of health risk factors and chronic disease by factors such
as socioeconomic status and remoteness have been documented, both from the NSW
Population Health Survey data (CER, 2009c, Population Health Division, 2010) and by
others (The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2007). The socioeconomic
differences across the state of NSW are well documented, both within LGAs and
between LGAs (ABS, 2008b,a, Population Health Division, 2010). Prevalence of health
risk factors have also been shown to vary geographically in other jurisdictions (see, for
instance Malec, 1996, Harris and Wills, 1997). It is this type of evidence that has
motivated the desire by many statistical agencies to pursue methods to provide small
area estimates. It is also expected that there will be variability between the LGAs in the
prevalence of health risk factors and other outcomes measured by NSWHS. Figure 3.3 in
Section 3.3 and Figure 3.6 in Section 3.4.1 both suggest the presence of variation in the
prevalence at the LGA level in NSW, however the greatest levels of variation are among
areas with small sample sizes, and most of the differences are smaller than the margin of
error. It is therefore difficult to determine on the basis of this information whether the
differences are more than could be expected by chance. The aim of the current section is
therefore to investigate whether the variation between estimates at the LGA level is
greater than would be expected due to sampling error.
There are a number of ways that variation at LGA level can be shown. Several methods
are considered in this section. Firstly we determine the proportion of observed direct
estimates that lie within the 95% quantile bands created on the assumption that the
observed state proportion is the true proportion. This is applied to one variable (smoking,
males, 2006) only. In the second section,we compare the expected coverage for various
probability values (5%, 10%..., 95%, 99%) using the estimated prevalence for the state
as the true mean and assuming a binomial distribution, with the observed coverage based
on direct estimates within each LGA. This is done based on the observed sample size as
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well as the sample size adjusted for complex survey design (n⇤ ) as suggested by Korn
and Graubard (1998, 1999), and an adjusted sample size when an average DEFF value is
used. Thirdly we calculate the 95% Clopper-Pearson (CP) confidence interval around
each direct estimate, with modifications allowing for a 95% CI even when the estimate is
zero. The CP confidence interval takes into account the non-symmetrical nature of the
confidence interval around a proportion. The proportion of confidence intervals that
include the state estimate will be estimated and compared with the nominal 95% value.
The final method uses the SatScan statistic (Kulldorf, 2010) to determine whether there
is evidence of the clustering of variation in the prevalence rate across NSW. The SatScan
method uses spatial information in the detection process.
Once all the methods are used we discuss the findings, draw conclusions and discuss
implications arising from this study.

Comparing observed and expected coverage

If there is no geographical variation, then the expected distribution of prevalence rates
should be binomial with the NSW prevalence estimate, pstate as the true mean. The
proportion of observed prevalence rates within quantiles (5%, 10%..., 95%, 99%) can be
measured, using pstate as the estimate of the true proportion and the appropriate sample
size for each LGA. Because of the binary nature of the outcome variables and the small
sample sizes the Clopper Pearson (CP) confidence interval (Clopper and Pearson, 1934)
was used. It is one of several options that provide exact confidence interval bands based
on the Binomial distribution (Korn and Graubard, 1998, 1999). Although the limits for
the CP confidence interval can be obtained by using either the F or the Beta distribution
the beta-based method was used as the F distribution method caused difficulties when
ng = 1.
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The beta distribution version is given by:
Lower 95% = 1

B0.975 (n

x + 1, x)

Upper 95% = 1

B0.025 (n

x, x + 1)

(A.3)

where n denotes the sample size and x the number of successes (Feller, 1968). When the
number of ‘successes’ are zero or unity the lower or upper endpoint is set as zero or one
respectively, and the other end point is calculated in the usual manner.
Korn and Graubard (1998, 1999) suggest that the CP confidence interval should be
modified to account for complex survey design by using the apparent or effective sample
size given by
n⇤ = n

p̂(1 p̂)
c p̂g )
var(

(A.4)

c p̂g ) is the variance of the estimated
where p̂ is the State prevalence estimate and var(

prevalence rate for the area of interest. If the observed prevalence is zero, (A.4) cannot
be used as the denominator assumes that there is a variance estimate for the gth area. The
right hand side of (A.4) is the inverse of the Design Effect (DEFF).
Earlier the DEFF of health-area level estimates was discussed. The distribution of the
estimated DEFF at the LGA level will be extremely volatile and use of a mean is
suggested. The volatility is due partly to the small sample size and partly because the
DEFF is a ratio of two variances. Assuming the sampling variance, V̂ is distributed
V̂ ⇠ V c2n /n, where n refers to the degrees of freedom of the variance estimator, then
V (V̂ ) = V 2 2n/n2
= 2V 2 /n

(A.5)

V (V̂ )/V 2 ⇡ 2/n

(A.6)

and hence
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Volatility will therefore be in the order of 2s4 /n.
\ ⇡ DEFFc2n /n and hence V (DEFF)
\ ⇡ DEFF 2 2/n. For an LGA
Therefore, DEFF
estimate, n = ng

1, and in small sample sizes this will lead to large values of

\ Because of the large variance, the values of the apparent DEFF will be
V (DEFF).
widely distributed, and observed values of DEFF of less than unity can be expected even
if the true DEFF is >>1. Therefore before continuing with the calculation of the
quantiles around the state estimates, the behaviour of the observed DEFF was
investigated to determine whether the mean DEFF differs between outcome variables
and also whether it is sufficient to use a value of 1.65 as was used earlier for the expected
DEFF at the Health Area level.
The distribution of apparent DEFF was investigated for three variables (SMK, ALC and
HDIFF),

for males and females separately, and using data aggregated over different

periods: 2006 only, 2005–2007 and 2002–2008, in order to show the effect of increasing
\g=
sample size. The apparent DEFF was calculated as DEFF

c p̂g )
var(
p̂(1 p̂) ,

omitting areas

where the prevalence estimate was zero or one, and out-of-sample areas. The
relationship between observed DEFF and sample size for SMK in males is shown in
Figure A.10 for 2006, and in Figure A.11 for the sampling period 2005–2007. There is a
large amount of variability in the distribution of observed DEFF, especially when based
on the one year of data. As expected, observed values of DEFF includes values that are
less than 1. What is possibly less expected is that these were observed even when the
sample size was over 50. Even based on 3 years of data there is a tremendous amount of
variability, including estimates of DEFF less than 1. As mentioned above this is
expected, but as sample size increases there is definitely a tendency for the DEFF to
approach a relatively stable value.

Similar results were obtained for ALC and HDIFF, and for females as well as males.
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Figure A.10: Observed DEFF, Smoking prevalence for males, 2006, by sample size

Figure A.11: Observed DEFF, Smoking prevalence for males, 2005-07 combined, by
sample size

Figure A.12 shows the mean observed DEFF averaged across all LGAs and the
prevalence at the NSW level for the three outcome variables, averaged over the length of
sampling. The mean DEFF was calculated in two ways: firstly as an arithmetic mean (a),
and secondly weighted by sample size (b). Figure A.12 shows that the observed DEFF
decreases as the prevalence rate increases towards 50%, and that the average DEFF
differs between males and females, but less than differences in prevalence estimates.
Weighting the estimates of DEFF by sample size tends to smooth the mean DEFF so that
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it is more similar between the different variables and sexes (Figure A.12b), although it
still decreases with increasing mean prevalence rate. The mean DEFF based on the
weighted estimates would be very close to the 1.65 used as the estimated DEFF at the
Health Area level (Steel et al., 2008).
Figure A.13 shows that the longer the sampling period the higher the mean DEFF but
this is likely to be caused by the assumption that the mean is common during the entire
sampling period, whereas these estimates were not calibrated and so have different state
averages. Because the emphasis of this thesis is estimation for a single year of data the
analysis was not repeated after calibration. The analyses undertaken were sufficient to
show that the mean DEFF differs depending on the variable, and there are small
differences between males and females. Due to the variability of DEFFs, these gender
differences are unlikely to be statistically significant. The DEFF based on the Health
Area data of 1.65 is a reasonable value to use when a single estimate of the DEFF is
required, but for the purposes of the calculation of the quantiles the sex and
outcome-specific weighted mean DEFF is used to adjust the sample size for all LGAs.

In order to calculate the quantiles the lower limits for the CP confidence interval were
calculated, thus giving the point at which the specific percent would lie below, if there
were infinite samples of the same size based on the binomial distribution with a true
proportion being the state prevalence. The proportion of direct estimates above or below
each quantile was calculated and the results graphed against the expected quantile. If the
direct estimates are sample values from a distribution with pstate being the true mean
then the plot of the observed vs expected quantiles should be consistent with the line of
identity.
The observed coverage was calculated for SMK, ALC and HDIFF using the three time
periods for which the average DEFF calculations had been made. Three different
estimates of the sample size were used: the observed sample size and the adjusted
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Figure A.12: (a)Arithmetic and (b) weighted mean observed DEFF vs NSW prevalence
rate for 3 outcome variables, by sex, averaged over the three different sampling periods

Figure A.13: Arithmetic and weighted mean observed DEFF vs NSW prevalence rate for
3 outcome variable and gender combinations, for three different sampling
periods
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sample size using either the average DEFF as calculated above or the Korn and Graubard
adjustment shown in (A.4). Out-of-sample areas were omitted from the analysis. The
graphs forSMK in males and HDIFF in females for 2006 and 2005–2007 combined are
shown in Figures A.14 to A.17, and a summary of the quantiles for the three outcome
variables, three time periods are shown in Table A.12 for males and Table A.13 for
females. In all cases there are larger proportions of observations in both tails than would
be expected if the distribution was binomial around the observed state proportion. For
SMK

this lower tail is greatly influenced by the number of estimates with a zero

prevalence, but ALC has a state proportion of at least 37%, and this variable followed the
same pattern. There is some effect of using the adjustment of the sample size, however it
does not improve the distribution to the point where one would be willing to accept that
there is no geographical variation over and above that expected due to random error. The
departure from the binomial distribution clearly differs between variables and between
sexes. It does not appear to improve with longer sampling length, although longer time
periods increased the sample size and reduced the number of occasions the direct
estimate gives a zero prevalence estimate for the LGAs with small sample sizes.
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Table A.12: Proportion of direct estimates within selected quantiles based on binomial
distribution with p = pstate using Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals and
different methods of estimating sample size, 2006, 2005–2007 and 2002–
2008, Males

Year

Sample
Size

5%

25%

Quantile
50%
75%

95%

99%

SMK

2006

2005-2007

2002-2008

Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF

24.0%
24.0%
22.0%
10.5%
9.9%
5.9%
12.4%
10.5%
7.8%

31.3%
31.3%
29.3%
27.0%
25.0%
22.4%
28.8%
26.8%
23.5%

48.7%
48.0%
46.0%
42.7%
41.5%
38.8%
45.8%
43.8%
40.5%

60.7%
61.3%
61.3%
61.2%
61.8%
61.2%
60.8%
63.4%
63.4%

82.0%
91.3%
86.7%
82.2%
92.1%
90.1%
77.8%
88.2%
84.3%

90.0%
95.3%
95.3%
93.4%
98.7%
96.1%
87.6%
98.0%
93.5%

20.7%
19.3%
18.7%
22.4%
21.1%
21.1%
20.9%
19.6%
19.0%

33.3%
32.7%
32.7%
35.5%
33.6%
34.2%
31.4%
30.1%
29.4%

49.3%
52.0%
51.3%
47.4%
50.0%
50.0%
38.6%
40.5%
41.8%

74.7%
78.7%
78.0%
67.1%
77.6%
73.7%
57.5%
71.2%
68.6%

84.7%
86.7%
88.7%
83.6%
90.8%
90.8%
73.9%
85.6%
87.6%

35.3%
35.3%
31.3%
23.7%
23.0%
22.4%
26.1%
25.5%
23.5%

42.0%
42.0%
40.7%
29.0%
27.6%
27.6%
31.4%
30.7%
30.1%

53.3%
52.7%
52.7%
37.5%
38.8%
38.8%
36.0%
38.6%
37.9%

74.7%
83.3%
76.7%
60.5%
76.3%
68.4%
51.6%
65.4%
62.8%

87.3%
94.0%
92.7%
76.3%
92.8%
86.8%
64.1%
83.7%
73.9%

ALC

2006

2005-2007

2002-2008

Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF

11.3%
10.0%
8.7%
13.8%
13.7%
11.2%
13.7%
13.7%
13.1%
HDIFF

2006

2005-2007

2002-2008

Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF

27.3%
27.3%
21.3%
16.5%
15.8%
12.5%
20.3%
19.6%
15.7%
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Figure A.14: Coverage comparison: Comparison of observed proportions with binomial
quantiles, SMK, male, 2006 using observed sample size to determine quantiles and using two methods to adjust sample size

Figure A.15: Coverage comparison: Comparison of observed proportions with binomial
quantiles, SMKmale, 2005–2007, using observed sample size to determine
quantiles and using two methods to adjust sample size
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Figure A.16: Coverage comparison: Comparison of observed proportions with binomial
quantiles,HDIFF, female, 2006 using observed sample size to determine
quantiles and using two methods to adjust sample size

Figure A.17: Coverage comparison: Comparison of observed proportions with binomial
quantiles, HDIFF, female, 2005–2007 using observed sample size to determine quantiles and using two methods to adjust sample size
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Table A.13: Proportion of direct estimates within selected quantiles based on binomial
distribution with p = pstate using Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals and
different methods of estimating sample size, 2006, 2005–2007 and 2002–
2008, Females

Year

Sample
Size

5%

25%

Quantile
50%
75%

95%

99%

SMK

2006

2005-2007

2002-2008

Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF

19.1%
19.1%
17.1%
17.0%
15.0%
11.1%
17.0%
16.3%
12.4%

30.3%
29.6%
25.7%
31.4%
30.1%
26.1%
27.5%
26.1%
24.2%

48.7%
47.4%
46.1%
42.5%
41.2%
41.2%
43.8%
43.8%
43.1%

65.1%
65.8%
65.8%
62.1%
67.3%
66.7%
54.9%
58.8%
58.2%

88.8%
95.4%
92.8%
84.3%
93.5%
90.2%
75.2%
83.7%
82.4%

96.1%
99.3%
97.4%
92.8%
99.4%
95.4%
86.3%
96.7%
92.8%

31.6%
30.9%
27.6%
30.7%
27.5%
24.8%
28.8%
25.5%
23.5%

44.7%
42.8%
42.8%
46.4%
45.8%
45.1%
43.1%
41.2%
41.2%

63.2%
62.5%
62.5%
60.8%
65.4%
64.7%
56.2%
57.5%
57.5%

82.2%
88.8%
86.8%
80.4%
86.3%
85.0%
75.2%
83.7%
81.1%

92.8%
94.7%
93.4%
86.9%
96.1%
94.1%
84.3%
90.2%
89.5%

27.6%
27.0%
23.0%
26.1%
25.5%
24.2%
27.5%
25.5%
25.5%

36.2%
35.5%
34.2%
33.3%
33.3%
32.0%
32.7%
32.7%
32.7%

50.7%
50.7%
49.3%
42.5%
43.1%
43.1%
36.6%
37.9%
39.2%

73.0%
81.6%
76.3%
56.2%
68.0%
62.1%
48.4%
56.9%
54.9%

82.2%
90.8%
84.9%
68.6%
83.0%
76.5%
55.6%
68.0%
64.7%

ALC

2006

2005-2007

2002-2008

Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF

17.8%
17.8%
13.8%
11.1%
10.5%
8.5%
15.7%
12.4%
11.1%
HDIFF

2006

2005-2007

2002-2008

Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF
Obs n
K&G
wgtDEFF

18.4%
18.4%
15.8%
18.3%
18.3%
15.0%
22.9%
20.9%
17.7%
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Coverage of 95% CIs around observed direct estimates

Another way of determining whether there is more variability than expected by chance is
to determine the number of times the state estimate lies within the 95% confidence
interval around the direct estimates. The CP 95% confidence intervals were calculated
around the direct estimates, using the observed sample sizes and then the adjusted
sample sizes based on (A.4) (the K&G adj method) and the weighted average DEFF
calculated previously. Table A.14 shows the overall proportion of times the state average
lies outside the 95% CI around the direct estimate for the three variables by sex, using
three different sampling periods. In this analysis the state average for the period of
interest was used in each case.
Table A.14: Proportion of times state mean is outside 95% CI around direct estimate for
various sampling periods

SEX

2006

Observed n
Female SMK
5.9%
Female ALC
11.2%
Female HDIFF 19.1%
Male
SMK
8.7%
Male
ALC
10.7%
Male
HDIFF 12.0%
K&G adj method
Female SMK
2.0%
Female ALC
7.2%
Female HDIFF 10.5%
Male
SMK
4.0%
Male
ALC
9.3%
Male
HDIFF
4.0%
DEFF adj mean
Female SMK
4.0%
Female ALC
6.6%
Female HDIFF 14.5%
Male
SMK
2.0%
Male
ALC
6.0%
Male
HDIFF
6.0%

2005-07

2002-2008

15.0%
21.6%
50.3%
10.5%
27.0%
36.2%

31.4%
31.4%
64.1%
23.5%
42.5%
52.3%

9.8%
13.7%
34.6%
3.3%
17.8%
16.5%

18.3%
22.9%
52.9%
11.1%
28.8%
34.6%

8.5%
11.8%
33.3%
6.6%
14.5%
21.1%

19.0%
20.9%
53.6%
13.1%
24.8%
39.2%
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The results in Table A.14 show that the use of the sample size adjustment reduces the
proportion of cases where the NSW mean is outside the observed confidence interval,
but only in the case of current smoking is the proportion consistently less than 5%. The
effect of the sample size adjustment on coverage depends on the outcome and the length
of the sampling period. When the data were aggregated the undercoverage compared
with the state estimate increases. That is, there is a larger proportion where the state
average is outside the 95% CI around the direct estimates. As the number of years
increases the sample size increases, making the confidence intervals around the direct
estimates narrower and therefore more difficult for the state estimate to be located within
the confidence interval. This still suggests that there is geographic variability, and
according to the results in Table A.14 the undercoverage of HDIFF is the greatest. There
also apper to be difference in coverage with gender.
Therefore there is evidence of variation between LGAs over that due to sampling error
for the data aggregated over three and seven years. The extent of the over-dispersion
appears to depend on gender and outcome variable.

SatScan statistic
The SatScan statistic detects both geographical and temporal clustering (Kulldorf, 2010).
It is mainly used to detect clustering in diseases, and usually where there is a complete
Census of cases or the sample size is substantial (for instance 1/6th of the population of
USA). It can also able to be used to assess whether cases are randomly distributed across
geographical areas compared with non-cases, in which case a Bernoulli model is used.
This is the method that is relevant for this study.
SatScan can only be used if there is information about the geographical location of the
cases and controls. The spatial data can be in the form of individual geographical points
or a set of boundaries for areas in which the observations lie. Most survey data only
allows specification of the LGA, whereas with routinely collected data it may be possible
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to use geocoding to specify an actual location for every observation. Postcode could be
used in this analysis, however it was not made available except under strict conditions.
The latitude and longitude of the centroid of each the 2006 LGAs in NSW and for the
boundaries were obtained from the Centre for Epidemiology and Research, NSW
Health. Similar data are available via the ABS electronic information (go to
www.abs.gov.au/geography, and search for 1259.0.30.002).
Although there are many options available in the SatScan software, the emphasis in this
section was the detection of spatial variability over and above that which would be
expected given sampling variability. For spatial variability based on a Bernoulli
distribution, the Scan statistic is calculated as the number of cases compared to controls
for circles (called ‘windows’) around each geographical point or area in which data are
available. By default the window used in the scanning process includes up to 50% of the
total sample size, however during the scanning process the window changes in size and
position. This continues until the entire area is scanned, and the most likely cluster is
assessed as the one with the maximum likelihood. Kulldorf (2010) provides references
to the technical aspects of the SatScan statistic. The program can scan separately or
simultaneously for high and low rates, but Kulldorf (2010) suggests that a simultaneous
test should be undertaken if scanning for both low and high rates. The scan statistic
automatically accounts for unequal sample sizes in the areas. Analyses are conditional
on the number of cases, which means that if one inputs a binary variable based on survey
data the errors will be those appropriate if one assumes simple random sampling. The
un-weighted sample information has been used for this analysis. Including the weights is
not appropriate as it will give the impression that the sample size is larger than what is
observed. An option would be to use the direct estimator for an area to calculate the
number of cases as ng p̂g , and therefore the number of controls as ng (1

p̂g ), however

the program requires integer values to be input for both cases and controls, meaning that
substantial rounding error will occur. As the aim is to simply identify whether there is
evidence of spatial clustering, the use of the raw counts will suffice. These will not be
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Table A.15: Selected results of SatScan software to detect spatial clusters

Variable
Smoke2
Alcohol1
HDIFF1
Sex
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Most likely cluster
P value
0.082
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
Relative risk
0.64
0.44
0.58
0.71
0.39
0.38
No. LGAs
15
10
16
73
40
51
approx location
Peats
Berowra Fairfield Narromine Quakers
Nattai
of centre
Ridge
Hill
radius (km)
54.3
28.2
22.6
344.5
45.0
109.5
Significant secondary cluster (where applicable)
P value
0.032
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
Relative risk
1.3
1.68
2.03
2.01
No. LGAs
45
7
53
42
approx location
Broken Vaucluse Tocumwal Bourke
of centre
Hill
radius (km)
705.0
9.5
434.6
541.5
Significant secondary cluster (where applicable)
P value
0.075
<0.001
Relative risk
1.59
2.16
No. LGAs
28
6
approx location
Armidale Bombala
of centre
radius (km)
239.5
139.1

adjusted for age, however by analysing males and females separately we are able to
reduce the bias that might otherwise be caused by gender. It is possible to include
covariates, but for this exercise no covariates were included.
There are two options available in the software: area-based and centroid-based. Initial
analyses were carried out using the data for current smoking in males and females
separately for 2006 where both the area-based and centroid-based results were
compared. There were minor differences in size of the clusters detected, however the
reason for using the SatScan software was to see if it detected geographical clustering,
and hence the actual position of these clusters was not particularly relevant. Therefore it
was decided to use the centroid method for subsequent analysis. For the same reason, all
default settings were used (see Chen et al., 2008).
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Results are summarised in Table A.15. In all cases the most likely cluster was actually
for a low rate. This agrees with the higher proportion of areas with low estimates from
the analysis Figures A.14 to A.17. The low prevalence clusters were mainly centred in
the vicinity of Sydney or its environs. The exception is a cluster with a low rate of risk
alcohol consumption for females centred in the Narromine area. The level of spatial
clustering differs between variables, with SMK only showing a cluster with a lower rate
whilst ALC and HDIFF show significant high risk cluster and, for HDIFF a third cluster in
the state could be identified. Many of the circles would overlap state boundaries or
include the Pacific Ocean in their area. These areas do not contribute to the model in any
way, and do not negate the results. As there is no borrowing of strength between
neighbours, edge effects that may influence disease mapping type analyses (Lawson
et al., 2003) should not be an issue.
Results not presented showed that clustering occurred even when age group was adjusted
for with most in a similar position to where they were located when age was not included
in the analysis.

Discussion and Conclusion
This section has tested the null hypothesis of equality of LGA-level estimated prevalence
rates across NSW for three outcome variables using direct estimates based on between
one and 7 years of data. Each assessment has provided evidence that there is more
variability in the direct estimates than what would be expected by chance, or that can be
explained on the basis of sampling error alone.
The results given here have not be standardised for age or socioeconomic status. Further,
the SatScan analysis was undertaken using the observed sample size rather than the
adjusted sample size. In addition the results were not standardised by age group. NSW
Health does not currently standardise the results of the Health Survey Program so it was
not considered appropriate to standardise for this thesis. Standardisation could be
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assessed in further study, in which case it would be recommended to standardised using
indirect methods due to the small sample sizes in some of the areas. The analysis for this
section was undertaken before the estimates based on 2 or more years of data were
calibrated. This could influence the results, but it will not affect them to the point where
they are negated, and it was considered unnecessary for the purposes of this thesis to
reanalyse based on the calibrated estimates. There are other methods available to
measure spatial variability including the use of Moran’s I. The intention of this section
was to identify whether there was evidence of variability in prevalence rates across NSW
rather than to analyse the data using all possible methods.
Work in Section 4.3.1 shows that as the number of covariates is increased the random
area effect is reduced (see Tables 4.19 and 4.20). The geographic variability may also be
reduced as other covariates are included in the analysis, particularly for the SatScan
statistic and this hypothesis would be worth testing in further work. An alternative is,
rather than try to explain the geographical variability away by including socio-economic
status, we can use the geographic variability as a tool in modelling the true mean for
each area. This is part of what occurs when Disease Mapping methods are implemented
Lawson et al. (2003).
Because this study has identified that the prevalence rates differ across the state, it is
possible that at least some of these will be detectable using statistical comparison in
analyses. It also strongly suggests that the overall state mean would not be an
appropriate estimate for at least some LGAs. There is also evidence that the pattern of
spatial variability differs between variables, and between males and females.
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Adjustments to covariates NSW population health
survey data

Most of the variables measured in the survey required modification prior to being used in
any form of modelling. Modification of categories obtained in the raw data are discussed
in this section. In addition, correspondence of survey variables to the population-based
information used in modelling is also documented. Where the 2006 Census is mentioned,
it refers to data obtained from the 2006 Census of Population and Housing Basic
Community Profile (BCP) (ABS, 2007a). Although the data are available free of charge
via CDATA Online, which has since been superceded by TableBuilder (ABS, 2007d),
most of the data was obtained through the Basic Community Profile Datasets held by
NSW Health in their data warehouse. The LGA table was used to obtain data for the 152
LGAs and the SLA table was used to obtain data for the SLA of Unincorporated Far
West. Where population data are derived from the Census the covariate values remain
the same over time. Most are able to be obtained for males and females separately. All
proportion-based data derived from the BCP used a denominator that omitted missing
data so that the sum of the various components of the variable added to 100%.

Sex
It is important to include sex in any analysis. Congdon and Lloyd (2010) suggest that
ideally one should analyse separately by sex as there is evidence of effect modification
by sex for a number of risk factors, and between sex and other covariates such as age and
ethnic origin. There is a need to have large numbers of observations in order to perform
gender-specific analysis. Their study consisted of over 130,000 males and over 210,000
female responses from one year of the BRFSS. Even though the numbers of respondents
from the NSW Population Health Survey are much lower than those from the BRFSS
they are still sufficient to allow modelling by sex, even within any one year. This makes
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Table A.16: Number of male and female respondents by year in the NSW Population
Health Survey
Sex
Males
Females
Total

2002
5239
7154
12393

2003
5184
7292
12476

2004
3748
5309
9057

Year
2005
4436
6540
10976

2006
3170
4613
7783

2007
4959
7777
12736

2008
3936
5818
9754

Overall
30672
44503
75175

Respondent numbers ignore those without LGA assigned

it easier to allow covariates to differ between males and females. It is then possible to
obtain estimates for the population as a whole by aggregating the results.
For ease of analysis, the male sex was coded as male = 1, and females coded male = 0.
As with most surveys there are more female respondents than males in the NSW
Population Health Survey, as shown in Table A.16. The proportion of males in each
LGA was obtained using the ERP population data rather than the Census data.

Age, agegrp and agegrp10
To be eligible for inclusion age or year of birth is required, so there is no missing data for
age. Ages are collapsed into 5-year age groups consistent with those used by the NSW
Population Health Survey, with the first age group including only 16–19-year olds rather
than 15–19 year olds. The final age group depends on the survey year. In some survey
collection years all age groups up to 85+ were used for post-stratification purposes,
whereas on other occasions the top two or three age groups were collapsed. For
modelling purposes, respondents aged 75 or more were placed into a single age group.
The NSWHS reports results by 10-year age groups (CER, 2009c). The first group
includes 9 years (16–24, rather than 15-24), to ensure that the 10-year age groups are
aligned to the 5-year age groups. The final age group included those aged 75 and over.
From the population point of view, ABS mid year estimated residential populations
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(ERP) by sex, 5-age group, LGA and year were obtained from the HOIST data
warehouse in February 2010 (ABS, 2011b). The same dataset that was being used to
adjust the Health Area level populations for residents of non-private dwellings in Feb
2010 was used to adjust the populations in a similar manner at the LGA-level. The
adjustment dataset was based on 1996 Census data, and included total population and
population of the non-private dwellings of the categories documented in Appendix A.2
by 1996-definition SLA, 5-year age group and sex. The SLAs were mapped to the 2006
LGAs using a population-weighted concordance, then the proportion of the population
that resided in private dwellings was derived and applied to the ERPs to created an
adjusted population by sex, 5-year age group, LGA and year. Even though at the Health
Area level the adjustment to the population is in the order of less that 5% for age groups
up to 70–74, the adjustment at the LGA level is quite varied, with over 40% of males in
the 20–24 and 25–29 year age groups being resident of non-private dwellings in a few
LGAs, and one LGA (Brewarrina) having a very small number of males aged over 85, all
of whom were resident of non-private dwellings. The affected LGAs at the younger age
groups included Hunters Hill, because of its male boarding schools, and Junee with a
large prison. Figures A.18 and A.19 show the difference between the adjustment at the
Health Area level as opposed to the LGA level. The use of such outdated Census-based
data assumes that there have been no changes in the distribution of the non-residential
population, which may be satisfactory for Health Area-level adjustment but is
questionable at the LGA level. Updated estimates of the non-residential population were
obtained by the NSW Population Health Survey branch based on the 2006 Census, but
they were obtained on the basis of postal areas. This meant that when combined they
either overestimated or underestimated the state population as postal area boundaries do
not follow the state border. They were also obtained for 1-year age groups, which means
that many of the small counts would have been confidentialised to a greater extent than if
they had been obtained for 5-year age groups. Nevertheless the adjusted populations
were used as they more correctly show the estimated number of residents within the
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sampling frame at the LGA level. The datasets containing adjusted population by sex,
5-year and 10-year age groups and by LGA and Health Area were saved for use as the
reference population for all subsequent analyses.
Proportions in each age group were also based on the adjusted estimated residential
populations rather than the Census data, which means that the proportions in each age
group were able to vary by year and also by sex.

AHS ID
AHS ID is created so that it is compatible with the LGA of residence, as opposed to the
original ARHSRES variable. The assumption underlying AHS ID is that the LGA
assigned to each respondent is correct. This may not be true, as some people do not
provide the LGA of residence and it is derived from other geographical information such
as postcode or locality, however by using the LGA to determine Health Area there are no
mismatches between the two variables. The coding of AHS ID is explained in more
detail in Section 3.2.
Population data for each Health Area was obtained by aggregating the appropriate
age-sex data at the LGA level to the Health Area, with 51% of the population of Sydney
LGA being allocated to SSW and the remainder to SESI.

ClusterID
Clusters were the name given to aggregations of LGAs within each of the Health Areas,
and which were used for planning purposes in most Health Areas. They were based on
information which in most cases was obtained directly from correspondence with the
Divisions of Population Health, Planning and Performance (DPPP) in the relevant Health
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Figure A.18: Proportion of residents of non-private dwellings, based on 1996 Census
data, by LGA, age group and sex

Figure A.19: Proportion of residents of non-private dwellings, based on 1996 Census
data, by Health Area, age group and sex
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Areas. In some cases they were based on postcodes or localities rather than LGA
boundaries; in the case of Sydney West and Sydney South West Health Areas the clusters
were the same as the LGAs. Where postcodes or localities delineate cluster boundaries
every attempt was made to approximate these boundaries by LGAs but the areas will
differ. The source of the data for the clusters is given Table A.17, together with the
groupings of LGAs used to create the clusters.
Table A.17: Definitions of Clusters by Health Areas
Health Area
Sydney South West
Source: DPPP
South Eastern Sydney &
Illawarra
Source: DPPP

Sydney West
Source: Helen Achat
North Sydney
& Central Coast
Source:Website

Cluster Name
Separate LGAs

Component LGAs

Eastern

Botany Bay, Randwick, Sydney,
Waverley, Woollahra
Hurstville, Kogarah, Rockdale
Sutherland Shire
Kiama, Shellharbour, Wollongong
Shoalhaven

St George
Sutherland
Illawarra
Shoalhaven
Separate LGAs
Central Coast
Hornsby Ku-ring-gai
Northern Beaches
North Shore Ryde

Hunter-New England

Greater Newcastle

Source: Jan Hurcum

Upper Hunter

Northern Sector

North Coast

Coffs-Clarence

Source:Website

Hastings-Macleay
Richmond

Greater Southern
Source: DPPP

Tweed-Byron
Western

Gosford, Wyong
Hornsby, Ku-ring-gai
Manly, Warringah, Pittwater
North Sydney, Mosman, Lane
Cove, Willoughby, Ryde, Hunters
Hill
Lake Macquarie, Newcastle, Port
Stephens
Cessnock, Dungog, Gloucester,
Great Lakes, Greater Taree,
Maitland, Muswellbrook,
Singleton, Upper Hunter Shire
Armidale-Dumaresq, Glen
Innes-Severn, Gunnedah, Guyra,
Gwydir, Inverell, Liverpool Plains,
Moree Plains, Narrabri, Tamworth
Regional, Tenterfield, Uralla,
Walcha
Bellingen, Clarence Valley, Coffs
Harbour, Nambucca
Port Macquarie-Hastings, Kempsey
Ballina, Kyogle, Lismore,
Richmond Valley
Tweed, Byron
Berrigan, Carrathool, Conargo,
Corowa Shire, Deniliquin, Griffith,
Hay, Jerilderie, Leeton, Murray,
Murrumbidgee, Narrandera, Urana,
Wakool
continued
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Table A.17: continued
Health Area

Cluster Name
Eastern

Central

Greater Western
Source:Website

Albury
Castlereagh
Central Cluster
Eastern Cluster
Mitchell Cluster
Remote Cluster
Southern Cluster

Component LGAs
Bega Valley, Bombala,
Cooma-Monaro, Eurobodalla,
Goulburn Mulwaree Palerang,
Queanbeyan, Snowy River, Upper
Lachlan, Yass Valley
Bland, Boorowa, Coolamon,
Cootamundra, Greater Hume Shire,
Gundagai, Harden, Junee,
Lockhart, Temora, Tumbarumba,
Tumut Shire, Wagga Wagga,
Young
Albury
Coonamble, Gilgandra, Walgett,
Warrumbungle Shire
Dubbo, Mid-Western Regional,
Wellington
Bathurst Regional, Blayney,
Oberon, Orange
Bogan, Bourke, Brewarrina, Cobar,
Narromine, Warren
Balranald, Broken Hill, Central
Darling, Wentworth,
Unincorporated Far West
Cabonne, Cowra, Forbes, Lachlan,
Parkes, Weddin

Because the clusters are based on LGAs, obtaining population figures for the clusters
simply requires aggregation of the appropriate LGA populations.

Household size
Household size is used in the creation of the survey weights. The maximum household
size differs between years, ranging from 10 in 2004 and 2007 to 16 in 2002 and 2003. In
the calculation of the weights the household size has been capped at 10 in accordance
with the recommendation of Steel (2006) since at least 2005. In order to be consistent
with population-level data available from the 2006 Census (ABS, 2007a), household size
was capped at 6 and over. This was also the largest household size that would provide
more than 100 observations per year within the category, as shown in Table A.18.
Population proportions for each LGA within each household size category were obtained
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from the Basic Community Profile from the 2006 Census. They were available at the
household level only, so were the same for males, females and persons.
Table A.18: Household size (capped at 6+) by survey year
Household
Size
1
2
3
4
5
6 or more
Total

2002
3379
4940
1714
1427
681
252
12393

2003
3377
4957
1724
1551
627
240
12476

Survey Year
2004
2005 2006
2489
3016 2179
3648
4475 3274
1220
1464
990
1082
1260
821
440
559
359
178
202
160
9057 10976 7783

2007
3673
5150
1688
1431
560
234
12736

2008
2761
4042
1227
1082
465
177
9754

Total
20874
30486
10027
8654
3691
1443
75175

Country of Birth (COB)
People who migrate to Australia tend to be healthier than those born in Australia
(Population Health Division, 2010) due to what is known as the healthy migrant effect.
However there are some diseases that are more prevalent among people of particular
ethnic origins, and people from some groups of countries may have higher proportions
that engage in risk behaviours such as drinking alcohol excessively or tobacco smoking
(Cancer Council Victoria, 2008).
Country of birth is asked of all respondents as part of the demographic section of the
survey. If not Australian-born the answer is coded when the data are collated.
Approximately 62 countries other than Australia have specific codes and there is an
option to other countries as well. A few different methods were used to split the
countries of birth into groups that could be used for modelling.
The first method was to create a dichotomous variable which split COB between those
born in Australia and those born overseas. A second method split between
Australian-born, those born in the main English-speaking countries, and those born in
other countries. For this grouping, the English-speaking countries were defined as UK
including Ireland, England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales, USA, Canada, South
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Africa and New Zealand. Where a respondent had provided another country of birth
when answering ’other’, it was often possible to code these as from the main
English-speaking country or not. Categorisation of countries of birth into nine regions
was also considered but it was difficult to obtain comparable population data and the
sample sizes were very small on an annual basis for many of the regions, so the
three-category coding of country of birth, denoted birthplace was eventually used for
the unit-level models.
The proportion of Australian-born and overseas born people, and the proportion born in
main English-speaking countries were derived from the Basic Community Profile from
the 2006 Census, with those who did not state their country of birth omitted from the
calculation.

English only spoken at home/Speaks a language apart from English at home
A person may speak a language other than English at home if they or their parents were
born in s non-English-speaking country. The country of birth variable only detects those
that were born overseas, whereas this variable will include those with strong ties to other
cultures. One example of the effect of speaking another language at home is shown in a
recent study of school readiness in Australia. It found that children who spoke a
language other than English in the home, and who were also fluent in English had a
lower probability of being developmentally vulnerable compared to other students
(Centre for Community Child Health and Telethon Institute for Child Health Research,
2009). Fluency in English is also likely to affect interaction with the health services
(Knox and Britt, 2002). Whether the person is fluent in English is not asked of
respondents of the NSW Population Health Survey. The question asked of respondents
is: Do you usually speak a language other than English at home (LANPA)?. If the
answer to LANPA is in the affirmative it is followed by What language do you usually
speak at home(LANPA1?). Inspection of the responses shows that sometimes the
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Table A.19: Categorisation of ES home by year 2002–2008, and overall
ES home
Missing
No
Yes
Total

2002
141
871
11381
12393

2003
81
848
11547
12476

2004
42
613
8402
9057

Year
2005
2
1035
9939
10976

2006
172
654
6957
7783

2007
355
1230
11151
12736

2008
209
884
8661
9754

Overall
1002
6135
68038
75175

response to LANPA is either missing or refused but another language is mentioned in
LANPA1. If there was a language provided in LANPA1 then the person was coded as
speaking another language at home. Hence ES home, defined as English only spoken at
home, takes the value of 1 if LANPA was answered no and there was no language given
in the response to LANPA1, or 0 if LANPA = 1 and/or a language was mentioned in the
response to LANPA1. All other missing or refused responses were coded as missing.
Including those with a response in LANPA1 decreased the number of missing
observations from 1186 to 1002 over the seven year period.
Based on Table A.19 the proportion of respondents who usually speak another language
at home from the NSW Population Health Survey is approximately 9%. This is much
lower than the 2006 Census where 26% of respondents in NSW report speaking a
language other than English at home (ABS, 2006a). Part of the difference may be caused
by the use of the word ‘usually’ in the question asked of respondents of the Health
Survey, compared to the Census question which asked ‘Does the person speak a
language other than English at home’. The NSW Population Health Survey is translated
into six common languages (Arabic, Cantonese, Mandarin, Greek, Italian and
Vietnamese) in order to increase the coverage of the non-English-speaking community in
NSW (Barr et al., 2008), however access to the non-English speaking community in the
survey may be lower than expected if they have a lower proportion of fixed telephone
services and/or due to increased reluctance to participate in the survey.
Population figures for the proportion of males, females and persons speaking English
only spoken at home were obtained from the Basic Community Profile from the 2006
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Table A.20: Categories in the two education/qualification variables

Question
Categories

HSCP
What is the highest level of
primary or secondary school
you have completed?
* Never attended school
* Currently still at school
* Year 8 or below
* Year 9 or equivalent
* Year 10 or equivalent
(Intermediate)
* Year 11 or equivalent
* Year 12 or equivalent
(Matriculation/ Leaving)

* Don’t know
* Refused

QALLP
What is the level of the
highest qualification you
have completed?
*Completed Primary School
* Completed years 7-9
* Completed School
Certificate/ Intermediate/
Year 10 /4th Form
* Completed HSC/Leaving/
Year 12/ 6th Form
* TAFE Certificate or
Diploma
* University, CAE or some
other tertiary institute degree
or higher
* Other [SPECIFY]
* Don’t Know
* Refused

Census.

Education level
Two questions were asked of respondents until 2006: the first was highest level of school
completed (HSCP) and the second, highest qualification completed (QALLP). From
2007, only QALLP was continued because it seemed to provide information on
schooling as well as further training, so asking HSCP was seen as duplicating the
information. Perhaps a better method would have been to continue HSCP and change
QALLP to a supplementary question on non-school qualifications. The categories
available for these two variables are compared in Table A.20.
A five-category variable for highest qualification (QUAL) was derived from these
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Table A.21: Education status (qual) for use in modelling, by year

Missing/refused
Before year 10
Finished year 10
Finished year 12
Post-school qual
Other
Total

2002
54
1734
2515
1315
6476
299
12393

2003
44
1663
2396
1267
6882
224
12476

2004
45
1135
1778
951
5000
148
9057

Year
2005
47
1326
2090
1063
6370
80
10976

2006
31
925
1364
760
4661
42
7783

2007
169
1326
3404
1908
5920
9
12736

2008
95
1077
2519
1499
4553
11
9754

Overall
485
9186
16066
8763
39862
813
75175

questions. The number of respondents in each of these groups is shown in Table A.21. It
was predominantly based on the response for QALLP, as this variable is available across
the entire seven-year period. In years when HSCP was also used, a response from HSCP
was used where the response for QALLP was missing or not asked. Although an attempt
was made to categorise the responses contained in the ‘Other’ category it proved very
difficult, and because the level of schooling was unable to be determined for this group
they were categorised as missing for the QUAL variable.

The proportion of males, females and persons within the four qualification groupings of
‘finished school before year 10’(those who didn’t attend school or finished in year 8 or
9), ‘completed year 10’ (those who completed year 10 or year 11), and ‘completed year
12’ were obtained from the 2006 Census BCP data. The final group—those with a higher
qualification—was obtained by difference, as using the proportion with a certificate or
more gave a sum of the proportions greater than unity. This indicates that school
qualification and other qualifications are not compatible. It was the only way that
qualifications could be included in the modelling because of the manner in which the
question was asked. If a review is undertaken then it would be advised to reinstate a
question that asks about level of schooling, and then ask as a secondary question about
other qualifications. This would allow greater correspondence with the information
available from the Census.
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Marital Status
The question asked of respondents is What is your formal current marital status?
(MSTP) The options were Married, Widowed, Separated but not divorced, Divorced,
Never married, Don’t know and Refused. As the survey question refers to formal marital
status, i.e. registered marriages, de-facto relationships are not included among those that
are currently married.
Marital status was coded in two different ways for analysis. Firstly a single binary
variable was created called Never married, which coded never married into one group
(Never married = 1) and the remainder (except for don’t know and refused) into a
second group (Never married = 0). Responses that were not asked, missing or refused
were coded as missing. The separated and divorced groups were combined due to the
relatively small numbers of respondents that were separated relative to the other groups.
A second grouping for marital status (mar status) split the marital status categories into
Never married, Married, Widowed and Separated or divorced. The numbers of
respondents in each of the mar status categories shown in Table A.22.
Table A.22: Marital Status of respondents by year

Missing or not asked
Married
Widowed
Separated or Divorced
Never married = 1
Never married = 0 (no)
Total

2002 2003
23
17
6400 6350
1591 1523
1551 1718
2828 2868
9542 9591
12393 12476

2004
21
4670
1121
1216
2029
7007
9057

Year
2005
9
5793
1414
1433
2327
8640
10976

2006
19
4152
940
1070
1602
6162
7783

2007
35
6678
1671
1764
2588
10113
12736

2008
33
5188
1260
1369
1904
7817
9754

Overall
157
39231
9520
10121
16146
58872
75175

The proportion of married people surveyed is relatively close to the proportion of
married people as obtained from the 2006 Census (ABS, 2006a). The Never married
group, however, is under-represented in the survey: figures from the 2006 Census show
that 32.7% of people aged 15 and over were never married (ABS, 2006a). This compares
to an average of 22% from the survey data included in this study. Similar proportions
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Figure A.20: Marital status in 2006 survey data compared with 2006 Census data

were obtained for each year of survey data. Widows are over-represented in the survey,
especially for females, as shown in Figure A.20.

The adult health survey does not include 15-year-olds, whereas the appropriate variable
from the 2006 Census refers to marital status of people aged 15 and over. 15-year-olds
would be almost exclusively confined to the ‘never married’ category, but if the
assumption is made that all the 15-year olds are in the ‘never married’ category then the
proportion changes only marginally—to 31.6%, so therefore marital status was based on
the 2006 Census figures for registered marital status of people aged 15 and over. As with
the survey data, separated and divorced categories were grouped together. Census data
were available for males and females separately.
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Table A.23: Numbers of respondents in income bands used in modelling, by year
Income range
Missing or refused
less than $20,000
$20,000 to $40,000
$40,000 to $60,000
$60,000 to $80,000
more than $80,000
Total

code
.
-2
-1
0
1
2

2002
2248
3551
2187
1731
1143
1533
12393

2003
2279
3555
2187
1704
1086
1665
12476

2004
1653
2374
1534
1303
838
1355
9057

Year
2005
2059
3011
1783
1474
1055
1594
10976

2006
1163
1949
1673
1028
690
1280
7783

2007
2097
3045
2348
1626
1167
2453
12736

2008
1576
2159
1870
1242
916
1991
9754

Overall
13075
19644
13582
10108
6895
11871
75175

Income

The question asked about income (INC2) is one of the last questions asked in the survey
(on page 71 of 72 pages in 2006, and page 76 of 78 in 2009). It asks: What is your
annual household income before tax?. Responses are in the income brackets ‘Less than
$10,000’, ‘$10,000-$20,000’, $20,000-$40,000’, ‘$40,000-$60,000’, ‘$60,000-$80,000’,
‘More than $80,000’, as well as the ‘Refused’ and ‘Don’t Know categories’. The number
of income groupings for the modelling was reduced from six categories to five by
collapsing the first two categories. This means that the first four categories are equally
spaced. The income variable was coded in such a way that it is able to be treated as a
factor or a numeric variable in any modelling, although it was eventually treated as a
categorical variable.
There are several forms of income variable available through the Census. The household
income indicator from the Census (HIND) is the closest to the income variable in the
health survey, but it is not tabulated by gender, so if the Census based household income
is used to provide the covariate information at population level then it will be the same
for each gender as well as across the years.
The survey and household income categories from the Census do not match well. For
HIND the categories included ‘negative income’, ‘nil income’, ‘$1 to $7,799’, ‘$7,800 to
$12,999’, ‘$13,000 to $18,199’ and so on. If area level modelling was being used then
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the use of a variable such as median household income would be able to be used, but
with unit level modelling there is a need to match survey and Census income categories
in order to create the synthetic and EBLUP estimates. A crude method of adjustment
was made: the proportion in each of the ABS household categories that includes the
cut-offs used by NSW Population Health Survey was assumed to be uniform across the
entire income range. Under this assumption each of these groups was apportioned
accordingly to the two new income ranges. Hence, for example, the under $20,000
category included the complete ABS categories for those with nil or negative income to
those with annual incomes of up to $18,199. Twenty-three percent of the number in the
following income band ($18,200 to $25,999) were also included, with the balance being
allocated to the $20,000 – $40,000 income band. The denominator in each case was the
total number of respondents less the number for which incomes were either incomplete
or not provided at all.
A single binary variable was also created that including those with income less than
$20,000 from the survey. This was compared with the observed proportion with
individual income less than $20,799 from the 2006 Census. These are the cut-offs that
are closest between the survey and the Census. An option that may need to be used in
years other than 2006 is to use the information from the ABS about the consumer price
index to adjust the income levels obtained from the survey to 2006 dollar values.
Figure A.21 suggests that there has been bracket creep in the proportions in the 5 income
categories over the period 2002 to 2008. It also shows that the lowest income category is
over-represented and the highest income category under-represented in the survey when
compared to the proportion in these categories from Census-derived information.
Representation by the other three income bands appears similar to that in the Census.
One other substantial issue regarding the income variable is the level of missingness in
the survey data. The non-response rate for the Census income question was 8.9%,
compared to 17.4% for the NSW Population Health Survey. If models are restricted to
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complete records, any model including income will be fitted to a substantially smaller
sample size than what is available. A more appropriate alternative would be to use
multiple imputation methods (Rubin, 2008), but it was considered beyond to scope of
this thesis to pursue the use of multiple imputation techniques.

Figure A.21: Observed proportion of NSW Population Health Survey respondents
within income bands by survey year compared with values derived from
2006 Census

Employment
The question asked of respondents about participation in the labour force is In the last
week, which of the following best describes your employment status? (LFSP)
Options in the response have changed over time, however the current responses are ‘A
salary or wage earner or conducting a business’, ‘A salary or wage earner or conducting
a business but absent on paid leave (incl unpaid maternity)’, ‘Holidays’, ‘On strike/stood
down’, ‘Unpaid work in a family business’, ‘Other unpaid work’, ‘Did not have a job’, as
well as ‘Don’t know/Not sure’ and ‘Refused’. Those who respond with one of the first
three responses to the LFSP question have been coded as being currently employed
(JOB = 1), whilst those who respond with other responses except for the missing or
refused were coded as not being currently employed. The possible answers from earlier
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Table A.24: Employment status from NSW Population Health Survey, by year
Year
Employed
in past week
Missing
No
Yes
Total

2002
12
6161
6220
12393

2003
10
6145
6321
12476

2004
18
4356
4683
9057

2005
16
5540
5420
10976

2006
8
3964
3811
7783

2007
39
6367
6330
12736

2008
25
4873
4856
9754

Overall
128
37406
37641
75175

versions of the health survey were slightly different, however it is still possible to
determine whether the respondent was employed simply on the response to the LFSP
question.
The variable from the 2006 Census BCP that was closest to the variable obtained in the
survey was to use the number employed as a percentage of the number of people of the
appropriate sex aged 15 and over.

Age pension
Although this variable is only asked of people aged 65 and over, it is possible to code it
for all respondents by coding all respondents younger than 65 with pension = 0 for this
variable. Effectively it becomes an interaction term between age group and age pension.
Table A.25: Responses to Age Pension question from NSW Population Health Survey,
2002–2008
Age Pension
N/A (under 65)
Missing (65+ only)
No (65 + only)
Yes (65+ only)
Total

2002
8998
7
587
2801
12393

2003
9019
8
621
2828
12476

2004
6553
3
463
2038
9057

Year
2005
7696
6
683
2591
10976

2006
5450
4
502
1827
7783

2007
8748
26
863
3099
12736

2008
6585
10
607
2552
9754

Overall
53049
64
4326
17736
75175

It is possible to obtain data directly from Centrelink for the number of age pensioners by
LGA by submitting a data request. At the time when most of the model fitting was being
undertaken, the age pension variable was usually dropped in the model building period.
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Hence it was not considered necessary to purchase the data from Centrelink.
The number of people on age pensions as at the end of June from 2005 to 2009 was
therefore obtained from ABS National Regional Profile (ABS, 2010b). The information
from four LGAs (Albury, Greater Hume Shire, Lithgow and Mid-Western Regional) was
suppressed, as the definition of these LGAs had changed between 2006 and 2008. The
number of people with age or Department of Veteran Affairs (DVA) pensions in June
2008 was also available from the Social Health Atlas published by PHIDU (Glover and
Tennant, 2010). The number of age pensioners was compared between the two sources
for the 2008 data. A linear model gave a coefficient of determination of 99.97%, and the
intercept was consistent with a line through the origin. The fitted values for the four
LGAs with missing values were therefore obtained from the predictions of this model
fitting method and assumed to be measured without error. Although there was evidence
of heteroscedasticity, adjustment for this made little effect on the resultant fitted values.
A similar process was able to be undertaken with the 2006 pension estimates, as the 3rd
Edition of the Social Health Atlas of Australia published in 2008 (Glover and Tennant,
2008) included the age-pensioner counts at the SLA level using 2006 ASGC boundaries.
These were aggregated to the LGA level and a similar model fitting process undertaken.
The coefficient of determination for this model was 99.94%, so again, the fitted values
were used for the four areas with missing results. These data were then used to create an
estimate of the proportion of people within each LGA on the pension (ignoring age).

Private Health Cover
The NSW Population Health Survey asks whether the person interviewed is covered by
private health insurance. This is asked of all respondents. In any one survey year
between 45 and 101 responded either ‘don’t know’ or ‘refuse to answer’. These
respondents have to be coded as missing when the question is included in modelling
unless multiple imputation methods are used. The numbers with and without health
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insurance by year are summarised in Table A.26.
Table A.26: Health Insurance responses from NSW Population Health Survey, 2002–
2008
Year
Private health
cover
Don’t know or
refused
No
Yes
Total

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Overall

76
6197
6120
12393

80
6266
6130
12476

56
4486
4515
9057

67
5195
5714
10976

45
3659
4079
7783

101
5895
6740
12736

67
4339
5348
9754

492
36037
38646
75175

It is difficult to locate non-survey population-level data on private health cover at the
LGA level. The only known source of information on the coverage of private health
cover at the LGA level comes from data tabled in Federal Parliament in 2003. These
estimates were obtained from a report to the Senate’s Community Affairs Legislation
Committee www.aph.gov.au/senate/committee/clac_ctte/estimates/bud_
0203/vol7doha_feb03.pdf). Glover and Tennant (2010) uses this source in their
Social Health Atlas of Australian Local Government Areas on the assumption that the
geographical distribution has not changed substantially over the past ten years. The data
became available because taxpayers were required to provide their postcode of residence
when registering for the 30% private health rebate when it was established in January
1999.
The Private Health Insurance Administration Council (PHIAC) publishes quarterly
reports on its website (www.phiac.gov.au) which include the number of people insured
per state. According to these reports, between 2002 and 2008 the proportion of people in
NSW with private health insurance cover has ranged between 44.4% and 45.7% (see
NSW Membership figures available at http://www.phiac.gov.au/forindustry/industry-statistics/statisticaltrends/. Given that the proportion
of people in NSW with health cover has been relatively stable over the period of time for
which survey data are available for the small area study, it seems a reasonable
assumption that there has been only minor geographical change to the rate of private
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health coverage as well. Hence rather than omitting this potentially important auxiliary
variable, the Hansard-based source of data, as reported by Glover and Tennant (2010)
was used as the source of private health coverage information at the LGA level. It is not
available separately by sex, so the proportions were assumed to be the same for both
sexes within each LGA. Because of the changes to the 30% private health rebate which
came into effect in July 2012, unless more recent information can be obtained, the
ongoing use of the level of private health insurance in unit level models is inappropriate.

ARIA+
The official remoteness scale used by the ABS is the Australian Remoteness Index for
Areas Plus, or ARIA+ (ABS, 2009a). Although the ARIA+ scale is being referred to in
this thesis, the ‘Plus’ is dropped to make it easier.
The ARIA scale is categorised into one of five categories by the ABS for determining
remoteness (ABS, 2009a). These are
Category
Major City
Inner Regional
Outer Regional
Remote
Very remote

ARIA+ code
1
2
3
4
5

Range in ARIA index
0 to 0.2
> 0.2 to 2.4
> 2.4 to 5.92
> 5.92 to 10.53
> 10.53 to 15

ARIA categories based on the postcode of residence are added to the survey dataset
when annual survey data are being prepared for analysis. Mean ARIA index score for
each postal area is downloaded from the HOIST data warehouse from data supplied by
the ABS, on the basis that the postal area and the postcode are equivalent. Postal areas
are an approximation to the Australia Post postcode areas and are the level at which the
ABS reports information. Further information about postal areas is available from the
ABS website. During the seven year period studied in this thesis the ARIA categories
used were those based on 2001 ABS data. Initial descriptive analysis revealed that in
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some cases remoteness allocation was not compatible with the LGA allocation. For
instance some respondents who lived in inner Sydney LGAs were allocated remoteness
categories of Outer Regional or Remote. In addition there were 839 records which were
not allocated a remoteness category. Over half of these occurred in 2005. A further 2585
records which had been allocated an ARIA category but not an LGA had already been
dropped from the dataset. Some of these issues could have arisen because observations
were originally coded to the wrong LGA, however the decision was made at the
beginning of this study to assume that LGA assignment was correct. In an ideal situation
one would return to the original data and confirm the allocation of each record to all
forms of geographically-based units. This would avoid the presence of these obvious
incompatibilities. Such a process was beyond the scope of this study.
Rather than run analyses with discrepancies between LGA and ARIA categories, the
ARIA categories were adjusted to remove incompatibilities. The method used also
allowed the allocation of remoteness category to the records with an LGA but that were
not allocated to a remoteness category. Although the 2001 ARIA data were still
available, it was decided to recode using the 2006 ARIA remoteness definitions because
all data were reallocated to 2006 LGA boundaries for this study. The update of the ARIA
codes was carried out in the following manner:
• Obtain ABS data giving minimum, maximum and mean ARIA+ scores for each 2006
LGA from the HOIST data warehouse
• Assign the appropriate remoteness category to each of these scores (as per table above).
• The range in scores shown by the minimum and maximum remoteness categories for each
LGA becomes the valid range in ARIA categories for that LGA.
• If an ARIA category had been allocated originally:
– Compare the original ARIA category with the valid range in ARIA categories within
the appropriate LGA as indicated by the minimum and maximum categories
– If the original ARIA category is within the valid range, the original ARIA category
and the derived category are the same
– If the original ARIA category is outside the valid range, the derived category is the
mean ARIA category
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• If no ARIA category was allocated, assign the mean ARIA category of the LGA as the
derived category

The numbers in each remoteness category are shown in Table A.27, along with the
proportion in the Major City, Remote and Very Remote, and Outer Regional and both
Remote groups before and after the recoding process was undertaken. A total of 2300
records out of over 75000 required recoding. Over 1450 of these were from Greater
Western Health Area, and of these 1309 were originally allocated to Remote and then
re-coded as Outer Regional. This is probably why the proportion in the two Remote
categories fell markedly between the original and derived remoteness categories (see
Table A.27). Also clear from Table A.27 is that the proportion in the Remote and Very
Remote areas was greatly reduced from 2005 on, when eight Health Areas replaced the
previous 17 as the strata due to the restructure. It was decided to aggregate Outer
Regional, Remote and Very Remote due to the small number of observations in the
Remote and Very Remote areas over the seven year period. The proportion of records in
this group, called Outer Regional and Remote, is more consistent between the original
and derived remoteness classification. Aggregation of these three ARIA categories is
regularly undertaken when data from NSW Health are presented using these remoteness
categories (Population Health Division, 2010).
It is possible that by using a mix of original allocation of remoteness category and use of
the mean category of the LGA may create bias. Bias may also be caused by the inclusion
of incompatible geographical boundaries. The idea of being able to include Postal areas
categories of ARIA was to allow the expression of categories that are more extreme than
are available when based on LGA. Remoteness categories were also assumed to remain
the same over the seven years of data for the purposes of this study, however this is also
the assumption underlying original allocation of the remoteness category to data
collected by the NSW Population Health Survey program. It would certainly be better to
use the ARIA categories that are from the closest Census, which means that the
categories to which an area may be given change over time.
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Estimates of the proportion of the population within each remoteness category were
obtained by using a dataset that provides the percentage of each LGA assigned to the
various remoteness categories. The proportions are based on information on the
remoteness category and population of each Census collector district within the LGA
aggregated to LGA level.
Table A.27: Number of respondents in each ARIA category based on derived category,
by year
Remoteness
Category (ARIA +)
Major Cities
Inner Regional
Outer Regional
Remote
Very Remote
Total

2002
5197
3537
3100
459
100
12393

2003
5222
3514
3206
428
106
12476

2004
3673
2533
2418
340
93
9057

Year
2005
5048
3302
2414
171
41
10976

2006
3711
2235
1684
123
30
7783

2007
6374
3595
2519
199
49
12736

2008
4805
2839
1940
140
30
9754

Overall
34030
21555
17281
1860
449
75175

Proportion based on original ARIA category
Major Cities
41.7% 41.8% 39.0% 43.9% 47.0% 49.7% 49.0% 44.6%
Remote / Very
Remote
7.3% 7.3% 7.7% 3.1% 3.5% 2.8% 2.6% 4.9%
Outer Regional and
both Remote groups
29.6% 30.1% 34.0% 23.5% 23.8% 21.7% 21.8% 26.4%
Proportion based on derived ARIA category
41.9% 41.9% 40.6% 46.0% 47.7% 50.0% 49.3% 45.3%

Major Cities
Remote / Very
Remote
Outer Regional and
both Remote groups

4.5% 4.3% 4.8% 1.9% 2.0% 1.9% 1.7% 3.1%
29.5% 30.0% 31.5% 23.9% 23.6% 21.7% 21.6% 26.1%

There are other ways that the issue with ARIA categories could have been resolved. One
way would be to use multiple imputation (Rubin, 2008). As the aim of the study was to
develop small area estimation methods, it was decided that the major need was simply to
ensure consistency between the ARIA allocation and the location of the LGA within
NSW. This was obtained using the method outlined above. It would be beneficial to do
some sensitivity studies as to the effect of the decisions. In the future it is recommended
that checks be put into place that reveal and rectify obvious discrepancies in
geographical allocation prior to the finalisation of any survey data sets.
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Socio-economic disadvantage
The index of relative socio-economic disadvantage (IRSD), one of four socioeconomic
indexes for areas published by the ABS (ABS, 2008a) is used by the NSW Health to
assess the effect of SES on health in the Chief Health Officers report (see, for instance,
CER, 2009b). A high score in this particular index denotes low levels of disadvantage as
opposed to high levels of advantage. NSW Health uses population-based quintiles,
where approximately 20% of the population of the state is placed in each of the quintiles,
with the 5th quintile being the most disadvantaged. In general, analyses undertaken by
NSW Health combine the middle three quintiles to provide three groups: high
socioeconomic status (SES), low SES (most disadvantaged) and the ’rest’. Consistently
those with high SES have lower rates of potentially avoidable deaths, and premature
deaths, higher life expectancy and lower rates of smoking and overweight and obesity
(Population Health Division, 2010).
As with ARIA category, the population-weighted quintile of socioeconomic
disadvantage is allocated to the Health Survey data when annual data is being collated.
To do this, the IRSD at the postal area level is obtained via the HOIST data warehouse
and the population-weighted quintiles calculated using the Census place of residence
population that is provided with the SEIFA indexes as the appropriate population. It
appears that the 2001 IRSD and associated populations have been used for all survey
years involved in this study. This has meant that the quintile cutoff values have been
stable for a number of years, with values of 945.987, 977.664, 1009.429 and 1073.366
being the maximum values for the most disadvantaged to second least disadvantaged
quintile; values greater than 1073.366 are allocated to the least disadvantaged quintile. In
early years (2002-2003) a coding error meant that if an observation was not given any
other quintile value it defaulted to the most disadvantaged quintile rather than the
disadvantage code being set to missing.
As some IRSD quintiles were incompatible with the LGAs, a similar process to that used
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Table A.28: Sample size in each modified quintile of disadvantage, by survey year and
overall, and comparison with numbers in original allocation, including observations with no quintile allocated
IRSD Quintile
1 (least disadv)
2
3
4
5 (most disadv)
Total
# with no quintile
allocation originally
# in Q1 (original)
# in Q5 (original)

2002
1157
1906
2683
3416
3231
12393

2003
1102
1842
2612
4165
2755
12476

2004
1060
1627
1929
2383
2058
9057

Year
2005
1612
1933
2652
2735
2044
10976

2006
1156
1457
1756
1873
1541
7783

2007
1951
2306
2885
3033
2561
12736

2008
1490
1766
2303
2386
1809
9754

Overall
9528
12837
16820
19991
15999
75175

0
950
3370

0
1005
2759

11
1070
2044

469
1535
2006

93
1129
1537

124
1945
2538

70
1480
1808

767
9114
16062

to modify ARIA codes was used to modify the disadvantage quintiles so that they were
consistent with the minimum and maximum values available in each LGA. Unlike ARIA
data, in the case of SEIFA indexes no minimum and maximum values are provided with
the ABS-level data, so it requires a more complex series of steps to determine what the
minimum and maximum allowable values of disadvantage are within each LGA. The
details of this process will not be covered here, but are available if requested. The
modification of disadvantage quintiles also allows observations that had not received
IRSD index values originally to be allocated to the quintile, in this case based on the
LGA of residence.
The proportion of population within the disadvantage quintiles was determined by
applying the categorical cutoffs given above to the IRSD at the CD level based on data
from the 2006 Census, and using the populations on the SEIFA dataset to create the
proportions. Populations at the CD level are only defined for Census years, so it is not
possible to adjust for changes to these proportions between Census years. It is
acknowledged that the cut-offs used were based on 2001 data, but were applied to 2006
IRSD data. Although the proportions may be slightly different to quintiles when done
this way, all SEIFA indexes are standardised to have a mean of 1000 and a standard
deviation of 100. The main concern is for consistency in the cut-off values between the
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data and the populations used. It needs to be restated that the aim of this study was to
develop methods for SAE for the NSW Population Health Survey data. The issues with
ARIA and IRSD really came to light because the quality control requirements for small
area estimation are far more stringent than for estimation at the state or Health Area
level. The fixes imposed modified only those records where there were completely
inconsistent geographic and/or socioeconomic values within a given LGA, with the
assumption that the allocation to LGA was correct. Here, as with ARIA recoding, it
could have been analysed using other methods, such as with multiple imputation.
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A.12

Descriptive statistics of Direct and composite
estimators, SMK, by sex

Table A.29: Coefficient of weights at LGA level by various GREG models, by sex
2006 only
model
Wt 0
Wt 1
Wt 2
Wt 3
Wt 4
Wt 5
Wt 6
Wt 7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Males
Min Median
9.0%
66.3%
7.1%
67.2%
2.1%
66.1%
0.6%
65.5%
2.9%
67.1%
4.3%
66.7%
0.4%
72.2%
0.8%
68.5%
Females
Min Median
0.4%
64.1%
16.5%
65.5%
15.5%
65.3%
2.8%
62.2%
8.2%
63.4%
1.7%
65.8%
8.5%
72.9%
12.7%
67.5%

2005–2007

Mean
65.0%
65.1%
65.0%
62.0%
65.3%
64.1%
69.6%
65.5%

Max
143.6%
150.1%
147.4%
112.7%
121.3%
108.6%
129.3%
117.0%

Min
40.4%
28.3%
31.4%
29.2%
29.9%
30.7%
32.1%
31.2%

Median
78.2%
72.7%
73.5%
68.3%
67.8%
71.1%
74.9%
73.3%

Mean
80.7%
73.0%
73.4%
68.7%
68.5%
71.6%
74.3%
73.9%

Max
162.6%
119.2%
124.5%
97.3%
97.0%
101.8%
101.3%
105.9%

Mean
63.2%
64.3%
64.4%
62.9%
63.8%
64.9%
70.3%
66.3%

Max
116.5%
115.0%
112.4%
130.1%
133.4%
107.8%
140.6%
109.8%

Min
48.7%
44.2%
44.4%
34.7%
44.5%
27.6%
32.8%
29.4%

Median
75.1%
69.5%
69.9%
65.6%
65.5%
68.9%
72.6%
70.2%

Mean
76.6%
69.7%
70.2%
65.9%
66.1%
69.2%
72.2%
70.3%

Max
146.5%
96.3%
97.7%
87.1%
89.7%
86.5%
101.5%
92.9%
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Table A.30: GREG-based estimates for Current smoking, by sex, 2006

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Males
Females
Min
Max Median
Mean
Min
Max Median
Estimates of prevalence of current smoking
0%
100%
17.9%
21.4%
0%
100%
14.6%
0%
100%
17.4%
21.4%
0%
100%
14.6%
0%
100%
17.3%
21.3%
0%
100%
14.7%
0%
100%
18.1%
20.9%
0%
100%
15.3%
0%
100%
18.4%
21.1%
0%
100%
14.9%
0%
100%
18.2%
21.1%
0%
100%
15.1%
Standard errors (where responses differ within LGA)
1.23% 31.18% 10.00% 12.44%
1.83% 32.76%
8.08%
1.43% 81.63% 11.43% 16.42%
1.84% 72.54%
8.73%
1.58% 81.63% 11.02% 16.48%
1.78% 72.45%
8.49%
1.77% 73.79% 10.88% 16.17%
1.81% 72.58%
8.95%
1.84% 73.79% 11.29% 16.09%
1.24% 76.13%
8.77%
2.00% 73.79% 11.29% 16.23%
1.12% 72.98%
8.49%
Relative standard errors (where responses differ within LGA)
14.6% 111.1%
53.2%
55.6%
21.6% 104.6%
53.1%
19.9% 186.1%
61.7%
68.5%
19.6% 197.0%
58.6%
22.8% 207.3%
59.9%
69.2%
22.3% 194.5%
59.5%
22.5% 200.6%
59.4%
69.0%
22.3% 199.1%
57.7%
22.4% 168.0%
60.6%
68.0%
22.2% 264.1%
58.0%
22.4% 166.2%
60.4%
68.6%
22.8% 199.8%
57.4%
Precision based on RSE
Missing
OK
High Extreme Missing
OK
High
31
4
51
67
25
4
56
31
4
41
77
25
2
51
31
1
45
76
25
3
52
31
2
48
72
25
3
52
31
2
49
71
25
3
50
31
4
43
75
25
3
50
Estimates when RSE <50% and not missing
6.3%
85.6%
25.1%
31.9%
9.5%
59.9%
19.7%
6.3%
85.6%
23.6%
30.0%
9.3%
58.9%
19.4%
6.3%
86.1%
24.7%
30.5%
9.3%
59.6%
19.6%
6.3%
85.0%
23.2%
29.3%
8.9%
63.0%
19.5%
6.2%
84.7%
23.2%
29.6%
8.6%
63.7%
18.5%
9.9%
85.2%
24.4%
30.9%
8.4%
63.9%
17.8%

Mean
16.3%
16.3%
16.3%
16.7%
16.3%
16.3%
9.53%
11.66%
11.67%
11.92%
11.80%
11.85%
55.9%
64.7%
64.7%
64.1%
65.4%
65.3%
Extreme
68
75
73
73
75
75
21.6%
20.9%
20.8%
21.4%
21.3%
20.9%
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Table A.31: GREG-based estimates for Current smoking, by sex, 2005–07 combined

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt
Wt

0
1
2
3
5
7

Males
Females
Min
Max Median
Mean
Min
Max Median
Estimates of prevalence of current smoking
2.5%
52.1%
20.9%
22.4%
0%
47.7%
17.8%
2.1%
54.9%
21.0%
22.6%
0%
52.6%
18.1%
2.2%
55.5%
21.0%
22.6%
0%
53.7%
18.1%
2.4%
57.2%
21.2%
22.4%
0%
58.7%
17.8%
1.7%
64.2%
21.5%
22.7%
0%
58.9%
18.1%
1.2%
67.6%
21.5%
22.8%
0%
55.6%
18.1%
Standard errors (where responses differ within LGA)
2.20% 18.91%
5.48%
6.86%
1.74% 18.00%
4.30%
2.25% 32.20%
5.73%
7.22%
1.76% 25.34%
4.24%
2.24% 30.92%
5.70%
7.32%
1.72% 25.01%
4.32%
2.09% 30.88%
5.50%
7.15%
1.52% 19.87%
4.13%
1.79% 34.92%
5.61%
7.34%
1.44% 22.74%
4.13%
1.33% 37.02%
5.30%
7.50%
1.55% 24.81%
4.10%
Relative standard errors (where responses differ within LGA)
10.5% 103.4%
28.0%
32.8%
9.5%
83.3%
25.5%
10.8% 132.0%
28.3%
33.9%
8.1% 104.4%
25.9%
9.8% 135.9%
29.0%
34.5%
8.5% 102.6%
26.6%
9.6% 133.5%
27.5%
34.0%
9.0% 103.2%
26.2%
9.8% 135.1%
27.9%
34.1%
9.3% 102.5%
26.8%
9.9% 136.5%
28.0%
34.5%
9.3% 102.6%
26.8%
Precision based on RSE
Missing
OK
High Extreme Missing
OK
High
0
63
66
24
2
70
64
0
63
63
27
2
72
59
0
58
67
28
2
70
61
0
63
61
29
2
70
64
0
62
61
30
2
70
63
0
61
62
30
2
70
63
Estimates when RSE <50% and not missing
9.0%
52.1%
21.6%
23.7%
6.2%
47.7%
18.4%
9.8%
54.9%
21.6%
23.5%
5.7%
52.6%
18.9%
9.7%
55.5%
21.8%
23.7%
5.7%
53.7%
18.9%
9.4%
57.2%
21.6%
23.2%
5.3%
58.7%
18.8%
9.4%
64.2%
21.8%
23.5%
4.8%
58.9%
18.6%
8.6%
67.6%
21.7%
23.6%
5.3%
55.6%
18.5%

Mean
17.8%
17.9%
17.9%
17.8%
17.8%
17.8%
5.05%
5.16%
5.21%
5.09%
5.15%
5.21%
29.8%
30.4%
30.6%
30.2%
30.4%
30.6%
Extreme
17
20
20
17
18
18
18.7%
18.9%
18.8%
18.7%
18.6%
18.5%
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Table A.32: Descriptive summary of results for direct and direct-composite estimates,
SMK , by sex, 2006

150 0.0%

Male
Max Median Mean G
Min
Estimate
100.0% 18.2% 21.7% 152 0.0%

100.0% 14.6% 16.3%

153 7.0%

29.5%

19.0% 19.3%

153 7.9%

24.2%

16.0% 16.3%

153 13.0% 24.1%

19.0% 19.2%

153 16.0% 16.5%

16.2% 16.2%

122 1.3%

32.2%

RMSE
10.3% 12.9% 128 1.8%

153 3.1%

8.3%

6.5%

6.4%

153 3.5%

5.1%

4.8%

4.7%

G
Direct
Comp,
DEFF=1
Comp, av
DEFF
Direct
Comp,
DEFF=1
Comp, av
DEFF
Direct
Comp,
DEFF=1
Comp, av
DEFF

Min

Female
Max Median Mean

33.1%

8.1%

9.6%

153 2.6%

4.8%

4.1%

4.0%

153 0.7%

0.7%

0.7%

0.7%

RRMSE
122 14.6% 111.1% 53.2% 55.6% 128 21.6% 104.6% 53.1% 55.9%
153 15.1% 67.8%

34.0% 34.9%

153 14.6% 38.9%

25.6% 25.1%

153 16.0% 29.8%

25.0% 24.6%

153 4.5%

4.6%

4.6%

4.6%

Note: G denotes number of LGAs included
RMSE and RRMSE for direct estimates do not include the areas where the standard error is zero
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A.13

Agreement between 2001 and 2006 Census data at
LGA level

The deterministic part of EBLUP-type estimator is by obtaining the product of the vector
of population means of the covariates with the regression coefficients estimated from the
survey data,
Ȳ˜g = X̄g b̃.
Often these covariate means are provided through the use of Census data. It is often
considered that Census data reduces in usefulness as the number of years increases since
the Census was undertaken. As a result, some researchers deliberately select sources of
auxiliary data that are updated between Censuses (Congdon, 2010), but Census data is
still used where there are no alternative sources of population-level covariate data
(Scholes et al., 2007, Congdon and Lloyd, 2010). In these cases the assumption has to be
made that the population mean is stable through the intercensal period. The validity of
this assumption can be assessed by investigating the change in means for selected
potential auxiliary variable between two Censuses.
Data were available from both the 2001 and 2006 Censuses, therefore a study was
undertaken to investigate the consistency of various potential auxiliary variables at the
LGA level between the two Censuses. A series of variables, listed in Table A.33, were
selected from the LGA-level Basic Community Profile (BCP) from the 2006 Census
through the NSW Health data warehouse (HOIST). The equivalent variables were
obtained from the CD-level BCP from the 2001 Census and aggregated to the 2006 LGA
boundaries through the use of a 2001 CD to 2006 SLA concordance (ABS, 2006b).
Most of the selected variables had consistent categories between Censuses. For income,
the comparison is more complex as it needs to take into account the change in the value
of the dollar between 2001 and 2006, and the categorical nature of the responses to the
income question. The value of the dollar was approximated by the change in the average
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weekly wage from $717 in August 2001 to $870.50 in August 2006 (ABS, 2006c). So
for comparing incomes between the two Censuses the proportion with weekly income up
to $699 was obtained from the 2001 Census whilst for 2006 incomes up to $799 were
included. The percentage unemployed and employed were obtained by dividing the
number in the category of interest by the number in the work force rather than relying on
the employment and unemployment rates that were published for both 2001 and 2006
Censuses. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to assess the comparability between
years.
The results are shown in Table A.33. The correlation between the various Census
variables is very strong for most variables, with the distinct exception of the proportions
in the age groups, where the correlation range from 0.55 to 0.95. Regularly updated
estimated residential population data are available from the ABS, which means that there
is no need to rely on the Census data at all for proportions within the age groups. If the
age group variables are ignored, the minimum correlation is 0.89 for the proportion
unemployed in females. Despite the coarseness of the income groupings and the
differences between the two Censuses in the value of the Australian dollar, the
correlation is still very good between the 2001 and 2006 Census, being approximately
98%. The association between the 2001 and 2006 Census proportions for four of the
variables in Table A.33 are graphed in Figure A.22.
The Basic Community Profile from which the variables were derived changed from
being based on the area of enumeration in 2001 to the area of usual residence in 2006
(ABS, 2007a). This explains the anomaly in the variable for proportion living in private
dwellings and the low proportion of people who were never married in the Snowy River
LGA in 2001. It has less than 60% of respondents living in private dwellings compared
with a proportion of respondents living in private dwellings of greater than 75% in all
other LGAs in NSW. The ski fields lie within the Snowy River LGA, and because the
Census night occurs in the middle of the ski season, many are on vacation and/or
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Table A.33: Correlation coefficients of LGA-level estimates between selected 2001 and
2006 Census variables

Total Population
% male
% male 15+
16-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65-74 years
75+ years
% married
% never married (incl Snowy River)
% never married (excl Snowy River)
% Speak LOTE at home
% born in Australia
% born in Europe
% born in Africa or Asia
% with education year 10 or below, or none
% with high qualification
% Indigenous residents
% Unemployed
% Employed
% with income less than approx $41,600
% living in private dwellings (incl Snowy River)
% living in private dwellings (excl Snowy River)
# Errors in the 2001 dataset prevent calc for F, P

M

F

0.845
0.937
0.761
0.733
0.881
0.901
0.929
0.949
0.946
0.957
0.997
0.994
0.988
0.995
0.990
0.988
0.993
0.917
0.930
0.983
0.954
0.851

0.877
0.945
0.696
0.754
0.554
0.895
0.937
0.949
0.958
0.972
0.997
0.994
0.986
0.994
0.986
#
0.996
0.887
0.936
0.980
0.930
0.727

P
0.999
0.937
0.957
0.874
0.948
0.784
0.774
0.905
0.9203
0.943
0.952
0.958
0.972
0.997
0.994
0.989
0.995
0.990
#
0.995
0.918
0.935
0.984
0.960
0.894

working in the ski fields during the Census period. The result is a substantially increased
proportion who are residents of non-private dwellings. The number of residents of
non-private dwellings is one of the few variables in the BCP that are based on place of
enumeration in the 2006 Census rather than the place of usual residence (ABS, 2007a,
2006a).
Despite the high levels of correlation, there are two issues when using Census-based
population means to create synthetic estimates for non-Census years. The first is that
even though the correlation may be extremely high, the values may be quite different.
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Figure A.22: Association of selected variables between 2001 Census and 2006 Census
when measured at the 2006 LGA level
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This is shown, for example in Figure A.22 for unemployment. Although there is
reasonable correlation, the actual overall rate of unemployment in 2001 was higher than
in 2006. The second issue is that although the majority of areas may be consistent
between Censuses, a small number show marked changes between the Censuses. This is
identifiable from the scatter plots of the type shown in Figure A.22 by the points that do
not lie anywhere near the trendline. For instance, Snowy River LGA is the furthest point
in the plot of percent never married that is below the red dotted line depicting the 1:1
relationship between the Censuses. The change in the estimation base for the Basic
Community Profile may itself produce anomalies of a similar form to those for Snowy
River LGA, depending upon whether the proportion of visitors to an area is sufficiently
large to affect the response for the LGA in question. One reason for having the Census
on the first Tuesday in August is that this date does not coincide with school holidays and
it is a week night in winter (ABS, 2007d). The majority of people are therefore expected
to be staying at their usual place of residence, and for this reason the effect of the change
from place of enumeration to place of usual residence may be negligible for most areas.
The first issue may be able to be dealt with by making pro-rata adjustments to the small
area data, provided there is a valid population-level estimate available for NSW as a
whole, as was done for the income variable. It may also be possible to use other sources
rather than the Census data. For instance, the Department of Education, Employment
and Workplace Relations publishes SLA-level estimates of unemployment rates
(DEEWR, 2011) on a regular basis. Interestingly, these estimates are based on small area
estimation methods. These can be aggregated to LGA level where necessary, and avoid
the use of the Census data.
In conclusion, the correlation between the two Censuses is very strong for the variables
assessed in this brief analysis, with the exception of the proportions in each age group,
for which there is an alternative source that will be more reliable than the census data
anyway. The remainder of the variables that were included in this examination showed
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Figure A.23: Changes in selected variables between 2001 and 2006 Census for 30 LGAs
selected at random
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high correlation between the results for 2001 and 2006, suggesting that in general there
is high consistency between the areas. It is possible that a small selection of areas will
change dramatically between Censuses, as shown in Figure A.22 and A.23. Part of this
may be due to the change in the focus of the Basic Community Profile from place of
enumeration to place of residence. It would be interesting to do a similar study of
differences between the 2006 and 2011 Censuses for these same variables. The change
over time is consistent for the majority of LGAs, so it is reasonable to assume that the
values obtained from the 2006 Census is consistent across time for most LGAs.
The method of comparison that was used here was to compare the observed proportions,
ignoring the fact that the state mean is not expected to be the same between the two
Census years. A test of consistency with the line of identity would determine whether
there is any bias introduced by using one set of estimates in place of the other.
Alternative methods of comparison include compare the ranks of the LGAs between
2001 and 2006. If all the proportions are ranked together and the ranks compared
between 2001 and 2006 it is really testing whether the median of the outcome variable of
interest is the same. Another alternative is to rank the proportions for each variable
within each year so they each range from 1 to 153. The difference between the ranks is
then analysed using a signed rank test, with small values of P rejecting the hypothesis
that there is no difference in the rankings between Census years. This method does not
take into account how different the actual proportions are when the ranks differ, however
it does take into account the changes in ranks. Using this method, there is no evidence of
significant changes in the ranks.
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Effect of gg on the relative contributions of direct
and synthetic estimates

The unit level and area level models can both be presented as composite estimators.
They both use a term of the form
gg =

s2u
s2u + s2e /ng

(A.7)

to determine the weight that will be placed on the direct estimator in the creation of the
BLUP-type estimator. The effect of gg on the relative contributions of the direct and
synthetic estimators was discussed briefly in Section 4.2.1; this section provides more
detail.
The value of gg depends on the relative sizes of s2u and s2e /ng . The value of the ratio of
the area-level variability and the total variability, that is, ŝ2u /ŝ2 , is known as the
intraclass correlation, denoted ICC or r.
As a guide to potential values of r obtained from the NSWHS data, a null linear model
with a random area-level effect was fitted to the unit level data for a number of outcome
variables using the 2006 survey data at the person level and for male and female
separately. The proportion of total variance explained by the area level random error
term, as shown in Table A.34 was between 0.14% and 9.35%. There is some variation
with sex, and the area-level random effect dropped out of the model for the Veg outcome
in females. The mean for this variable is approximately 10%, and the result may be due
to a breakdown of the assumptions underlying linear modelling for this variable.
The size of the contribution of the random effect decreases as the number of explanatory
variables increases, as shown for three outcome variables in Table A.35, but, as shown in
Figure 2.2, even when the area random effect contributes less than 1% to the total
variation the direct estimate will contribute something to the model-based estimators;
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Table A.34: Estimated Intraclass Correlation coefficient (r̂), 2006 survey data
Male
Female
n
r̂
n
r̂
Outcome variables used in this thesis
ALC
4573 1.68% 3132 1.97%
SMK
4610 0.54% 3169 1.37%
BMI
4389 1.52% 3111 0.28%
HDIFF
4514 9.35% 3083 4.95%
Other outcome variables
Alcohol2 4573 0.14% 3132 0.14%
Fruit
4579 0.23% 3132 0.85%
Veg
4557 1.25% 3117
NA
Physact
4401 2.48% 3012 1.85%
BMI2
4389 1.39% 3111 0.51%
Hstat
4600 0.29% 3163 0.59%
Social2a 4504 4.00% 3104 2.74%
min
0.14%
0.14%
max
9.35%
4.95%

Person
n

r̂

7705
7779
7500
7597

1.49%
0.88%
1.28%
8.56%

7705
7711
7674
7413
7500
7763
7608

0.49%
0.50%
0.87%
1.59%
0.86%
0.29%
3.39%
0.29%
8.56%

Note: NA = Area level variance dropped out of the model The definitions of the outcome variables are
provided in Table 4

more as the sample size increases.
Table A.35: Effect of adding covariates on ratio of area level variation to total variation,
based on 2006 person-level data

Current smoking
Risk Alcohol
Difficulties getting health
care when needed

Null model

Age, sex

0.9%
1.5%
8.6%

0.9%
1.9%
8.7%

Age, Sex,
Health area
0.5%
1.1%
4.4%

Age, sex, AHS+
other covars
0.1%
0.4%
2.5%

This effect of sample size on ĝg for the 2006 SMK, males data when a unit level model is
fitted is shown in Figure A.24. For the particular model fitted, ŝ2u = 0.0008 and
ŝ2e = 0.1301, and hence r̂ = 0.6%. In Figure A.24, three versions of ĝg are shown. The
blue solid line shows the values of ĝg as given by fitting
ĝg =

ŝ2u
.
ŝ2u + ŝ2e /ng

(A.8)

The other two methods use the observed estimate of ŝ2u = 0.0008, but the blue dots show
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Figure A.24: Three versions of Estimated gg as a function of sample size, SMK,
males,2006. Linear EBLUP model with standard covariates.
Blue line uses (A.8); red line uses ŝ2e = p̂(1 p̂) in denominator of (A.8); blue dots use ŝ2e = pˆg (1 pˆg ),
where p̂ denotes estimated SMK prevalence for males in NSW, 2006 and p̂g denotes the observed
prevalence estimate of SMK, males, 2006 for the gth area

the effect of using the naı̈ve variance of a proportion estimator of p̂g (1

p̂g )/ng in place

of ŝ2e /ng and the red lines uses the NSW observed proportion as the basis of the unit
level variance term, that is, ŝ2e = p̂(1

p̂). Figure A.24 shows that there is a smooth

curve which increases as sample size increases when either (A.8) or the overall NSW
proportion are used, and that the relative contribution of the direct estimate increases to a
similar level using either estimation method, with the direct estimator contributing
between 30% and 40% to the model-based estimator for current smoking prevalence at
the maximum sample size in any LGA for males in 2006, even though the estimated r̂ is
less than 1%. It should also be noted how volatile the value of gg is when based on the
observed proportions, especially for small sample sizes. Clearly this method is not useful
in determining the relative contributions of the direct and synthetic components.
Based on the values of the variance components used in Figure A.24 it was found that a
sample size of 164 would be required to have equal contribution between the direct
estimate and synthetic estimate. The relationship between gg and sample size was further
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invested to assess the effect of the proportion of variability explained by the area-level
variance term. Initially the sample size was determined for given values of gg when ŝ2u
was fixed at 0.0008 and the variance of a proportion formula was used to determine
ŝ2e /ng , with p̂ varying between 0.1 and 0.5. This is shown graphically in Figure A.25,
and showed that there is an exponential increase in the size required as gg increases,
particularly beyond about gg = 0.7. Larger sample sizes are required the closer the
estimated p is to 0.5, due to the fact that the variance of a proportion is greatest when
p = 0.5. Doubling the value of ŝ2u halves the sample size required for any level of gg (not
shown). The average annual sample size at the LGA level from the NSW Population
Health Survey is approximately 25 per year for males and females. If the ICC is as low
as it is for SMK in males in 2006 for other outcome variables we will find that at this
average sample size the direct estimate will contribute to the composite model-based
estimator between 5% and approximately 20%, depending upon the prevalence rate. The
value of gg increases quickly as sample size increases, particularly for variables with low
or high prevalence.

The sample size required to obtain g = 0.5 is highly dependent on how much of the total
variation is explained by the area-level variance component, that is, the intraclass
correlation. The ICC can take the values in the range, 0 < r < 1. Solving the equation
0.5 =
ng =

s2u
2
su +s2e /ng

gg
1 gg

⇣

1
r

where s2u = rs2 for ng , we find that ng = r1 1, and for any value of gg ,
⌘
1 . This results in a hyperbolic relationship between the proportion of

total variation explained by the area-level variance term and the sample size. The smaller
the value of gg the closer curve comes to the origin (see Figure A.26a). Figure A.26b
shows that the driving influence on the value of gg is the intraclass correlation. The
contribution of the direct estimate will increase rapidly as sample size increases provided
the proportion of area-level variance is over approximately 0.005. At this point a sample
size of 200 is required to obtain a gg value of 0.5, but the sample sizes required to obtain
gg = 0.5 become extremely high with smaller values of r.
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Figure A.25: Relationship between estimated prevalence, gg and sample size when
ŝ2u =0.0008. Inset shows a more restricted range for gg .

In conclusion, the contribution of the direct estimate to an EBLUP-type estimator will
depend on sample size and also the level of area-level variation relative to the total
variation for the specific outcome of interest; that is, the intraclass correlation. Based on
the information shown in Table A.34, different outcomes will have substantially different
values of the ICC, and it also depends to a great extent on the covariates that are included
in the model. It also shows that SAE methods will be useful with many of the sample
sizes observed at the LGA level for a single year of data. For instance, provided
r > 0.005 the median sample size of 57 will lead to the direct estimator contributing
20% to the EBLUP estimator, and a sample size of 200 will lead to gg = 0.5, and hence
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Figure A.26: (a)Sample size required for g = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 as a function of r (b) Relationship between sample size and value of g for different values of r (see
text)

the equal contribution of the synthetic and direct estimator.
The advantage of the EBLUP-type estimators is that there is no need to calculate either
the ICC or gg prior to the estimation process as the method itself allows the regulation of
how much emphasis is placed on the direct estimate for an area depending on sample
size and ICC. It is hoped that if practitioners understand how the ELUP-type estimates
work will help to alleviate the misunderstandings that may otherwise arise when
model-based estimators are created. This may also be assisted by having the ICC values
published or available to those who wish to have that information, in order to inform
them of extent to which the estimates have included the direct estimates.
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Logistic vs Linear models: additional details

Table A.36: Overall Maximum RMSE between 2006, 2007 and 2008 for logistic EBP
models using different covariate specifications compared with DE 0208 for
four outcome variables, by sample size groups and sex
Sex
Sample
size
ALC
DE 0208

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
BMI
DE 0208

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
HDIFF
DE 0208

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific
SMK
DE 0208

Null
Age
Global
ONS
Common
Specific

6
10

Male
11
20

21
50

> 50

0

9.6%
6.9%
7.2%
6.7%
6.7%
5.5%
5.7%

6.6%
6.7%
6.9%
6.1%
6.1%
5.3%
5.6%

5.4%
6.0%
6.2%
6.4%
5.8%
5.1%
5.2%

3.1%
4.9%
4.8%
5.0%
4.7%
4.4%
4.6%

15.9%
6.6%
7.3%
5.4%
5.4%
6.4%
5.7%

15.2% 11.7%
4.7% 4.6%
4.9% 4.9%
5.1% 5.1%
5.9% 6.0%
4.5% 4.5%
5.1% 5.1%

7.4%
4.6%
4.9%
5.2%
5.8%
4.5%
5.1%

5.2%
4.6%
4.7%
5.3%
5.6%
4.1%
4.8%

3.4%
3.9%
4.2%
4.5%
4.8%
4.2%
4.6%

16.7%
12.0%
13.4%
10.8%
9.9%
10.0%
10.1%

12.5%
11.0%
11.9%
10.3%
9.1%
9.6%
9.6%

8.6%
9.6%
9.8%
8.8%
8.3%
8.0%
8.2%

5.3%
7.7%
8.7%
8.2%
7.0%
7.6%
7.7%

15.6%
6.9%
6.5%
9.1%
6.0%
5.0%
6.7%

9.9%
7.2%
6.5%
7.4%
5.5%
4.6%
5.5%

5.9%
6.6%
6.4%
7.3%
5.4%
4.5%
5.6%

5.0%
6.4%
5.9%
6.7%
4.9%
4.6%
5.2%

0

5

15.0%
7.0%
7.3%
6.4%
6.6%
5.6%
5.5%

6
10

Female
11
20

21
50

> 50

9.1%
6.3%
6.8%
4.8%
4.8%
6.1%
5.0%

7.3%
6.2%
6.6%
5.5%
5.3%
6.3%
5.7%

5.0%
5.7%
6.0%
5.5%
4.9%
6.0%
5.4%

3.1%
5.0%
5.2%
4.5%
4.3%
5.2%
4.6%

16.1% 10.4%
6.1% 6.0%
7.1% 7.0%
4.8% 4.7%
5.2% 5.1%
4.6% 4.5%
4.9% 4.9%

8.1%
5.8%
6.8%
4.7%
5.0%
4.5%
4.8%

5.3%
5.4%
6.3%
4.7%
4.8%
4.2%
4.6%

3.5%
4.5%
5.1%
4.1%
4.3%
3.9%
4.2%

3.1%
5.3%
5.4%
5.5%
5.1%
5.2%
5.2%

17.7%
14.7%
15.5%
12.0%
11.2%
11.7%
11.7%

10.1% 6.4% 3.9%
13.2% 9.5% 7.1%
13.3% 10.1% 7.2%
12.0% 9.7% 8.0%
10.9% 8.7% 6.8%
11.7% 9.5% 7.8%
11.6% 9.5% 7.8%

2.7%
5.2%
5.1%
5.5%
4.2%
4.1%
4.5%

14.0% 12.4%
6.5% 6.9%
6.0% 6.3%
7.7% 7.1%
7.3% 7.4%
6.9% 6.4%
6.8% 6.7%

5

12.7%
13.6%
14.1%
12.4%
11.3%
12.1%
12.2%

7.5%
6.1%
5.6%
6.2%
6.2%
5.8%
5.6%

4.6%
6.2%
6.2%
7.0%
6.4%
5.9%
5.9%

2.6%
5.0%
4.7%
5.2%
5.0%
5.1%
4.9%
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Table A.37: Maximum estimated RMSE of EBP logistic estimates summarised over covariate specification and DE 0208, by sex, sample size groups and year

ALC

BMI

HDIFF

SMK

ALC

BMI

HDIFF

SMK

2006

Group

EBP

DE 0208

0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50
0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50
0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50
0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50

7.3%
7.0%
6.6%
6.1%
5.0%
4.6%
4.4%
4.6%
4.4%
4.2%
10.1%
9.0%
8.4%
6.9%
4.6%
9.1%
7.3%
7.2%
6.7%
5.5%

14.3%
9.3%
7.7%
6.3%
3.0%
14.6%
13.2%
8.0%
6.1%
3.3%
13.5%
9.6%
7.5%
3.9%
2.2%
13.7%
8.6%
5.6%
4.4%
2.8%

0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50
0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50
0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50
0 5
6 10
11 20
21 50
> 50

7.3%
6.9%
6.6%
6.0%
5.2%
6.0%
5.8%
5.6%
5.3%
4.7%
15.5%
13.7%
11.0%
8.6%
6.0%
3.4%
3.3%
3.1%
3.5%
2.9%

15.6%
10.6%
7.8%
4.9%
3.1%
15.2%
11.0%
8.4%
5.8%
3.4%
12.0%
9.1%
5.8%
4.3%
2.6%
13.2%
11.7%
7.1%
4.4%
2.5%

2007
EBP

DE 0208

Male
5.8% 14.3%
5.6% 11.4%
5.4%
7.3%
5.2%
4.6%
4.4%
2.8%
5.1% 14.9%
5.1% 11.4%
5.1%
8.1%
4.8%
5.6%
4.3%
3.1%
12.5% 16.7%
10.8% 16.3%
9.2% 10.2%
8.2%
6.1%
6.1%
3.6%
7.2% 15.6%
6.8% 11.0%
6.5%
7.7%
5.9%
4.2%
4.4%
2.7%
Female
6.5% 14.8%
6.2%
8.7%
6.1%
6.8%
5.7%
4.6%
4.9%
3.2%
5.4% 15.7%
5.3% 10.4%
5.1%
8.4%
4.9%
6.2%
4.3%
3.4%
15.3% 15.8%
13.9% 14.5%
11.6% 11.3%
9.1%
6.9%
6.5%
4.3%
7.7% 12.6%
7.0% 11.1%
7.1%
6.0%
7.0%
4.6%
4.6%
2.4%

2008
EBP

DE 0208

6.0%
5.9%
5.6%
5.3%
4.5%
6.0%
5.9%
5.8%
5.3%
4.6%
13.4%
11.9%
11.2%
7.5%
4.7%
4.4%
4.3%
4.3%
4.0%
3.9%

15.0%
9.6%
8.5%
5.7%
3.8%
15.2%
11.7%
8.5%
5.4%
3.7%
15.8%
11.8%
10.9%
5.0%
2.9%
14.0%
8.9%
8.9%
4.7%
2.4%

6.3%
6.0%
5.7%
5.6%
4.9%
7.1%
6.8%
6.5%
6.0%
4.9%
14.1%
13.3%
11.5%
10.0%
8.0%
7.4%
6.4%
6.1%
6.2%
4.6%

15.9%
9.1%
7.3%
5.1%
3.1%
16.1%
12.2%
8.6%
5.3%
3.4%
17.7%
13.2%
12.7%
8.1%
4.8%
14.0%
12.4%
7.5%
4.6%
2.6%
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LGA estimates based on NHS data: a comparison

The Population Health Information and Development Unit (PHIDU) at the University of
South Australia has created LGA-level estimates from data obtained from each of the
past four National Health Surveys. The small area estimates published by PHIDU are
created using synthetic estimation methods. The ABS is contracted to undertake the
modelling part of the work so that the effect of confidentialisation can be avoided. The
model is applied at the age group/sex/small area level; estimates are created for SLAs as
well as LGAs. The first set consisted of estimates for two outcome variables from the
1995 NHS data: the physical component summary measure of SF36 and self-assessed
health status of poor or fair (Glover and Tennant, 1999). Up to 27 outcome variables
have been modelled using data sets from the 2001, 2004–05 and 2007–08 National
Health Surveys (Glover et al., 2006, Glover and Tennant, 2008, 2010). The outcome
variables that have been used to create small area estimates have included many outcome
variables measured by the NSW Population Health Survey as well as combinations of
outcomes, such as persons with at least one of four major health risk factors (current
smoker, high risk reported alcohol intake, sedentary or obese).
The NSW Population Health Survey and National Health Surveys have quite different
survey designs: the former is a telephone interview of NSW residents, stratified by
Health Area, with a sample size of over 8000 for people aged 16 and over. The latter is a
face-to-face interview that uses a stratified multistage area sample design (ABS, 2009d),
and surveys people in all states of Australia excluding areas designated as very remote
(ABS, 2001, 2009d). The definition of adult for 2007-08 NHS survey was people aged
18 and over. Nationwide 15,779 adults were surveyed in the 2007-08 NHS survey, with
2,589 located in NSW, but the estimates at the LGA level use the entire dataset (Glover
and Tennant, 2010). Because of the differences between the two surveys the prevalence
estimates are likely to be different in terms of absolute, but it would be hoped that there is
a level of similarity or correlation between the two sets of modelled estimates at the LGA
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level. It is also interesting to consider whether the NHS-based estimates are unbiased
when compared with the direct estimates from the NSW Population Health Survey.
Of the four outcome variables that were studied in detail in this thesis, only one can be
considered sufficiently similar for comparison purposes: current smoking, under the
assumption that the current smoking behaviour of people over 18 available from the
NHS is similar to that of people aged 16 and over available using the NSW Population
Health Survey data. For the other three outcome variables the categories are different or
the NHS does not include the outcome: for risk alcohol consumption, the NHS looks at
high risk rather than the more inclusive risk drinking category, and the definition of risk
drinking is different between the two surveys as well. The combined outcome variable
obese and overweight is modelled in this thesis, but the two are modelled separately in
the NHS. Finally difficulties getting health care is not included in the NHS. Therefore
the only variable that was compared was current smoking. It is suggested that further
comparisons be undertaken between the NHS-based and NSWHS-based estimates for
other outcomes if small area estimation methods are implemented on an ongoing basis.
The comparison used the 2007-08 NHS data and the 2008 NSWHS data. The NHS
estimates were compared against the direct estimates, the aggregated results based on
2002–2008 and the empirical best predictions obtained from using the global and
specific covariate specifications. These two covariate specifications were among the
better estimates for SMK chosen in Section 4.3. It should be noted that the estimates
from fitting these models were biased relative to the direct estimates. All estimates,
including the NHS estimates were calibrated so that the weighted average equalled the
state estimate, which was 19.7% for male and 17.2% for females.
The relationship between the NSWHS direct estimates and the NHS synthetic estimates
is depicted in Figure A.27. The relationship between the direct estimates from the
NSWHS survey and the synthetic estimates from the NHS is consistent with the line of
identity, and is therefore unbiased for both male and female when using the 2008
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Figure A.27: Direct estimates, 2008 based on NSW Population Health Survey data vs
Synthetic estimates based on 2007-08 NHS for Current Smoking.

Black line denotes line of best fit; Blue dotted line denotes line of identity

Figure A.28: Empirical Bayes Estimates using global covariate specification, based on
2008 NSW Population Health Survey data vs Synthetic estimates based on
2007-08 NHS for SMK, by sex.

red-brown dashed line denotes line of best fit; Blue dotted line denotes line of identity
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Table A.38: Estimates of correlation and associated P values between LGA level estimates from NSW Population Health Survey and NHS estimates
NHS-based
Synthetic vs
2008 DE
DE0208
Global EBP
Specific EBP

Male
Unweighted
Weighted
r
p value
r
p value
0.11
0.17 0.15
0.057
0.33
< 0.001 0.49
< 0.001
0.28
< 0.001 0.33
< 0.001
0.34
< 0.001 0.38
< 0.001

Female
Unweighted
Weighted
r
p value
r
p value
0.17
0.04 0.27
< 0.001
0.27
< 0.001 0.53
< 0.001
0.46
< 0.001 0.38
< 0.001
0.52
< 0.001 0.43
< 0.001

NSWHS data. When using 2007 data only the male estimates are unbiased, and using
the square root transformation does not make any difference. It was found earlier that the
modelled estimates using the Global and Specific covariate specifications are also
unbiased, but for males only. Despite the fact that the two forms of modelled estimates
are both unbiased when compared with the direct estimates from the NSWHS, the same
cannot be said about the relationship between the two sets of modelled estimates, and the
correlation is very low, at 0.28 for the global and 0.34 for the specific model for males,
as shown in Table A.38. It would be hoped that there would be some level of consistency
between the two sets of estimates, however the low correlation suggests otherwise, and
this is borne out in Figure A.28. Figures A.27 and A.28 show that many areas have
NHS-based synthetic estimates of about 19% to 22%, whereas in the modelled estimates
for NSWHS data, using the 12 covariates included with the global covariate specification
these areas have modelled estimates that range from about 12% to 25%. Some
discrepancy is expected between the two sets of estimates. Of note is that estimates for
areas with quite low estimates according to the NHS model have among the highest rates
in the global model. One of these is for females in Waverley LGA, in the eastern suburbs
of Sydney. The estimate from the NHS is 13.7%, compared with 28.2% for the modelled
estimate using the NSWHS data. The direct estimate for 2008 was 61.5% and for the
period from 2002–2008 combined was 29.7%, so in this case there is plenty of
justification for Waverley’s relatively high rate of smoking according to the methods
used in this thesis.
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It is good to be able to compare the estimates obtained using the relatively simple
approach being used in this thesis with estimates that have been obtained using more
complex modelling at the age-sex-LGA level that uses many more covariates than were
included in this study, and where the modelling has been undertaken under the auspices
of the national statistical agency. Although it would be good to have greater correlation
between the two sets of estimates, it is probably more important to consider the points of
major discrepancies and to judge the estimates on the basis of all information and not
just on the synthetic estimates obtained from the NHS data.
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A.17

Disease Mapping vs Small Area Estimation

It is important to understand the difference between the small area estimates that are
currently published by NSW Health in Health Statistics NSW (CER, 2012) and the
Report of the Chief Health Officer (Population Health Division, 2010), and small area
estimation methods as applied in this thesis. Although they are both forms of small area
estimation (Gómez-Rubio, 2007, Rao, 2003) the two methodologies are rarely
mentioned together, and when they are, it is not necessarily made clear how they differ.
The techniques currently applied by NSW Health are more correctly termed disease
mapping methods (Lawson et al., 2003). In disease mapping situations it is the small
population sizes that create a challenge at the small area level and which the disease
mapping methods address, because the methods are applied to variables from routinely
collected data sources where it is assumed there is complete enumeration of cases
(Clayton and Kaldor, 1987). The observed rate in an area can differ markedly from the
expected rate in areas with small population through small changes in the number of
cases (Jiang and Lahiri, 2006). Disease mapping methods smooth this variability, usually
by modelling the relative risk, and usually by using Fully Bayesian (Lawson et al., 2000)
or Empirical Bayesian methods (Marshall, 1991). The most common use of the methods
are for estimates of variables such as numbers of cancer cases (Lawson et al., 2000), that
have been indirectly age standardised. For this data type the standardised
mortality/morbidity ratio, that is, the ratio of the number of observed cases Yg over the
number of expected cases Eg given the area’s age and sex distribution, is the best
estimate of the true relative risk, qg . The true relative risk is assumed to have a Poisson
distribution, with the overall relative risk of the state set at unity:
Yg |qg ⇠ Poisson[Eg qg ]
where qg denotes the true relative risk in area g. A version of the disease mapping

(A.9)
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methods can be applied to proportion data, whereby the logistic model is used, but the
logic is still to smooth the observed proportion towards the overall state estimate.
In contrast, small area estimation concentrates on estimating the actual total number of
cases or the proportion of cases in the small area of interest from sample survey data.
Much of the development of small area estimation methods for survey data has occurred
in the context of linear models, with generalised linear mixed models becoming more
common with time. Also, although Bayesian methods are used, the original methods
were based on frequentist models. Both paradigms are considered in Rao (2003), but the
majority of the book discusses small area estimation from a frequentist point of view.
The issue for survey sample data revolves around the small sample size at the small area
level. Therefore with survey data the areas requiring small area estimation can also
involve areas with large populations if the sample size does not allow estimates with
reasonable precision to be obtained using conventional survey methods. Indirect small
area estimation methods involve modelling the relationship between the variable of
interest and auxiliary variables in order to increase the precision of the resultant
estimates. The difference between small area estimation and disease mapping therefore
comes down to the target of inference.
As with SAE methods, disease mapping methodologies and the application of these
methods have developed greatly in the past 20 or so years. One of the early papers was
Marshall (1991). In 2000 an entire issue of Statistics in Medicine was devoted to Disease
Mapping (volume 19, issue 17-18).
Both methods effectively use composite estimation. To give an example of composite
estimation for disease mapping, consider the Empirical Bayes estimate developed by
Marshall (1991). This produces a weighted estimator for qg with the weight being the
ratio of the variance of the two estimates.
q̂Marshall
= Eq (qg ) +Cg (SMRg
g

Eq (qg ))
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where Cg = varq (qg )(var(SMRg )) 1 .
This can be rewritten in the form:
q̂M
g = Cg SMRg + Eq (qg )(1

Cg )

(A.10)

where Eq (qg ) is usually assumed to be the overall SMR, which will be unity if there is
internal standardisation, as the sum of the observed values will by necessity equal the
sum of the expected numbers.
Equation A.10 shows that the estimate of risk for area g will be a weighted average
between the overall mean and the raw SMR of area g. The estimate will be shrunk
towards the overall SMR. The direct composite estimator discussed in Section 3.4.3 has
a similar form, but a more complex method of estimation of the weighting factor, Cg .
One principal difference between disease mapping and small area estimation is that in
(A.10) the estimate for the overall mean is seen as the true value of the estimator for a
small area in the absence of strong evidence to the contrary, so including it in the model
is seen as borrowing from its strength as an unbiased estimator. Small area estimation on
the other hand assumes that the overall state rate is a biased estimator for a small area.
The two targets of inference are different, and therefore although the form of the
composite may be similar, the two are estimating totally different quantities.
Hierarchical Bayes models are being used for small area estimation from survey data.
For instance, Gómez-Rubio et al. (2010) discuss models for continuous variables based
on unit level data. They also extend models to include out-of-sample areas. Although
beyond the scope of the thesis further study is warranted into these methods.
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